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ABSTRACT 

This naturalistic investigation described the knowledge, skills and personal qualities 

demonstrated by early childhood resource consultants as agents of change when preschool 

children with special developmental, physical, a d o r  social-emotional needs were included in 

cornmunity-based early childhood settings. Based on understandings of educational change in a 

postmodem era and social-psychological perspectives of individual change, this study explored 

the dilemmas, challenges, and struggies of resource consultants as  they sought to influence change 

in teacher practice. Ethnographic methodologies of data collection and analysis were used to 

consider cornplex interactions from the phenomenological perspective of the participants. These 

interactions were viewed as they naturdy occurred within the social context of the organization. 

Data were collected for two case studies through (a) audio-taped recordings of consultative 

interactions that included resource consultants, supervison, teachers, resource teacher, parents, 

and/or therapist, and (b) in-depth, semi-stmctured interviews of two resource consultants, five 

teachers and one resource teacher involved in change. In the first case, a resource consultant 

supported a teacher at a preschool summer program to include a child who was reported to be 

exhibiting out of control, aggressive, and oflen bizarre behaviors. In the second case, a preschool 

child with special physical and developmental needs was included in a group child care centre with 



the nippon of a resource consultant. Four categories of consultant characteristics emerged from 

the data: knowledge of consultation, knowledge of the process of change, interpersonal 

effectiveness, and leadership ability. A cross-case compa.rkon identified themes critical to 

underaanding the resource consultant's expenence as an agent of change. These themes 

demonstrated how resource consultants work within the sociopolitical structures in early 

childhood settings to support change. The resource consultants found they were able to influence 

teachers' attitudes, beliefs and feelings and enhance teachers' perceived behavioral control and 

teaching efficacy with children with special needs. In doing so, however, the resource consultants 

çauggled with how to empower teachers to change without using hieruchical powers to impose 

change on them. Key characteristics of change agents included their ability to form trusting 

relationships with teachers, to acknowledge and build upon teachers' existing skills, to manage 

conflict, to mode1 and coach specialized instructional strategies using regular classroom activities, 

and to maintain a fnendly and flexible stance. In promoting change in teacher practice the 

consultant's knowledge of the consultative process and knowledge of the change process were 

shown to interact with the consultant's interpersonal effectiveness and leadership ability. Four 

change agent styles have been articulated fiom this analysis: facilitative style, ernpathic listener 

style, directive style, and collaborative style. tt was found that each consultant exhibited several 

change agent styles. 1 have argued that change agent style is situational and may Vary and shift 

as the knowledge, skills and personal qualities of the consultant are differentially applied 

depending on organizationai factors and teacher issues present in each case. The implications of 

these findings on the professional development of early childhood teachers and resource 

consultants are considered. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The field of early childhood education has been making dramatic shifts in recent years as 

it moves to serve children with a widening range of diverse needs. Today early childhood 

education emphasizes the principles of inclusion, prevention, comprehensiveness, and farnily- 

centred senices (Burton, Hains, Hanline, McLean, & McCormick, 1992). These themes 

particularly begin to merge as early intervention seMces for children with disabilities are being 

provided in typical early childhood settings. 

The provision of early intervention seMces to young children with disabilities within 

comrnunity-based early childhood prograrns has been extoUed in the literature for its pedagogicai, 

legd, and ethical benefits @ricker, 1978; Guralnick, 1990). Traditionally. young children with 

special needs and their farnilies have been supported in specialized treatrnent milieus using a 

vanety of therapeutic approaches. However, with the redization that positive developmental 

outcornes and peer social interactions can be achieved for children with disabilities in cornmunity- 

based child care centres (Guralnick & Groom 1988; Jenkins, Odom, & Speltz, 1989) educators 

have advocated for a merger of generic early childhood and early intervention seMces in the child 

care system (Roeher Institute, 1992). 

In the child care system, as in the school syaems, in Ontario there is a growing trend 

towards using consultative approaches in support of the full inclusion of children with special 
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needs in cornrnunity-based child care settings (Frankel, 1994). Early childhood resource 

consultants Uidirectly support the needs of children in typical group child care centres, family day 

care homes, and nursery schools and act as conduits of change as preschool programs move 

towards fully inclusive practices. A collaborative interactive approach has been descnbed in which 

resource consultants offer educational and family support to children with special needs, their 

families, and early childhood educators within the early childhood setting (Frankel & McKay, 

1990). Central to this effort are the knowledge, skills and personal qualities that a special 

educator must possess as a consultant and as an agent of change. 

Consultation models in support of children with special needs are being implernented in 

Gare and educational settings at a time when enormous changes are being called for in the delivery 

of educatiod seMces to al1 children. These educational changes cannot be considered isolated, 

idiosyncratic, or erratic events, but rather must be viewed and understood in the context of 

extemai social, political, and economic forces. The prevailing societal trend that is today 

influencing Our school restructuring and school reform efforts relates to society moving from the 

modem era based on rational and positivistic thought to a postmodem paradigm (Aronowitz & 

Giroux, 1991; Hargreaves, 1994; Skrtic, 1995). In modem times with the expansion of 

democratic ideds, an industrial-based economy, and a swelling population in urban centres, 

workers were needed in organizations and factories that expected dutiful, obedient, and often 

uniskilled employees. There was an econornic need to educate the masses for these jobs in an 

efficient, standardized, and direct manner. To fulfill this purpose, bureaucratie and hierarchicd 

systems and structures developed to keep teachers infonned and accountable for the content, 

format, and outcornes of teaching (Skrtic, 199 1 b). Modem school systems have put in place 
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patemalistidmaternaiistic administrators and principals who encourage, cajole, and otherwise 

control the instructional behaviors of teachers as they transfer knowledge to children in their 

classroom. Children themselves are organized into these cubby-hole struaured classrooms 

accordhg to previously dehed categories of age, intellechial ability, or special talent. For a child 

with an identifieci disability or a child who cannot maintain hisher learning at a similar Pace to the 

rest of the class, the result has been exclusion, early schooi drop-out, and ultimately a loss to 

society of human potential. 

As we rnove towards the twenty-fim century the bureaumatic and standardized structures 

of modem school systems are being called to task. World political and economic shifis have 

altered the way societies compete in a more homogenized global economy. The resulting social 

condition known as postmodernity is characterized by flexible economies, sophisticated and 

innovative ùiformation technologies, organizational fluidity, and moral and scientific uncertainties 

(Hargreaves, 1994). As teachers strive to prepare students for a workplace that requires 

flexibility, teaming, and mutuaiity the fundamental paradigms and assumptions that have directed 

the actions of educators are being reexamined and questioned. In Hargreaves' (1994) terms 

postmodernity brings with it an unsettling anxiety about how teachers teach, how children leam, 

and how schools develop stmctures conducive to educating children frorn diverse backgrounds 

and with diverse learning needs. Rather than a "business as usual" approach to education, for 

teachers, change has become the order of the day. Teachen are constantly being called upon to 

reconsider, reform, and restructure their classroom management and instructional practices. 

In addition, it has been argued that the bureaucracy of modem schools has moved us away 

fiom the ideals of democracy, social justice, and responsive econornics. Skrtic (1991a) suggests 
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that to assist democratic and economic realities, bureaucratic schools cm more usefully be 

replaced by adhocratic systems that promote the tools of dialogue, problem solving and mutual 

decision-making between professionals and consumers. This allows for a more equitable 

distribution of power between administrators, teachers, parents and students. The result is a 

school that is more responsive to the personalized needs of individual students and eliminates the 

need to categorize and distinguish between children who are "able" and those "disabled". 

Aronowitz and Giroux ( 1 99 1 ) note that postrnodem views of empowerment and fieedom, 

. ..imply profound changes in the goals, systems of govemance, and cumcula of schools. 
To formally empower parents, teachers, and midents without an extensive debate on what 
we want of our schools is to prepare for likely failure. On the other hand, without a 
vision of transformed power relations within schools and the larger society, education 
reforms will inevitably be reversed or used to maintain the existing authonties. (p.22) 

In this context a major paradigm shift in the deiivery of special education services is under 

debate. A speciai education system that for years has been mainiained as a separate 

organizational entity from regular care and education is being called upon to dismantle the 

undergirding that has directed educational practice and to create new foundations. Regular care 

and education at the same time are mggling with the need to incorporate special education into 

its structures, to efficiently allocate resources, and to offer a range of instructional possibilities 

to al1 children in order to merge the two systems into one (Bredekamp, 1993; Reynolds, Wang, 

& Walberg, 1987; Stainback & Stainback, 1984). The special educator as consultant and agent 

of change is one central component to achieving these aims. 

Rationaie for this Studv 

In spite of social policy and research favoring fully inclusive prograrns, there has been a 



noted dearth of information documenting the skills and competencies of resource consultants 

(Friend, 1985). Even less is known about the quality of consultative interactions that mediate 

between teacher motivationai factors to change (attitudes, feelings, teacher efficacy, 

organizationai values) and aaual change in teacher practice. Research measures have typicaily 

not included qualitative accounts of consultative interactions or teacher reactions to the 

consultation process (Tindal& Taylor-Pendergast, 1989). Recently Kauffman ( 1993) has called 

for the use of quantitative and qualitative methodologies to enable us to more fuliy understand 

the interactions that occur between special education consultants and classroom teachers. 

Research investigating the consultative process particular to child care settings and the skills and 

competencies required of early intervention consultants has also been strongly recommended 

(Cohen, 199 1 ; Demchak & Drinkwater, 1992; File & Kontos, 1992). File & Kontos ( 1 992) in 

a thorough literature review on consultation found oniy a limited number of sources directly 

related to the early intervention system. They reflect, 

Even if some consultant and consultee skills transcend settings, empirical work is sorely 
needed in early intervention to establish what variables are important in those settings and 
how they operate. (p.255) 

These consultative characteristics may be necessary factors in influencing the successful inclusion 

of children with special needs in early childhood settings. Yet research investigating the 

knowledge, skills and personal qualities required of consultants to mediate between factors 

affeCting change and actual change in teacher practice is sparse in school settings and is virtually 

nonexistent in child care settings. 

Research is beginning to demonstrate how consultative approaches can be successful in 

oflering ongoing guidance, support and development to teachers thus allowing students with 
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speciai needs to be educated within the regular ciassroom (Fnend, 1988). Change appears to be 

prornpted by change agents knowledgeable about consultation process and communication skills, 

instructional strategies, and strategies for implementing change (Fnend, 1984; Miles, Saxl, & 

Lieberman, 1988; Reisberg, 1988). These skills are seen as basic to promoting successful 

collaborative interactions, mutual problem-solving and decision-making, and the management of 

conflia. To further enhance Our knowledge of consultation Fnend (1985) suggests that, 

. . .examining spedc  variables in consultative interactions cuuld contnbute a more detailed 
analysis of the consultative process. For example, studies of the types of verbal 
exchanges occurring during interactions, the individuais with whom special educators 
most frequently consult, and the decisions reached through consultation could assist 
tacher trainers to develop prograrns that address the most relevant process skills. (p. 1 19) 

In the modem era of scientific reason we relied on positivistic thinking to form the 

foundation of knowledge that infonned us about practice. It has been suggested that these 

"rational-technical" understandings of integration have not been sufficient in the implementation 

and maintenance of inclusive early childhood programs (Peck, 1993). In the postmodern period 

one's understanding of tmth is construaed not fkom controlled expenrnentation and manipulation 

of variables, but from the multiple realities of those who actively participate in practice (Skrtic, 

1991 b). Each participant has a voice. Each participant is a collaborator in creating solutions to 

problems and in promoting change. One must understand individual change as it takes place 

within a grester sociopolitical context (Peck, Furman, & Helmstetter, 1 993). Therefore, our 

understandings of change must consider the implications of that change not only from the 

perspective of the individual, but also from the perspectives of the organization and the 

cornmunity in which change is to be implemented. 

In promoting the changes required of individual teachen when c hildren with special needs 
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enter a classroom, resource consultants are viewed as leaders in change. As leaders they must 

be cognizant of the organkational stmctures of the setting and the political climate of the 

comrnunity in which this change is taking place. In the child care system, resource consultants 

understand that teachers are taking on greater responsibility for children with increasingly diverse 

and cornplex intellecniat, physicai, and behavioral needs. At the same time as their responsibilities 

are increasing, their role as child care providers is being further devaiued by a society that offers 

Limited oppominities for training, pays idierior wages, and expects them to work long hours under 

poor environmentai conditions. One area in which child care providers can still exert a modicum 

of control over their environment is in the determination of which children they will seMce and 

which children they will exclude fiom their prograrn. tn this context we can begin to see how in 

any change process one level of the ecological framework impacts upon and is impacted by the 

other levels in a fragile balancing act. Although research has measured consultation outcomes, 

process, and utilization, Gresham & Kende11 (1987) charge that the environmental context of 

behavior is one area that has consistently been ignored in school consuitation research. The 

present study is one attempt to understand the consultant's role in influencing change fkom a 

multidimensional view of personal, interpersonal and organizational change. 

The purpose of this investigation is to describe the characteristics of the early childhood 

resource consultant as an agent of change. Based both on understandings of organizational 

change in educational systems and social-psychological perspectives of individual change, this 

study specifically attempts to delineate the issues, approaches and characteristics critical to 

consultants in promoting positive attitudes and teacher efficacy when teachers incorporate 

inclusive practices in the child care system. 
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Methodoloeical Considerations 

To fUy understand the role of the early childhood resource consultant as agent of change 

1 undertook a qualitative phenomenological approach to data collection (Taylor & Bogdan, 

1984). It was an underlying assumption of this inquiry that observations of consultative 

interactions could best be achieved within a naniralistic context. Ethnographie research 

methodologies were employed to enable me to study human behavior and related phenomena in 

a naturai context (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Natural interactions between individuals and between 

individuals and the environment were observed without manipulation of the environment, the 

constraints of a priori set variables, or my direct participation in the consultative exchanges that 

took place. This allowed me to examine dl emerging factors, even those 1 may not have 

previously considered. 

Two case midies were completed. Consultations were observed for two cases in which 

resource consultants from cornrnunity agencies were supporting teachers to include children with 

special needs into community-based early childhood programs. Al1 consultative interactions 

between the resource consultant and the supervisor, teachers, therapists, resource teacher andor 

parent were audio-tape recorded. 1 then heid follow-up semi-stnictured i n t e ~ e w s  with al1 

consultants and teachers involved in this project. 

in an ernergent design such as this, the methodology unfolded as 1 proceeded through the 

research process. An attempt was made to follow consultants from agencies that supported the 

inclusion of children with a variety of special needs. The cases thus reflect the inclusion of 1)  a 

child with social-behavioral needs into a preschooi summer program, and 2) a child with a 

physical disability into a group child care centre. Each consultant represented a different agency 
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for a total of two agencies. 

Research questions were initially posed to focus the development of the inquiry. They 

were: 

1. What are the perceiveci concerm, self-efficacy, and attitudes of early childhood 
teachers towards the inclusion of preschool children with speciai needs in their 
p rograrns? 

2. What knowledge, skills and personal qualities do resource consultants 
dernonstrate as agents of change throughout the change process? 

3. How do change agent charaaenstics of consultants infiuence motivational 
factors related to change in teacher practice? 

4. What implications do these findings have for the training of teachers and 
consultants? 

Analysis of the transcnbed data proceeded with the assistance of The Ehzogruph Test 

Version 4.0 (Seidel Kjolseth, & Seymour, 1994). This computer program assists in the coding, 

soning, and retneval of qualitative data to enhance the interpretive analysis. Several themes 

began to emerge afler repetitively reading the case transcripts. In the first case. the Case of Karin, 

two major themes were identified. The first related to the interpersonal effectiveness of the 

consuitant; what was said, to whom was it said, and how was it said? The second theme revealed 

the leadership ability of agents of change; how is change in practice infiuenced, in what context, 

and under what conditions? These two themes, interpersonal effectiveness and leadership ability, 

were M e r  ciarified in the second case. In the Case of Anna the issues of role confiision and role 

negotiation became pivotal topics in a group child care centre where an inclusive program was 

rapidly evolving. These issues further informed me about the use of interpersonal 

communications and leadership in influencing change. 
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Two additional process themes emerge fiom the data in both cases. These two themes 

refiect the consultant's understandings of the consultation process and the process of change. 

In promoting change in tacher practice the consultant's knowledge of the consultative process 

and knowledge of change processes were seen to differentially interact with the consultant's 

interpersonal effktiveness and leadership ability depending on the targeted outcomes in each 

case. A rnultidimensional view of change and four styles of change agents have been defined 

ffom this anaiysis. 

As the investigation proceeded it became very clear that the depth of each tacher's and 

each consultant's story revealed the passion and promise with which they work and adapt their 

practices for the benefit of aii children. It is my hope that these case studies cm duplicate for the 

reader the extent of that cornmitment and devotion to working with children and families. 



CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

A significant change in the way early childhood educators develop, implement, and 

evaluate programs for young children is required when children with special needs are included 

in regular early childhood settings (Kontos & File, 1993). This chapter reviews three conceptuai 

strands from the psychological and educational literature relevant to considering change in 

teacher practice. The areas considered encompass theoreticai understandings of organizationai 

change in schools, social-psychological theories of individual change and teacher development, 

and understandings of consultative practice. These three bodies of knowledge merge as we 

explore the role of resource consultants as agents of change. 

Chan~e  as a Proces4 

The literature on educational systems change has primarily related to organizational and 

instructional change wit hin school systems. In school s and early childhood settings the 

complete process of change has been s h o w  to advance through clearly defined phases from 

initiation to implementation and full institutionalization (Frankel & McKay, 1996; Fullan, 199 1 ; 

Giangreco, 1 989). As organizations proceed t owards the full implementation of innovation 

leaders can be neither dictatorial, authoritative, or complacent about imposing change on 

individuals. Rather, the full participation of al1 individuals or constituencies af5ected by the 
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change is required (Fullan, 1991). Change is conceptualized as a developmental pmicipatory 

process that takes place over t h e  (Fullan, 1985). Since the full implernentation of new teaching 

approaches involves individuals changing their teaching strategies, methodologies, and beliefs, 

the change process must take into account the phenomenoiogy of change or how change is 

perceived and experienced by al1 participants (Fullan, 199 1). 

Pdcipatory  Process 

The involvernent of al1 participants is seen as a critical factor if individuals are to 

accommodate the meanings of change, to make the necessary shift to new paradigms of practice, 

and to feel a sense of ownership of the innovation ÇFulian, 1992; Giangreco, 1989: Peck, Richarz, 

Petemn, Hayden, Mineur, & Wandschneider, 1989). But not everyone has to be involved al1 

of the time or at the same intensity. The management of change has been successful when a 

development tearn is established with each constituency group being represented (Fullan & Miles, 

1992). Over time, as individuals and groups reflect on the meaning of the innovation and shape 

a mutually s h e d  vision of the innovation, the move towards systematic institutionalization cm 

be successfiil. 

Phenomnology of Change 

Any attempt to initiate change and provide staff development to suppon teachers to 

change must take into account the phenomenology of change or how change is perceived at a 

persona1 level of concem. Change that occurs dong many dimensions of personal and 

professional practice has been shown to evoke anxiety, a sense of loss, and feelings of 
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ambivalence for ail participants (Fullan, 1991). This often is exhibited through confiict and 

demonstrated resistance to the innovation. Concerns expressed by teachers about implementing 

hovative programs can inhibit change in teacher beliefs, attitudes, instructional approaches. and 

methodologies. These concerns have been shown to Vary as teachers progress through phases 

of the change process. Research suggests that initially concerns focus on gaining awareness and 

gathering information about the intendeci change. The focus then shifis to the persond impact 

of the change, the tasks to be achieved, and one's perceived ability related to those new tasks. 

Only later do concerns reflect issues pertaining to the management and consequences of change 

and achieving a collaborative effort (Bailey, Palsha, & Simeonsson, 199 1 ; Hall & Loucks, 1978; 

Knowles, 1980). 

Teachers are not the only participants to express concem about integration. Peck, 

Hayden, Wandschneider, Peterson, & Richarz (1989) have found that teachers. parents, and 

administrators al1 express concems about preparation for integration, the adequacy of resources, 

and the loss of control experienced when integration is introduced in preschool prograrns. 

Therefore, dl constituent's views and concems must be aired as the change process proceeds. 

Attitudes and Change 

Social-leaniing theorists have funher elaborated on how persond attitudes/beliefs, 

feeiings!conceni$ values and seif-efficacy affect the actual performance of an intended behavior . 

bzen's (1 988) theory of pianned behavior describes three antecedents to "intentions" which are 

the precurson to the performance of any behavior. These three antecedents relate to 1)attitudes 

and beliefs - the positive or negative attitude one holds toward the intended behavior, 2)subjective 
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n o m  - the subjective view one has about how other imponant referents feel about the behavior, 

and 3)perceived behavioral control - how one perceives hisher own ability to control and perform 

the behavior. According to Ajzen an individual is more likely to perform a specific behavior if 

shdhe evaluates the behavior as positive, if others important to that individual value the behavior 

and ifthe individuai perceives herhimself as having the ability and the resources to perforrn the 

behavior. 

In considering teacher receptivity to change based on Ajzen's framework, Waugh and 

Punch (1987) suggest that a causal relationship exists between the three main variables of 

1)overall feelings including fears and uncertainties associated with the change, 2)beliefdattitudes 

about the old and new educational system and its perceived support. and 3)general behavior 

intentions. They hold that overall personal feelings towards the change influence developing 

attitudes and both feelings and attitudes infiuence behavior intentions. 

Wilson and Siiveman ( 1 99 1 ) measured teachers' beliefs about educating exceptionai 

children on a continuum fiom " restorative" to " preventive" views. They found teachers' belief 

systems to be consistent for al1 the different aspects of service delivery including approaches to 

identification and intervention. In addition these beliefs tended to be consistent with the beliefs 

of other teachers in their schools. This suggests that the perceived views of colleagues do 

influence teachers' personal beliefs about practice. 

in other research teachers' perceived value of an innovative program has been correlated 

positkely with successful implementation of innovative practice (Bailey, Palsha, & Simeonsson, 

199 1 ; Guskey, 1988; Stein & Wang; 1988). That is to Say, if a teacher has a positive attitude 

towards the intended behaviorai change either because it is congment with previously held beliefs 
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about practice, it is seen as enhancing student outcomes, or it is seen as supported by school and 

comunity goals they are more likely to implement the new program (Stein & Wang, 1988). 

The above findings, while adding support to Ajzen's theory of planned behavior, cal1 for 

some modification when it is applied to changing teacher practice. S t anovic h ( 1 994) reconfigured 

Ajzen's mode1 in relation to her observations of teacher behaviors when integrating children with 

special needs into typical classrooms. Stanovich posited and found through systematic path 

analyses that school noms influenced effective teaching behaviors and perceived behavioral 

control (teaching efficacy) infiuenced questionnaire measures of attitudes and beliefs toward 

rnainstreaming and the regular education initiative. These attitudes then directly influence 

whether or not the teacher will choose to perform a behavior. 

Teacher Efficacy and Change 

Social-psychological and educational research has fùrther elucidated on the motivational 

factor of "perceived behaviorai control" (Ajzen, 1988). including the construct of self-efficacy 

(Bandura, 1982). Ajzen notes, "The more resources and opportunities individuais thnk they 

possess, and the fewer obstacles or impediments they anticipate, the greater should be their 

perceived control over the behavior" (p. 135). Self-efficacy has been defined as the individual's 

perceptions of how competent and skilled they are to perform an intended behavior (Bandura, 

1977). Bandura (1982) sees self-efficacy as a central factor affecting motivation and behaviorai 

change. 

Recent research has focused on teacher efficacy related to the successfùl implementation 

of innovative programs. Smylie (1988) found personal teaching efficacy to be a powerfùl 
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predictor of change in teacher practice. The teacher's persona1 efficacy was infiuenced by the 

teacher's certainty about the likelihood that new practices would assist in student leaming and by 

contexid characteristics of the classroom environment such as concentration of low-achieving 

students. Resistance is a likely outcome when teachers do not feel they possess sufficient 

knowiedge and ski11 to bring about expeaed success (Margolis & McGettigan, 1988). 

Research also has supported the view that teachers' perceptions about their own 

behavioral control and skills in assisting children with special needs positively correlated with 

their preferred teacher approaches. Teachers with more preventative attitudes sought consultative 

support to change their teaching approaches in the regular classroom while those with more 

restorative attitudes expressed a preference for withdrawal modes of seMce delivery (Wilson, 

Kircaali-Har, & Diamond, 1 992). 

Staff Develo~rnent and Change 

These theoretical models relating change in teacher practice to teacher's personal self- 

efficacy and attitudes toward the innovative program or practice have implications for staff 

development. Researchers view staff development as an important influence afFecting teacher 

change (Guskey, 1986; Smylie, 1988). Guskey (1986) proposes a linear conceptualization of the 

influence of staffdevelopment during the change process. He theorizes that stafFdevelopment, 

rather than attempting to change teacher belief systems initially, should be focusing on effecting 

changes in teachers' classroorn practice. Feedback about changes in student leaming outcomes 

resuiting fiom changed classroom practice would ultimately affect teachers' beliefs and attitudes. 

In this conceptualization staff development should recognize that to encourage and maintain 



change the change agent must articulate the innovation clearly and explicitly, must be seen as a 

credible person by those who are being asked to change practice, and must sensitively address the 

personal concems of teachers. 

Successful change agent efforts have been shown to offer teachers ongoing feedback 

about student progress and ongoing support and follow-up (McLaughlin, 1990). The 

characteristics of these change agents must be carefully considered. Teacher coachng models 

(Joyce & Showers, 1983; Showers, 1990) which offer expert consultation and feedback have 

been criticized as contrived technical approaches to staff development that do not always address 

motivational issues and efficacy needs of teachers (Hargreaves & Dawe, 1990). Gersten, 

Morvant and Brengelman (1995) however, found that expert coaches could be effective when 

they were able to alter their approaches accordiig to the needs and abilities of individual teachers. 

Stein & Wang (1988) advocate for more interactive approaches to staff development. 

They note that stafFdevelopment models in the past have focused on providing knowledge and 

ski11 development. These skills, although acquired by teachers, have not been show to be 

irnplemented. StaEdevelopment programs should, therefore, include ways of motivating teachers 

to use new teaching practices and should provide ongoing feedback and suppon in the process 

of implementing new practice. This would promote an improved sense of self-efficacy and 

promote attitudinal change. 

Typically, staff development programs are conducteci as one-shot workshops which ailow 
very little, ifàny, input from teachers. While such formats may be sufficient for training 
aimed at providing knowledge regarding effective practice, these workshops seldom lead 
to long-term change in practice when teachers retum to the classroom. StafTdevelopment 
programs which aim to support teachers' ongoing utilization of the knowledge base 
regarding effective practice will need to develop a delivery system characterized by 
continual monitoring of teacher's implementation levels dong wit h feedback to teachers 



regarding their implementation progress. (Stein & Wang, 1 988, p. 1 8 5) 

Trends in Consultation 

Today as we seek equitable access, equitable treatment, and equitable outcomes for an 

increasingly cornplex, diverse population of children in Canadian schools (Lessard, 1991), 

teachers have found that meeting these goals demands an array of practices beyond the 

professional ski11 base of any one person (Thousand & Villa, 1990). To meet learning needs 

afCected by cultural, linguistic, and developmental diversity, teachers are seeking expanded 

alliances with other teachers whose expertise may be different from their own. To this end 

consulting teacher approaches have become particularly prevalent in promoting practices that 

support children with learning and behavior problems in the classroom (Haight, 1984; Huefher, 

1988; Idoi, 1988). These models move beyond the case by case focus of school psychologists and 

the pull-out approaches of traditional resource teachen to focus instead on effecting more global 

changes in teacher instructional practices and classroom management styles. 

The use of consultative support services to assist child care teachers in meeting the diverse 

needs of children is new to early childhood settings. As Young children with disabilities move out 

of segregated settings, preschool intervention services are increasingly being provided within 

mainstrearn early childhood prograrns including group child care centres, family day care 

prograrns, nursery schools, and kindergartens (Bagnato, Kontos, & Neisworth, 1 987; Klein & 

Sheehan, 1987; Rule, Stowitschek, & innocenti, 1986). Consultation holds promise for providing 

naff with the ongoing training and support necessary for implernenting and maintainhg change 

in instructional practices. One demonstration project in integrated child care centres found that 
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the use of on-site consultation assisted teachers in assessing and identifjmg program goals and 

action plans while providing technical training. This was s h o w  to improve the overall quafity 

of program for all children (Wesley, 1994). As the integration of preschool children with speciai 

needs proceeds in Ontario, early intervention specialists and resource teachers are rnoving fiorn 

providing direct services to chiidren and families and are adopting consultative approaches to 

seMce provision (Cohen, 199 1 ; Frankel, 1994). 

Expert Yiov 

The practice of consultation is not a new one in educational settings. Historically it has 

been greatly iduenced by the consultative role of school psychologists assisting teachers in 

serving children with rnild learning and behavioral needs (Reschly, 1976). Many definitions of 

consultation have evolved fiorn this beginning (Bergan & Tombari, 1976; Conoley & Conoley, 

1988; Cook & Friend, 1990; Harris, 1990; ldol & West, 1987; Kurpius, 1978; Reisberg & Wolf, 

1986; Stum, 1982; Thousand, Villa, Paolucci-Whitcornb, & Nevin, 1992). Although certain 

common elements exist in the various definitions, Merences emerge based on varying theoretical 

orientations to consultation. Each orientation establishes different inherent power relationships 

that guide practice. lnitially educational consultation was defined as any interaction between a 

consuliant with expert knowledge to convey and a consultee, usually the teacher. Change in the 

client, usuaiiyachild, is an essential outcome ofthis view. Consultative services were based on 

the assumption that knowledge of psychologicai pnnciples and teaching strategies, once 

transferred to or emined fiom the consultee, allowed the consultee to support the leaming of a 

client in the classroom (Bergan & Tombari, 1976). The consultant's job of promoting change is 
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thus accomplished indirectly through a mediator/consultee who more directly attempts change 

in the client (Kurpius, 1978). 

When this triadic relationship is reflected in an expert-novice approach to consultation 

inequitable relationships abound. A hierarchy of power is created. At the top of the hierarchy is 

the consultant iduencing the problem-solving process, with the classroom teacher in the middle 

influencing the child and family at the bottom. 

Collaborative View 

Eventually consultation conceptualized as a hierarchical chah of power began to be 

reconsidered and the process of consultation shifted to take on more equitable problem-solving 

approaches. In these definitions of consultation the consultant is a facilitator in changing both 

teacher practice and child Ieaming. Al1 pmies in the consultative process, be they special 

educator, regular educator, or parent, bring their own expertise to the problem-solving process 

and accept some responsibility for the chiid's educational progress. Solutions are deveioped 

through the intense interpersonal interactions of the adults to systematically brainstorm and to 

develop strategic plans ofaction. Educational consultation is thus conceived of as a process that 

involves a sequence of problem-solving strategies (Harris, 1 99 1 ). This approach is epitornized 

in the definition put forth by Cook and Friend (1990) in which consultation is described as "the 

indirect provision of special educational seMces to rnildly handicapped and other at-risk students 

through a systematic problem-solving approach among the adults who have expertise related to 

the students' needs" (p.43). 

In the field of education there is a burgeoning body of literature descnbing consultative 
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models, theories, and approaches (Conoley & Conoley, 1988; Heron & Harris, 1987; West & 

Idoi, 1987) and barriers to their irnplementation in schools (Johnson, Pugach, & Hammitte, 1988; 

Phillips & McCullougk 1990; Piersal & Gutkin, 1983 ; Pugach & Johnson, 1988; Sapon-Shevin, 

1988). In this ongoing discourse, cullaborative consultation has emerged as a preferred mode for 

irnplementing and delivenng educational and early intervention consultation programs (Buysse, 

Schulte, Pierce7 & Terry, 1994; Cook & Friend, 199 1 ; Harris, 1990; Thousand, Villa, Paolucci- 

Whitcomb, & Nevin, 1992). The collaborative process most usually includes, but is not limited 

to, the consultant and the classroom teacher. Others who may participate are parents, therapists, 

and resource specialists (e.g. a Braille specialist). Collaborative consultation approaches share 

an understanding that consultation is a voluntary process based on mutual respect and parity. In 

practice, coilaborative consultation suggeas focused and closely aiigned interpersonal interactions 

of two or more individuals for some limited period of time. The desired outcome of these 

interactions is the development and implementation of an action plan that focuses on change in 

teacher practice in order to enable a child with special needs to leam and develop in a regular 

classroom. This view is expressed in Stums's ( 1982) definition of consultation as a "systematic 

interpersonal process with a goal of problem resolution and situational change through planned 

action" (p.297). 

Enipowerment Viov 

At the systemic levei impliàt and explicit conditions have made collaborative consultation 

difF~cult to institutionalize. Witt and Martens (1988) state that in the field of school psychology, 

... there is liale evidence that consultation is ever truly collaborative. Given that schoois 



pay school psychologias a higher salary, require more training at the entry level, and give 
us the responsibility of helping teachers, the school system itself acts to put us in a 
hierarchical rather than collaborative position with teachers. (p. 2 1 4) 

These authors argue for an empowerment philosophy of consultation. This definition of 

consultation holds that the seeds of competent behavior are already within the teacher. This 

mode1 is based on Rappaport's ( 198 1 ) view of empowerment which assumes that poor functioning 

is the result of inadequate resources and a sociai structure that inhibits the dernonstration of 

appropriate cornpetencies. According to Witt and Martens consultation shifts fiom viewing 

teacher efficacy as the problem to one that views the problem as the social structure in which the 

teacher operates. An underlying assumption of consultation is that teachers are capable of coping 

eflectively with problems, demands and aspirations. The consultant assists teachers to build on 

existing skills, to identify and access appropriate resources, and to create supportive working 

environrnents. It is inferred that this approach to consultation is more effective than expert or 

collaborative models in prornoting and in maintaining changes in teacher practice. 

Interactive Teaming 

Ln the current move to reform education, equitable power relationships between teachers, 

parents, and students have been called for to promote excellence in our schoois (Sarason, 1990). 

A new era of collegial interactions is being advocated in which the distinctions between special 

educator, consultant, regular educator, specialists and parent as educators of children are 

increasingly blurred and transcended (Bailey, 1996; Casto& Julia, 1994). Thus in this newly 

expanding phase, consultation moves beyond the realm of special education and incorporates a 

tearn approach to teaching ail children (Thousand & Villa, 1990). 
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To foster this realignment there is a cal1 to restructure the way in which educationai 

institutions think about and deiiver services to children. In Skrtic's ( 199 1 a) tenns, professional 

bureaucracies found in schools have entrenched cultures and structures that impose, define, and 

Iimit practice to standardized educational formats. On the other hand. Skrtic recognizes 

adhocratic modes of operation within a school as ones that consistentiy shifi to allow for the 

docation of perso~el  and acadernic resources as needed in meeting the diverse requirernents of 

students, teachers, and communities. 

From a sociological perspective, Hargreaves ( 1994) charactenzes school cultures that 

d o w  for dynamic shifiing relationships between persomel as a "moving mosaic". Under these 

conditions professionals and consumers are constantly regrouping to form collegiai tearns that 

meet to produce creative approaches to learning. Membership in teams are altered as the expertise 

and knowledge required changes with the individuai student or the specific leaming environment. 

Hargreaves views the moving mosaic as having a critical effect on change: 

The moving mosaic fosters Mgorous, dynamic, and shifting forms of collaboration through 
networks, partnerships, and alliances within and beyond the school. These are sometimes 
consemual, but çometimes conflict-ridden too, for in the moving mosaic, conflict is seen 
as a necessary part of the change process. (p.257) 

In this conceptualization of school organizations as al1 members of the tearn share 

responsibility for successful student outcornes, the term consultant takes on a broader spectrum 

of rneaning and can be embraced by any member of the tearn. Status and power on the team cm 

reach more equitable levels as participants share prescnptive, informative, facilitative, and 

supportive consultative roles (Johnson & Pugach. 1 992). Theory and practice are premised on 

problem solvïng and mutual adjustments rather than standardized paradigms of practice (Skrtic, 
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1991a). This view of practice fiees participants to adapt and create strategies to benefit the 

individual leaming needs of the child, d e r  than forcing children into preconceived standardized 

prograrns. 

The distinction is being made between consuiting and teaming by noting that interactive 

teaming, like consultation, involves cooperative problem-solving, staff development, and role 

release approaches. However, unlike consultation. tearning emphasizes the sharing between 

disciplines of general information, informationai skills, and performance cornpetencies (Bailey, 

1996; Mors i i  Thomas & Correa, 1991). In this view of teaming each participant brings a unique 

perspective and expenise to the teaching process. Al1 tearn members may altemately be 

cunsidered experts and consultees throughout the consultative process. Under this paradigm of 

consultation, full inclusion is viewed as obtainable. 

Consultative Skiils 

The early childhood resource consultant has an indirect role in providing inclusive 

programrning for preschoolers with disabilities in child care settings. The consultant's primary 

responsibility is to facilitate the use of appropriate early intervention practices by child care 

teachers. These practices include the development and implementation of goals in an 

individualized education program (IEP) a d o r  individualized family service plan (IFSP) for 

children with disabilities and their families. This ofien requires that cumcula and environments 

be modified to meet individual child and family goals. These rnay be considered significant 

changes in instructional approaches to developmentally appropriate play-based cumcula typicaily 

used by early childhood educators. To embrace these changes a paradigrn shift is required in 
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teachers' attitudes towards educating children with disabilities, in their beliefs about the value of 

inclusion, and in their personal perceptions of their skills as educators of young children. 

These changing roles of early intervention specialists and child care teachers requires that 

they receive new knowledge and ski11 in how to give and receive consultation (Kontos & File, 

1993). To date, the iiterature on consultative skills and competencies emanates fiom research and 

practice conducted in schools. Although this research is limited, it gives us initial insights into 

the skills required of early childhood resource consultants to effect change in teacher attitudes, 

values, and teaching efficacy. In spite of a limited empincal base, research investigating 

consultation efficacy has focuseû rnainly on three types of consultation variables: input variables, 

process variables, and outcome variables (West & Idol, 1987). Input variables refer to 

characteristics of the people involved in consultation, their skills, their problems, and their 

perceptions (West & Idol, 1987). Process variables focus on the theoretical assumptions and 

modeis applied in the consultation process. Procedural/situational variables present in the 

organization that influence the process are included in this grouping (West & Idol, 1987). The 

last category of variables relate to the observable outcornes of consultation including measurable 

changes in teacher practice, knowledge and attitudes or in client behaviors (File & Kontos, 1992; 

Tindai, ShuYi, & Rodden-Nord, 1990; West & Idoi, 1987). Many research investigations involve 

aii three categories of variables since they mutuaily effect one another (Le. it is difficult to identi@ 

pertinent personal characteristics of consultants without considenng the effect of these 

characteristics on outcome). 



Cortsultant Characteristics 

Although empirical research has been limited, converging evidence gathered from initial 

investigations of consultant characteristics consistently suggest that interpersonal skills and 

communication skills are of paramount importance in successful consultations. Generalization 

of these findings may be minimal because the research designs employed in these studies have 

methodological limitations. Several studies have used retrospective survey designs to describe 

consuitant and consultee characteristics without adequate operational definitions of consultation 

(West & Idol, 1987) or systernatic validation of the reliability and validity of the rating measures 

(Tindal & Tay [or-Pendergast, 1 989). 

in describing the consultation skills required of resource teachers, Friend ( 1984) sought 

the perceptions of resource teachen, regular educators, and principals from three school districts 

and four special education cooperatives. Over 500 educators completed a questionnaire that 

listed 17 statements descnbing consultation skills and activities which might be appropriate for 

a resource teacher. Ratings were made of the perceived proficiency of resource teachers in that 

skill. Statements prirnarily related to interpersonal communication skills (e.g. inteMewing skills, 

conflict resolution), problem-solving skills (e-g. explicitly defining the problem, brainstorming 

solutions), and technical skills (e-g. o b s e ~ n g  learning behaviors, training of teachers) were 

presented. A rnajority of the educators perceived al1 the skills as being important to the success 

of consultation, but fewer perceived technical skills as being critical. In rating the consultants' 

proficiency in these skills, regular classroorn teachers consistently gave lower ratings than either 

principals or the resource teachers themselves. 

Idol-Maestas & Ritter (1985) in a follow-up study of a resource/consulting teacher 
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training program interviewed and surveyed 27 graduates regarding the necessity of 34 identified 

coiwltation skills which were emphasized in their preparation program. Six skills received very 

high rnean scores on a 5-point Likert-type scale: assess study and behavior skills (4.9,  participate 

in staffing conferences (4.7), develop written individualized education plans (4.6). decelerate 

inappropriate social behaviors (4.5), locate available instructional matenais (4.4). and generate 

methoddaaivities for specified objectives (4.5). The data fiom direct i n t e ~ e w s  with consultants 

more specifically identified 27 charactenstics related to interpersonal and communication skills 

that were used in consultations. These include a willingness to share ideas, adaptability, and an 

ability to restate and to paraphrase, use of confrontation in a nonthreatening manner, gather 

information, write notes, and speak an informal cornmon language. 

Udke Friend's study, this investigation gave stronger support to the view that technical 

skiiIs of consultation are necessary for consultants to possess. But like Friend's findings, the skills 

rated the lowest were related to including generai educators in developing IEPs. demonstrating 

instructionai and management techniques in general classrooms. and offering inservice sessions 

for teachers. The resuIts fiom both of these studies seem to run counter to definitions of 

collaborative consultation which stress parity in the process and mutual responsibility for 

developing and achieving the teaching goals of the child. The greater emphasis on technical skills 

over communication skills in this study may reflect the fact that only 16 of the 27 graduates 

interviewed had teacher consuitation described as part of their resource teacher responsibilities. 

Primary responsibilities for these resource teachers involved direct remedial teaching of students. 

The technical cornpetencies they cited as necessary are more supportive of that role than one 

stressing collaborative consultation. 
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Using a Delphi technique, West & Cannon (1 988) obtained ratings of students regarding 

consultation competencies from a 100-member expert panel. Cornpetencies included in the 

questionnaire were drawn fiom the literature to describe the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and 

characteristics thought to be needed by consultants. The 7 1 competencies were divided into nine 

categories. The expert panel identified 47 competencies as essential. Of these, the 10 

cornpetencies which attained the highest ratings on a Cpoint Likert-type scale supported the 

previous findings of Friend (1984) and Idol-Maestas & Ritter (1985) which demonstrated the 

importance of interactive communication skills (e-g .  communicate clearly and effectively in orai 

and written form; utilize acknowledging, paraphrasing, reflecting, cladjmg, elaborating, and 

summarizing listening and responding skills; interview effectively; give and solicit continuous 

feedback; give credit to others for their ideas and accomplishments; manage conflict and 

confrontation; be willing to Say "1 don't know.. .let's find out "), collaborative problem-solving 

skills ( e g  remaining available through implementation for support, modeling, a d o r  assistance 

in modification), and personal characteristics of consultants and consultees (e.g. exhibit ability to 

be caring, respectfid, empathie, congruent, and open in consultation interactions). Lowest mean 

scores were found for cornpetence related to howledge of research, theory, models, and systems 

change. While competencies in these areas of consultation were seen as important but not 

essential, even lower scores were found in the area of stafF development. Al1 three studies 

described above noted that a consultant's ski11 in providing staff training is not an essentiai 

competency of consultants. This runs counter to the view that an important goal of consultation 

is to enable and empower the consultee to deal more effectively with similar situations that arise 

in the fùture (RescWy, 1976). If one adheres to this view a staff development role would appear 
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to be a critical competency for al1 consultants. Since staff development and i n s e ~ c e  training 

were not adequately defined in these studies fûrther research is needed for clarification of this 

issue (West & Cannon, 1988). 

In an attempt to identify interactions between consultantfteacher charactenstics and 

consultative outcomes, Weissenburger, Fine, and Poggio (1982) surveyed 149 expenenced 

classroom teachers and asked them to rate a typical consultation experience. Five variables were 

considered: 1) teacher dogmatism, 2) teacher existentid life position, 3) consultant facilitativeness 

as perceived by the teacher, 4) the teacher's years of teaching expenence, and 5) number of 

consultative experiences engaged in by the teacher per year. Teacher satisfaction with the 

consultation, teacher strength in handling future problems. and problem resolution as perceived 

by the teacher were the key outcome variables. Multiple correlation and stepwise regression 

analyses support the finding that the consultant's facilitative charactenstics of empathy. warmth, 

and understandimg were the most highly correlated with and accounted for most of the variance 

of the three outcome measures. This fùrther supports the importance of interpersonal skilis and 

communication skills for the successfùl consultant. 

h c e s s  Characteristics 

Process variables reviewed in the literature consider the models, approaches, and 

sequences foilowed during consultation. A consultant's theoretical perspective and approach to 

the problem-solving relationship can delineate differences between consultants (Tindai, Shim, & 

Rodden-Nord, 1990). Theoretical perspectives may be based upon personality theory, behavior 

leaming theory, or systems change t heory (Conoley & Conoley, 1 988). These t heoretical 
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perspectives are reflected in a variety of models of consultation including mental health 

consultation, behavioral consultation, and organizationd development (Reschly, 1976; Conoley 

& Conoley, 1 98 8). Collaborative consultation, alt hough not t heoretically dnven, is based on 

knowledge of social leaming theory, child management techniques, applied behavior andysis, and 

instructional strategies (West & Idol, 1987) as well as process skills related to the phases of 

consultation (Id01 & West, 1 987). Depending on ones theoretical orientation, a consultant rnay 

act as an expert, a team negotiator, an advocate, or a facilitator in the problem-solving process 

(File & Kontos, 1992). 

Phases of the process have also been explored. Most investigators discuss four broad 

phases of consultation: 1 ) problern identification and analysis, 2) prograrn development, 3 ) 

program intervention, and 4) program evaluation (Polsgrove & McNeil, 1989; Tindal & Taylor- 

Pendergast, 1 989). 

The hdings of Friend ( 1984). Idol-Maestas & Ritter ( 1 987), and West & Cannon ( 198 8) 

have supponed the view that effective inte~ewing skills are critical characteristics of consultants. 

To understand the use of the consultant's interviewing skills in the context of the consultative 

process, Bergan & Tombari (1975) first andyzed the communicative interactions of consultants 

and consultees. Verbal messages were classified according to source, process, content, and 

control. To measure control over the problem-identification and problem-analysis process, a 

distinction was made between elicitor statements and ernitter staternents. Elicitor statements are 

t hose that request verbaiizations or actions from teachers while ernitters are declarative and 

exclamatory statements by consultants that provide summaries and factual information about 

psychological pnnciples and instructionai strategies. The use of a higher proportion of elicitors 
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to draw out responses and action plans fiom the consultee was seen as assisting the consultant 

in maintaining control over the direction of the interview in the problem-solving process. 

These skills were later s h o w  to have criticai implications for the success of the 

consultation process. Bergan & Tombari ( 1976) using multiple-regression analyses found that 

consuitant variables, including s e ~ c e  efficiency, flexibility in applying psychological principles, 

and interviewhg skills (particulariy message control) accounted for the greatest variance at the 

problem-identification phase. These sarne consultant variables accounted for minimal variation 

in plan irnplementation and problem solution phases. In other words, consultant characteristics 

were predictors of success in the problem-identification phase of consultation which itself 

iduenced success in plan implementation and problem-solution. It may be inferred that if 

consultants are not skilled in eliciting the problem and possible classroom solutions fiom the 

teachers, the consultation process is not successfully initiated and other strategies such as 

withdrawing the child to special education programs were more likely to occur (Bergan & 

Tombari, 1975). In addition, plan tactic elicitors used by consultants are more likely to infiuence 

consuitees to respond with statements that suggest resources rather than constraints and 

limitations to goal attainment (Bergan & Neumann, 1980). 

Using a small sarnple of three preschool teacherkhild dyads, Peck, Killen, and Baumgart 

(1989) demonstrated that preschool teachers did change instructional strategies for a child with 

special needs during classroorn activities when facilitated by a nondirective consultant. When 

strategies for incorporating iEP goals into a targeted classroom activity were elicited by the 

consultant fiom the preschool teachers, the teachers used these strategies in the training activity. 

A multiple baseline design showed that two of the teachers generalized these strategies to other 
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ciassroom activities as well. In subsequent i n t e ~ e w s  the teachers reported increased self- 

confidence in their ability to design and implement specialized instruction for children with 

disabilities. 

Gable, Friend, Laycock, and Hendrickson ( 1990) also take the view that the success of 

consultation depends in large measure on the pro blem identification and pro blem anal ysis process. 

The consultation interview has been seen as a necessary component of the process in order to 

establish a climate of trust, overcome resistance, and gain an understanding of the problem. To 

be successfid Gable et. ai. suggest a standard interview composed of eight categones of verbai 

interactions: 1 ) introductoq statements - to introduce the consultant and describe the process, 

2) problem-targeting statements - remarks that lead to an operational definition of the problem, 

3) behavior-setting statements - remarks intended to gain an understanding of the events before 

and after the behavior, 4) empathy statements. 5) deflection statements - remarks intended to 

redirect credit for various aspects of the plan of intervention, 6) ecological statements - remarks 

intended to identi@ extemal events that may be impacting on performance, 7) evaiuation 

staternents, and 8) summary statements - remarks used to reiterate decisions and enurnerate 

responsibilities of participants. Throughout these steps the ability to question, clari@, continn, 

and paraphrase remain necessary. 

Tindal & Taylor-Pendergast (1 989) used a categorical coding system to assess the time 

spent on s i ï  essential consultation skds desaibed in the literature: interpersonal communication, 

data collection - noninteractive observation, testing - interactive, modeling/demonstrating 

programs, written communication, and record review and information organization. Activities 

during four consultation phases were documented on a case specific basis although no 
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measurernents for quality of the interactions were attempted. Findings showed that the consultant 

spmt the majority of tirne with the student (35%) or aione (41%) with only 14% of the time spent 

with the teacher and I O 0 ?  wah others - counselors, administrators, parents, and individuais from 

social service agencies. They note, 

Time invested in interpersonal communication was less than for other activities, but this 
does not diminish the importance of the activity. The first 5 minutes may be the most 
important period because that is when interpersonal relationships are firrniy established. 
(P. 15) 

This study did not investigate the effect of the time spent in these activities or teacher reactions 

to the consultation process. 

Training in Consultation 

Studies that have considered the effects of training on consultation outcornes further 

clarify the importance of specific consultant input charactenstics. In a study of the effects of 

didactic, experientiai, and instructor feedback training techniques on consultative skills, Curtis and 

Zins (1988) found improved ski11 in level of questioning, making behaviorally specific statements, 

and in the avoidance of premature problem-solving strategies for consultant trainees. The ability 

to offer descriptions of behavior that were specific and noninferential was most highly afTected 

by instructor feedback techniques. 

White and Piyzwanshy (1 982) compareci teacher satisfaction ratings of consultants trained 

b y either a communication skills training condition (e. g. ski11 in active listening, 1-messages, 

behaviorai goal setting) or collaboration mode1 training condition which ernphasized underlying 

conceptual assumptions of collaborative models. Although training in skills or concepts did not 
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have sigruficantly different effects on teacher satisfaction with consultation, the training of 

consultants in active listening did increase teacher perceptions of consultant empat hy. Because 

o f  prior work histories with the teachers. the effect of communication training on teacher 

satisfaction may have been depressed. 

A later study compared apprenticeship and nonapprenticeship training programs on 

masures of consultative effectiveness as perceived by classroom teachers (Gersten, Darch, Davis, 

& George, 1991). Sigrukant dxerences in outcome favored the apprenticeship training group 

which emphasized techniques for ofliering immediate and positive feedback on teacher 

instructional practices. The apprenticeship consulting teachers modeled teaching techniques for 

more teachers and more fkquently assisted in the interpretation of cumculurn for low-achieving 

-dents. In addition, the feedback offered by these consultants was rated as more specific and 

more usefûl to classroom teachers. In contrast, consultants trained in a 2-day inservice session 

offered less feedback and that feedback was perceived by classroom teachers as usually general 

and of a highly positive nature. Based on these findings Gersten et. al. stress that consultation 

training should focus on interpersonai communication skills and an understanding of data-based 

instruction and behavioral teaching techniques, as well as in developing knowledge of research 

on effective teaching techniques. 

In summary, both the empirical and theoretical literature emphasize the importance of 

consultants possessing high levels of interpersonal skills, communication skills, consultation 

process skills, and knowledge of instmctional strategies. These skills are seen to be critical 

irrespective of the theoretical orientation of the consultant but may be of even greater significance 

in a collaborative consultation approach. The training of both consultants and consultees to 
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understand the consultation process, to be effective interpersonal communicators, and to 

appreciate the prVnary roles of the other have been widely acknowledged in the literature (Friend, 

1985; Kontos & File, 1993) as a necessary prerequisite to effective consultation outcornes. To 

improve future collaborations the unification of training programs for regular and special 

educators has been advocated (Kontos & File, 1993; Miller, 1993; Speece & Mandell, 1980) 

using training techniques such as role-playing through videotaped simulations (Curtis & Zins, 

1 98 8), case study methodologies (Mc William, 1 992), and instructor feedback (White & 

Pryzwansky, 1982). 

h early childhood settings the consultant typically cornes from an agency outside of the 

centre in which a child is being integrated and pnor consultant/teacher working relationships are 

rare. Therefore, further research considering only consultative interactions in settings new to the 

consultant may more clearly enlighten us about the components of cornmunications that foster 

trust, empathy, respect, congruence and unconditional regard between the consultant and 

consultees. 

Change Agent C haracteristics 

Although educational consultants are not always identified as change agents or change 

facilitators in the literature, consultants who promote innovative classroom practice may be a 

necessary condition for changing teacher attitudes, teacher values, and teacher efficacy (Waugh 

& Punch, 1987). These changes ultimately affect how successfully children with special needs 

leam within a reguiar classroom. In spite of the proclaimed description of consultants as change- 

agents, only a few empirical studies have considered their change agentry skills. 
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The literature stresses the need for change agents to be knowledgeable about the change 

process (Peryo~ 1982; Reisberg, 1988), confiict resolution (Friend & Bauwens, 1988). and 

diverse instructional practices (Reisberg & WoK 1988). Since contlict is an inevitable part of the 

tension towards change, the literature discusses conflict resolution in detaii. As a fundamental 

component of the change process in early childhood inclusive settings it has been found that 

participants must be aliotted time to express concems, retlect upon. and come to shared 

understandings of the intended change (Frankel, 1993; Frankel& McKay, 1996). It is only in this 

way that conflict associated with change cm be minimized and that change in practice will be 

îruiy impiementeci. Attempts to push fonvard without full input fkom dl participants ofien creates 

resistance which ultimately sabatoges the process. 

Change agents can play a critical role in minimizing teacher resistance and promoting 

positive motivation to change. McDonald ( 1989) argues that when power-based strategies are 

used by outside consultants they are more likely to result in destructive resistance than 

constructive changes. Margolis & McGettigan ( 1988) review four basic approaches required of 

change agents to reduce resistance. First, empathic active-listening assists in developing 

methodologies that are congruent with the typical classroom environment. Second, there is a 

need for change agents to demonstrate real support to teachers by assisting in the implementation 

of prograrn modifications, demonstrating classroom techniques, andor finding additional 

resources. Advocating for improved school structures and a collaborative culture is a third 

approach to reducing resistance. And, fourth, dernonstrating verbally and nonverbally 

interpersonal trust and respect when interacting with teachers. "Genuine smiles, encouraging 

words, and a problem-solving orientation strengthen interpersonal influence, improve 
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relationships, and solidify cooperation and cornmitment" (p. 18). 

Thus, in an organizationd culture of collaboration an agent who fosters honest and open 

communications assists in the change process. Any attempts to foia decisions upon individuals 

through contrived modes of collaboration may be met with debilitating resistance. In a culture of 

contrived collaboration mechanisms are ostensibly developed to promote collaborative 

interactions between teachers, but in fact are done in a way that better serves to control and 

inhibit change than to promote tmly creative responses to collaborative and supportive working 

relationships (Hargreaves & Dawe, 1990). A philosophy of empowerment rather than control 

in the consultative process is seen as a means of minimizing resistance to change (Witt & 

Martens, 1988). 

in analyzing eight training programs for consultants Idol and West ( 1987) found that the 

"general consensus seems to be that consultants need to function as problem-solving helpen and 

change agents who have skills in interpersonal communication, interpersonal problem-solving, 

interviewing, and effective written language" (p.476). Waugh and Punch ( 1987) stress that 

change agents must possess "characteristics such as objectivity, awareness of local conditions, 

status as a representative of a higher level of authority, and enthusiastic sponsorship" (p.242). 

Miles, Saxl, & Lieberman (1988) identified key skills for educational change agents. 

These inveaigators defined the term "skill" as an attribute of the change agent that emphasizes 

a behavioral capability the individual possesses of knowing "how to" do something as opposed 

to knowledge that something is "true or appropriate". M e r  intemiewing change agents and 

managers about typical incidents of change six general skills md twelve specific skills were 

identsed. The generai skills inciude 1 ) interpersonal ease, 2) group fûnctioning, 3) training, 
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specific skills are 1) initiative taking, 2) tndrapport-building, 3) support, 4) conflict mediation, 

5) collaboration, 6) confrontation, 7) confidence building, 8) individual diagnosis, 9) 

organizational diagnosis, 10) rnanagin~mntrolling, 1 1 ) resource-bringing, and 1 2) demonstration. 

Kilcher (199 1)  used in-depth case studies of five change agents to determine how they 

l e m  their emerging role in schools. She concluded that promoting change requires a complex 

interplay of skill and personal style in order to be successful at coaxing teachers towards change. 

Successful change agents require diagnostic skills, planning and design skills, presentation skills, 

effectve meeting techniques, decision-making procedures, group process skills, monitoring and 

evaluation skilis, as weii as interpersonal communication skills such as team-building, developing 

trust and rapport, role negohation, conflict resolution and coaching. Effective change agent style 

is a more ephemeral characteristic and more difficult to describe, but Kilcher notes that style may 

be viewed on a continuum fiom direct to indirect. 

While facilitators can leam knowledge and skills their basic style and behavior in groups 
is more difficult to change. Those with facilitative, assertive, and indirect ways of 
working with people might be best suited to the role. Caution should be exercised in 
choosing individuals who are overly forcefùl, dominating, and directive or very passive 
and low-key. (p.283) 

Kilcher's findings suggest that to l e m  facilitative approaches change agents should be 

provideci with an initial indepth training institute, followed by ongoing support sessions to allow 

kcilitaton to share, problem-solve, and continue learning together. Other training techniques that 

enhanced leamhg were rnaintaining refleaive joumals, readings, ski11 training sessions to provide 

practice and feedback on specific skiiis, and coaching by pairing new facilitators with experienced 

facilitators. 
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Given an organizational context of change. studies rnust now be completed to assist us 

in understanding the knowledge, skills, personal quaiities and approaches that early childhood 

consultants use to mediate between individual motivational variables to change teaching behaviors 

(teacher attitudes, beliefs, and efficacy) and actual change in teacher practice. 



CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Qualitative research methodologies assist in describing complex human phenornena as 

they naturally occur in the environment (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). In quantitative research 

procedures specific variables to be manipulated and observed are established a priori from 

hypotheses under investigation. Qualitative methodologies, on the other hand, allow critical 

themes and constructs to emerge as the investigation rnoves forward. While quantitative 

investigations require a clear procedurai blueprint with hypothesized outcomes articulated at the 

outset, the qualitative researcher starts with only a focus and a direction (Bogdan & Biklen, 

1992). The process of embarkation for the qualitative researcher may be likened to that of an 

explorer starting on a joumey. The explorer starts with a vague idea about which route to follow, 

but does not definitively know where it will lead or what outcomes to expect. Bogdan and Bikien 

describe a similar course followed by the qualitative researcher 

Plans evolve as they l e m  about the setting, subjects, and other sources of data through 
direct examination. A full account of procedures is best descnbed in retrospect, a 
narrative of what actuaily happened, written after the study is completed. (p.58) 

A narrative naturalistic inquiry thus becomes both the method and the eventual story of the 

participants as they live and reveal the phenomenon under investigation (Co~e l ly  & Clandinin, 

1990). 

This chapter describes the research methodology as it was proposed and the course it 
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subsequently took as it evolved and developed. A description of the design, data collection, data 

analysis and methodological pitfdls is included. 

Like an explorer setting off to chart new temtory, I took an ethnographie approach to 

data collection and analysis. This approach allowed me to observe consultative behaviors and the 

phenornenon of change in its natural context (Lincoln & Gubq 1985). To understand complex 

human interactions it is important to consider the subjective meaning of that action for the 

individual as well as the social ecology in which the behavior is prompted to occur (Erickson, 

1986). The subject of this study is change - how the participants view change, react to change, 

and respond with new behaviors. In this study particular interest rested on the question, how do 

consultant and teacher act together to develop for one another new environments of action? I 

felt right From the outset that this could best be measured by entering their worlds in as 

unobtrusive a manner as possible and by allowing their stories to unfold. 

An assumption of this investigation was that approaches to change taken by the resource 

consultants would Vary with the speclfic needs of the child being integrated, previous experiences 

of the child care statf, and the personal style of the consultant. Multiple cases, therefore, allowed 

me to wnsider several consultative interactions. As themes began to emerge fiom the data of the 

Case of Karin, they were reviewed and expanded upon in the Case of Anna. By systematically 

contrasting and cornparing these themes in both cases a thorough cross-case analysis of the data 

was completed. In addition, the case study methodology dowed me to observe the sociopolitical 

ecology that impinges upon the change agent's style. Data collected from consultation meetings 

and in te~ews provideci a rich data base of participant's attitudes, beliefs, and experiences. This 

information was used to constnict the narrative of each case study. 



The Cases 

Identifiing Cases 

1 initially approached five agencies to participate in this study. Each agency has a 

consultation program that offers support to cornrnunity-based early childhood programs which 

are beginning to integrate children with special needs into their centres. Each agency has a 

mandate to serve children with particular developmental needs : social-behavioral disabilities, 

developmental disabilities, a d o r  physical disabilities. At each agency the research request went 

through a varïety of administrative channels for approval, some formal and some informal. The 

proposal was met with a great deal of enthusiasm and support. One of the five agencies did not 

give approval for their consultants to participate. The one agency that declined cited heavy 

consultant workloads and involvement in intemal research as the reason for not pariicipating. 

Subsequently a different fifih agency becarne incorporated into the possible research pool. 

The consultants from these five agencies al1 expressed a high level of interest in this 

project. There were potentially ten consultants interested in paiticipating in the project. 

Permission foms (Appendix 1) explaining expectations for participation were signed by each 

consultant directly involved in the research. 

Guidelines for identifjmg possible cases to include in this study were explained to each 

consultant. Each consultant was advised on how to use these guidelines to select a case f?om 

herhs  workload which could be used in the investigation. In this manner purposive sarnpling 

techniques were employed (Glaser & Strauss. 1967). First, the consultation must involve the 

integration of a preschool child with special needs into a community-based early childhood 

program. Second, the consultation could be either for a child already in an early childhood 
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program in which the stafYwas requesting consultative support in order to maintain the child in 

the centre, or for a child for whom the parent requested admission to a centre. And third, the 

early childhood program must be one which is new to the consultant and in which the consultant 

has not previously been involved. 

When a new refend was made to the consulting agency, consultants would determine if 

it met the three criteria for participation in the study. Ifthe referral was appropriate for the study, 

the consultant would inform the supervisor of the centre about the research and ask for verbal 

permission to pass her name on to me as researcher. 1 then contacted the supervisor by phone 

and gave a brief description of the study. A letter to the s u p e ~ s o r  was mailed (Appendix II) 

foilowed by another phone call. If the s u p e ~ s o r  expressed interest for the centre and staff to 

participate, a letter was sent to each teacher describing the project and a visit to the centre was 

arranged (Appendix III). This meeting included the centre s u p e ~ s o r ,  teachers, and resource 

teacher, if one was present on stafY I explained the research and answered al1 questions at this 

t h e .  Informed consent forms (Appendix IV) were then signed by the s u p e ~ s o r  and teachers. 

The parents were also informed about the research by the centre's s u p e ~ s o r  and by a letter 

(Appendix V) fiom me. Permission forms to be signed by the parents were included with this 

correspondence (Appendix VI). 

Each participant was assured that the identities of the children, parents, teachers, 

s u p e ~ s o r  and consultant would not be revealed in any discussion of findings. To assure 

confidentiality each participant was assigned an identification number and pseudonyms are used 

in al1 reports. Color coded files and binders were used for documents related to each case. Al1 

data are securely stored in files. 
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Over the next year only two cases were followed that met ail three requirements and that 

followed al1 of these procedures. Severai additional cases were suggested by consultants but 

either data collection was never started or it subsequently had to be dropped. Several centre 

supervisors rehsed to participate either because of a lack of tirne, dificulty in scheduling 

meetings, or a lack of interest in being involved in a research study. In one case because of an 

ongoing conflict between the parent and the centre's staff, the parent removed her child from the 

centre d e r  only two consultation meetings were audio-taped. These tapes could not be included 

in the data analysis and were erased. In a second case, before agreeing to sign the permission 

form, a parent wanted assurances that he would later have full access to al1 audiotapes of his 

child. To assure confidentiaiity for ail subjects, this was not possible. This case was also never 

included in the research. 

Senings and Participants 

In the fint case Karin, the resource consultant fiom Farnilies First agency, was contacted 

by Iane the supervisor of a smd nursery school. The nursery school is operated in a comrnunity 

centre that seMces families in a rniddle-class downtown neighborhood of a large urban 

metropolis. Jane and one of the teachers in the program, Sue, had become increasingly alarmed 

about the aggressive, out of control behaviors displayed by 3-year-old Andrea. Their concerns 

grew when Andrea's mother, Virginia Wright, enrolled her in the preschool summer camp 

program. The teachers felt that they would not be able to cope with Andrea in the busy 

atmosphere of a summer camp. Ms. Wright, also descnbed to the teachers her concems about 

the bizarre behaviors Andrea was displaying at home and revealed her own inability to cope with 
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these events. It was agreed that an outside resource consultant should be called in to give the staf f  

support that muid help hem include Andrea in the surnrner program. Over the next few weeks 

consultative interactions occurred between Karin and the mother, the child, the s u p e ~ s o r  and 

the teacher (Table 1). 

In the second case Anna, a consultant with the Kingsley Foundation Early Intervention 

Services, was approached by Wendy Roberts for assistance in finding an appropriate group child 

care centre that would accept her 3-year-old daughter Jessie. Jessie has cerebral palsy and 

requkes specific modifications to the environment and to activities that assist in her growth and 

development. The Main Street Child Care Centre, located in the downtown core of a large city, 

serves families fiom diverse econornic, cultural and ethnic backgrounds. It was seen as an 

appropriate setting for Jessie because it has a resource teacher on staff responsible for the 

individual education programs of children with special needs and because the teachers have 

experience in moddjmg the curriculum for children with special needs with the resource teacher's 

support. However, at the time of the application the resource teacher's caseload of four children 

was M. The teachers on the teaching team expressed concems about whether they could meet 

Jessie's needs with just the occasional support of the resource consultant. A significant change 

in conceptualizing the way the resource teacher and the teachers served children with special 

needs and their families was needed if they were going to be a truly inclusive centre. As shown 

in Table 1, participants in the consultative interactions with Anna included the supervisor, the 

resource teacher, five teachers on the preschool team, a physiotherapist, the mother and the child. 
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Data Collection Procedures 

Consultants offer their senices to early chiidhood educators eit her because a child already 

in attendance exhibits leaming andor behavioral problems or because a child with identified 

disabilities is being adrnitted to a typicai comrnunity early childhood setting. In either case 

modifications to teacher practices are viewed as necessary if the child is to be successfùlly 

included. Data collection techniques were designed to capture the events and changes that took 

place as the consultant and teachers worked together towards inclusion. 

Observations 

AU consultative interactions between the consultant and the centre supervisor, teachers, 

resource teacher, therapists, parents, andor child were recorded on standard audiocassettes. f 

was not present dunng the consultants' visits to the preschool programs or during home visits. 

Since the intent was to capture the interactions as they naturally occurred, the consultant was 

instmcted to keep the audiorecorder running the entire time she was interacting with other 

participants. This was accomplished consistently for 5 or 6 consecutive meetings at the family 

home or the preschool centre. A minicassette recorder was used which could easily be placed in 

a pouch wom around the consultant's waist. When meetings that included several participants 

were rmrded, a multidirectional flat plate microphone was used. This microphone clearly and 

successfùlly picked up the different voices. In some instances when the consultant was moving 

about the room and interacting with the child and/or teachers the recorder was baîtery charged, 

placed in the pouch, and a tie clip microphone was employed. This approach helped to cut down 

on extema1 noise. 



TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF RECORDS 

TYPE OF RECORD THE CASE OF KARIN THE CASE OF ANNA 

Consultation Meetings S 6 

Interview with Consultant 

Interview with Teachers 

Interview with Resource 
Teacher 

Questionnaire 
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Five or six consecutive consultative meetings were recorded for each case (see Table 2). 

Consultants wrote fieldnotes describing who was present at each meeting and the order in which 

individuals had spoken. This assisted the transcriber in voie recognition and allowed participants 

to be accurately identified as verbatim transcripts were made of al1 meetings. 

Semi-sh.~ ctured Intmiews 

In naturalistic inquines the use of "human-as-instrument" for data collection can best 

reflect the interactive and multidirnensional nature of the phenornenon under investigation 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The investigator's relationship with the participants becomes critical as 

they become collaborators in the research and construct new meanings from cornrnon 

experiences. In the development of theory the researcher as human instrument acquires 

"processuai irnmediacy ... to process data just as soon as they become available. to generate 

hypotheses on the spot, and to test those hypotheses with respondents in the very situation in 

which they are created" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 194). In doing this the researcher must be 

constantly cognizant of her/his own underlying assumptions which influence the discoune and 

the analysis of the interpretive inquiry (Darroch & Silvers, 1982 ). 

In this investigation it was necessary to observe and obtain the testimony of the individuals 

moa closely related to the process of change - the consultants and the teachers. After the initiai 

consultative interactions were completed and the chiid was comfortably established in the centres, 

1 held in-depth, individual semi-structureci interviews with the teachers and consultants (Appendix 

VII and Appendix Vm). In the first case interviews with Karin and Sue took place in my office. 

in the second case 1 interviewed Anna at her agency and al1 interviews with the teachers were held 
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at the child care centre. AU interviews took between 1 hour and 1 hour 30 minutes to complete. 

These interviews were audio-taped on standard audiocassettes. Verbatim transcnpts were made 

of ail audio-taped interviews. 

In developing the protocol for the semi-structured interviews, I formulated questions to 

attempt to get to the heart of the consultants' and teachers' personal expenence. Open-ended 

questions were posed that aiiowed each participant to explain and consider her own story. 1 then 

asked exploratory questions to allow the participant to elaborate and reflect upon the implicit 

attitudes, values, and sense of efficacy that undergird their practice. Nthough a set protocol of 

questions was used for each interview, the additional exploratory questions were posed 

spontaneously as I reflected upon the perspectives being reveaied by each inte~ewee.  In this 

manner an atternpt was made to make explicit the implicit theory and underlying assumptions 

which guide the participant's behavior related to inclusion (Cohen & Manion, 1989; Seidman, 

1991). 

My onguial research plan was to interview only the consultant and the classroom teachers 

involveci with the child being integrated into the classroom. This procedure was followed in the 

fkst case snidy in which a srnail nursery school was working towards the inclusion of a child with 

social-emotional needs. However, in the second case study it soon became apparent that a 

teaching team was successfully in place for al1 teachers in the centre. This included a resource 

teacher for four children with identified disabilities. This centre was also grappling with 

redefhing their integrated program to resource ail children with specialized needs, even those not 

on the resource teacher's caseioad. 1, therefore, interviewed the resource teacher and four of the 

five teachers on the team. One of the teachers declined to be interviewed. 
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Questionnaire 

A brief questionnaire (Appendix IX) was developed to describe dernographic 

characteristics of participants. This questionnaire was cornpieted by al1 consultants and teachers. 

The questionnaire consisted of 17 forced-choice items and 1 open-ended question. 

Characteristics such as gender, age, educational background, years of service and current and 

past positions in early childhood education were assessed. 

Data Analvsis 

The audiocassettes were ail transcribed word for word into Wordperfect 6.0a. 1 then read 

al1 the transcripts and checked their accuracy with the tapes. M e r  this initial overview the 

transcripts of each case were read in their entirety while I kept in mind two main questions. In 

what ways do resource consultants demonstrate ski11 as agents of change? What knowledge, 

skills and personal qualities influence positive attitudes towards inclusion and improve teacher 

efficacy? Based on t his first reading of the transcripts tentative categories and sub-categories 

were developed to reflect emerging themes. Four main themes that were consistently identified 

in the transcripts related to the consultant's 1)interpersonal effectiveness, 2)leadership ability, 

3)howIedge of change process, and 4)knowledge of consultative role. The transcripts were then 

al l  reviewed and coded according to these categories. In many instances a response was coded 

in severai categones or sub-categories. A constant-comparative methodology (Goetz & 

Lecompte, 198 1) was employed to contrast and compare the two cases. Themes and patterns 

that emerged ffom one case were explored in the second case. Based on these cornparisons 

categories were redehed and text recoded as new and varying relationships emerged. A cross- 
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case anafysis was then completed to compare and contrast the essentid themes. As this process 

proceeded sorne sub-categories were added and some sub-categones were rnodified. This 

information was entered into 7he Ethnograph Test Version 4.0 (Seidel, Kjolseth, & Seymour, 

1 994) for assistance with analysis. 

The fkst drafl of each case study was written using verbatim excerpts fiorn the transcripts 

to M y  tell the story of each case and to support the analysis. Each case study was then read by 

the respective consultant. I then met each consultant individually for an informal interview 

allowing for correction or confinnation of the case and interpretations presented. Notes were 

made of the consultant's responses and the interview was audio-tape recorded as a contirmatory 

record. Based on the consultant's feedback each case narrative was revised. 

Methodoloeical Pitfalls 

A detailed, descriptive and dynamic case study accurately generated from the data allows 

others to consider their own personal experiences in light of the understanding emerging from the 

particular case. The richness of the descriptive case allows the reader to explore the phenornena 

under investigation fiom hisher own context. This detaii is dependent upon meticulous data 

collection and organization. If steps in the inquiry are carefully followed by the researcher then 

naturalistic generbtions may be inferred by the reader (Stake, 1978). As the reader relates to 

the case at hand, shared experiences and universal understandings begin to emerge which allow 

the reader to rethuik, refocus, and rehe their own actions. Research written with a human voice 

is supportive of educators who share many cornrnon experiences but have limited opportunities 

to join the dialogue in creating new meanings and new ways of behaving fkom those experiences. 
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I was, however, aware of several pitfalls as 1 proceeded with this rnethodology. These pitfdls 

relate to ethicai issues of data collection, case reporting, and trustworthiness. 

Data Collection 

First, the human as instmment places a great deal of responsibility on the researcher and 

her/his relationship with the participants for data collection. The close presence of the 

investigator has the potentiai to both influence the interactions under observation and the 

responses of informants being in te~ewed (Lecompte & Goetz, 1982; Ramos, 1989). 

Participants may respond in a marner that they believe represents their knowledge, skill, and 

attitudes in a positive way. There is a further reluctance to expose themselves in a way that may 

be perceived as les than ideal by individuais who they view as in a position of authority. In this 

investigation teachers may be concemed about reveaiing themselves to me, the consultants or to 

the centre supervisor. During the interviews severai teachers were reluctant to openly pursue a 

response while they were being recorded, but spontaneously continued discussing a particular 

issue once the tape recorder was shut off Imrnediately after the interview was completed 1 took 

carefùl field notes to document these views. 

Chse Reporting 

The use of statements made in confidence posed additional issues for me when reporting 

each case. A researcher in reporting a case study must determine to what extent confidentiaiity 

and privacy can be and mua be protected while nill presenhg the relevant events, dynamics, and 

responses in a partidar case. Since natural generalizability is dependent on descriptive accuracy 
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and richness in case reporting (Meloy, 1993; Stake, 1978). the alteration of even one critical 

event can change the nature of the experience and the phenornena under study. However, in the 

relatively srna11 early childhood special education cornmunity of researchers and practitioners, 

even disguising the identities of agencies and participants may not be sufficient to protect 

participant privacy. Therefore 1 made every attempt to keep within ethical guidelines to maintain 

anonymity and confidentiality (Bogdan & Bikleh 1992). Pseudonyms of agencies. centres, and 

participants are used in al1 case reports in this investigation without altering essential 

characteristics of the settings. 

The subjective interpretations of the data by the researcher poses a third pitfall for 

qualitative investigations. It rnay be considered a major leap of faith for a researcher to move 

fiom the verbal staternents of individual respondents to the development of theoreticai and 

universai constructs. This inductive process requires care in the investigative process as well as 

thoughtfùl introspection by the investigator to assure that personai bias is not present (Bogdan 

& Lutfiyya, 1992; Ramos, 1989). As Rarnos ( 1989) warns: 

Subjective bias permeates the qualitative research process. It is seen in the selection of 
respondents, in attention to certain stimuli during data collection, and in the manner of 
data distillation, as well as in reporting. In order for the final data to be tmstworthy, the 
investigator must evaluate himself or herself as a data collection instmment. Although 
one cannot purge oneself of bias, to be cognizant of one's tendencies helps to minirnize 
the shaping of what is eventually reported. In addition, the process of peer review and 
audit cm assure minimal bias in reported data. (p. 68) 

It was my desire to maintain the credibility of this investigation by writing richly 

descriptive case studies as reported in the text of the data. m e r  the initial draft of each case 
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study was completed the consuitants were asked as key informants to read the drafl and to assess, 

correct or expand on the accuracy of the events and the interpretations rendered fiom the data. 

An audit trail was established to support the lengthy quotes from the transcnpts. Al1 of these 

W o n  support the trustworthess of the reporteci findings of the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

This chapter has reviewed the methodological procedures of this study. The 

methodological pitfdls have also been described. My awareness of these pnnciples helped to 

minimize bias in shaping the case descriptions presented in the next two chapters. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE CASE OF KARIN 

The Families Firrt agency offers a wide range of primary prevention and early intervention 

services to children and families in the downtown core of a large urban metropolis. The child 

care resource consultation program within this agency assists early childhood educators in 

supporting children and families experiencing speciai needs within community-based child care 

and nursery school settings. 

Karin is a resource consultant with Families First. She holds a university Arts degree and 

a post-graduate diploma in child study with a specialization in the assessment and counselling of 

chddren and families. She has been employed as an early childhood resource consultant for two 

years. In Iate Spring, 1993 Karin was asked to respond to a cal1 for assistance From lane, the 

supervisor of Sloan Park nursery school. Operating since 1987, Sloan Park is a small non-profit 

nursery school housed in a community centre in a middle-class downtown neighborhood. When 

operathg at fidl capacity Sloan Park is iicensed to accommodate at any one tirne 12 children from 

2.5 to 5 years of age. Children attend half-days in the moming or afternoon for 2, 3, or 5 days 

a week. The s u p e ~ s o r  of the nursery school holds a diploma in early childhood education and 

in addition to her administrative responsibilities also teaches in the nursery school. She is assisted 

in her classroom responsibilities by Sue. Although Sue has a university degree in English, she has 

never received formal training in early childhood education. 
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In thi s small preschool prograrn administrative structures are very informal. The 

supenisor strongly supports her assistant teachers and shares teaching responsibility with them 

in a collegial rather than hierarchical marner. They al1 offer input into planning and developing 

program advities. In this warm, open and collaborative climate the teachers feel fiee to explore 

new instructional approaches and to work with children and families in developing prograrn goals 

and strategies. 

The sense of cornmunity established at Sloan Park among the teachers, children and 

families was refiected in the staffs decision to seek additional supports in order to integrate a 

preschool child with social-emotional needs into their surnrner camp prograrn. Jane had never 

used the services of a consultation program before but both she and Sue, having observed the 

child's behaviors and the mother's distress, now felt the need to ask the consultant fiom Families 

Fim to meet with them. Andrea was a 3 1/2-year-old female at the time of the referral in June. 

As surnmer approached Mrs. Wright wished to have Andrea attend the preschool's 

m e r  camp which would require that she interact in a large group of approximately 12 children 

for full days. Sue taught the s u m e r  camp group to which Andrea was assigned. Initially the 

task was to socially integrate Andrea in cooperating with a larger group of children. However, 

Sue did not feel that she would be able to work safely in this environment with Andrea since she 

was aware that Andrea was uncooperative, aggressive, and often ran away from her group 

unexpectedly. Concems were particularly expressed about how she would behave in the 

swimrning pool and outdoors in a large park setting. In addition, Mrs. Wright was constantly 

describing to Jane and Sue tales of the disniptive behaviors that Andrea was demonstrating at 

home and shared her own feelings of hstration and inadequacy in coping with these situations. 



During an initial phone conversation, Karin discussed with Jane the need to have Mrs. 

Wright sign a parent consent for consultation fom before any senices could be provided by the 

Families First agency. A meeting date was then established for the following week. 

Karin first met with Jane, Sue, and Virginia Wright in the preschool room on a bnght, hot 

summer day in early July. Karin started the problem identification and contracting meeting by 

describing her agency's consultation seMce and the collaborative process she follows. 

CON: 1 thought first we could start off by descnbing the service that we provide, and 1 
brought a pamphlet for you ... The model we use is a collaborative model; we work 
as a team. The parents, usually the supervisor of the day care, and the teachers 
who are hvolved with the child and me, the consultant - we ail work together to 
try and corne up with strategies to help. in this case, to work with Andrea. So we 
will have this initial meeting just to talk about everyone's concems and try to 
corne to some consensus and talk about the direction we want to take - And then 
III do some observations and some sort of assessments, and then we'll meet again 
and talk about strategies. 

(Case 1-Mtg 1 : 1) 

For the next hour Vuginia Wright laiinched into an extensive review of Andrea's behavior, 

her difficulties in managing these behaviors, her own persona1 bouts with depression and eating 

disorders, and the many doctors, psychiatrists, and psychologists who she had gone to with 

Andrea to help her understand these problems. 

CON: Well, I thought we could start by just talking about everybody's concems, and 
maybe would you like to speak Brst Virginia? Iust talk about what your concems 
are for Andrea. 

MTH: My main concem with Andrea is that she seems to have extremely poor, almost 
non-existent, impulse control. 

CON: Uh, hum. 

M m :  She gets an ide* she acts on it. Two seconds later it has corne to the point 
where 1 cm aimost sense that she is about to do something. 



CON: Yeah. 

MTH: Shell do things like - well be walking with the stroller, we'll pass a baby - she did 
this one day - and she just grabs out at the baby and matches at the baby as I'rn 
walhg by, and 1 mean we have a stroller and 1 have rny 18-month-old here and 
she is there and at that particular hme I didnt know she was going to do that, but 
she just üke grabbed the baby and put her hand over its mouth. And of course the 
mother just Iooked daggers at me and I went, "Andrea, why did you do that?" 
She said, "Weli, 1 was stopping the baby from crying." Right. Oh rny god, nght. 
So sometimes 1 cm sense, 1 can see we're about to pass somebody, and I think she 
rnight kick that person and so I swerve at the last minute. Sure enough her foot 
shoots out. And, or shell - today, what has she done so far today? Not too much 
[laughter]. But she'll get something - or you'll be holding a plate of something - 
she did this the other &y with purnpkin seeds - and she was eating them like this, 
right, and she had a glass of water in her hand, so like we're al1 just standing there 
and she like swish - pours the water into the pan without even sort of - so we 
dump the water out of the pumpkin seeds and we dried it off like this, and she 
cornes back to us later and dumps the whole thing on the ground. 

CON: Hum. 

MTH: There doesn't seem to be any rhyme or reason for it. And sornetimes its delayed 
things. Like 1 saw her attack somebody here one day - one of those kids here - 
so she attacked her and 1 asked her, 1 said, "Andrea, why did you do that for?" 
She staned pulling her hair and Ming her and stuff And she said, "Well she 
wanted me to be the snow queen earlier," or something like that, "and 1 didn't 
want to." So this is like, 1 dont know how much later it was, but it was still in her 
mind . 

CON: It was stewing. 

MTB: It was stewing, and then all of a sudden it was a sudden attack. And I'm like - so 
that's one kind of inappropriate sort of thing that I'rn really concemed 
about.. . . .Thatls number [laughter] . So that poor impulse control, like that's what 
it seems to be - a really bad thing. 

CON: Does that mainly have to do with like hurting other children or hurting other 
people or is it - 

M m :  No, no, not hurting. It's anythmg. It really, really isn't just hurting. Some of them 
are impulsive aggressive acts. Yes, some of them are attacking other people. 
Some of them are just things like putting things in her mouth. 



CON: Like things that aren't food. Oh yeah. 

M m :  She'U bite buttons off people sometimes. Take threads out of curtains and just dl 
of a sudden bite them. But she usually has a reason for it. Like sorne sort of 
imaginasr reason for it, but watching this child eat is, is, just the most incredible 
thing. 1 just cannot make her sit and eat any food in a normal way. You've 
probably çeen this too. Everything gets played with and like you know, she tries 
very hard to be careful with food, but at home its like I tum around and she's 
eating her spaghetti with her toes, right? I've got videotape of her - you hand her 
a piece of m a t ,  two seconds later she's got it between her feet and she's flipping 
it up and she says she's making a flag and she's waving it with her foot and then 
she's dumping it in the dishwasher. 

(Case I - Mtg. 1 : 2-4) 

Through this lengthy initiai meeting Karin presented as a caring, genuine, and empathic 

person. Her main response was to listen. She effectively used encouraging listening responses 

such as "yeah" or "uh-huh", paraphrasing responses, clarifjmg questions, and summarking 

statements. 

Virginia reveded herseras being very insecure about her own parenting skills and coping 

strategies. 

M m :  I mean this is al1 happening really quickly and I'm like, "duh duh duh duh" or the 
food goes on her head. You know you tum around for a sec. Or she's making a 
swimming pool with her milk. She's doing that today. And then I Say, "Andrea, 
don? you dare put that bread in that rnilk," and 1 know as soon as 1 mm around 
the bread is going to go into the milk And 1 mean she's aimost four. 1 can't seem 
to - I take things away from her, 1 do this, every strategy I've tned with her 
doesnt seem to have any effect . Even, 1 tried slapping her for two weeks, to see 
if that had any effect - it didn't, it had none, except that she didn't like to be 
slapped. ïhat's my husband's approach. He says, " Well let's try slapping her for 
a while." It's like - 

CON: Okay, 1 tried everything else. 

MTE: Yeah, it really doesn't work. 
(Case 1 - Mtg. 1 :4-5) 

Vuginia goes on to disclose that she had gone through a difficult post-partum depression 



der the birth of her son, now eighteen-months-old, and had only recently moved with her family 

to this city where she felt isolated and with few supports. Her husband, although concerned 

about Andrea's behaviors, was most involved with working long hours to establish his career in 

a new job. On her own Virginia Wright went corn doctor to doctor to seek medical solutions to 

her and Andrea's problems. 

M m :  So we saw this allergist. Both of them do have allergies. So 1 got my family 
doctor to send us to an allergist. And she does have allergies to a few things but 
it doesn't seem to Sect it. And of course he's aüergic, but it really hasn't changed 
it either. Then finally one day my doctor said - she had this completely horrible 
Msit where she was completely trashing his whole office and flipping up cushions 
and grabbing people and jumping and this and that and everything else. He said - 
1 saw hirn again a couple of weeks later - "Virginia, 1 wouldn't want to be one of 
these physicians to pooh pooh your concems about your child's behavior." 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

MTB: He said, "If you want we cm," in fact he actually taiked to a pediatrician about 
her and he said, "You know he suggests that you can get her behaviorally 
assessed, and this Dr. M. at the hospital is the one." 

CON: Yeah. 

MTH: So that's where we went next. Therets a three month wait list and I got to see Dr. 
M. And she did an assessment. The first thing Andrea did was she met her, Dr. 
M. met Andrea in the waiting roorn and said, "Oh, aren't you a pretty little girl." 
And Andrea went, "GRRRR" and started pulling her hair, nght, jumped on her 
and started pulling her hair. And 1 went, "Um, well this is what a specialist is for." 
Right? 

CON: Uh hum. 

MTH: So the woman kind of looks at her and says, "Ah, oh, what kind of little thing is 
this?" But in the end she said that she was really confused by it. She didn't quite 
h o w  what to make of it. She seemed Dr. Iekyii and Mr. Hyde. One minute she's 
as sweet as anything. 

CON: Uh hum. 



MTH: She gave her developmental tests. She said. "Well she aced the tests." 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

M W :  She said "She's fine that way. " She's doing fine deveiopmentally, but she said that 
behavior. And Andrea made a really good show of herself We saw her for over 
an hom. An hour and a halfor something. And she went through a whole range 
ofinteresting behavior. Ail of a sudden - foom, blocks across the room and jua 
doing al1 the things she does. And Dr. M. said that sometimes when she was 
trying to test her, Andrea would start singing and she just couldn't engage her. 

CON: Hm, hm. 

MTH: And she would Say, "Andrea, Andrea." And Andrea was just, "Hm, hm" off in 
her little world. Sometimes Andrea acts out things with great detail. She'd be 
brushing her teeth and would tum on the tap and fil1 the sink and open the cabinet 
and get out the toothpaste and the toothbrush and brushing her teeth and itls 
completely obvious to me what she's doing. And I'd say, "Andrea, Andrea , what 
are you doing?" 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

MTH: And she'd Say, "Well, L'm brushing my teeth. Can't you see that?" Yes 1 can. 

CON: Hm. 

MTH: Or she'd be a rabbit. So she sent us to the child psychiatrist. But of course we 
saw Dr. L. .. 

CON: 1s he the psychiatrist? 

MTH: Yeah. He's the child psychiatrist. So. ..when she first met him she immediately 
changed into a rabbit. 

CON: Ah ha. 

MTEI: She kind of runs away. Gets up on a chair. And 1 Say, "Andrea, corne on to Dr. 
L." So she kind of hops over. Hop hop hop. So she starts saying out loud, "Hop 
hop." And uh, he says, "Oh, are you being a rabbit today? Or a bumy today?" 
She just says "Hop hop." She hops over to the table and just gets a crayon. He 
says, "Maybe you're being a frog." She goes, "Hop, bunny hop", like this, right. 
[Laughter] It was the funniest thing. She goes, "Hop, bunny hop." Oh, little 
rnonkey. Anyway, so then she - 1 dont know if she stayed a rabbit or not the 



whole time, but she drew lots of pictures of trees. But when we got home at 
lunch she was aiü a rabbit and she insisted ody on eating carrots for lunch. 1 
mean she camed it that far. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

M m :  1 mean there was no way. And 1 think she even went to nursery school - I'rn not 
sure if she went to nursery school that day, 1 m ' t  remember, maybe not. Another 
day she made it a &MY thing - 1 see a psychologist called Dr. N, right? 

CON: Uh hum. 

MTH: And um. .. 

CON: 1s that for Andrea as well? 

M m :  No, this is for me. For me to cope. I'rn also taking Prozac by the way 

CON: Oh yeah, yeah, yeah. 

MTH: Did 1 tell you about it? M e r  a while lots of stress. 

CON: Oh yeah. 1 cm imagine. 
(Case1 - Mtg. 126-28) 

In her pursuit for help various physicians assured Mrs. Wright that the demonstrated 

behavior was not due to allergies or the chronic ear infections that Andrea experienced. 

However, d e r  a visit to her f ~ l y  physician where she described Andrea as "completely trashing 

his whole office and flipping up cushions and grabbing people and jumping" al1 over the waiting 

area, there was some suggestion 60m the doctor that she rnight have an attention deficit disorder. 

But psychological testing showed mother that Andrea was not developmentally delayed and in 

fact she was quite bnght for her age. A child psychiatrist recommended that Andrea be seen for 

intense psychotherapy, but because of long wait lists for psychiatnsts Mrs. Wright had not 

followed through with this suggestion. 



Andrea continueci to demonstrate out of control and impulsive behaviors that her rnother 

couid not contain. Mrs. Wright describeci one particularly destructive incident when Andrea was 

in the basement of their home playing with her younger brother: 

MTH: 1 was just finishing my laundry. 1 couldn't really see them but 1 could see down 
the hail. 1 was really happy because t was finally getting on top of this laundry. 
Got it al1 folded. Get it in the basket. Corne down the hall. Came around the 
corner and 1 went "Oh, my God!" She had gotten into three gallons of paint, 
dumped them al1 over the floor. It was absolutely incredible. 1 don't even know 
how she must have snatched them, like just flung them. Well they were both 
completely covered in paint, of course. And I'rn just like. "Uh, uh. " 

(Casel-Mtgl: 1 1) 

Throughout these exchanges 1 noticed that Karin did not show any strong emotional or 

judgrnental reaction to what Mrs. Wright disclosed about her child's behaviors or her own 

ernotional instability. Ail anaiysis and judgments of behavior were reserved. Nor did she offer 

strategic suggestions about child management. Rather 1 heard in Karin's words and voice tone 

an accepting attitude of empathy and unconditional regard. She allowed mother to tell her own 

stos, and encouraged her to continue to talk. Mother dorninated the discussion which allowed 

her to take ownership for her concems. Karin acknowledged mother's feelings of guilt when 

others seemed to blame her for Andrea's difficult behaviors and offered support. 

MTH: And my psychiatrist says, "OK, now that you're feeling better don't you see that 
Andrea's attention-getting behaviors are going to dissipate?" And I'm going, 
"OK, Ili accept the blarne for al this." I'rn quite wilijng to.. . . . -1 don't think I'rn any 
worse than anybody else in the world. 1 know I've never been abusive. .... So 1 
know I'rn not worse than other people. 

CON: 1 think that parents need a lot of support. 1 think that sort of "parent blaming" 
goes on no matter what. 

MTH: Yeah. And my psychiatnst saying, "Don't you see she will get better now that 
you're better?" I'm going, "Hrnrn. " 



CON: He'll wait and see. 

MTH: This is hearsay diagnosis. 

CON: Yeah. Hrnrn. 

MTE: Because he's never met her. 

CON: Uh hum. 

MTH: He's never reen what she was like fiom the time she was very little. 

CON: Uh hum. And it's really not helpful. 
(Case l -Mtg. 1 : 32) 

Karin openly displayed her belief that "parents need a lot of support" to Mrs. Wright and 

the teachen. This exchange appeared to me to establish a trusting and supportive tone between 

Mrs. Wright and Karin. 

Towards the end of this meeting Jane (SPV) and Sue (TCH) share their own concems. 

CON: ... We cm start with Jane. What assessrnent questions, when I do my 
observations, what would you like me to observe. try to answer for you, in order 
to help Andrea.. . program for Andrea? 

+ Pause 

SPV: 1 guess when she does these sort of inappropriate behaviors how 1 guess other 
people handle her.. .some new ideas. 

CON: Okay. Strategies for.. . 

SPV: For handling behaviors that are inappropriate. 

CON: Okay. Does she do any of these things with anger? Like is it kind of an angry.. .or 
is just a.. . 

SPV: It doesn't seem particularly angry at dl. 

CON: Hmm. Ok. Al1 right. What about Sue? Do you have any questions about 
Andrea you'd like answered? 



TCH: 1 guess just the one thing 1 was thinking about is the low self-esteem. That's the 
one thing, just to help to figure out how to help her. She seems very extroverted 
and very happy and very this and that. But then you can tell when some kid 
bothers her it hurts really well. So just to try to figure out how to Say. "No, it's 
dl nght. They say that to al1 the other kids. It's not particuiarly just you." 

CON: Okay. Uh hum. 

TCH: So dont take it so personal. 

CON: Yeah. Yeah. So how to help her with that. 

TCH: How to help her fil1 her esteem when you have a bunch of four-year-olds, al1 
around saying, "You're no good. 1 don? like you. You're so bad. We're not 
playing with you." 

CON: Hm. Ok. What about you Virginia, just in terms of the school context? 

M m :  In school, I'm very concemed about the aggressive behavior. 

CON: Yeah. 

M m :  1 dont know how to discipline it. I don't know what's going to happen. It doesn't 
seem she always has a lot of control over it when it does happen. 

CON: Uh hum. 

MTH: So how do 1 teach her to think about what she is doing? 

CON: Okay. Okay. 

MTH: That's a nebulous concept. 

CON: Okay. So are you, is she seeing Dr. L. still? 

MTH: No. Unfortunately he's completely booked up. And he said it would be a six- 
month wait list for any kind of psychiatrist. He wanted me to bnng her three 
times a week to a child psychologist, and he said she needed immediate 
intervention and intensive psychotherapy. Well, that's al1 very well and good, but 
it costs a lot of money. And we simply can't. 1 mean it's simply not affordable at 
al1 with the mortgage we have, one income and ... 

CON: . . .And live in a big city 



MTH:Yeah. So iftherets any other way I cm do it, 1 simply said to him, like parenting 
courses. " Well don't hstrate yourself She needs professional help, but.. . " 

CON: So play therapy. 1s that one of the possibilities as well? 

MTH: Yeah. 

CON: Well, 1 can look into some, I've done that for other cases. I've tried to find 
therapy because a lot of people can't afEord it. It's an expensive proposition. So 
I dont know if youll be interested in trying to find a play t herapist . But anyway, 
we're jumping the gun here. 

MTH: Yeah. 

CON: I'd like to meet her. And 1 thought L'd do a couple of observations. And can 1 
speak with Dr. M.? 

MTH: Yeah. You can talk to anyone you want. You can talk to her psychiatrist, my 
psychiatrist. My husband's lost count of how many doctors there are. One day. 
one of the doctors at the hospital called. He went, "Dr. who?" 

CON: Hard to keep track, eh? 

M m :  But everything is getting synthesized through my family doaor by the way. I'm 
sending al1 the information, dl the things pertaining to her to him. 

CON: Yeah. 

MTH: He's a very nice man. He seems very wise. He does a lot of counselling. 

CON: Yeah. 

M m :  So 1 thought this is helpful. My husband and 1 are actually going one evening to 
see him just to discuss her and see what's happening. So if somehow he could be 
involved, I'd Iike to keep everything directed in one. 

CON: Towards him? Okay. Okay. 

MTH: Yeah. It makes it easier if you have a focus. 

CON: Would it be better if 1 spoke to him then, instead of Dr.M? Do you think? 

MTH: You can speak to both of them. That's probably best. Because she's the 



behavioral specialist. He's not a behavioral specialist. He's just helping us 
manage, coordinate everything. 

CON: Okay. And where is Dr. M? 

MTEI: She's at the Hospital. 1 have a card for her. t'Il just take a look. Dr. M. Here we 

go- 

CON: Okay. 

MTH: And this is Andrea, the angel. Looking quite unlike herself 

CON: Oh! 

TCH: Very angelic. 

MTE: 1 couldn't believe that photo. 1 went, "Yeah, right!" baughter] 

CON: It's a sweetie. She's beautifid. 

MTH: To look at a photograph it doesn't look like ver- much. 

SPV: Did you see this picture Sue? Isn't that lovely? She's so angelic. Paughter] 

CON: [Shuffling consent forms for signatures] 

TCH: And some of the behavior is just 1 mean. ..like Rosa's playing. 

SPV: Yeah, Rosa does that sort of thing. 

T a :  Rosa is very impulsive like that too. Rosa dl yell at you and corne over and just 
grab you or hit you or.. . 

SPV: ... and lick you. 

TCH: ... and lick you. Yeah, she just grabbed my hand and licked it. So 1 mean part of 
Andrea's behavior is just . . . 

SPV: . . .p  art of it, part of that is we've known kids who have just licked you. 

TCH: Yeah, now 1 had.. .my son was a dog.. . 

SPV: I used to do it al1 the tirne. 1 bit my sister's booster shot right off She has a scar. 



TCH: Weli, like my son was a dog for 1 don't know ... I think he finally gave it up. 
Occasionally it's oniy a dog.. .but he was a dog for two years straight. waughter] 

MTH: I loiow, 1 know most of the time I really do try to take al1 of this with a sense of 
humor.. -1 have a homble sense of humor. but 1 try to look at everything as just 
you know, "Well, this is d l ,  this is al1 just normal." But I don't know.. . 

SPV: But I think her idea of normal is just a little bit more overboard than other 
peoples. Like for her normal is beyond. [Laughter] 

(Case 1 -Mtg. 1 :33-3 8) 

In this segment of the meeting Karin's use of open-ended questions and her collaborative 

approach to the consultative process also elicited concems and assessrnent questions from the 

supe~sor  and tacher. They were most interested in obtaining ideas "for handling behaviors that 

are inappropriate" and for how to "improve her self-esteem". Jane and Sue had listened to Mrs. 

Wright's ni11 story and Karin's empathic responses. While Karin was busy filling out 

administrative forms, Jane and Sue followed Karin's lead. They also began to show support and 

empathy to Mrs. Wright by comparing Andrea's behaviors to the behavior of other impulsive and 

imaginative children they have known. They assured Mn. Wright that other children also display 

aggressive behaviors and pretend that they are animals, but perhaps not t O the same extreme that 

Andrea does with her imaginary fnends and irnaginary pnvate refuge which she named her 

"babilege". 

Karin ended this meeting by contracting with the mother and teachers that she would 

observe Andrea both in the preschool setting and at home. Administrative tasks were completed. 

Since developmental assessments had already been prepared she asked for and obtained 

permission to review a copy of the assessment report from the doctor. Appropriate release of 

information forms were signed by the mother. Dates for observations in the preschool and for 



fimire meetings to develop an action plan were discussed. In addition, Karin also questioned if 

this process was acceptable to everybody present. In doing this she acknowledged the 

participants' need to rnaintain control over the process and checked for any feelings of 

vulnerability or intmsion into their territory. Since al1 was acceptable to the participants the 

meeting ended. 

During the next three meetings child and t d y  assessments were done to get a complete 

understanding of the child's behaviors and reactions. Karin observed Andrea in the preschool, 

observed her interacting with her mother and brother at home, and then retumed to the preschool. 

These oppomullties aiiowed her to establish a strong rappon. with Andrea who seemed to enjoy 

the individual attention of her new adult fiend. Again, in both these settings Karin's main 

techniques were to actively listen and to observe while preschool and family actitivities were 

carried out around her. 

+ serving snack at the preschool camp 

CON: Well, Andrea seems to be having a good day 

TCH: Yeah. We've found she's a lot better with the kids than, 

CON: Than you thought. 

TCH: Than we thought. Like before she was only here with three, but she seems to be 
working very well with the larger group. 

CON: Good. 

TCH: They compared the first week, I think she was ruming, running away a bit and 
disappearing, but, last week she was good. We had her one day over lunch and 
she was really good. Just Iike a four -year- old. It was amazing. Today I heard 
in the pool that she mns away in the pool so I was like, ahhhh!! But she was in 
the second group. 
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CON: Wek her mom, 1 talked to her rnom last week and she said that Andrea was doing 
better at home. 

TCH: Really? 

CON: Y& or at least she said that she was having a good day that day. She said she 
thought maybe she was maturing a bit. 

TCH: I think it helps like to have her with a lot more kids. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

TCH: Cause she's really difrent d u ~ g  groups. She's happy with the --- And I had her 
and Richard and it was just ---- 

CON: Yeah. 

TCH: So what do you do? You just watch them and... 

CON: Yeah, basicdy. Like just, 1 try not to get, you know participate too much cause 
1 want to see her sort of under normal conditions but, --- 

-i Children playing. 
(Case 1 - Mtg.2: 1-2) 

As Karin described, her intent in this first observation of Andrea in the preschool was 

"not to participate too much because I want to see her son of under normal conditions." But as 

the visit proceeded, Karin found herself interacting in Andrea's play rather than maintaining the 

arm's length approach to observational assessrnent that she had desired. 

Two immediate issues continued to be repeated in the home visit. First, Mrs. Wright 

expressed concem about her lack of ski11 in applying appropriate child guidance techniques. 

CLD: My babilege changed colours. 

CON: Does it? 

CLD: Uh hum. 1'11 show you when we get out my babilege. 



CON: Okay. Can I sit and talk to your mom just for a minute? 

CLD: Yeah, just sit nght there. 

CON: Okay. How about 1 sit there, 'cause then it, 'cause then I c m  hear a little bit 
better. 

CLD: You cm sit right there. 

CON: Yeah. So how are things going? 

CLD: 1'11 give you a pillow. 

MTH: Pretty better. 

CON: Y& yeah, hum. 

MTH: 1 think so. Yeah. 

CLD: Here's a pillow for you. 

CON: Oh, thank you Andrea . Boy. Thank you. 

MTH: We've been trying as much as possible to ... 

CLD: You're welcome. 

MTH: ... not jump up on everything. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

M m :  To see a naughty thing and trying to be a little more redirec :ting. And I'm talking 
to Jane a lot and getting ideas from her because she has so muih experience with 
kids. 

CON: With kids, yeah. 

MTH: Um, the other day she was in here for a minute alone with Taylor. And she took 
the bowl and stuck it on his head and then on hers. And 1 came in and I...aahhh! 

CLD: We have a black piilow, but 1 don't know where that black pillow is ... There is the 
black pillow over there [spoken over mother's talk]. 



M m :  Andrea, just a minute please dear. I'm trying to talk to the lady, ok? You'll have 
your tum in a sec, ok? Um, and so, imrnediately, you know, she has an excuse, 
she says, "Well I'm making sticky pomdge imprints." 

CON: baughs] 

MTH: There they were, they were, you know, blopping on the floor with their heads, 
right . 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

MTH: And Jane said, " Well. " So 1, 1 laughed aaually, 1 have to admit. [Laughs] 

CLD: Ha ha! 1 was playing with sticky porridge. 

CON: You were. 

MTH: 1 know. You were very fumy. 

CLD: [Giggling and screaming] 

MTH: And Jane said you should be.. .ok simrner down for a minute.. .I know 
you're.. . [two children laughing and screaming] 

CLD: That was so funny. 

MTH: It was very fumy. 

CON: He's a fumy guy, eh? 

CLD: Very funny, very Taylor to bonk me. 

CON: Yeah. [Laughs] 

MTE: Just a minute. Um, but as 1 was saying, I'm always trying to ask her for some 
good ideas. 

CON: Yeah, yeah, that's a good idea. 

MTH: Or maybe give her a time and place where she c m  make some sticky porridge 
imprints and/or redirect it - another friend suggested, you know, if she really 
wants to make prints and things, Say well, let's not use Our heads but let's do it 
with sponges, or something, you know what 1 mean? 



CON: Yeah, yeah. Uh hum. 

MTB: Like trying to make sense of her ideas rather than - 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

MTH: Because 1 don't really think, 1 don? really think a lot of what she does is 
deliberately naughty. 

CON: No. 

MTEI: She just has ideas that - 

CON: Yeah. Uh hum. 

MTH: Some people wouldn't think of maybe. And um, and 1, and 1, um - [la bah ... la 
bah.. . la bah bah.. . baby noises in background] 

CON: Well that's good ideas, to just maybe plan a bit more and ask, 

MTH: Yeah, Wce I try to give her choice and she chooses her clothes - on Wednesday 1 
let her Wear a dress because it's not a school day and.. . 

CON: Yeah. 

MTH: But she usuaiiy gets herself dressed in the moming and 1 usually ask her what she 
wants for supper every night, and 1 try to accommodate her in that respect. 1 try 
to give her more choices instead of dictating everything. 

CON: Yeah. 

+ Baby noises in background.. . 

MTH: 1 do find it's easy to be too controlling with a child like this because she's - 
shh ...j ust a minute sweety - can you just be quiet for just a sec - ok, please - 
because she is very active. 

CON: Uh hum, uh hum. 

M m :  m g h s ]  And [aside to baby] but really trying to reinforce al1 the things that are, 
out of bounds and naughty behavior , but 1 do notice that she has been comhg 
into Our bed a lot at night and she never ever used to do that before. In fact, up 
until two months ago she used to - until she met Leanne, when she was just d e r  



three - we actually had to lock the door, well you know one of those children's 
things on the inside of the door because if she got up at night she'd just wander 
through the house. She wouldn't come into us at dl ,  it was like "Bye Andrea, see 
you later." baughs] 

CON: Kaughs] Yeah. 

MTH: But now we've moved Taylor to his own room on the same floor. He used to 
sleep with us as she did when she was a baby so we could nurse through the night. 
She seemed - that seems to have made a big, big difference, and now 1 go to him 
and so 1 have another mattress on the floor so if he needs to nurse, I go nurse him 
in the room. And irnrnediately she said, "Oh you know, now I'rn sort of, now 1 
can go sleep with rnornmy and dad", which she does almost every night. And m y  
husband's not thrilled about it, but I'm reaily happy, I mean, to me ... 

CON: It's a nice change - 

MTH: To me, having her come in and snuggle beside me - 1 wake up and sometimes 
she's there and sometimes in the monüng she wakes up and she looks at m e  and 
says, "1 love you mommy. " I mean like - 

CON: Aaahhhh. 

MTH: I just love this, so 1 mean, to me, it makes it much easier to be more patient and 
al1 that stuff when you're getting something back. 

CON: Positive back, yeah. 

MTH: That's right. So I'm really trying to reinforce this stuff - 

CON: Yeah. Right. 

MTH: Pm gohg to be getting the letter f?om Dr. L. and, he explained this in general, but 
1 asked for a copy of that actual letter and.. . 

CON: The letter that he wrote to - 

MTEI: Dr. M and Dr. G. 

CON: Right, right. This was his assessrnent of - 

MTH: Yeah, right. And he said that was fine, and he had such good analysis, 1 think, of 
the situation, well not that 1 know every specific detail.. . 



CON: Yeah, yeah. 

MTH: Maybe 1 won't be thrilled, but you know what 1 mean, I'rn only human, but, I've 
been using some of the things he talked about in there, like sort of self-esteem, 
and ail that sort of d- ooh, and hypersensitivity. 1 hadn't even reaiized that 1.. . 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

MTH: You know, I've always been hypersensitive about it and then not even thinking 
about that in a child [child's humming keeps getting louder and louder]. 

CON: Yeah. 

M m :  And 1 think ofjust jumping al1 the time because this activity cm be weary. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

MTH: By the end of the day, I'rn like, exhausted, yeah, I'rn exhausted. There's a constant 
sort ofactivity thing and I'rn hopeful that something will help, anything organized 
it really helped us a lot. 

CON: Y&. Were you finding - did you hear tiom Iane that she seems to be doing well 
at school? 

MTH: Yeah. 

CON: Yeah. 

MTH: That reaily helps. 

CON: That everybody was womed that maybe a larger group would be hard on her but 
it seems to be - 

MTH: But it seems to be, yeah, my mother really is gratified, keeps saying that, you 
know, peer pressure really helps molding them, and my sister who is not a clinicai 
psychologist but an educational researcher - she's, she's very much, you know, 
you lave them at school and they become, you know. appropriate behavior gets 
sort of molded into them a little bit. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

MTH: Um. 



CLD: I'm wearing ... 

CON: They're different. 

CLD: They're like that one - these. 

MTH: I've been reading that awfùl book about children without a.. . [indiscernible] They 
keep saying, "Oh, maybe she's". . . 

CON: No you're not. You don't need that kind of information. 

MTH: No, and 1 look at it and 1 go well, you know - 

CON: No, 'cause she can, she can empathize, right? 1 mean - 

MTH: She empathizes, she shows affection and.. . 

CON: Yeah. Okay. 

MTH: So in some ways it's being reassured. In some ways 1 think, oh, well there were 
tendencies, in some ways, that 1 have watched. 

CLD: One, two, three, clap. 

MTH: Oh baby, you're doing beautifully. 

CON: Yeah. [Laughs] Yeah, Mme of that information is hard to read. 1 mean, you can 
really get off on the wrong track sometimes too, you know? Certainly - 

MTH: Baby don't touch that because it rnight break ok? 

CON: 1 lcnow she was having a good day yesterday, but 1 certainly saw a linle girl who 
was fitting in really well. In fact she extends things, so some of the kids would 
jusi do what was required, but Andrea would take it farther and do more and it 
takes her longer to do things but 1 think that's 'cause she's doing more, you know. 
rLaughs1 

+ Karin interacts with Andrea and then continues with Mother 

MTH: Some of the things are resolving thernselves - 

CON: That's great - [loud screaming fiom child] 



MTH: Sh sh sh.. .borne of it, - I think part of it is just discipline, that we are using, and 
uh - 

CLD: He drawed on two of my crayons. You're not allowed to have them. He's taking 
those two crayons.. . I  want those [c~ying] Give me. He's taking my crayons. 

MTH: Hey, hey ... 

CON: Andrea, why don't you take your favorite colors and maybe Taylor can have the 
rest, ok? Which ones are your favorite? 

CLD: I want you to pick the colors. 

CON: Do you like red? 

CLD: I like green. 

CON: Green? Yeah, you do iike green. Your mornrny told me that . There's green. Do 
you like blue? 

CLD: 1 already got that one out. 

MTH: Every t h e  1 try to set a Iimit she has an excuse why this can't be so, and goes on 
and on and on. And uh - 

CON: Yeah, I think 'cause she's so verbal, you know, she's so capable in that area ... 

MTH: It's nice, but I - 
CON: Yeah - 

MTH: You know, 1 corne to a point where you go to Say, "No, you can't do that. And 
why? Because I said so", you know. But 1, 1, uh, think well that's - 

CON: Yeah. 

MTH: Not the way I want to be dealing with. .. 

CON: Yeah. [Laughs] 'Cause I'rn the grown-up. paughs] 

M m :  'Cause I'm the grown-up and I'm the boss, and actually use that, "Well I'rn the 
boss" [laughing] . 



CON: 1 know. 

MTH: And uh, 'cause 1 mean sometimes, like I can appreciate that the reasoning that she 
cornes up with is quite creative, and sort of fumy lots of times - 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

+ Child yelling over voices 

M m :  But uh, one night she's saying, 1 told her to get on the stairs and immediately she 
tumed into a Frog and she said, "Urghrh", 1 said. ..she says, well, you know, she's a 
frog, and frogs can't go up the stairs, and 1 said "Why not?" and she said, 
"Because fiogs can't reach the door handle," right? 

CON: Yeah. 

MTH: And I told her well, she better hop up high and, you know, open it, right? But 
sometimes 1 can think of a response to get her do it - 

CON: To play along. 

MTH: To play along - 

CON: Yes, yeah, uh hum. 

MTH: But it's very weary because it's not just a response like that for one thing, it's a 
response like that for everything. 

CLD: You write your narne. It's a map for you. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

+ Child talking over this conversation 

CLD: It's a rnap for you. 

MTH: And I'm a bit concemeci that if the teacher's too rigid, in sort of expectations sort 
of thing, sort of saying do this and she's gonna Say, "But I can't because of this 
and this and this and this. l' 

+ Karin interacts with Andrea and then turns to mother 

MTH: So um, like when 1 deal with professionals like you, you know how to deal with 



her and well fine. And 1 go to other agencies and they talk to her that way, and 
of course, you know, she's being cooperative.. . 

CON: She's pretty cooperative. Yeah, she was at school, too. 

CLD: It's one minute. 

MTH: It's other places, in the stores and everything and it's like, people say "no" to her 
immediately ... It's k e  all hell breaks loose kind of thing and I'm like, "Aahhhhh!", 
and everybody has to be pussy footing around al1 the time, and people just in 
general donit feel like that it's fine for dl the people who are La Leche League 
affüated and all this sort of stuff, and you Say, "Oh, that must make you feel bad 
Andrea.. . dah dah dah dah. " 

CON: baughs] 

MTB: But there are times and places where you have to just say "No" and then ... 

CON: Yeah, yeah, 1 know, I know. Yeah. 

MTH: ... This and this and this. 

CON: 1 think those are probably things that most parents deal with - And if you have a 
child who is fairly creative or high strung or however you want to describe it - 
although the creativity is a positive thing, actually the one put together, I think it's 
a very positive thing, but you do tend to not set the limits as strongly because of 
the reaction that you get, and 1 know that's tough with parents who are twng to 
set limits or change things, because you have to deal with that irnrnediately. It's 
almost as though it gets worse before it gets better. 

(Case 1 -Mtg. 3 : 1 - 16) 

Mrs. Wright's second concem centred around placing Andrea in junior kindergarten in 

September. She was uncertain how Andrea would react to the expectations of a structured junior 

kindergarten setting. She was concemed that Andrea's behaviors would not be understood by 

a tacher and that she would require a specialized treatment centre. 

MTH: It's hard to know whether she's had too much attention ... or whether a school 
situation is going to be better - one that is stricter and a bigger classroom or one 
where they're going to pander to her. 



CON: Yeah, yeah. Well maybe those are things - maybe that's partly what 1 could do, 
too Vuginia, is we could kind of plan for next year, too, and son of look at how 
you want to introduce her to the teacher and what you think rnight be the bea 
way to sort of handle her, be with her, whatever. 1 mean that might be partly 
what I could do. 

MTH: Yeah, that's what I'm wondering about, because you know, in a way, 1 think she 
has a very, very special gifi. 1 think that her creativity is amazing. 

CON: Yeah, yeah, and you wouldn't want to suppress, suppress that, or - 

MTH: 1 really don't want someone that says, "No, no, no." 

CON: Yes, yes, I agree. 
(Case l -Mtg.3 :25-26) 

Karin listened attentively to Mrs. Wright's concems. But during this visit when Mrs. 

Wright expressed concern about her ability to guide Andrea's inappropriate behaviors, Karin 

explored few solutions with her. Rather, when Andrea demanded attention from the adults or 

came into contlict with her brother, Karin modeled for mother positive child guidance strategies: 

"Andrea, whÿ don't you take your favorite colors and maybe Taylor cm have the rest." Mrs. 

Wright also ailuded several times to the fact that her "husband's not thrilled" with Andrea sleeping 

in their bed, but Karui kept the disaission very child-focused and did not encourage Mrs. Wright 

to explore this issue fùrther 

Karin shared with mother information fiom ber observations of Andrea in the summer 

camp. Karin assurd Mrs. Wright that Andrea "seems to be doing well at school." This feedback 

about Andrea describeci her as a preschooler with highly creative talents that "you wouldn't want 

to suppress." Further support was offered to Virginia Wright in planning for Andrea's entry into 

çchool. Karin suggested looking for the most appropriate setting and to "look at how you want 

to introduce her t o  the teacher." 



Mrs. Wright, bowever, continued to descnbe Andrea's behavior from a neuro- 

psychologka1 perspective in spite of Karin's attempts to reframe Andrea's behavior as imaginary 

and aeative. Mother was concemed that Andrea's development was similar to that of her own 

siblings. 

MTH: ... he ws. Wright's brother] does a lot better at taking antidepressants. My 
sister's taking Prozac now. 1 mean obviously there's something genetic there that 
I, 1 sometimes wonder ifshe [Andrea] would be better off on Prozac. My doctor 
- family physician - thinks that it's a biochernical thing, too. And it's, a bit of the 
impulse control - and 1 thought with low serotonin almost, but he says it's such a 
modem thing in medicine, even Prozac for adults has been just so recent. 

CON: Yes. 

MTE: They haven't done enough studies yet to test its safety and al1 that sort of stuff 
with children. 

CON: Yes, yes, 1 know. And also it is a it is a drug, it rnight change how she perc - just 
how she deals with the world and how she - You don't reaily wanna sort of 
medicate a child. 1 would hesitate to do that. 

MTH: Aithough, rnind you it doesn't affect your thinking. It, it doesn't change anything - 
al1 it does is it, it basically for me, it restores me to myself It just makes me, 
[laughs], it just makes me rnyselE 1 tune out - 

CON: It tunes out, tunes out some of the, sort oc shiffthat normally causes anxiety, or - 

MTH: Well, no, not really. 

CON: No? 

M W :  It's not a tranquillizer at ail. 

CON: No. 

MTH: What it does is it blocks the release of serotonin from the brain, right, which is a 
neurotransmitter and al1 this sort of stuff 

CON: Yeah. 



MTH: ... but if you start reading about it, it's fascinating what they found like the 
universal symptoms with low serotonin, brain serotonin, and impulse control is 
one of the ... in fm they treat bulirnics with Prozac. They're finding that it, like, 
really strong carbohydrate urges in people, women who have bad PMS, finding 
that they have low serotonin levels. 

CON: So it actually cuts down on the - 

MTH: It actually increases the levels of serotonin in the brain. Now a lot of these anti- 
depressants.. . 

CON: Which is a neurotransmitter. 1s serotonin - I'm sony, 1 don't know a lot about 
this. 

MTH: 1 don't know a lot about it either, but believe me, when you have a problem and 
you start reading as much as you c m  you get your hands on it - 

CON: So it's worth ... the transmission are more effective? 

MTH: Yes, yes, yes, yes. Al1 those, neuro - al1 the uh, anti-depressants - they work in 
different ways and there's so many theories, they're not exactly sure because you 
can't measure things like that in the brain, exactly. 

CON: Yes, yes. 

M m :  They can take spinal fluid measurements but, uh, serotonin - they can't take a 
blood sarnple and measure your serotonin levels because food, tryptophan in the 
food, right, which affects the serotonin levels. But when you start reading about 
it and you go, Whoa, these are universal things that everybody, like everybody 
that goes through major depression has the same thoughts, like you're thinking, 
an obsessive-compulsive disorder - they LUiI< that now to low serotonin levels, you 
know. Touch things ten times to protect you f?om the evil things that are coming. 

CON: Right. 

MTH: And when I was a kid, 1 just thought, well this is my magic little ritual, nobody 
else needs to know about it. 1 mean it didn't ever really interfere with my life - 

CON: Yeah. 

MTH: But when you star- realizing that there's millions of other people there who have 
exactly the sarne thoughts for the same reasons, you go, "There's gotta be 
something to this. " 



CON: Uh hum, uh hum. 

MTH: And it's a fascinating area of study. And this is al1 so recent that they're finding 
this out, that - 

CON: Wow, wow. 

MTH: It's um, but i, 1 auly and sincerely beiieve that there are psychological implications 
for al1 this. Yes, you c m  have a biochemical disorder, but it doesn't mean that 
you, you accept that and go, "Oh yes, I have a biochernical disorder." 

CON: You also have behavioral things. Yeah, yeah. 

MTH: You have behavioral things, too. Yes, of course. 1 deal wit h a psychologist - he's 
my therapist . 

CON: Yes, well that's, that's good, too. That's a good balance. 
(Case 1 -Mtg.3 :30-34) 

Karin used her next visit to the summer camp to gather more information from the 

teachers and to share her observations with them. This took place both during outdoor play and 

at the lunch table while the teachers were supeMsing activities. This made it difficult to speak 

in a meaningfùl and open manner since they were constantly being intempted by the children 

around them. However, Karh understands that this is the reality within early childhood settings 

and Karin was flexible in adapting to this setting and its demands. Time and scheduling does not 

permit for daily staff meetings and planning sessions and so consultation oflen is seemingly 

accomplished "on the go". 

+ Aside to teacher beside lunch table 

CON: Weil 1 said that to Virginia. 1 just said well maybe this means that she'll do okay 
in school, 1 did. But, Virginia's really concemed about how she'll fit in in 
kindergarten, you know regular kindergarten. But 1 said this might mean she'll do 
okay. 

TCH: Yeah. ..the other day.. . 



CON: Yeah. what happened with that girl? What were they doing? 

TCH: She irnrnediately lefi the entire group ... and she was playing with us and doing 
really weII, you know, and listening and stuff, and al1 of a sudden she and Leanne 
were just off by thernselves, roUing al1 over the place and going, "You're my best 
Eiend". You know, Leanne saying, "You're my best fiend". Leanne just took her 
over. 

CON: Right. 

TCH: As Paula said, she thinks Leanne instigates a lot of it. 

CON: Y eah? Who's there? 

CLD: Panama, a panama. 

CON: Panama who? 

CLD: Panama apple me you. 

CON: Haa. Good one. 

TCE: Even when we went to the gym, 1 mean, she was still playing in the gyrn and 
Leanne wanted her. 

CON: Oh. 

TCH: And she said, "No, no corne with us. Come with me. Let's go play over here." 
And we're going, "No, Andrea, we're gonna do things, and we're al1 gonna do it 
together. " 

CON: Uh hum. Uh hum. 

TCH: You know, but then Andrea, Andrea did corne with us and stayed here and played 
with the other kids and. .. 

CON: It was okay, she kind of adjusted to it. 

TCH: She adjusted to it. But when she first saw her it was like, "Yeah!" 

CON: Yeah. [laughs] 

TCH: Pm amazed at how much better she is, like with a bunch of kids, in a larger social 



diversity than she is in just small, smaller groups. 

CON: Yeah. Yeah. 

TCH: S he knows she has someone to talk to.. . . . . Yes, yes Andrea. 
(Case 1 - Mtg.4: 15- 17) 

Andrea's teachers had seen a great improvement in her behavior. Except for a few 

setbacks when she intemcted aggressively with particular children, she was much more involved 

in appropriate social interactions with her peers and in participating in group activities. Andrea 

engaged in many drarnatic role-playing and creative art activities during the day. While involved 

in this play Karin further gained Andrea's trust by entering and participating in her very rich 

fantasy world. This day provided an important experience for Sue in the process of persona1 

change. When I later inte~ewed Sue, she reflected that it was very helpful for her to be able to 

observe Karin interact with Andrea in play. Sue was arnazed at how much longer Andrea would 

attend to these activities than the other children who quickly moved from one activity to another. 

[NT: What were you trying to accomplish with her? 

TCH: We were trying to get her to start - she was very, very. ver -  individual and had 
her very strong persona1 ideas about how she would act in preschool, so basically 
1 - we had to integrate her into part of the group because it was extremely large - 
we'd gone from - she'd gone from a group of three to a group of fifleen 1 think. 
At one point we had twenty-three kids and we broke it down into two groups so 
suddeniy she was in a group of eleven or twelve kids, so she had to integrate 
herseif because we couldn't - to watch her and then ten other kids who hadn't been 
to our preschool before - some of them had but some of them were just rhere for 
the sumrner. We had - 1 had [laughs] to integrate her really fast. 

INT: Uh hum. 

TCH: But she did arnazingly weii. And she went &om being a very individual child with 
a lot of sort of conflicting problems with the other two kids who she'd been with 
and a lot of energy and a lot of balancing too. She just smoothed out somehow 
and fit herself into the group and did what we did. And I had been warned that 



duiing the swimming time she would be running off and just disappear and give 
me a really hard time. When we took her swimming she was like, doing 
everythmg we asked her to do. She liaened, and cooperated. It was just amazing 
- the change. 

LNT: What seps  did you take that you think assisted her in making those adjustrnents 
and reaching that goal? 

TCH: I think at the very beginning we would, the other woman in the group, Paula and 
1, we would just take her as a one on one and then - 

INT: So you would take turns with her? 

TCH: We would take tums with her because we were warned about her -That she 
would give us a hard time and what we found is that she had - the children who 
were in the group who were her age and slightly older - so what would happen is 
that they would - they didn't put up with a lot of crap fiom her. They wouldn't - 
ifsomebody ran off they'd sort of go 'Weii, you know, you have to be part of this, 
you can't do this." So we would take her as a one on one and then we would just 
say - get her calmed down enough and then bring her into the group of kids that 
we had with us. And they would sort of keep track of her and we would keep 
track of her and we'd Say "Look it, you know, this is what we're doing. This is 
our time to do it in. We have to do it now, and sort of you have to come with 
us." And she'd go, and afler about the second day she'd Say "Ok". 

INT: So it was setting very clear expectations - 

TCH: Yeah, just letting her know that this is what we had to do and this was the time, 
and ifshe ciidnt want to do it then, she could stay in the class with the other kids, 
but she son of would, she wanted to come to what we were doing, and 1 think she 
had felt that it was easier for her to be in a wider social setting -Than it was to be 
in this group of very intense individual children, to just be in a larger setting 
where there was a lot going on. She seemed to fit in quite well. 

INT: Good. What professionals around you had some role in helping you make these 
adjustments? 

TCH: Weil we had Karin. 

INT: Yes. Can you descnbe how that assisted you? 

TCH: 1 think Karin came and spent a lot of time with her. 1 think in the begiming - the 
times that she came - she would come and sit with her and there would be - 



there'd be a lot of individual attention, a lot of one on one, and then we would say 
"Well, you know, now that you have your friend here and she's watching you -", 
'cause she son of bonded very well to Karin [laughs], it's like "this is my new 
fknd" - you know - "1 want to show off for her." So we sort of took advantage 
of that saying, "Ok, weil if you want to show Karin what you're doing, why don? 
you corne over here, and this is what we're doing." And she would do it. And 
then K ~ M  had some really helpful suggestions on how to sort of cairn her d o m  
a bit because she was pretty wild. 

[NT: Such as? 

TCH: Weli she would say, "Tell her that - give her some pieces of paper and let her do 
some art. Let her sit out a bit" - "spend the time with her individually. Let her 
know her limits. " So 1 set clear limits for her. And we found that worked the 
best, just to say, "This is what we're doing, this is the tirne we're doing it in, if you 
want to act up then you can't. I'm sorry. You know it's not going to work today. 
If you want to act up then we'll just leave you with this other group in the 
classroom and you'll just be doing the same thing the whole morning. And you 
won? get any change or any ciifferences. And if you want to go outside, you have 
to be outside with us, you have to be d e . "  So Karin was sort of stressing, just 
to give her - to set the goals, set the limits - and if she decided to go off and do 
something else to say, "Well, it's not, not really right now. I'm sorry, you can do 
that when your mom cornes." 

WT: That's good. Any other approaches that Karin used that were helpful to you? 

TCH: What else did she do? [Pause] 1 guess, one of the other things she told us to do 
was to, she would sit and talk to her and sort of listen to what she had to Say, but 
we, we found a lot of the stuff that her, we found some of the things that her mom 
had said that she didn't do to us. So Karin was saying, well that's probably a 
possibility because - and 1 think we've noticed that before. Children act a lot 
differently when their mother's around, or their mother's get a lot of different 
behavior at home than they do when the child goes to preschool or school setting. 
So Karin was saying just be on the watch for this. She could act this way, but this 
is probably something she does to her mom. We were going, "Yeah, I think so." 

[NT: So it was some of the information that she was able to share with you about the 
family - 

TCH: Yeah, about the family situation - 

INT: ... interaction at this point. Good. Was there one particular interaction with Karin, 
that impacted on you more than the others, that you can remember? 



TCH: I think the funniest one was when 1 think we were doing drawing with food or 
painting, and Andrea was [laughs], Karin was sitting and sitting and sitting with 
Andrea, and al1 the other kids were sort of like smeared one thing, one color on 
the paper, or two colors on the paper and then they took off because they wanted 
to go out side, or there was something else they wanted to do. But Andrea sat 
there and used every single color, and Karin just sat t here and spent the time with 
her doing it, and Andrea's like, going through al1 the colors, painting with her 
hand, painting with her elbows, just being extremely creative and Karin's going, 
"This is amazing, you know, this child is so creative." Because other children 
would just be going slap, slap, "I'm outa here. I'm finished. " But she is so, she 
concentrates reaily well and is really intense. But 1 just thought it was arnazing 
that .... Karin and Andrea had spent the time together, just creating this linle 
masterpiece in one corner of Our mural. and it was sort of like this, you know, a 
kid's mural util you got to the end where it was son of like, this very adult, very 
thought out extremely colofil art. 

INT: So what did that tell you about working with Andrea? 

TCB: Oh, 1 think she's ex.. . 1 mean I was told she couldn't concentrate. She was reaily 
jumpy, that she codd not sit in one place that she didn't have the time, she would 
just be hyper, hyper, hyper - this is what I'd been told, she was wild and you 
couldn't stop her and the first tirne I met her she was like that. She just whipped 
from one place to another. But, to see her sit and be so intense and concentrate 
so hard, I'm sort oc well this child has a lot of talent and is very creative. She may 
not be able to express herser extremely wel! in a social setting, but to sit her down 
in a creative setting, I'rn just arnazed at the ability she had to spend the time to 
create something like that. 

INT: Were you able to use that later on as well? 

TCH: Yeah, that was one of Our ways oc I guess, sort of rewarding her when she did 
something well. 

INT: Uh hum. 

TCH: . . .that was one of the things she really liked so when we had, the days we had 
Andrea, I'd make sure there was an an activity that was really something she 
could spend time with. And we'd give her the extra time because we knew she 
reaily Wted that. So it's sort of like allowing her to do something she really liked, 
and then we'd say, "Well, you know, you've done thar now let's go swirnhg." - 
you how, or - "let's go to the gym, or let's go upstairs and go and do circle time." 
And even at circle time we would write stories and she was participating in the 
stories and coming up with brilliant ideas and very thoughtful, very mature.. . and 



as 1 said 1 was told that this child was very immature, very hyper, very wild, 
couldn't be put down anywhere without her just leaping up and to get her to sit 
1 thought was a big accomplishrnent and to see that she was able to do it. And as 
the sum - the t h e  progressed there she got better and better, and she'd be one of 
the kids who would be sitting over by the paper and, and giving me ideas and very 
thoughtfùl, insightful ideas for a story which 1 thought were more mature than a 
four-year-old should. 

INT: So it was finding the activities that really interested this child and using them - 

TCH: Yeah, that helped us a lot. Because, 1 mean, it was just. .Paüla and I would Say, 
"This is not the Andrea we had been told about." 

(Casel-lnt.T01:6-12) 

In speaking with Sue it became clear to me that Karin's interventions at this point had 

created a pivotal change experience for Sue. Karin had gained Sue's trust and now used the 

opportunity to reframe the teacher's perceptions of Andrea's behavior from that of a disruptive 

child who would paint her own hands and everything else if given the chance, to that of a highly 

creative and imaginative child who enjoyed explorhg with al1 her senses. Karin's perceptions of 

this change expenence were fùrther elaborated on during Our i n t e ~ e w  

CON: 1 remember talking about her art work and things that the mother had identified 
as being sort of odd, 1 saw as being the sign of creativity and imagination. Just 
the way she used paint. She wanted to use every color that was available to her 
whereas the other children, most of them would just use one color, and you know 
they were doing a mural. So we talked about that, about how using al1 those 
colors, and it - made her take longer so that it becarne a bit of a behavior issue 
because it took her that much longer and she wasn't following immediately with 
the group. But they gave her a lot of leeway though. I'm not suggesting t hat they 
didn't get to her. But we talked about that in terms of creativity and not mental 
illness. So 1 think it was a series of little things like that where we would, 1 
started to see her as a normal child really in a lot of ways. But having, maybe 
having some strengt hs t here. 

LNT: So you seem to be saying that you started to reframe the situation for the tacher 
-That this child was not mentaily ill, emotionaily unhealthy, but actually a healthy 
child, and a very creative child - 



CON: Yes, yes. 

INT: ... which reframed it in a more typical aspect for the teacher to begin to view her 
in that way. And this happened over a senes of situations? 

CON: Yes. Yeah, that one stands out, but yeah, I would think there were a number of 
things. 

INT: ... And do you remember what you said at the time or how you said it? 

CON: I think 1 talked to the child. 1 found it was hard to bel it was hard to observe 
because she, she knew 1 was there for her basicdy and she would be drawn to me 
and we'd spend a lot of time together. So it was [laughs], was hard to have her 
around, to actually observe her in her environment, which is also a bit of a 
dilemma. But I talked to the child and gave her - and it was helpful to have me 
there because then 1, they would, they could sort of use me as an extra pair of 
hands really so I could help her make sure that she didn't get paint al1 over 
everythuig. And I could kind of, we could get her al1 the things that she needed. 
1 think we taiked about it aflenvards, and 1 just said, "You know, it's interesting, 
she seems to be very creative, she wants to use al1 of the colors and experiment 
and really expand." That's what 1 talked about - her expanding the idea. The 
other children would use just the one color and do their little spot whereas she 
was going al1 over and using al1 the colors and she wanted to, she took it from a 
small idea to a big idea. 

INT: And d e r  you noticed these things in several different ways to the teachers, how 
did they react? 

CON: [Pauses] 1 think maybe by relaxing a little bit - to relax. Because the behaviors 
were bizarre - the ones that they identified were bizarre. And so everybody was 
getting worked up about what was wrong with this child. So 1 think they were 
able to relax a bit. 

(Case1 - Int:C01:17-19) 

During this play Karin was able to mode1 for the teachers how to respond to Andrea and 

her creative talents and to respond with clear "1" messages when Andrea displayed behaviors that 

were too controiling and demanding of the adults' attention. She also assisted Andrea in gaining 

skills for socializing with her pers. But in interacting with Andrea in the classroom, Karin noted 

it was difficult "to actually observe her in her environment." Karh identified this as a dilemma 



of her consuitaiion. At what point do her interactions interfere wit h her ability to unobtmsively 

observe the child and the environment? This is a centra1 issue for Karin as a consultant. 

In their fifth and firürl consultation session al1 participants Karin, Jane, Sue, and Virginia 

Wright came together again in the preschool at the end of the camp day. Mrs. Wright descnbed 

the psychiaaist's report which viewed Andrea as a hypersensitive child with low self-esteern, but 

as king capable of controlling her behavioral reactions. This seemed to have calmed mother's 

initial fears that these behaviors were due to an inhented organic disorder. She also noted that 

she was beginning to be more assertive in establishing and following through with clear 

expectations and Iirnits for Andrea. 

Sue was also pleased with Andrea's increased ability to join group activities as 

seen in her participation in the pool. She noted: 

TCH: The days 1 had her swirnming, fiom what I'd heard 1 was going, "OK, she's just 
going to be terrible." But she was just like the others.. . .Shefs in the group, she's 
asking for certain songs, she's asking to be in the circle, she was jumping in like 
everybody else and she just got out and lined up. 

(Case 1 -Mtg. 5 : 10) 

Kari. also offered feedback about the behaviors she had observed. Karin described how 

Andrea had difficulty effectively interacting with peers and how she depended on her excellent 

language skills to control the responses of others. Karin stated that Andrea's greatest strength 

was in being imaginative and creative. 

CON: 1 just thought I would just talk about some of the things that 1 observed and then 
maybe we could talk about some recommendations and 1 did write up some 
program planning ideas ... then probably we can do a bit of brainstorming. 1'11 just 
tell you what 1 saw in my observations with - that she's a normal child. She 
certainiy has the ability and the capacity. She came across as quite a normal child, 
she just didn't reaily stand out. She was playing 1 think, fairly solitarily and I 
thought rnaybe that was something that we would like to work on just to 



encourage her to play with other children. But it sounds like she's already starting 
to do that. 

SPV: She's starting to do that. 

TCH: She's starting to do that on her own. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

TCH: But you know, if that was encouraged that would be good. 

CON: Uh hum. Uh hum. 

TCH: Like get her a iittle play date. Like, sort of take her out to a larger group of kids 
and integrate her, or put her in a class or sornething, or just - 

MTH: School - in September. 

TCH: Well school. I mean if somebody could jet her away from one on one 

MTH: Yeah, mostly I've been doing one on one with Fnends and stuff with one other 
child. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

SPV: That's good. 

CON: The other thing is just that she used her language skills sometimes to distract 
people ftom what she was doing so, I thought that was, t mean she's highly skilled 
in that area. She seems to be, have tremendous abilities and tremendous 
imagination and dl that, but it's something that she's learned, I think, to distract 
people from what she's actuaily doing. 

MTH: Yes [laughs]. 

CON: She certainly has an ability to focus and concentrate and expand on an activity. 
1 noticed that it somehes takes her longer to finish things than the other children 
because she really takes it fiuther ... Shell do it a little bit more. And the painting 
the mural - she used al1 the colors, she wanted to use al1 the colors and the other 
kids would just use one. So she ended up painting long after everybody else was 
finished [laughs], she has the ability to concentrate and focus. 

M m :  She's not hyperactive. 1 have been told now, by a few people - 



CON: I know, I know 

MTH: 1 had a sneaking suspicion.. . 

TCH: No, not at dl. 

CON: She liked to participate in the group but i also noticed that she likes to play on her 
own. 1 think it made a difference having me there though because 1 was son of 
available to her so she would draw me into playing different things. 

TCH: Yeah. 

CON: That, that 1 think it wasn't totdly an objective observation in that sense. Uh, just 
a wonderfùl imagination, which 1 think is, seems appropnate for her age. 1 don? 
think it's overly - 

TCH: Yeah. 

CON: And 1 think it's reaüy, that's what three-year-olds, almost four-year-olds are into, 
you know. 

+ Everybody laughs. 
(Case 1 - Mtg5 : 1 4- 1 7) 

Karin reviewed her observations with the staff and the mother using clear and concise 

language. Afler each participant had an oppominity to offer feedback the discussion that ensued 

about Andrea was dynamic and forthcoming. It assisted everyone in gaining awareness of and 

sharhg understandings about Andrea's behavior. Since they were developing sirnilar insights and 

formulating new assumptions about Andrea they were each empowered to rethink and change 

their personal responses towards her. This was enhanced by Karin's discussing the importance 

of establishing limits and clear expectations for Andrea while still allowing her appropriate 

choices. 

Karin then facilitated collaborative brainstorming and problem solving with the group. 

Goals for Andrea were suggested by Karin and strategies to assist Andrea in meeting t hese goals 



were suggested by al1 participants. Karh was also prepared with prograrnming strategies based 

on the types of sensory tactile experiences that Andrea particularly enjoyed. These suggestions 

were put forth as possibilities to be considered without imposing thern on the others. 

CON: 1 wrote d o m  a few things that 1 thought she was interested in. Well, food 
obviously. Painîing. Colors. Words.. .any kind of tactile thing like clay or goop. 
Cooking. Those kind of activities that we just allow her to be, to express herself 
that way because she really seems to enjoy that and it's a real focus for her so 
that's the kind of activities. 1s there anything else that you can think of that she 
really likes? 

MTH: Do you mind if 1 write those dom, just - 

CON: No. Well 1 could go and photocopy this for you. 

MTEi: Who put garbage at the top? [laughing] Somebody might misinterpret this ... 1 
wonder if [laughing] - 

CON: Well you know how Andrea is about things that are forbidden. I just thought it 
might be fun if you could plan an activity - just talking about something that is 
sort of, off, off the beaten track, or - 

MTH: Yes, this child finds a lot of things off the beaten track [laughing]. 

CON: So anyway, 1 just put that at the top. Well just around ecology or recycling. 

SPV: We're actually gonna have a garbage day. A clean up the park day 

CON: Oh yeah? She might get into that. 

TCH: Being outside, being outside. 

CON: Yes, she's very physical, isn't she? 

TCH: Yeah. 

CON: In the gym, she - 

TCH: But also in the housekeeping area she can play for hours with the stuff. getting 
things out, washing the dishes and ... 



CON: Sort of role playing gaines. 

TCH: Yeah, she iikes to play baby, too. 
(Case 1 - Mtg. 5 :28-29) 

When Mrs. Wright diverted the discussion back to her own personal insecurities, Karin 

recommended a resource book that she could read on parenting. At this meeting Karin did not 

delve into Mrs. Wright's personal concems such as her expressed need to be a "perfect Mom" , 

the conflict within her rnarriage, or her feelings of isolation in coping with two young children. 

Karin was aware that she was receiving counselling about these issues from other sources and 

kept the discussion child-focused. 

The meeting and consultation ended with a positive sense that mother was establishing 

a new relationship with her daughter and that Sue had developed a new sense of efficacy in her 

ability to assist children with exceptional behavioral needs. 

Teacher Issues 

Dunng my interview with Sue, three primary themes began to repeat themselves in her 

responses. The three themes relate to motivational factors which influenced her intention to 

change her teaching behaviors to include Andrea in the program. The first refers to contextual 

factors within the preschool centre that support inclusion. The second issue refers to teacher 

attitudes about the inclusion of a particular child. The third theme relates to teacher efficacy. 



Contatual Factors 

The ability of a teacher to incorporate children with diverse needs is influenced by a 

variety of factors that impact on the early childhood setting and set a context for change. 

Consideration of teacher job satisfaction, group size, teacher-child ratios, staff development 

opportunities, and administrative leadership at Sloan Park assisted me in understanding the 

context of change from Sue's phenomenologicd perspective. 

There is an open, collegial, and supportive environment at Sloan Park. This creates a 

high level of teacher satisfaction on the job. Sue, who has worked for five years in a variety of 

early childhood settings noted to me: 

TCH: Of al1 the places I've worked 1 like Sloan Park the best because 1 guess it's very 
small .... And here there's a lot of kid involvement, a lot of sibiing involvement, 
and a lot of parent involvement ... -1 think it is more flexible and open. 1 think it's 
one of the things I redly like about Sloan Park. It's not so standard that 
everything has to be a certain way and you have to act a certain way. It's very 
flexible and very accepting, and if people corne in with problems then the 
problerns are acknowledged. And yet, it's not acknowledged at times like, "Well 
this kid is really special and we should just give them everything they need." It's 
son of iike eveiybody's in this program, we al1 have to pull together and work on 
it. 

(Case 1-Int.TO 1 : 1,17) 

The preschool has a strong community orientation. A variety of schedules are flexibly 

administered for attendance 2, 3, or 5 days per week to accommodate the needs of the families 

in the community. The small number of children enrolled in the program at any one time (12) 

dows for greater intimacy between families and teachers. Parents and siblings feel welcomed to 

participate. A preschool that supports parent participation provides parents with a natural place 

to share cornmon concerns about child-rearing, to socialize and reduce feelings of loneliness and 

isolation, and to receive information about resources in support of healthy family functioning. 
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Tacher-chiid ratios as regulated under the Day Nurseries Act (Ontario, 1983) stipulate 

that for every 8 children 2.5-5 years of age there must be 1 staff person. As well. at least one 

aafF person in each group of not more that 16 children must hold a diploma in early childhood 

education. At Sloan Park Jane has a diplorna in early childhood education and hires assistant 

teachen to cornply with the DNA regulations. She then takes ïesponsibility for sharing with them 

the professionai knowledge and expertise that she has acquired from working in the field. 

In this srnail organitation leadership structures are informai and minimal. The s u p e ~ s o r  

takes a primary role in administrative responsibilities, but programming is done collaboratively. 

This allows teachers to take an equal participatory role in contributing to the success of this 

centre and sets a stage for implementing change. 

Teacher Attitudes and Values 

The culture at Sloan Park nursery school values cornrnunity, families, children and a 

cooperative leaming approach. At the i n t e ~ e w  Sue expressed a true appreciation for the diverse 

styles of the children she taught in the preschool. 

TCH: We have a lot of kids who come in and Iike to be on their own individual pattern. 
This is really good because it makes the class a very exciting special class to have 
al1 these little personalities. 

(Case 1-lnt.T01:3) 

Sue's overall attitude displayed an underlying acceptance of differences. She stated that 

initiaily she was willing to take on this new challenge with Andrea because groups are relatively 

small in size, there are two teachers in each group, and space and facilities within the cornrnunity 

centre al1 make it easier to accommodate the individual needs of children. Sue also felt supported 



by the supervisor who had taught her a great deal about working with young children. 

A cooperative approach to programming at Sloan Park dso extends to the children. The 

children are encouraged to help each other, to share responsibilities, and to offer programring 

ideas. With this flexible view of the program, activities are adjusted to meet the momentary 

interests of the children. Chiidren are not forced to fit the teacher's planned, prepared, and 

orchestrated activity. This attitude allows for an easier accommodation of children with special 

needs. There is a communal belief that together they can take care of tasks and meet group 

needs. As Sue explained: 

TCH: My daughter went to school with children who had physicai impainnents and my 
son has a kid in his class who has a physical impairment and what they do, and I 
guess 1 would do, too, is the same thing - just an acceptance, and tell the other 
kids. And the other kids are very accepting. They don? seem to make a lot of 
judgments yet on how people should act and how they should be, they seem to, 
they don't individualize yet, so I think having the kids help is a lot - you just sort 
of explain to them ail - that's what I'd do - I'd just explain, this child has this, 
they're not exactly like us, we need to help them. ..... .And the kids are very 
accepting. 1 thuik it's just the same t h g  - having the openness and the flexibility - 
and just son of altenng the program slightly so that everybody can be part of it, 
which I think we're begiming to do anyways. 

(Casel-Int-TOI: 16-17) 

Sue also believes that young children overall have a general acceptance of children with 

disabilities and that they can easily be used in the role of peer helpers to mode1 expectations. She 

has seen children state matter of factly to another child what is acceptable behavior and what is 

not. These beliefs were guiding factors in the loose and often unstructured nature of the 

programming at Sloan Park preschool. However, while this flexible approach to programming 

with few d e s  and limits worked well for most children, Sue carne to realize that it did not meet 

Andrea's needs. 



TCH: .And 1 think that dunng the year it was very - everything was very flexible and 1 
think we found that Andrea needed a bit of stnicture, that she needed the idea, but 
we would allow the kids to move around with the idea. 

(Case i -Int.TO 1 : 16) 

Sue's feelings about being Andrea's teacher were initially not as accepting as the tolerant 

attitudes she had expressed would suggest. She feels her attitude toward Andrea did change over 

the nimmer from one of feeling, "No, Jane don? make me work in the afternoons with Andrea" 

to "Weil, so she's different - They're al1 different - She's just a liale more on edge than the other 

kids, but 1 think we can handle this" (Casel-Ent.TO1: 13). Sue came to understand Andrea's 

behaviors. As Andrea's strengths began to be emphasized by Karin more than her difficulties. a 

new view of Andrea was accommodated into Sue's belief system. She now perceived Andrea as 

an able and capable 3 1/2- year-old child 

Teachm Efficucy 

When Andrea was first placed in Sue's summer camp group, Sue felt a great deal of 

trepidation about her ski11 in copine with Andrea's behaviors. Although she believed that she had 

skilis as an early childhood educator. support Frorn her supervisor and opportunities to improve 

herself as a teacher of young children. she was uncertain of her ability to work with Andrea. S he 

operateci on the underlying assumption that individually she would be expected to meet Andrea's 

needs. She had been told that Andrea could not concentrate on a task, that she had a very short 

attention span, and that she was uncooperative. But as the weeks progressed and she saw a great 

deal of change in Andrea's behavior, her self-confidence and self-efficacy in working with this 

chiid &O improved. 



Sue credited the consultant as playing an important role in changing her overail approach 

to classroom programming and the particular instructional strategies used with Andrea. The 

consultant served as a mediator to support, encourage, and educate the tacher to reach new 

understandings for Uistnicting the child with special needs. The consultant's skill in eliciting and 

listening to everyone's perspective, facilitating the brainstorming and problem-solving process, 

and promoting mutual decision-making was cited as contributing to change in the teacher's 

knowiedge and skill. As Sue later stated: 

TCH: We sat d o m  and brainstormed ideas about how to handle Andrea which was very 
good. She [Karin] came up with the idea to spend individual time with her and 
just acknowledging the fact t hat yes, Andrea was slightly different . . . . 1 guess just 
basically siaing and talking about Andrea, and I think having me talk about it, 
sitting with Jane, and Karin, and Paula and I and just son of brainstorming ideas 
and talking about what she was like rather than just being given a kid and saying, 
"Good luck." ... so we sat down and sort of setting up the idea, setting up 
guidelines for her was a big help, just getting everybody's different opinion about 
what to do heiped a lot.. which was better than just saying, "She's wild." But to 
have somebody sit there and Say, "Well, she's wild, but in this situation she'll do 
this," and Karin would say, "I've seen kids do that in these situations ... I've talked 
to her mother and this is what her rnother says, but when I observed Andrea this 
is what Andrea does." So j u a  to have ail these different ideas and opinions helped 
a lot because it just showed that there were different ways to approach the 
problems that we were having. And then we came up with, "Oh what couid we 
do?" 

(Casel-Int.TO1: 14-1 5) 

Karin provideci oppominities to view Andrea in a new light. Karin interacted with Andrea 

on an individual basis during her visits to the preschool. This allowed Sue to observe and mode1 

these interactions. hiring creative art activities with Karin, Sue saw that Andrea really did have 

a lengthy attention span, she was able to complete a task in an organized fashion, and that she was 

extremely creative in her approach. 

TCH: Oh 1 think it was - Karin had a list.. .and the fom was saying, what could you 



possibly do to integrate the child into your program, what sort of things would 
help you ... Where would you be able to - if she acted a certain way, what would 
you cio? Like she would get us, 1 think she gave us every kind of situation - if 
Andrea did this, what would you do? So if Jane and 1 and Paula had to sit and 
think, what would we do? Ok. And I think that was one of the things that sort 
of tumed it for me7 it was like, Oh yeah, if 1 think of other things to do with 
Andrea rather than just going, "Ahh, you know, here's Andrea - " 

INT: Help. 

TCH: Help! [laughs] You know, here's Andrea, she's wild, she's hyper. This is what 
everyone has told me. And you just look at her and go, "Yeah, she's just another 
four-year-old." She's a little hyper - sure - but they al1 are, she's just a little more 
extreme. And 1 think that's where we got the idea that sitting with her and giving 
her the yard, and giving her some guidelines, and just seeing Karin corne in and 
spending, the t h e  with her, and ah, now we see, if you do sit with her she'll keep 
you there forever ... shell just take ail your attention and, but if we c m  break it off 
at some point and Say, "Ok, that's enough, now you have to play with the group." 
So 1 think it just son of gave watching her interact with another adult rather than 
just going in and interacting with her myself, just me and her or me, her and the 
group, or Jane and her, seeing somebody else - that helped a lot - to observe 
someone -how she handled and manipulated other people. And hearing her 
mother talk about how she would go in and talk to the therapist and the 
psychologist. We're going, "Oh yeah, now we see what she is doing." So just 
getting the opinions, 1 think was a very positive thing, that when 1 had - the first 
tirne I worked with her, 1 was just told about what she was like. And then there 
she was. And 1 hadn't seen anyone else interact with her except the two other 
kids in the class. So to see her interact with other adults - it gave us a very good 
idea how she did treat other adults. 

(Case 1 -Int.TO 1 :2 1-23) 

Karin also offered alternative interpretations into Andrea's interactions wit h her rnother 

and other adults. Sue felt that having Mrs. Wright attend joint meetings was vcry usefùl and 

appreciated the information Karin could share about Andrea's home life. Karin's interactions with 

Andrea allowed Sue to observe "her interact with another adult rather than just going in and 

interacting with her myself," and to understand how Andrea "handled and manipulated other 

people. " 



h e d  with this new Uisight and new teaching suggestions Sue and her CO-teacher began 

by spending more individual time with Andrea and by providing more creative activities in the 

room. They allowed her extended tirne in art and storytelling activities. Before transitions, she 

was cleariy told when it was tirne to stop her activity and to move on to other activities such as 

gym and swim. These strategies were repeated throughout the day, dlowing Andrea to work 

independently but then inforrning and expecting her to move on. Sue quickly saw that with these 

modifications to her teaching style she could have a signifiant positive impact on the child's 

development and leaming. 

Overail Sue's perceived behavioral control in working with young children was positive. 

She Mewed herself as effective in facilitating the development of young children and as striving 

to improve her knowledge-base as an early childhood educator. However, she credits Karin with 

helping her irnprove her personal teaching efficacy when working with Andrea. 

INT: So, at this point in time what does it mean to you to be a teacher of a child with 
special needs? 

TCH: Oh, 1 find it really challenging.. . I  was, because I'd aiways been with kids who, 
that are like, it's just - yeah, we go to school, it's fine. !t was really - 1 found in the 
end it was really [pause], it took a lot of effort on my part [laughs] to sort of learn 
how to take care of a kid with special needs because 1 was so used to working 
with kids who'll do what you Say, because they're used to that son of stmcture 
£iom çomewhere else. So to get somebody who cornes in who's totaily different, 
I really, 1 liked it a lot. And 1 felt very challenged. It gave me something to do. 
1 had to go home and think about ways to approach the problems 1 had. 

INT: Good. Anything else you'd like to add? 

TCH: [Laughs] I really like the fact that we had a consultant corne in ... the fact that 
somebody was there to help and watch over what we were doing and I liked her 
coming back too, how Karin came back and talked to us again. There was a 
cohesiveness and a round up of everything that had happened. It wasn't that she 
just came in and said "Do this, 1'11 never see you again." It's that she came back a 



couple more times, she came in, it was with Andrea and everybody, and that she 
had put in that effort to be there and to make it cumplete from the start to the end. 

INT: Do you feel she listened to your concerns and incorporated them into any 
suggestions that she gave you? 

TCH: . . . I  think the sitting and brainstorming, where we would sit and she'd taik to us 
and then she would Say, "Well maybe this would help, maybe that would help, 
maybe this would help." So 1 think we found it good that we could sit d o m  
because it made us al1 talk about the same problem, whereas before people used 
to go, "Oh Andrea, help Andrea." You know, it was sort of like you didn't sit 
down and go, "Well, this is what bugs me about Andrea. This is what 1 think 
maybe that would heip her." So it helped to have somebody sit down and go. 
"Ok, let's talk about this child." 

INT: And to facilitate dl that. 

TCH: And to, yeah, and to make sure that you kept wanting to have a list of questions, 
like things that you wouldn't really think to think about because she'd been 
through the situation before. 

INT: Uh hum. 

TCH: She had. ..let's have the mother corne in, the mother can talk, and then everybody 
wouid get a mm, and then she'd facilitate it and then she'd give a suggestion and 
then she'd take us through the form that she had. You know, she'd make us think 
about things that we hadn't had to think about which is - 

INT: In how you observed the child? 

TCH: Oh, no, how we would like enhance a prograrn for her or how we would - 
dEerent ways that she, she had handled other kids with speciai needs, or the way 
to taik to the parent. 1 mean that helped too, because Andrea's rnother would sort 
of corne in and overwhelm us a bit with sort of her concems about Andrea, and 
what Andrea had done that day, and Karin would say, "Well, you know, that she's 
the mom, you know", and because she brought her in and we got to hear her talk 
about Andrea, in a setting without Andrea there - 

INT: ü h  hum. 

TCH: Helped a lot. So just to get the morn away - 



INT: Uh hum. And get the mother' s perspective. 

TCH: And get her perspective without Andrea leaping around or flying off things or 
jumping off things - 

(Case 1 -1nt.TO 1 : 19-2 1 ) 

Sue's teaching efficacy specific to working with Andrea was enhanced with the support 

of the consultant who actively listened to al1 concerns, acknowledged that there was a problem, 

shared information from observations and home visits, facikated collaborative brainstorming, 

shared the problem solving, allowed for mutual decision-making, promoted modeling and 

implementation of new teaching strategies, provided feedback and included the mother in the 

process. 

INT: So it calmed the mother also. 

TCH: Yeah, 1 think it helped her a lot, too. 

INT: Do you think she was able to see what you were doing and try some of those 
techniques at home? 

TCH: 1 think through t a h g  to Karin and seeing her talking to us 1 think she got some 
ideas because she came back and said, "Andrea's been a Iot better at home and 
hasn't done as many attention getting things." 1 think a lot of it ended up that she 
started to redire that a lot of the stufFAndrea was doing was to get attention. 1 
think Andrea was r&g that she didn't need to get the attention any more, that 
she could do things on her own, that she didn't have to go and paint the walls, she 
could just go and paint paper and that would be ok. 

INT: And people would appreciate her for doing that. 

TCH: Yeah, and then people would say, "Oh, thank you for doing that. Thanks for 
painting on the paper today, Andrea. " . . .and that if she paint ed her hand, too, we'd 
be going, "Well, painting your hand - it looks really nice, but that's just not the 
advity we're doing nght now. You can go wash your hands if you want." And 
then we rnight go to the washroom with her, talk to her about washing her hands 
or make another game of washing her hands, so it seemed that it wasn't a bad 
thing that she painted her hands, but it was just like, "Oh weU, so you painted 
your hands today. Let's go wash it off" So it would just be - we just would 



change it so that it didn't seem like there she did this devious, homble thing and 
she thought, "Ha ha, you know, they're going to be really mad at me", and we'd 
be going - we wouidn't get mad at her and jus go, "Fine, let's go and clean up and 
everyone has to." It just became part of the school setting rather than her trying 
to think up ways to drive us crazy. 

INT: Sounds good. It sounds like she grew a lot. 

TCH: Yeah, she matured a lot. I'm, I'm positive that being in a larger group helped her 
so much because I dont know whether itfs the kids or just the fact that the way 
the sumrner was stniaured, that she had to become part of the group. And in 
doing that she sort ofjun took herselfdown to a dEerent level. She took herself 
off, 1 mean this hyper, hyper kid who was absolutely just couldn't corne in and go 
"Ah hah, what can 1 do today." Just sort of. "Ok, well here's some kid." They 
accepted her really well and played with her and made her their fnend. And when 
this other little girl she'd been with during the year came in and tried to sort of pull 
her away 60m the group, she stuck with the kids that she'd been with already for 
two weeks, which 1 found totaily arnazing. That she didn't just suddenly flip back 
to the Andrea I'd known dunng the year, that shefd built herself up some social 
situation and had bonded with enough kids that she could Say, "No, 1 want to play 
with somebody else. 1 want to do this instead." So she matured quite well. 

INT: She felt good about herself 

TCH: Yeah.. .her self esteem had gone way up, which is one of the things 1 think that the 
chiid therapist had told her rnother that she had very low self esteem. So I think 
we, we spent some of the time just saying, "Yeah, you're really good at this. I'rn 
really glad you're playing with these kids today. This is really nice." And 1 think 
that helped her a lot to know that she could be part of a group, that people 
weren't going to slap her for being slightly different, that she could fit in, and I 
think that's one of the things that she appreciated. 

(Case 1 -1nt. T0 1 : 26-29) 

Ultimately when Sue recognized that the chmges she had made to her instructional 

techniques actualiy had an impact on the child's learning and self-esteem it further improved her 

confidence and teaching efficacy as a teacher of young children with special needs. 



Consultant Issues 

Four issues emerged during the interview as central to Karin's reflections about her role 

as an agent of change. These issues relate to supe~sory  support and teacher change, 

consultative roles and realities, the management of change, and expert vs. collaborative 

consuitative styles. These issues define for Karin specific stmggles she must grapple with as she 

continues to develop henelfas an agent of change. Karin has show herself to be very aware of 

the often precarious balance that must occur in the application of her knowledge and skills in 

particular settings if change is to be successful. 

Supervisory Support and Teacher Change 

Supe~sors  play an important part in prompting their staff to seek consultative support. 

First Karin has observed that because of the lierarchical leadership structures existing in rnost 

early childhood settings, change requires the encouragement of the supervisor. As Karin 

exp lained : 

CON: 1 think sornetirnes teachers just want to get resources in and they don't realize the 
role that they're going to be expected to play as well. ... . .You need the support of 
the supervisor. If they're behind you and want to see some changes happening 
then that will filter down and there will be the support. And the encouragement 
for the teachers will be there. And then you'll see it, the changes will happen. 

INT: So are you saying that the supervisor's support makes the teachers more 
responsive to change? 

CON: 1 would definitely Say that. Definitely 

INT: Does your role cliffer depending upon whether you have that supervisor's support 
or not? 



CON: Yes. 1 would Say that's the thing that 1 struggle with the most - is how to work 
with teachers and s u p e ~ s o n  when the suppon isn't there. And basically, they 
just want to bring the support of my job - the consultation into their centre but 
they don't really - the intention is not to really - it's not conscious but it's not to 
use whatever 1 say - or to work together as a team. A part seems to be missing a 
bit. So that's, that's difficult. I think that eventuaily you have to [pauses] and 
that's çomething that I'm, like 1 said - I'm still working on myself - how to work 
most effively with that. But 1 think you have to start taiking about change, that 
we have to do something. Something has to be done. 

(Casel-Int.RO1: 3-4) 

Embedded in Karin's discussion of the importance of the s u p e ~ s o r  to change in teachers 

is the tension she expenences as she stmggles with "how to work with teachers and supervisors 

when the support is not there." If the administrators andor teachers avoid or resist change the 

consultant begins to confiont, clariQ, and negotiate acceptable alternatives. For Karin talking 

about change directly with the teachers and the supervisor has been a useful technique. 

CON: And then you have to say to the supervisor, "This needs to be done. How can we 
encourage the teachers to do this? What will it involve for them? Giving them 
more tirne to prepare? Or providing them with extra help - bring in a volunteer? 
What do you think is required here to get this process going?" 

(Case 1 -1nt.RO 1 :4) 

Second, Karin suspects that when supeMsory support is not present at the outset, 

teachers believe she is o b s e ~ n g  them to evaluate their ski11 

CON: 1 think that the staff is not being given regular evaluations, setting professional 
goals with their supervisor so they don't really have a clear idea of how the 
supervisor feels about their work or what areas might be under scrutiny. So that 
there's a lack of clarity there, of expectations, of developing their skills. So when 
1 come in, it just heightens that lack of security. 

(Case1 -1nt.ROl:S 1) 

When teachers feel they "might be under scmtiny " From a controlling supervisor, Karin believes 

she is more likely to be viewed by the teachers as being in a position of power to be distmsted 

rather than as an equitable partner in solving a problem. These observations further inform her 



that teachers are uncornfortable not only about her presence but also about their own professional 

skiIl and perceived ability to change. Karin described that when this happens she prompts 

s u p e ~ s o r s  to provide their teachers with resources such as time, additional staff and training, 

to enhance the M s  sense of efficacy and control over the required change. This is different than 

the need to improve teacher efficacy by oEering them skills and strategies in relation to a specific 

child. For a teacher, the supervisor's support is perceived as a signal that resources will be 

available. This increases teacher receptivity towards the intended change. 

Karin revealed that she initially felt Sue was il1 at ease with her presence. Karin could not 

attribute this to a particular insecurity that Sue had expressed about her own skills. Nor could 

Karui see any reason for her to feel concemed about her teaching since she was already a creative 

and flexible teacher. However, Karin did get a sense that Sue relaxed as the process of 

consultation continued and each person's role in the process became clearer. It soon became clear 

that the focus of the consultation was less on the teacher's skills in providing an adequate 

program, "but more looking at the child in the context of the program." 

CON: 1 think the one teacher was a little bit unsure of my presence - the teacher who 
worked mostly with Andrea. ... . She just didn't kind of know how to handle my 
being there. 1 think she felt kind of il1 at ease. I'rn not sure it had anything to do 
with her feeling secure or not secure about her skills, but just shds not the kind 
of person that would enjoy being observed. I don? know, but I think she relaxed 
through the process of consultation. 1 think that the focus became less on the 
prograrn and maybe her skills or evaluating that, but more looking at the child in 
the context of the program. For her that was reassuring. 

INT: Can you eiaborate on that a bit? 

CON: Weii 1 think in this case, specifically they were just looking at this child as maybe 
having q a really serious problem, like a mental illness or something. There was 
a certain guardedness 1 think in the teacher.. .'cause she kinda didn't know what to 
expect from the child and she was sort of looking for something bizarre to 



happen. And 1 think through the process of consultation that changed - maybe 
because of the refi-aming - we were starting to look at the behavior in a different 
light . 

INT: And how did she react or behave towards the child differently in light of that 
reframing? 

CON: 1 think she probably would include the child more eagerly in what was going on. 
There was more of an acceptance there, 1 think for the child. 

INT: Did it change her strategies and approaches in the classroom? 

CON: She, I would Say that her program was pretty creative to begin with which 
probably suited that child fairly well. 1 didn't actually see the kind of behaviors 
they describeci.. . I'm not sure that she changed much as a teacher. I'm not sure that 
she redly did anything that much differently. 'Cause I never made those kind of 
suggestions. That wasn't part of the consultation. lust, it went so quickly and we 
kind oc the child was going to be finished at the centre and I think it [the change] 
had more to do with attitude. 

LNT: The teacher's attitude began to change - 

CON: Uh hum. Uh hum. 

INT: Rather than specific approaches or practices that she used with children. 

CON: Uh hum. 

INT: Do you think she still had the same sense of insecurity that you just spoke about 
at the end of your even bnef consultation? 

CON: 1 think she felt more relaxed. 

INT: Did it confirm her skills? 

CON: I think it confirmeci her skills, yeah. Yeah. 'Cause 1 t hink she was a good teacher. 
That was my impression - that she was imaginative and calm and [pauses], she 
didn't overreact to situations, not on the outside anyway. And yet she provided, 
there was a lot of stimulation for the children, a lot of stimulating stuff going on. 
S he provided that . 

(Case l - Int . RO I : 27-29) 

W~th the supervisots encouragement the consultation offered Sue a new perspective on 
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Andrea's behaviors. She relaxed as she became aware that Karin was a valuable resource and an 

equal partner in the change process. Karin dso assisted in confiming and expanding Sue's 

existing skills and her nature to be "imaginative and cairn." 

Consultation: Roles and Realities 

The consultant must possess a clear and working knowledge of the consultative process. 

With this knowledge, at the first meeting Karin was able to clearly identify for al1 participants the 

steps that they would be moving through during the consultation: problem identification, 

assessment, feedback, problem solving, decisionmaking, and evaluation. It also provided Karin 

with a framework in which she could operate. While many factors in the change process rnay 

be out of the consultant's control, these steps give consultmts a sense of stability and focus as 

the process proceeds. 

CON: In general 1 get called into daycare centres if they have an issue with a child or 
with a farnily and they're having difficulty resolving it. or programming to help 
solve it. And theyll cal1 me Ui and ask me to see if 1 can corne up with some ideas 
on how to work more effectively with that child and with the farnily as well. 

DIT: Good. Can you elaborate in terms of the process that you follow with each 
consultation. 

CON: What I do initially is get a permission signed by the parent that they've agreed to 
the consultation - and then 1 meet with the supervisor, the teacher who works 
most directly with the child, and with the parents. And we have a meeting to 
discuss the concems that everybody has. That meeting 1 see as being important 
for coming to a consensus of what we're al1 trying to work on or work towards. 
And at the end of that meeting 1'11 talk about - what son of direction 1 would like 
to take in ternis of observations, what kind of information 1 like to collect, get 
permission forms signed for release of information and also 1'11 give the day care 
and the Eimily a time line so we'll plan a second meeting usually for three to four 
weeks after that, so we know we al1 have a point that we know we'll be getting 
back together to discuss the results, and where to go from there. 



MT: What typically happens when you discuss those results? 

CON: Uh, typically it's, there's [laughs] - there isn't really a typical response. Often it's 
a relief for the family and for the teachers because their suspicions are confirmed 
and they see that as giving them sort of support. Finally somebody is agreeing or 
saying that, yes, that's what we see, 1 agree is a problem and we should start 
dealing with it now. I guess that's the most typical, typical response. 

[NT: And then where do you go fiom there? 

CON: Then we discuss what the possibilities are, what we cm do to help, whether it's, 
it's a matter of the family getting some kind of therapy, or getting involved in a 
program, or it's working with the daycare to develop the programrning for that 
child. Sometimes it's a rnatter of child management, helping the parents work on 
child management techniques and 1 would meet with them. That's the kind of 
intervention we would do. 

T :  So, are you saying that you then would work more specifically with the parent? 
How do you do that in tems of child management? 

CON: Lfthat's what they want? What 1 have done is met with the parents fairly regularly 
and welU target a particular behavior and we'll strategize around what they might 
try - a different way of dealing with it. And then we'll meet again and see if that 
works. If that has worked, if there's been any -And if not, we'll try something 
else, and if it has well maybe try another, well work on another behavior, and just 
try and provide support for the mother, try and make changes 'cause often it's, it's 
very difficult to make the changes because they've been struggling with them for 
a long time. 

(Case 1 -1nt. RO 1 : 1-3) 

In this case KarLi's goals for the first consultation meeting with Virginia Wright, Jane, and 

Sue were very clear 

LNT: What were you hoping to accomplish in this interaction with the mother and with 
the teachers there? 

CON: Well I was hoping to identify the behaviors that were of concem. I wanted to get 
some clarity in my own mind about what, and some consensus on what everybody 
felt was at issue here. And 1 guess I'm also loolang at - 1, 1 tend to, because of my 
training look at things systemically as well I'm trying to look at the relationships 
between the day care and the parent and is there support.. . 1 also tried to look at 
the mother - what's she dealing with, what's her support system, those kind of 



things.. . tryhg to judge I guess the course of the consultation because I'm looking 
at what the resources are there to work with. 

(Casel-Int.R01:8) 

After assessing the child, Karin offers the teachers programming suggestions. Karin has 

found that instructional interventions which can be incorporated into the teachers plans for al1 

children are most ofien adopted. 

INT: So how would you describe your role at that point in time when you come in with 
those -Suggestions and ideas. 

CON: WeIl they know that in my new case, I've already suggested that we, that there's 
probably some things we can d o  in the programming to help this child. 1 think 
that [pauses], that this will, that the teacher wil1 be receptive because it's 
something that she can do with the whole class. It's something that she cm 
actually integrate into a program. Like she c m  do several weeks worth of 
programming around feelings and awareness of others and self So that's 
something that she can put in for a whole week and it's not that complicated ... 
'cause she knows what their interests are, so she can just play some nice music and 
ask them what they see and get them to dance or act it out and 1 think it's .A think 
she'U be quite positive to it. The oniy drawback 1 see is that maybe she won't be 
comfonable in being expressive that way, you know, being - 

INT: Herself 

CON: You know, being herself But 1 don't know, maybe she will. 

INT: So, what 1 hear you saying is that ifyou corne in with strategies that don't intrude 
on the environment - 

CON: Uh hum. Uh hum. 

INT: ln which the teacher operates, it may be received more positively - 

CON: Yes. 

[NT: Than if you came in with a suggestion that was so specific to this child that it 
intruded on everything else that she was just trying to maintain in the classroom. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. And it would expect her to do not only the programming for the 
group, but some special programming for that child. And she doesn't really have 



the time to prepare for that, or to put it into place in the classroom, really. 
(Case1 -Int.R01:6-7) 

Time factors must also be considered within the context of the early childhood setting. 

T h e  for meetings, lengthy training sessions and individuai sessions wi t h the child are not possible 

within typical child care settings. K ~ M  notes that although teachers are already devoting a great 

deal of negative time when attending to the dismptive behaviors of the child, they see certain 

modifications and activities as intrusive to their program and as too time consurning. If the 

consultant cornes in with strategies that do not intrude on the environment in which the teacher 

operates it may be received more positively. Because of the realities of classroom management 

and organizatioq strategies should also be usefbl for al1 children and not be perceived as a tirne 

consuming therapeutic technique. 

Karin described that a consultation typically ends with an evaluation of the child's 

CON: The next step would be to evaluate it. Puid what 1 would like to do is meet again 
in two or three weeks -however long it takes her [the teacher] to do that kind of 
programming. And ifwe can sit down together again to see, did it work, was she 
happy with the results, how did that one child respond, how did the rest of the 
group respond, is it positive? Did she feel that it had a positive impact? 

(Case 1 -1nt.RO 1 :8) 

While Karin tries to adhere to the sequential steps of the consultative process, different 

teachers have different expectations for the codtation. Although Karin viewed her interactions 

with Andrea as part of the assessrnent process, Sue saw it as a mode1 intervention that she could 

emulate. It aiiowed her time to observe Andrea and to observe Karin's strategies for interacting 

with her. Sue was later able to reproduce these approaches and strategies in her teaching. Karin 

was so intent that this was only the observational phase that she failed to recognize the positive 
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impact it had on Sue's teaching strategies and noted, "I'rn not sure that she changed much as a 

teacher. Pm not sure that she reaily did anytlung that much differentiy. 'Cause t never made those 

kind of suggestions. .. .I think it [the change] had more to do with attitude." In actuality Sue 

describeci Karings interactions wit h Andrea as critical to her changing her instructional approach. 

In Our finai interview together, Karin was sti!l struggling to make the distinction between 

the observation~assessment phase of consultation and the intervention phase. She continued to 

express concem that while interacting with a child to complete an assessment, it changes the 

dynarnic in the room and distons the natural interactions she is trying to observe. To exemplifi 

this struggle, Karin elaborated on one case in which a teacher yelled that the consultant's 

interactions with the child changed his behavior. "Of course he's not showing his behavior when 

you play with hm," was the teacher's retort. The steps of consultation provide consultants with 

an ordered sense of the process. However, the child care sening and varying expectations of 

teachers about the process may alter the consultant's ability to provide service in a sequential 

manner. 

Managing Change 

The consultant must aiso understand the phases of change that individuafs and 

organizations go through in implementing innovative practices. in order not to apply these phases 

in a static and rigid manner, it is necessary for the consultant to constantly be assessing which 

phase of change each individuai has achieved. Change is thus viewed as a dynarnic process in 

which participants may be at different levels in internalizing their understandings of the change 

and therefore require different responses and supports fiom the consultant. For Karh the 



challenge appears to be how strongly to adhere to defined phases of change versus spontaneously 

rnoving back and forth between phases as individuals and circumstances dictate. Being able to 

determine different stages of change for each individual andior organization would allow the 

change agent to take advantage of "consultative change incident su. 

In managing this change the consultant's ski11 in communicating takes on paramount 

importance. Karin believes that listening and showing empathy to al1 participants. particularly 

the parents, is a critical skill. Karin sees her greatest strength is in working with parents. Since 

she is trained in £àrnily dynamics and counselling she takes a systemic view to promoting change 

in the child's and family's functioning . 

CON: 1 think that 1 thought providing support was partly, or largely listening, and 
providing a forum for people to air issues and often these are things that people 
don? get opportunities to talk about. And yet they've been weighing on them, 
particularly families. you know. Problems with their children weigh on them 
heavily but they don't get an opponunity to talk about thern. So 1 think - 

INT: So what did you do in that first meeting? 

CON: [Pauses] Well 1 listened a lot ...[p auses]. 1 think 1 did, 1 think 1 was trying to 
provide a forum for the mom. And the reachers were hstrated with her 
[Andrea's] behaviors and they were more womed about the potential, 'cause she 
was gonna start coming in more often in the summer or full-time.. ..Yeah, so they 
were concerned about how they were gonna deal with it. .A guess 1 was just 
hoping to get a reaiiy clear picture of what was happening for everybody. and also 
come to some agreement about how we would proceed. 

LNT: And you did a lot of listening. 1 heard a lot of listening, a lot of supportive "uh 
hums" and "yeah" and "ok" and how effective do you think, retrospectively, that 
approach was in that particular situation? 

CON: Retrospectively, 1 think it was probably quite effective for the mother. 1 do. 1 
think the last thing she needed was another expert coming there and, and telling 
her this and that and - 1 do. 

INT: She certainly did open up. 



CON: 1 gave her an opportunity to t a .  [Pauses] I'm glad 1 didn't jump to any 
conclusions about that child because sorne of the behaviors were quite alarming, 
but I think it wouldn't have helped for me to get al1 upset and s t a .  tdking 
about ... she was involved in an assessrnent process, the mother was. So that 
wouldn't be something 1 would recornmend. But 1 don? think that's what the 
mother really needed. 

[NT: What did the mother need at that point in time? 

CON: 1 think the mother needed a sense of community. She needed to feel accepted 
and included and that's kind of retrospective because kom what 1 lemed fiom her 
later on is that she did feel displaced and - But 1, 1 think it was nice for 
everybody, but maybe particularly nice for the mom to be able to discuss her 
daughtefs behavior in a more structured way ... and that feeling that we were 
working as a tearn towards a comrnon goal which was helping irnprove the 
behaviors and helping the mother get the support that she needed. And that, 1 
think that was reassuring for the mother. It helped her. 

(CaseI-1nt.RO 1 : 12-1 5 )  

Kann's guiding assumption is that the child's behavior must be understood within the 

ecology of the family system. But teachers feelings too must be acknowledged and discussed as 

they are challenged with meeting the needs of the child versus the needs of the program. And the 

supervisor mua be supponed in her role. Karin must comrnunicate that the consultative process 

is moving dong and that the supervisor and teacher are up to the task of implementing change. 

CON: Yeah. I think what 1 do is ... I Say that you did that well, or 1 usually give them 
some positive feedback. 1 find myself doing that ... 1'11 say something about the 
child -1 can see how his demands are wearing. But you have to be carefil about 
how you say that too, because then they, you might be suggesting they're not up 
to the task either. So you have to, 1 have to Say it in a way that just suggests that 
I could see that his behaviors are demanding. And so basically just giving sorne 
positive feedback. 

(Case I -Int .RO 1 :22) 

Her knowledge of interpersonal dynamics is also criticai. As Karin describes it: 

CON: 1 think you have to know a lot about people. You have to be able to look at a 
broad picture. What are dl the factors involved? What is everybody's interest in 
this, in what's going on? And how does everybody feel about making changes? 



You have to be strategic, to be able to think strategically.. . -1 think you have to 
think about what would be the most effective way of doing something. Who 
should you talk to? Who should be present in the meeting? In what way would 
it be most effective to Say this in order to [get that outcorne] - And you learn 
that through trial and error. 

iNT: Cm you give an example of being strategic in this case or in another case that you 
were involved in? 

CON: Weli, another case 1 was involved with 1 wanted to suggest that these parents go 
to a program that involved parents who were at-risk for abusing their children. 
So 1 just thought how am 1 going to present this to them in what way can 1 
present this to them, without sort of suggesting that they're gonna hurt their 
children? But, and yet that's, it's implicit in making that referral. So I had to 
really think hard about how to present it to them and 1 decided that the best way 
was to, to just state the facts as 1 saw it - the number of pressures and stressors 
that I saw that they were under and then Say that under these circumstances often 
children get hurt, and I want to suggest that you go into this program as a 
preventative measure, as a way of getting the kind of help you need so that 
doesn't occur for you. And so 1 felt good about going into the meeting 
because ...y ou have to be able to be honest. You can't gloss things over, You have 
to be able to state what you see, what your impressions are, and why you came 
to that conclusion cleariy. But also you have to be careful about peoples' feelings, 
and ifyou want them to, if you think that is the best thing for them then aiso you 
want to present it in a way that's not going to alienate them. So, yeah, you have 
to be strategic about how you present it. 

INT: Good. So you talk about having people skills. You talk about being strategic. 
What else? 

CON: pauses] It helps to have knowledge about child development certainly and about 
how some of these behaviors play out within sort of a normal range. What age 
you can expect them to stop? What would be normal? [Pauses] Certainly a 
knowledge of what 1 find helpful is a knowledge of how parents might feel about 
bing presented with certain issues. Trying to sort of put yourself in their shoes, 
being maybe empathetic. being able to empathize. 

INT: How does that relate to the teachers - the issue of empathy. 

CON: Well certainly there are times when, you need to be able, you need to empathize 
with the tacher certainly. If they're stmggling themselves with the needs of the 
child versus the needs of the parents or the program ...y ou can empathize and 
that's helpful 'cause it's supponive. In particular 1 think supervison need lots of 



support 'cause they have to make tough decisions and they have to support their 
staffso [pauses] 1 guess it's maybe seen as empathy being a more usefùl thing for 
the parents because they're the ones who're feeling like they're under some kind 
of scrutiny. Their abilities as a parent are being evaluated maybe. That's part of 
it. 

(Casel-Int.RO129-32) 

Karin is aware that presenting information and recommendations to parents and teachers 

must be done in a purposehl way with sensitivity to the family's cultural and linguistic 

acpectations- if' a c h t e  of tmst and empathy has previously been established the consultee will 

be open to considering the consultant's perspectives. Karin notes that communications should 

be strategic, not to "gloss thhgs over " but rather to "state what you see, what your impressions 

are, and why you came to that conclusion clearly." She added "also you have to be careful about 

peoples' feelings, and ifyou want them to, if you think that is the best thing for them then aiso you 

want to present it in a way that's not going to alienate them." Honest and straightfonvard 

comrnunications promote trust and reduces potential conflict . 

Conailtants must be able to priontize issues. Because of the complexity of each specific 

case the most pressing concems should be dealt with first. Karin explains: 

CON: You have to be able to prioritize.. ..you have to make decisions about what 
behavior would be best to deal with first. Because you have to look at a number 
of factors- How easy is it going to be to deal with that or to put the changes in 
place? Because it would be nice iffor the first thing you do everybody could taste 
sorne success - so you want to look at that when you're prioritizing. And also 
what's the most pressing for everybody? What did they identiQ initially as being 
the moa pressing issue? Do you want to deal with that first? And, should we be 
trying to find outside resources for the child and family first or should we be 
trying to deal with behaviors through programming first? 

(Case 1 -1nt.RO 1 :32) 

It is the consultant's howledge of child development, the realities of child care settings, and early 

childhood programming that are required to assist in setting prionties. 



The consultant offen the teachers an opportunity to problern-solve solutions, reflect on 

new instructional practices they put in place, and to evaluate and offer feedback about its 

effiveness. It is this feedback that seems to be a crucial step for successfÙl change. Teachers, 

when they do change their instmctionai approaches will generalize it to other situations if 

feedback and follow-up are a part of the change process. Their overall sense of efficacy is 

enhanced. The need to receive this support on an ongoing basis is ofken expressed as a general 

reluctance to see the consultant terrninate the case and leave their centre. 

CON: There's a pragmatism about day care teachers too, you know. They sort of - 
because the demands on them are so great, 1 just think that they have a problem 
and ifyou can help them solve it then they move on. They move on quickly but 
it's just not stateà, but they do, they move on quickly if they c m  sort of integrate 
the child more effectively in the group and have those behaviors not stand out 
then they move on quickly. 

INT: Do you think they continue the types of strategies that you suggest or that you 
promote during the consultation f i e r  you're finished? 

CON: [Pauses] Yes, 1 think so. 1 think it's also a way of thinking about things, that we 
kind of explore, and 1 think probably maybe that has an impact, just sort of 
looking at a problem and where do we - how do we proceed with this? And then 
they cm do a lot of that ... by identifjmg behaviors, recording - 

NI': So it, is it correct in saying that you are teaching them the problem-solving 
approach? 

CON: 1 think so. 1 think so. 
(Casel-Int.RO1: 10-12) 

In rnanaging change Karin reflects: 

CON: I think people appreciate the fact that you're showing an interest - that you're 
following up, that you're not just going to let it drift off into nothing.. .Parents 
involved with other agencies. often they just get put on waiting lists and they 
never know what the status is. So 1 see that my role is kind of staying active and 
involved and making sure that they know where we're at in the process. 

(Case 1 -1nt .RO 1 :34) 
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mert  YS Collaborator 

Karin continues to debate which approach she should take in being an effective agent of 

change. Should she offer expert advice and quick solutions to problems? Or should she facilitate 

and empower others to reach their own solutions by giving them necessary information. referring 

them to appropriate resources, and enabling them to act? This is not an easy choice for a 

consultant. This dilemma was reflected in Karin's supportive but nondirective style with Mrs. 

Wright. She allowed Mrs. Wright to discuss her concems by creating an open-ended, 

nonjudgmentd atmosphere, and offered her information about resources she couid read but did 

not offer her any concrete strategies as solutions to ber problems. This approach was effective 

in showing empathy and supporting this mother since she already had rnany professionals 

involved with her problems. Karin at our final inteniiew revealed to me that this reflected her 

generai approach to consultation. This approach is guided by an underlying assumption that she 

is a "fiiend" and "peer" to parents. As such, she explained that she would never offer advice to 

a peer unless it was directly and specifically requested. 

But Karin reflected that this approach does not aiways seern effective when working with 

early childhood teachers. By the time a child is referred for consultation most teachers are 

overwhelmed by the child's developrnental needs andor aggressive, acting-out behaviors. They 

demand a quick solution that will calm the child down and ease their burden. ORen anything 

short of removing the child from the classroom is unacceptable. While wanting to offer 

immediate relief for teachers, Karin knows that an expert approach to prescribing strategies may 

offer short terni help but will not facilitate a long term change in teacher practices. In the 

interview she descnbed this dilemma: 



CON: When 1 started the job 1 was looking at the model as a coilaborative model and we 
were working as tearn members and everybody has equal Say. 1 believe in that 
strongly, that in terms of makùig decisions everybody should have a role.. .But on 
the other hand when people cal1 in a consultant they want somebody to come in 
and provide them with some answers. And it's not very reassunng to have 
sornebody come Ui and not offer anything concrete. So it's kind of a fine balance. 
1 mean they're looking to you for some kind of expertise or they wouldn't have 
called you in. If they could work it out themselves they would, they wouldn't 
have d e d  you. 1 think certaïnly it just, in a practical way, when you're sitting in 
a meeting and you have to be able to take some kind of charge of the proceedings. 
If Pm the one that has called the meeting then 1 need to have a clear idea of what 
1 want to accomplish. And if 1 can't sort of take charge of it then it's not very 
reassuring for the people who are involved in the meeting. 1 mean, my credibility 
as a professional is out the window. And if it's out - if that's out the window then 
anything 1 suggest is also gonna be out the window. 

INT: Can you elaborate on what you mean by "take charge of the proceedings"? 

CON: WelI I need, what 1 need to do, what I do now, is 1 will have what 1 want to see 
accomplished at this meeting. It may just be a matter of making a decision about 
çomething. It rnight be a matter of changing the focus of what we're doing fiom 
the parent's issues to the child, that we can al1 agree on that.. .so 1'11 try and come 
up with sort of one sornewhat simple thing that 1 would like to see accomplished 
in the meeting and then 1'11 work on an outline ... an agenda. 

INT: So this is before you go to the meeting? 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

INT: Okay. 

CON: And then I'U have an agenda and usudy at the beginning 1'11 talk about what 1 see 
happening in the meeting - the agenda part.. .so that everybody will have an idea 
of the course of the meeting, how 1 see the course of the meeting going. And 
then we start at the first point and go on. 1 think probably what 1 was doing 
initially is, 'cause rny training is in family therapy and the first thing you do when 
you meet with a family in that context is you see where the family is at, right at 
that moment and what's happened since the last meeting and what are the issues 
now, because you want it to be relevant to what they're dealing with at the 
moment. But, I think this is different. These kind of meetings are different in 
consultation. If you do that you end up losing - you lose the focus of the 
meeting, you lose, you know and everybody's busy, everybody wants to come out 
of that meeting feeling like we've accornplished something. I think.. . .Itls like 



who's in charge? 1 mean really, it's like, 1 thnk somebody in that context, in 
charge in the sense that there needs to be some direction and that sornebody's 
monitoring that there is a direction - 1 think that's important. 

TNT: Yes. How do you meet that balance? You said there must be balance. 

CON: Itfs, it's a really tough one ... 1 think I've gone from listening al1 the time to doing 
rnost of the tdking so maybe the, somewhere in the rniddle is the balance. 

(Case 1 -1nt. RO 1 : 24-26) 

Karin sees that her leadership ability has changed since she realized that the teachefs 

anxiety seerns to increase when she provides a more laissez-faire approach to meetings. She now 

is being more d v e  at meetings and works to establish herself as "the person in charge in the 

sense that there needs to be some direction and that somebody's monitoring that there is a 

direction." She is assertive about who is dnving the consultation process. She States that she is 

working towards keeping the consultation meetings more focused by having a clear agenda of 

what is to be accomplished at a meeting, by offering teachers encouragement for what they are 

already doing well and by being prepared with several instructional activities and strategies for 

the teachers to use. 

To accomplish her goals, Karin descnbed to me that she feels a strong need for the 

support she receives from her agency's supervisor, professional colleagues and her own family. 

She would like more supeMsory support from her agency. 

CON: Sometimes 1'11 know somebody who has a specialization, like sornebody who's 
dealt with a lot of autistic children, so that'll be somebody that 1 can cal1 and Say, 
" You got any ideas?" I find that my family is really supportive. My husband 
seems to have a good, a knack for cutting through [laughs]. . .sometimes when I'm 
really w f i g  around hell be able to say, no, 1 think this is the course you should 
take or ... and I don? tell him who the people are or anything, that kind of thing, 
but we, certainly he helps me sort through my issues. And my agency's s u p e ~ s o r  
can be very helpful. She can be very very helpful. 'Cause she understands some 
of the politics. You have to be able to look sometimes at the political issues I 



(Casel-Int.ROI 3 - 3 9 )  

Without this case support a consultant can easily become physically and emotionally 

isolated and exhausted fiom the rnany demands that others place upon her. 

Ln this multifaceted role of consultant facilitating change in children, parents and teachers 

Karin sees a need to be patient, determined, and goal-oriented. She must continually work 

through the strugpies of her position to obtain the "fine balance" required of an agent of change. 

The consultant's knowledge of consultation, knowledge of change, interpersonal communication 

skills, organizational skills, and leadership skills were critical factors in the success of the 

consuitation. 

The Case of Karin offers insight into the role of the consultant as an agent of change when 

a child already enrolled in an early childhood setting is identified by the supe~sor ,  teachers, or 

parents as having developmental andor behavioral needs. In the next case, the Case of Anna, 

the consultant and the child's mother are approaching a group child care centre to ask them to 

admit a preschool child with physical and developmentd needs and to offer them support services 

that would assist with the inclusion. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE CASE OF ANNA 

The process of finding, evaluating, and placing a young child in group child care can be 

dficult and stressfùi for any parent. But when the child has a disability. the parents' concems are 

multiplied. in addition to the ne& for quality child care, parents must consider a setting that can 

effively modify and adapt the environment and cumculum to promote the child's physical and 

intellectual growth. It was with these primary concerns in mind that Wendy Smith started to 

explore child care options for her 3-year-old daughter Jessie. 

Jessie was bom with mebrai palsy which has resulted in both physical and developmental 

delays. Since her binh the Kingsley Foundation for children with physical disabilities has 

provided the family with early intervention and treatrnent services. Anna, the early 

interventionist, visited Jessie and her mother in their home until Jessie was two-years-old. When 

Jessie was two she began to attend the agency's specialized preschool for half-days. At the 

preschool her individual education program was augmented by physiotherapy and speech and 

language s~ppons.  

Soon f i e r  Jessie's entry to the Kingsley preschool Ms. Smith, a single parent, retumed 

to school full-tirne. However, the child care arrangements that she was forced to piece together 

for before and d e r  Jessie's preschool hours proved to be a patchwork of various care providers. 

The many transitions required of Jessie dunng the day were found to be disruptive and often 
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unsuitable for meeting her special needs. Wendy Smith thought that full-time care in a 

cornrnunity child a r e  centre was a viable alternative for lessie. Wendy dso knew that Anna was 

available to provide consultation about Jessie's special needs to the teachers in any new centre 

that she selected. 

Wendy Smith applied dunng the summer months to the Main Street Child Care Centre 

to have her daughter adrnitted in the fail of 1993. Main Street Child Care Centre belongs to a 

consortium of child care prograrns in a large urban centre. It serves families from diverse 

economic, d tura l ,  and linguistic backgrounds. Main Street has been operating since 1969 and 

is a non-profit centre. It is licensed to provide full-tirne and school age child care to 59 children, 

2 years 6 months to 10 years of age. Seven teachers are on staffincluding the s u p e ~ s o r  and a 

resource teacher. Al1 hold diplomas or degrees in early childhood education or family studies. 

Two teachers are working towards achieving Masten level degrees. The centre is located on the 

second floor of an office building. This requires the children to climb a flight of stairs to access 

the child care centre. 

Main Street was recommended by the consortium's coordinator for special needs because 

it has a resource teacher on staff. Under the regdations of the Day Nurseries Act (Ontario. 

1983) a child care centre that has four children with disabilities in their centre may be eligible for 

funding for a resource teacher to oversee these children's developmentai progress. Main Street 

is one of the centres in the consortium that has this "integrated program". Ms. Smith, however, 

was inforrned when she applied that sumrner that there were already the maximum of four 

children on the resource tacher's caseload. Because the "integrated program" was not available 

for Jessie, the family was placed on the wait list. 



By October, under the increasing stress of insufficient care arrangements for Jessie, 

mother once again approached Main Street Child Care. A meeting was held at this tirne with the 

supervisor Zaheeda (SPV), the resource teacher Liz (RST), Wendy Smith (MTH), and Anna 

(CON) the resource consultant fiom the Kingsley Foundation to determine if Main Street would 

accept Jessie into their regular program. Since space was not yet available in the "integrated 

program" Jessie couid not receive the resource teacher's direct support. Rather, Anna would 

provide on-site consultative support to the teachers about programming for Jessie's particular 

needs. Liz, the resource teacher, led the meeting at the child care centre where al1 participants 

shared information about Jessie and the child care centre. 

RST: When did you corne with Jessie to us? 

MTH: It was in the summer. 1 believe it was August that 1 came. 

RST: So can you just refresh me on what we had shared and talked about that day in 
terms of where she, what school she's going to and - 

MTH: She's at Kingsley Preschool and we're looking for a full-time program for her, 
under "integrated" but 1 do feel the supports that she needs are minimal. She can 
feed herseif, she does need like minimal supervision. She can - physically she 
walks fine, the only thing that 1 would Say is lirnited is that her nght ann is quite 
spastic. 

MT: Right. 

MTH: So she does have a small brace for that, but she is learning. It's a helper but it 
can't grasp small abjects and do as much as her lefi. 

RST: But that, that's my biggest concem. Like how did you find the stairs - 

CON: Yes, stairs. 

RST: I don't remember what we talked about before. 

MTH: ... the stairs were my concem before. On our way up here today actuaily she 



attempted them and she did ok. 1 held her one hand so.. . 

RST: Right. 

MTE: Now going down is going to be another - she's not as fast going down. 

RST: Uh hum. 

MTE: Right now shets crawling - 

CON: Down on ours, on our stairs, yeah. 

RST: Right. 

MTH: We don't have stairs at home so she doesn't. ..but she does practice them at 
Kingsley and at the park, which wetre there probably on a daily basis. So you 
know, you would have to let me know ifthere's somebody, aides or someone that 
would be able to hold her hand - 

RST: Yeah. 

MTH: And assist her up and down the stairs. And it might only be for the first three 
months, and I'm sure by then she'll pick it up. 

CON: She c m  try that today. 

MTH: You have railings on both sides so as long as she can adjust to her hand that she 
can grip better on - 

RST: Okay. 

MTH: ... and 1 think just with practice shelU be fine. And she's gonen better with practice 
because before she wasn't even doing thern. She was crawling up and down them. 

RST: Uh hum. 

SPV: Do you have stairs at Kingsley? 

CON: We do. Just on Our climber. So they're a little bit wider and shailower than the 
stairs here, but she does do them going up. Norrnally she tums around to corne 
down though and crawls down them so 1 don't know how that would work here. 

RST: Does she sit down.. .could she sit herself down and go? 



CON: She probably could try that too. We cm try her. 

RST: Okay, one of the other children was doing that naturally on her own. It was 
harder. The problem though, but just, 'cause, she wasn't ready yet, she was sitting 
down and going d o m  on her own. 

MTE: Right. 

CON: They probably asked her at school to tum around and crawl down, it's probably - 

MTH: Yeah, 1 would, 1 would Say crawling - tuming and crawling - 

CON: Uh hum. 

MTH: Crawling down the stairs. But that's my greatest concern. Like, do you have a 
lot of children that have accidents on the stairs or, are the children really well 
s u p e ~ s e d  on the stairs? 

SPV: They are. 

RST: They're d S U ~ ~ M S ~  going up and d o m  the stairs always.. . We bring them down 
in smaller groups. 

MTB: Okay. 

MT: So it is one teacher to a smaller group. You know, my initial reaction is, when 
you're saying this, of course if she's part of the "integrated program", 1 would be 
there holding her hand. 

M m :  Right. 

RST: Ali the tirne. 1 mean until she was ready to do it on her own, like with any other 
child, you know. 

MTH: Uh hum. Right. 

RST: So that's, that's something that's the biggest concem because she's not - 

CON: . ..part of the "integrated program"? 

RST: Well 1 just do that, do that anyhow and when I'm not there ... the other stafffeel 
cornfortable about it, that's dl .  



MTH: That's d l .  

CON: That's dl. You know, to make sure that she's ok going up and down. 

M W :  Uh hum. 

CON: Definitely. Um - 

MTH: And I'm sure she will improve. I mean. 'cause ... she is progressing so I'm sure 
she'll get better with them. 

RST: So can you teU me ke,  fiom last sumrner to now, how has she progressed in that? 

MTH: I would say aairs are her greatest ... as far as walk, 1 mean she walks fine. She's 
jumping more, she's ninning faster. 

CON: She's much more controlled than she was even in June of last year. 

MTH: 1 found since August her language has picked up considerably - 

RST: Can you give me an exarnple? 

MTH: Well phrases like, "here we go". I mean before it was one single word, and just 
expressing what she wants more, what she needs. And she's starting to tell me 
when she's voided in her diapers. She tells me aflerwards, but at least she's finally 
telling me. So 1, al1 those areas she has progressed a lot. 

(Case2-Mtg. 1 : 1 -4) 

This meeting reviewed Jessie's physical, cognitive, and social growth as well as the 

adaptive equipment that she requires. Jessie wears a plastic brace on her nght hand and Anna 

offered her support to assist the teachers in incorporating specific instructional strategies for 

Jessie into their regular program activities. 

CON: And that's where we can corne in too, because in terrns of what 1 c m  provide cm 
Vary depending on what you need and it's different for every centre that 1 go into 
too. For some centres irs just coming in and just checking what you're doing with 
her, physicdly primarily. And just reassuring that everything is going the way it 
should be. For other centres it's coming in and actually giving prograrnrning 
ideas .... so it just depends on what you need, you feel you need. Part of what it 
can be, 1 can bring Our therapist Nicole in as well, in terms of showing you 



stretches, if they need to be done here. Quite often centres do them. Uh giving 
you spec5c programming ideas, plus I usually bring her in two or three times a 
year just to mainly - like check that the child is maintaining a range of movement 
and sort of what needs to be worked on next. That type of thing. And she can 
give more specific physical ideas as wel1. 

(Case2-Mtg. 1 : 12- L 3) 

The Werences between the "integrat ed" and " regular " prograrn supports were identified 

and reviewed at this meeting. 

CON: ... How d l  it work in terms of now if she goes into the mainstream and sort of 
how would it work in terms of the teachers and you resourcing to them? 

RST: That's right. 1 mean we really have to hear from them [teachers]. We'd have to 
ask them how they're feeling because I'rn on program - 

CON: The teachers. 

M T :  Yeah, I'm on program in the moming, right. In the afternoon I'rn only in program 
an hour or so and that's with the school age and fives because one of my children's 
integrated into that. 

CON: Uh hum. 

MT: So, in the afternoon, is the crucial time when it is, there's less.. .I'm not on prograrn 
and there's less staff 

CON: Uh hum. 

RST: ... 1 mean to say the staffstart to go home - 

CON: Right, yeah. 

RST: You know, the prime time is in the moming when we're ail there, and I'm there, 
too. So it's just how they're, 1 think how they're more feeling versus me because 
she's gonna be part of the regular program, right, and how they're feeling with her 

CON: So you're, you're not gonna be there sort of in terms of working one to one with 
Jessie but more - will you be available as a resource to the teachers? 

RST: Yes, because, you see, I've got my four kids - 
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CON: That's right. Yeah. 

RST: Okay, 1 mean that's, it's up to you because you - did we talk about the "integrated 
program" ? 

MTH: Uh hum. Yeah. 

RST: 1 mean with those four children, 1 am obligated by the Ministry, right, to - 

CON: Uh hum. 

RST: You know, there are set standards working with them, following through the 
program, meeting with their parents every month. We're going through, as I said 
new programming. We have a new manual and that's my first prionty. And then 
I resource already to three other children. 

CON: Oh you do. 

RST: Yes. 

CON: Oh. 

RST: Okay, 1 do. 

CON: But you don't do, you're not doing programming? 

RST: I'm not doing program plans but 1 meet regularly, 1 rneet with the parents, I'm 
involved with the consultants. 1 keep an eye on those kids. 

CON: Oh yes. 

M m :  Oh, that's good. 

RST: Oh yes, dways. 

CON: That's good. And that's how it would be with Jessie? 

RST: That's right. 

CON: Okay 

RST: But I'm just saying like - 



CON: That's a lot. 

RST: Yeah. Exaaly. So - 

CON: In terms of your caseload, yes, that's a lot. 

RST: You know it is, it is. So it's up to you because if you want that, if you want the 
monthly meetings, if you want the individual program plan, if you want that 
service, then that's part of the "integrated program". 1 mean certainly, keep me 
in touch and al1 these things can happen, it's just not the same. And so it's up to 
you. You rnay not want it. Ifyou want her to be in the regular program it's up to 
you. 

(Case2-Mtg. 1 :3 1-34) 

At the end of the meeting Wendy Smith agreed that Jessie would enter the regular stream 

and understood that the resource teacher would not be available to provide the sarne intensity of 

support to thern as she does for the other families on her caseload. Liz was "obligated by the 

Minisîry " to provide individual education plans and to meet regularly with parents of children in 

the "integrated program ", but could not provide these services to Ms. Smith. With this in mind, 

Anna offered to come to the centre on a weekly basis when Jessie started the program and then 

to reduce the frequency of her visits. 

CON: My schedule, I try and keep as flexible as possible. So in tenns of what the 
teachers want and sornetimes that's weekly initially - it usually works out to be 
once every two weeks once a routine gets started. Again other kids, once they've 
been in - Pve seen them a year or whatever, we cut it back.. . I'm always available 
by phone, or whatever, too, when I'm in [laughing]. 

RST: As you say, you sound like you're around quite a bit. 

CON: Yes, yes, for whatever they need. And we can, and it's flexible again in terms of 
what 1 do once 1 come as well. Some people want more, it's like concrete specific 
work on this and others don?, so 1 can do whatever they [teachers] want. 

(Case2-Mtg. 1 :38) 

When Anna expressed a desire to start visiting the centre once a week and then "once 



every two weeks once a routine gets started". Liz was surprised. Her initial reaction was "you 

=und like youfre around quite a bit". This was the beginning of a discussion that would continue 

in future meetings. 

Zaheeda, the supe~so r .  then explained that the next step was to discuss Jessie's 

admission into the regular program with the five teachers on the team. 

SPV: Good. Well 1 think the positive of today is also that we did send Jessie into the 
program - 

MTH: Yes. 

SPV: She has, we can find out fiom staffuh - 

CON: When you meet with them, yes. how they felt. 

SPV: ... were there any diffculties in t e m  of development or of her needs or whatever 
they were able to do with her or not . So this is good experience for both sides. 

MTH: Okay. Good. 

SPV: So we'll be able to, staffwill actually be able to give us first hand reaction as to 
how it went. 

CON: Yeah, that's a good idea. 

MTH: And that's that's really what - 1 cm tell you what she needs but you cm only tell 
me what you c m  provide and if it's not possible that's fine. 

(Case 1 -Mtg 1 : 39) 

Since this was an intemal decision. Anna and Wendy did not attend when Zaheeda and 

Liz met with the teachers. A week later at the staff meeting it was decided that Jessie could 

initiaüy be adrnitted to the centre's regular program but only for haif-days until the staff got to 

know her abilities and her needs. 

In the next consultative meeting Anna met only with Liz, the resource teacher. at the 



Kingsley Preschool. Uncertainty was expresse-, particularly from Liz, about the roles they were 

each to play in servicing Jessie and Wendy Smith. During this meeting Anna and Liz described 

their perceptions of their own roles as consultant and resource teacher. Strongly felt emotions 

and conflicting views were revealed as differing positions became apparent. Role conflict became 

a central issue and threatened to disrupt the consultative process as Liz and the stafFat Main 

Street struggled to provide more inclusive seMces in their centre. 

RST: So, Anna let me tell you about ... well not my role yet but how I would see you? 

CON: Yeah, and then how you see us working together, and then L'Il let you know how 
1 have done it typically with other people and what the possibilities are.. .. how we 
can work it out. 

RST: Okay. So typically, just taking the group of four, if I'm involved with them, if a 
child cornes and they have a consultant with them, 

CON: Uh, hum.. 

RST: ... and they're a part of the program.. . typically they are there to support, 

CON: Right. 

RST: ... typically you get to access resources like speech. or in this case 
physio.. . whatevefs needed . . .the person doesn't come let's Say on a regular basis.. . 

CON: Yeah. 

MT: To corne and observe the child in the centre, to do reports.. .you know if the other 
staff'want to talk to.. . 

CON: Right. 

RST: ... the specialist to give them a chance to meet and talk with them, to answer any 
questions ... because then it's my role to irnplernent and mode1 to other staff, and 
the reports are available to staff to read when we get them. 

CON: Okay. K I  can just clam too, you know in this case because Jessie is not on the 
"integrated program", is it still going to work the sarne way? 1s my contact going 



to be with you stiil, rather than the other staff, 

RST: Okay. That's reaily what we're taking about. 

CON: Yeah. 

RST: Because, I'rn being honest with you it's the first time I've been in this situation. 

CON: Okay. So we cm.. .do whatever you want. 
(Casez-Mtg. 2: 1 -2) 

The issue in dispute related to the fkquency of Anna's visits to the centre and whet her she 

should dûectly consult to the teachers or whether Liz, the resource teacher. should be the primary 

contact person to pas idormation on to the teachers. Anna wanted to know fiom Liz "how you 

see us working together ". They stniggled at this meeting to corne to some agreement about their 

RST: Okay.. .So the only thing 1 guess 1 was questioning was, 1 was wondering is do 
some of the other centres you go to, do they al1 have resource teachers? Or do 
some don't? 

CON: Uhm ... 1 go to both. 

RST: Okay, and is that the variance and I'rn just saying in terms of how ofien you come 
out and smff 

CON: Again how oflen 1 corne out is flexible, its what you guys want. Initidly, 1 mean. 
sort of the general rule of thumb is usually once every two weeks. 

RST: Okay. I'm going to tell you right now, you are not needed for that at ail. 

CON: Okay. Perfect. Okay. 

RST: 1 mean you rnay be needed . . .y ou come out for the meeting [with the teachers], 
you come out with Nicole [physiotherapist], and &er that 1 may not see you for 
three or four months.. . I don? know. 

CON: Okay. 



RST: I'rn just telling you, I don't know 

CON: No, no. That's fine. 

RST: Or we'll see you next month. 

CON: 1 was going to Say, 1 mean, some centres want you to corne out weekly initially 
jus so that they're cornfortable, if they haven't had a lot of experience or haven't 
integrated kids before or whatever. That's ofte& its just that reassurance that 
they're not doing anything wrong or they're not going to h m  anything or the 
child. Which they never do. So sometimes 1 go weekly initially, and then 
sometimes I go &ce, once every two weeks for awhile or whatever it is and quite 
often its been once a month with staff and things. I'd probably want to do it at 
least once a month just to make sure that she's not falling behind in anything, or 
that there isn't any equipment need or.. 

RST: And other issues. The issue of next year too and stuff which you will bring up in 
the room. 

CON: Yeah, that's something else that we'll have to talk about. 

RST: Because I'rn not used to a consultant corning in once a month at dl. 

CON: Okay. 

RST: I mean no one, 1 mean maybe that was years ago when 1 was just starting in the 
role, but now once every two, three [months]. . . And sa . .  

CON: Because you're fulfilling that role more now. 

RST: And also because of my level and due to the growing and ... 

CON: Yeah, and that's fine too. And something that we can son of .. 
RST: Or, 

CON: ...j udge at or whatever. 1 think, 1 think to profit. 

RST: So that was sort of something I was reacting at, "What, she's coming out every 
two weeks! " [Laughter] 

CON: And its not coming out to check on you or anything. Sometimes the parents feel 
a little more reassured and stuff too. 



RST: What does Wendy want here? Yeah. 

CON: Parent's concem usually is that the child isnt going to be gening the same therapy 
as they would be here [at Kingsley Preschool]. That's usually their concern. 
Okay. Now we don't do therapy sessions here. Everything is like what we cal1 
"sneak therapy" in ternis of what activities we're having them do. And we explain 
that to parents, so that you c m  do that just as well. But usually they feel a Little 
bit more reassured that if somebody else is coming in it means that they're getting 
more therapy . 

RST: Gotcha. 

CON: It doesn't naturally make a difference. But they just feel more reassured that her 
equipment is d working fine and there isn't any problems with that, or there isn't 
a need for something additional that's being missed or that type of thing.. 

RST: Okay. Typically in my role the parent would corne to me and we would be talking 
because in my role like 1 meet with them. And 1 am, at least doing that, meeting 
with the parent about once a month. 

CON: Good. 

RST: Other things are maybe behind but that is happening. 

CON: Yeah. 

RST: And some of my parents 1 talk to everyday anyway 

CON: Yeah. Oh yeah. 

RST: So typically . . . then we'd be filling you in. 

CON: Okay. 

RST: Okay. So seeing that.. 1 don't know what Wendy wants.. . 1 haven't asked her. 

CON: 1 haven't asked her about it either, so we c m  find out fiom her. 

RST: Sure so we'll ask her what she wants because that would be the typical thing, 
Okay, if she was part of the "integrated program". 

CON: I guess, I mean, in most of the centres I've usually felt like if I'm coming in once 
every two weeks or so, questions can get answered sort of like as they corne up. 



It's not that long of a time in between visits that they forget to ask something or 
it falls by the wayside and doesn't get answered until its a problern again like 
recurring or in like something that the child's doing or that type of thing ... 

(Casez-Mtg.2: 19-22} 

Anna listened to Liz's perspective about how she has worked with resource consultants 

and about how she works with a highiy trained and experienced child care staff. Liz believed t hat 

a visit once every "three or four months" was sufficient because of her "level and due to the 

growing" she had done as a resource teacher. However, Anna assertively maintained her position 

about the need for fiequent visits each month or "at least once a month". Anna assured Liz that 

the purpose of her visits was "not coming out to check or you", but "sometimes the parents feel 

a little more reassured". M e r  negotiations, a compromise was eventuaily reached and it was 

agreed by the parent, the resource teacher, and the other teachers that Anna would do monthly 

visits to the centre but wouId be available for additionai consultations as the need arose. 

Anna's &st meeting with the teaching tearn occurred a week afier Jessie started attending 

the centre in the momings. Jessie still attended Kingsley preschool in the aflemoons. Anna 

listened to concems and questions they had about integrating Jessie into their classroom, 

descriid her consultative role, and began to establish a trusting relationship with the staff Four 

memben of the teaching team, Martina (T02), Mana (T03), Ailison (T05), and Rosi (T06) were 

present at this meeting. Kim (T04) was away on holiday. The teachers posed tough questions 

about Anna's role, her approach to working with them, and her credentials. Anna responded 

openly and with humor. 

CON: What we can just do today then is just basicdly so 1 can meet you and you can 
meet me and we can figure out how best to do this or what help 1 can be for you 
guys with Jessie and so 1'11 just son of tell you what I've done in other centres, 
keeping in mind that I always try to be as flexible as possible, So it's whatever is 



a support for you guys. There's nothing that you have to do or in terms of my role 
or anything it's just how 1 can be or we can be a support for you s y s  in 
integrating Jessie, okay? And it's worked differently with different centres that 
I've gone into. Some have wanted me in there, they'd want it every day if they 
could, just because they're not as confident yet or havent had as much experience 
with kids. Uther people it's just been on a more sporadic basis, just providing 
supports or ideas. Parents usually view it that I'm coming, someone coming in 
just keeping an eye on that the child is progressing especially in their physical 
development 'cause these are al1 kids with physical disabilities that they're 
progressing in the way that they should be that they're not falling behind or getting 
tighter. If they have stretches and things that have to be done just to make sure 
that they're still the proper stretches to be done and the equiprnent mil1 fits, her 
splints, or whatever, and when it's time for new ones, arranging for that to be 
done and that type of thing. So that's what the parents usuaily see and I'rn pretty 
sure that's what Wendy sees it as -- 

T03: Sure, sure. 

CON: ..as well, she's really confident and she's really giad that Jessie's coming here 1 
think she's stdI sort of nervous because for two years she's had you know people 
keeping a really close eye on what Jessie's doing and so 1 think she's just a little 
bit nervous that that still won? be quite the sarne as a therapist and I'rn not a 
therapist either, but she's, it's always-- 

T03: Yeah, what are you? Say what you are- 

CON: M a t  am I? What am I? Weil-- 

T03: You didn't Say what you are. 

CON: ... it's a lot of things. Okay, what am I? I'm, I'rn a teacher just like you guys are. 

T03: I like that . 

CON: I've worked in day care before so 1 know what it's like working in a day care and 
I know what it's like having people come in and saying, "work on this", and it 
doesnt work. I'rn not gonna ever corne in and Say you should be working on this 
for the next two weeks and these are the goals and things cause it just doesn't get 
done. Even in our school when we have people like speech pathologists and stuff 
come in and say work on this and stuff, we never get it done, and we have four 
kids to work with and we still can't fit it in. So 1 won't be doing that . Unless it's 
sornething you want, 1 rnean, and sornetimes centres do want that. Sometimes 
they want me to corne in with just a little piece of paper and Say, this is what 



we're working on now and then we're going to work on this next. But it doesn't 
usually last for very long since they quickly realize that that's not really 
particularly appropriate. 

RST: Yeah, there's a sheet that Anna has that 1 thought would be good when she cornes 
in. You know other consultants corne in they always leave important "read it" 
but this was a sheet that I thought would be, could be easily put up in the room 
and we could just brainstorm. Anna could let us know or the physiotherapist just 
like the areas we're working on and then we could brainstorm the ideas and the 
activities and then it could be put up on a sheet like this which is really easy to 
post in the room and then we c m  al1 easily look at it-- 

CON: Yeah. 

RST: What do you, what do you think about that? 

CON: Generally rve found that these sheet, either that sheet or this, if it's like something 
really more specinc work really well. The way 1 usually work is 1 just corne in and 
play for an hour or so and see what the childfs doing in the room, what you guys 
are working on in your themes or whatever, and then, just From what I've seen 
maybe corne up with suggestions of activities or things or just saying to get her 
to use both hands this type of toy is really good. But then it's up to you how you 
work it in. 1 mean I'm not gonna Say you have to sit down three times a day and 
do pop up beads with her 'cause you won't-- 

RST: You know itfs not gonna be done. 

CON: Yup, exactly. 

RST: ... and you know I'm not going to do it either. 

CON: That's right. 1 know nobody is gonna do it, but, 1 rnight suggest pop up beads are 
really good, -- 

RST: Yeah, 

CON: . . . playdough is really good -- 

RST: That's true. 

CON: ... and what it's good for, -- 

T03: She likes sensory. 



CON: Yes, yes, that's her life, 

T03: . . . it's sensory. 

RST: So what do you think about this..? 

CON: And then normaiiy 1 would just write down those suggestions on the paper cause 
even though 1 tell them to, everybody forgets. 1 mean, you're probably busy when 
i'm sort of nattering at you or you're probably doing something else anyways and 
you're not gonna remember and everybody isn't gonna be there too, so that way 
they're just posted in the room. And anytime 1 rnake a suggestion too, 1'11 also say 
why it is good - not just,"do this". It's just, what's the under1ying reasoning 
behmd it because then once you've got that underlying reasoning, you can come 
up with your own ideas. You're just as good probably at coming up with ideas 
as 1 am, plus, you cm see what she's doing in the day to day. 

(Case2-Mtg3 : 1-4) 

Anna dernonstrated her specialized knowledge about children with physicai disabilities by 

answering inquiries about Jessie's iùnctioning and offering bnef ideas about how to work with her 

efEectively. She assured thern that she would never leave lengthy directives to be followed that 

teachers soon forget and do not have t h e  to fiillill. As she explained she provides them with "the 

underlying reasoning behind it because then once you have that underlying reasoning you can 

come up with your own ideas". h a  believes this knowledge empowers teachers to 

independently plan and implement modifications to their program for the child with special 

physical needs. Mer this knowledge based on expertise and experience with Iessie was shared, 

the teachers again posed questions about Anna's educational background. 

CON: And with Jessie too, you have to realize, 1 mean, physically she's pretty good. .. 
where she's at is because of her cognitive level of functioning not because of her 
physical level of functioning. If you think that 1 mean, for a year she's been 
playing in the sand and that's, what she's still doing. She's sort of piateaued there 
... once you i d e n e  where she's at in terms of her cognitive play and al1 that, that's 
sort of what you're worbg on those things and it's because of the cognitive level 
not because of the physical abiiïty ... she can continue to do more physically as she 
cognitively develops. 



And, she's right in there interacting though, like what did she Say to you when 1 
was in the cupboard? What did she Say to you? 

Oh, she said, Allison and 1 were talking and Ailison kind of hid herself in the 
cup board. 

Yeah we were playing peek-a-boo. 

Yeah. So I said, she goes "who's that"? 

Oh that's it, she said, "who's that"? She pointed to me and said, "who's that"? 

"Who's that?" And they were playing peek-a-boo 1 mean, you should have seen 
them. 

She was great. 

It was hystencal. 

CON: Yeah. She's really trying to interact. 

T03: 

T05: 

T03: 

RST: 

TO6: 

CON: 

TO6: 

1 was redy surprised when she said that, "who's that"? And she said it right and 
she just met you. 

Well she just, she looked at Mana and pointed at me. 

Yeah, cause we were talking and she's probably saying, "well how corne you 
didn't introduce me! " 

That's right. That's right. 

She loves songs. 

Yeah, she loves circle time. 

Because she was singing that Song "If You're Happy and You Know It". And 
then it came if you're tired you know, so I said yawn. You know what she did I'm 
not kidding. She'd go like the child sitting next to her and she goes and puts her 
head on her shoulder. You know, like I'm telling yawn and she goes to sleep. 

CON: She's carrying it a little bit fùrther. Yeah, yeah. She's reaily trying to interact in 
that at our other centre she's been really trying to interact with the other kids. She 
really wants to but she doesn't quite know how and that's when she rnight hit or 



something because she has no idea. 

T02: Well she has bitten. 

CON: Oh, she has last year, last year she tended to bite. 

T02: She bites her hand, her own hand. 

CON: Her own hand. 

TO2: And she's bitten a child. Wendy told me. 

CON: Yeah, a few children. But she hasn't as much this year and then too, it was 
because she wanted to interact with them and she just had no idea how. 

T02: She couldn't express herself 

CON: Exactly. She still hasn't you know and she's been in our centre for two years and 
she d l 1  hasn't yet. So she's still working on that. So that's the type of thing that 
you're gonna have to keep in mind as much as anything else - where she's at 
cognitively and developmentally and in al1 areas. 

+ Ongoing discussion of lessie's developmentai needs. 

CON: Do you have any questions or concems or anything? 

RST: Yeah questions you want to ask. 

CON: ... at the moment it's, 1 know it's hard it usually comes up more when I'm actuaily 
in the room with you and doing stuff and you think of the things ... 

RST: Well Anna comes in, she's gonna be in the room. 

T06: What's your title again? Just you're a teacher or are you-- 

CON: Okay, yeah, that's what my background is too, yeah, that, a title-- My official title 
right now.. . 

T03: Your Royal Highness. 

[Laught er] 

T06: 1 didn't mean that way. 



CON: It depends on which, which title you want. I've got two jobs. 

CON: No, in terms of my background, yeah, and stuff too ... 1 don't really have my ECE. 
1 have my degree in Child Studies. 

RST: Like, um, 

CON: Somebody else has it. 

RST: Martina. 

CON: Yeah, Martina did. 

RST: Martina has the same degree. 

CON: Yeah, so the sarne thing and I used to teach in our school, in our preschool, so it 
was with ail kids with physical disabilities. And then 1 started doing the resourcing 
to day cares so resource consultant, you know, you c m  cal1 me. The other half 
of me is 1 do early intervention with babies in their homes. 

TOS: There's three of you who 

CON: Ha, ha. 1 do everything. But in terms of this it's just resource consultant which 
just means that 1 do whatever people want me to, basically. [Laughter]. . . because 
it's flexible I'm coming out to you so 1 do what you want in terms of suppon. and 
just looking at the whole child and 1 mean particularly because of physicd 
disabilities.. .and looking at their needs.. .and making sure they're covered but, I 
mean you can't separate it. 

RST: Her role is the basicaily the same as our other consultants. 

T05: How long has Jessie been at that centre? 

CON: She has been there two years, she started early. See. I used to see Jessie at home, 
when she was a baby. 

T05: My goodness. 

CON: Yeah, yeah, so, and then they would corne to my, 1 have a Friday moming group 
where the mothers and babies can corne in and meet each other, and they came to 
that for a linle while but she was like, one of my older babies and we had a spot 



in school so she started early. 1 can't remember when it was. It was after 
Christmas and she's been in.. . 

TOS: So approximately two years. 

CON: Two years about, yeah. 
(Casez-Mtg.3 : 17-25) 

The teachers enjoyed taiking about Jessie and her interactions in their classroom. Anna 

e m p k e d  the flexible nature of her visits in the centre. The teachers were pleased to leam that 

Anna had taught young children and understood the context of a busy child care environment. 

In her next visit to the centre Anna brought Nicole 0, the physiotherapist. They both 

assessed Jessie's development and observed her interactions with the teachers and children in her 

new environment. Because of the busy playroom they wandered with Jessie to various activities 

and at the same time shared information with the teachers. Although the teachers were very open 

to Anna and Nicole's input, Liz7s initial resistance to consultation intensified during this visit. 

CON: Kim, what is she usually like in the morning when you corne in, into the room, 
does she usually just wander? 

T04: Um hrnm. 

CON: She does? 

T04: Um hrnm. 

CON: Cause we talked about that a little bit at that meeting, that she needs, probably 
needs to be directed a iittle bit more at least.. 

CON: ... especially initialiy in the morning and they had mentioned that they had had her 
in the srnaIl room usuaily first off which seemed to work better, use less 
distraction and stuff. 

T04: Urn hmm. 



CON: But she tends to do that. She'll just wander. .. 

T04: I've seen her do that. 

CON: ..and not even sit. So we try to ... 

T04: We try to direct her and sit with her 

CON: Yeah, oh that's good. 

T04: I've seen a lot of teachers doing that. 

CON: Oh good. 

T04: But we leave her. Yes i've watched her, just to observe, and yeah, she'll just 
wander and look at things but you actually do have to sit her. 

CON: Cause she doesnt choose to do like table top things or, or whatever, I mean you 
probably found she goes to the water al1 the time and playdough and things like 
that and she spent almost two years at our school doing sensory. .. 

T04: So it's time to get her up. 

CON: It's time to move on. 1 mean it was a good thing for her initially when she was 
started to reassure her and stuff but 

T04: Um hmm. 

CON: ..she probably now needs to be moved away from that type of stuff because when 
we talked about it at that meeting too, that like I said it's not the physical stuff as 
much as it's sort of basic fùnctioning, cognitive. You know basically, if you think 
she's, she's almost four. She'll be four in January. 

CON: ... and the stuff she's doing is at like a two and under like just under yeah so, she 
needs to be encouraged dong in that way. 

T04: Should we be focusing on one hand more than the other? Because I've noticed 
that she does everything with her left hand. 

CON: She does everythmg with her left hand so you want to try to encourage her to use 
both hands. 



CON: You know, the right hand is just, she uses as a helper, 

CON: ... and so as much as possible getting her to,. . . 

T04: Todd, apron please. 

CON: ... to be aware of it and use it as much, she doesn't really, she knows it's there 

CON: ... and çhe will bring it in when you ask her sornetimes but in terms, I mean there 
you could be almost asking her to use one hand to hold it 

CON: And the other hand to be putting on if she can but, it's difficult. And that's one 
reason why she stays away fiom things like that because it keeps falling over and 
things too, so she needs encouragement with that. 

T04: Hmm, okay. 

+ Joined by Nicole the physiotherapist. 

P m :  She really needs a lot of direction. 

CON: Um hmm, and Kim says they usually do it that she's noticed that too that when 
slie cornes in and they just know that she does wander and stuff too so, 

T04: She can't chcose. 

CON: . . .but they've been pretty good about.. 

T04: She can't choose and then when she gets there she doesn't really know what to do 
other than once you get there. 

CON: Other than water. 

T04: Um hrnm. Yeah, She really needs to know how to play with the various pieces. 



CON: [To Jessie] Hi. Where do you want, where? The book? Yes, yes, you know what 
to do with books. 

P m :  Yeah, you do don't you? You know what to do with books. You love books. 
Are you going to read a book? 

+ Back to Kim and joined by Liz the resource teacher. 

CON: Yeah, cause Nicole's really noticed too what we talked about at that meeting 
about her not being able to choose activities and things and tending to just 
w ander. 

RST: 1 guess I don't, 1 don't feel it always, because 1 feel like when I was telling you 
about the drawing she went, she just needed someone to be, to start up, to initiate. 

CON: Yeah, that's what 1 mean. 

RST: Like she so, to me she was choosing. S he went to the table, she was interested, 
she just needed someone to 

CON: But she doesn't know what to do with it once she's there, nght, 

T04: She gets there, yeah. 

CON: So that everybody needs to be aware I mean, she'll wander and Kim says she's 
noticed this that she'll look at things but she needs somebody to get her started 

RST: Sure she does. 

CON: ... with. That's what we had talked about remember you guys were starting her off 
in the small room which seemed to help that she was able to focus on things a 
little bit more in there.. . 

RST: Um, well she went to the playdough ... 

CON: You said she had been doing that. .. 

RST: ... no, she went to the playdough like 1 wanted us to put out stuff that she could 
really get into. No she went to the playdough which she's cornfortable with. 

CON: Urn hrnrn. 

RST: So it was jus a feeling. .. Because when the rooms are like this - there's not a lot 



of children around so 1.. . you know what I mean? 

CON: In terms of what? 

RST: In terms of that here there are more activities. 

CON: Right. 

RST: Ah, but there's not a lot of children. 

CON: And you find she c m  go and sit at an activity by herselp 

RST: No. 1 didn't Say that at d l .  

CON: Okay, no, you jud said you didn't agree with what 1 was saying in ternis of .  

RST: Ah, no, what 1 meant was that 1 don't think she should necessarily start in the 
smail room. 

CON: Oh, no, 1 just said that you had said you guys had been starting her off in the small 
room and you found that helped either in tems of her focussing. .. 

MT: Not, not me. One or two of the other staff did it for one morning. It happened 
for one moming, you know, it happened for one morning. Ah, otherwise she's 
brought, she's brought in here like al1 the kids and she's let to ... and then you 
know we get her to choose something. And typically I've taken her to the water 
or something that I know she's cornfortable with while 1 go out for a break. 

CON: Um hrnrn. Yeah, yeah. 

MT: And then, she, as I said she will approach start to approach something else and 
sure someune, sure like any, any child 1 mean, a lot of our kids will self initiate but 
a lot of other kids, like sure you need to start them off. "Hey, do you want to 
draw?" And sit them down and get them going. 

CON: Yeah, yeah that's what we were just saying. 

RST: Yup, so 

CON: And Kim said she had noticed the same thing. 

RST: Sure, and this of course is her favorite. 



CON: Yeah, but, yeah, cause we had said that she had done for two years sensory and 
books and that's it. 

RST: Fair enough so yeah, it's time to move on. 

CON: Yeah, yeah, and that's where she needs a little bit more direction because she 
won't choose to do those things herself 

CON: Once she gets in them she enjoys them 

T04: Yeah, yeah. 

CON: ... once she gets them, it started. So ... 

RST: No, al1 1 was saying is that small room was done for one morning which is a 
happy. . . 

CON: Oh, that's not the impression 1 got, that. .. 

RST: ... it was. It was not done ... 

CON: . . . it was done for a few momings. 

RST: ... no. It had not been. It has a happy accident it happened and I think there's a 
lot of the kids around going and she's feeling.. . . fine, but on a rnorning like this 
w hen t here's not . . . . 

CON: Not, are your numbers low today? 

RST: Yeah, typically on Monday, that ... no 1 would not..but when she approaches 
something to get her involved, yes.. 

CON: Yeah, yeah. 

T04: And get so she feels cornfortable and then sure, 1'11 start pulling her to things that 
she needs to improve in. 

CON: That's good. Yeah, yeah. Cause she is showing interest in some of these other 
activities but doesn't know what to do with them. 

RST: Well sure. 



CON: You know and the staff can be aware of that. 
(Case2-Mtg.4- 1 1 - 19) 

The conflict about how to get Jessie to explore activities beyond sensory expenences 

continued between Liz and Anna. M e r  observing in the playroom, Anna and Nicole continued 

the discussion with Liz in her office. Nicole took a prescriptive approach in designating specific 

adaptations and instructional strategies that should be initiated for Jessie. Liz seemed receptive 

to instructional strategies that specifically related to Jessie's physical condition. But although 

some ideas were quickly accepteci, Liz had concerns about others and showed resistance to their 

irnplementation. Anna attempted to mediate between Liz and Nicole in the ensuing discussion. 

However, Liz's responses became more defensive as Nicole's suggestions became more direct. 

PTH: Upstairs is good. She's [Jessie] bener at gross motor stuff than she is at fine 
motor or at planning. 1 could see things like climbing in and out of the car being 
a benefit to her.. 

RST: Umhmm. 

PTH: ... cause she can't do it yet, but she cm with a little bit of help. She got in not too 
badly and then she couldn't figure out how to get out. She got about that much.. . 

RST: Right, yeah. Yeah. 

PTH: So 1 saw you just helped her turn over and slide down. 

CON: It's the rnotor planning things that's the problem. 

PTEI: Yeah. Those are where her problems lie. 

RST: Okay so, oh you got her to do it again? 

PTH: Okay. She was sitting on the seat so 1 got her to tum around and put her hands 
on the back of the seat. 

RST: And go d o m  that way. 



CON: Which is a good way for getting on and off of almost anything. 

PTH: It's d e ,  it's safe. 

CON: And were you using like "up. over, and down" or like that kind of thing? 

PTE: That sort of thing she knows. "Up over and down", there's a lot of things, put 
your coat on "up over and down". you get on a bike "up over and down". 

RST: Oh ho. 

PTH: That phrase. 

RST: She really keys into? 

PTH: She knows it and can translate into other circumstances so you rnight find it 
usefiil. 

RST: Okay. 

CON: Yeah, and it's good finding, I mean for almost anything especially motor planning 
things, little phrases like that you can apply to different situations. 

RST: Okay ana 1'11 use that with the other kids. 

CON: Sure. 

PTH: Sure. 

RST: We say "okay tlip over your coat", and it's easier to Say "up over and d o m "  with 
a lot of the kids. 

CON: Yeah. 

PTB: Yeah. 

RST: Because with the flip method, and I've never seen the flip method the other, 

CON: . . . coming off 

MT: . .like I know we always use it on, 1 havent used it off 

PTH: It works off too. 



RST: 

CON: 

RST: 

CON: 

MT: 

CON: 

RST: 

CON: 

m: 

CON: 

RST: 

PTH: 

RST: 

m: 

RST: 

PTH: 

CON: 

m: 

And there's a lot of my other kids 1 could use it ... 

You could d o  that, yeah yeah. That's good. 

Okay . 

And we'll write those down too. 1 mean, we'll, we'll.. . 

Well, I'm gonna write it for myself. 

Sure and then we'll write them out and I told Wendy we'd give her a copy of  the 
things too. 

You're going to write the "up over and down"? 

Yeah. 

Y eah. 

Sure. 

I'm just going to write it for myself. right here. Okay. 

The slide up there, that railing is very hard for her to hold on to. Her hand's not 
big enough. 

Um hmm. 

I don't know whether this is a possibility but 1 was thinking perhaps somebody 
could put a rail mounted on top of the rail, of the beneath one, do you know what 
1 mean? 

1 know exactly what.. 

. . .just a pipe. 

A thin, narrow ... 

... that would be thin enough for her to get a gnp on because she really cant, mind 
you 1 don't think you're gonna not be with her anyway if she's doing that acîivity, 
but um, 

MT: You see that, that um, 



PTE: There must be more than one kid that can't get their hand around that. 

RST: Umm. 

PTH: No? 

CON: You haven't noticed it? 

RST: Well, no. Lrm, having to slide dong the top.. . 

PTH: Yeah. Anyways.. . . 

RST: Well ah, and another child has no problem putting his, but we consider her balance 
to be better, but in terms of the gipping 1 understand what you're saying it's just 
that ah, 1 don't see that hap- 

PTH: 1 don't know whether it cm happen or not. 

CON: Happening. 

RST: ... in ternis of 1 could ask ---- who would actually do that and 1 don't know when 
because, you know, none of us, do you have any ideas on that? 

PTH: What? Of how to do it? 

RST: Um h r m .  

PTE: Go and buy two brackets at Canadian Tire and a rail. 

RST: The thing is, I'rn not handy like that whatsoever. Our care- we don't, we no 
longer have a full time caretaker here 

CON: . . .caretaker, used to, yeah. 

RST: We used to and so, but anyhow what you're suggesting.. 

CON: That's just something to keep in mind if it ever came up of, of things to do. 

RST: So teil me what it is, I don't know, because 1 know I'm not handy like that, what 
is it? 

PTH: It would just be buying two brackets that could screw ont0 the top of the railing 
and then.. . 



RST: Do you want to corne and do it Nicole? Faughter] 

CON: Just so it's something, yeah, just a small rail. The same type of brackets that you 
have the railings going up the stairs 1 mean how brackets are attached to the wall, 
1 mean the railing's attached to wall with brackets, you know those type of things. 

(Case2-Mtg. 4-2 1-26) 

Nicole also discussed with Liz staffing concems. The issue related to Nicole's concern 

that the staff would not have the time to give Jessie the extra suppon required to keep her 

focused, on task, and developing in her cognitive capabilities. Liz reacted as the issue moved 

f?om focusing on Jessie% physical and motoric needs and related more to cognitive prograrnming 

strategies. Again Anna started to mediate in this conflict while showing support to both points 

of view. 

PTE: 

MT: 

PTH: 

RST: 

P m :  

RST: 

m: 

RST: 

PTH: 

It's a lot of your stafs time like, 1 don? know how you're gonna structure this for 
somebody to give her a choice of two other activities for instance "do you want 
to build or do you want to paint?" You know something like that where she's 
only got two to choose ... 

Well ya see typically.. 

. . . expect her to choose one and go with her.. 

..and complete it, you know? 

See, 1, 1 guess the way 1 feel and what 1 let al1 kids do is 1 let them go in the room 
and ifshe's cornfortable with sensory, that's fine with me because she is just, she's 
just happy now and not crying. 

This is important for now I agree with you. 

Okay so right now that.. .and then she has already started to approach something 
else so 1 like her, so she approaches, yes. To gear into, like so she's approached 
drawing, so 1 guess- I'd like right now to follow her lead still.. 

1 dont disagree with you at dl, 



RST: 

m: 

RST: 

PTH: 

RST: 

PTH: 

RST: 

PTH: 

RST: 

PTH: 

RST: 

CON: 

PTH: 

RST: 

PTH: 

RST: 

CON: 

RST: 

CON: 

. . . to make her, to make her feel cornfortable. 

I'm just thinking that she's not gonna move off sensory. 

Well she has though. 

Without somebody's encouragement? 

She bas, she's gone to gluing, she's gone to drawing, she's gone several times. 

What, how much did she do? 

She sat there and did, and we encouraged her, yes, she's been a couple of times. 

Alright that's what I'm saying, sornebody has to be with her. 

Pm saying she's already zpproached the chair, she's approached the chair, she sat 
down, she's chosen on her own. 

She usually nits, she'll pick up a stick and dab dab and take off again. 

Okay, well but she didn't because there's a staff that's there and she glued. 

. . .and that's what Nicole's saying. 

That's what I'rn saying, it's gonna need somebody to help her to lengthen the time 
that she spends with other activities. 

Sure. Um hm.  

And that's gonna be hard on your staff 

But I'rn just saying she has, she has done it, and ah, when she chose drawing I 
knew, I knew if 1 couldn't sit down with her, yeah she would just flit, flit, well if 
that's, sometimes that'll be the case but that day Kim was nght there so she ... 

That's good 

. . .sat with her and she did more drawings. So she does, she approaches other 
areas on her own and then right. 

So as long as the staff can be aware of the fact that just son of pick up al1 those 
cues when thev're able to, 



RST: DehiteIy. 

CON: . . . depending on nurnbers and stuff too, then that's great yeah, 
(Case2-Mtg.4:32-34) 

They aiso considered the staffs concern about when to use the hand brace to reduce the 

spasticity of her right hand and when to take it off Nicole ofered her expert assistance on this 

and Anna offered suggestions on how to incorporate this advice in practical ways into Jessie's 

daily activities. This advice was left with Liz to pass on to the teachers. 

Over the next two months, Anna came alone to the centre to observe Jessie, answer 

tacher inquiries, and offer them instructional strategies for teaching Jessie. Rather than requiring 

specialized prograrnming regirnes, Anna offered suggestions for modifjmg the activities t hat the 

teachers were aiready using in the classroom. She listened to their needs, acknowledged their 

skills, and niodeled specialized techniques when appropriate. 

CON: Good opening your hand. Rosi, has she been weanng her hand splint? Yeah, the 
hand brace, yeah. She hasn't been wearing it? No, would it be in her bag, in her 
cubby at dl? Well I can check, it's okay. I just wanted to know whether or not 

T06: . . .at sensory, sensory play ... 

CON: You can take it off 

TO6: . . . take it off cause she can feel it. 

CON: . . .y eah, yeah, but then other times she should be wearing it. 

T06: How bout like right now will she be.. . 

CON: Here, it could be cause it'll help her to keep her hand open to be holding things. 
Because what's happening is while she's trying to do t his like with the blocks and 
things, she's tensing up and her hand is pulling up and it's , and it's fisting and she's 
tqing, even when she's trying to open her hand her thumb is staying in, so that 

+ children playing loudly in background 



T06: ... the brace would help. 

CON: The brace keeps the, keeps the thumb out and then she can hold things better. 

TO6: . . .to hoId too. 

CON: Yeah, yeah, and just keep, gives that little bit of pressure so that it spreads out. 

T06: Oh, 1 see- 

CON: Yeah, and so then she can hold onto things better and, cause the more that she 
tries to do things, the tighter she gets. 

CON: We want to try to keep her as loose as possible. So 1'11 just try it and see. 1'11 just 
check and see if it's there. 

+ pause 

CON: No, it's not in there. No, 1'11 ask Liz later 

TO6: But later 1 think we need it. 

CON: ... was it getting wrecked at al?  Because I know if sometimes when it gets wet and 
stuff it ends up getting, cause it might be that it's not, she needs a new one or 
something too, but.. . 

T06: ... but like she has a tendency to like bite on it. 

CON: Oh, I know, yeah. So it could be getting kùid of rough and things so 1'11, I'11 check 
with Liz later or else speak to mom and 1'11 cal1 mom and see. What are you 
doing? YouVe got playdough. You've got playdough. Rosi, can 1 just show you 
one other thing too? You know when you were helping her hold ont0 the block 

TO6: Yes. 

CON: . . .or whatever, and, when you were trying to get her to hold on and you were 
pulling this way.. . [Anna demonstrates on teacher] 

TO6: Yeah. 

CON: ... and, could you feel that what she was doing was pulling back 



T06: . . . pulling back, yes. 

CON: ... like this? 

T06: Yeah, just a liale. 

CON: It's easier ifyou push from the back of her arm 

T06: Like this way? 

CON: Okay, yeah, like that way u, ifshe, then she goes forward, you see, you just have 
to do it gently wMe she's pushing and it moves it forward easier because if I push 
here, you automatically move forward without me having to, to push very 
much.. . [Anna demonstrates on teacher] 

T06: Okay 

CON: Okay 

TO6: How bout this one? 

CON: That one she doesn't need any help with. 

T06: This is okay 

CON: That one she doeg the lefi hand she does perfectly fine, and on her own. But so 
when yoo want her to move her hand fonvard, like if you want her to reach for 
something like that, try and push behind. 1 know sometimes it's awkward cause 
you're in front of her, but try and push from behind because it's a more natural 
movement too. Rather than if you pull, she's automatically gonna pull back. 

T06: Okay. 

CON: And that just makes her tighter. So it's just a little trick to make it easier, 

T06: Yeah, okay 

CON: Okay? And sometimes her hand will open up too when you do that, it opens 
automatically, as well. 

(Case2-Mtg. 5 : 7-9) 

Reasons for specific techniques were more apparent to teachers when Anna explained 
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them directly to the teachers in the classroom. Rosi began to understand why Jessie needed to 

Wear her hand brace as Anna clearly described, "Because what's happening is while she's trying 

to do this [build] with the blocks, she's tensing up and her hand is pulling up and it's fisting". 

Anna was also able to coach Rosi in appropriate techniques for moving Jessie's arm that 

minimized spasticity and encouraged extension and use of her hand. 

Each visit still ended with a meeting between Liz and Anna to review Jessie's progress 

over the past month and to inform Liz of instructional strategies t hat had been shared with any 

teacher that rnoming. Since it was not possible for Anna to meet with al1 staffat each visit, these 

briefings with Liz had the benefit of allowing dl information about Jessie's prograrnming to be 

ben, collected and transmitted fiom one central source, the resource teacher. On the other 

hand, information such as how to modiQ instructional approaches to activities, providing a 

structure for keeping Jessie involved and focused on completing cognitive activities, and 

technical instructions about her brace were in danger of being communicated to staff through Liz's 

own filters and preferences. By operating in this manner it also added an extra burden of 

responsibility to Liz's already heavy workload. Liz discussed these issues with Anna. Anna 

listened empathetically and supponed Liz in her desire to be a resource for al1 the children in the 

centre, but encouraged her to rely more on the staff 

CON: Okay that's great, yeah, that's good, no she is, she's doing really weil and 1 mean, 
1 havent talked to Wendy but 1 know if she wasn't happy with what she was doing 
she would have cailed and. .. 

RST: But Pm definitely as I said, gonna move her into the.. . because if she wants more 
1 can't, it's not goma be done. 

CON: Into the "integrated program", yeah, 



RST: It's impossible. 

CON: Yeah, so she's still on the list. Is there any opening coming up that you know of 
or anyt hing? 

RST: Yeah, in September. 

CON: Oh, in September. Oh, okay, 

RST: A lot of my kids are going, that's what I'm saying. 

CON: Oh, okay, that's right, okay. 

RST: It's her and another child that, that are in the regular program but her specifically, 

CON: Right. 

RST: you how, the other child but adi, there's no, it's just, it's not the sarne and there's 
no way and 1 cm 

CON: No, you can't. 

RST: I've been trying to do it and that's why I've been, and 1 haven't been fulfilling 
everyt hing . 

CON: ..y& and you can't, so you've got to really rely on the staff 

RST: From the start of this year I've had to stop it because we've been getting a lot of 
other children with specid needs in the regular program and it feels good on one 
hand, on the other hand 1 can't handle it. 

CON: ...y ou can't handle it ail. Well that's okay, 1 mean the staff really seems to be 
cornfortable a d ,  and stuffwith her too now and so getting over that initial hump, 
it was good that you could spend so much time with her but now they seem to be, 
have a good idea 

RST: ohyeah, 

CON: They are really good. 

RST: They are, yeah. 

CON: yeah, yeah. 



RST: Yeah, that's d l ,  and that's great regardless and everything but 1 mean the, al1 the 
other things that go with it, like just, you asking me well, has this, this and this 
been done? 

CON: You don't know. 

MT: It's not gonna be done. 

CON: Okay, yeah. 

RST: Or, it is, but it's, you know ... 

CON: At some point or other. Okay, 1'11 start bugging the staff in there. "Have you 
done this yet?!" I won? do that, I never do that but, 111 ask them more, and the 
more 1 ask hem, that makes them more aware oc or like remembering things too, 
sometimes just one more person reminding them of it. 

RST: Yeah, and it's good, and it's good if you ask them because you know, if everyone 
just cornes to me 1, 

CON: Yeah, 1 know, you can't, it gets over, overload, that's for sure. Okay, good, 
good. 

RST: Yeah, it's, it's better, it's true, yeah. 

CON: Okay. 
(Casez-Mtg. 53-27) 

Anna actively listened to Liz's feelings of being overloaded with work and her guilt about 

not being able to "handle it dl". Anna injected humor into this discussion "Okay, 1'11 start bugging 

the staff in there. Have you done this yet? ! " This served not only to reduce the tension of the 

issue, but Liz felt her concems were heard and appreciated. 

In the next visit the teachers were showing greater confidence in their p r o g r h n g  for 

Jessie and in directly seeking assistance from Anna. In this visit Anna continued to share 

idonnation and to problem solve with the teachers. During a music and movement activity Rosi 

asked Anna for help in teaching Jessie to complete a somersault game. In response to this 



request, Anna supported Rosi's skills and coached her on how to use an appropriate motor 

planning sequence with Jessie. 

T06: The next one is ----- you'll get you're tum. you need to wait. 

CLD: Me. 

CON: Yeah, you're waiting Jessie. 1 see. Amght! [Applause] 

T06: Good for you. 

CON: Al1 on her own. 

T06: Starting here. You need to take your purse off. Sure, help yourself to the 
necklace, any wlor you want, oh, you're going to choose the orange one. Sounds 
good. Pardon? Okay, would you like to start? 

CON: Wow, tricky. Yay. [Applause] Very good. 

T06: Okay, ----. 

CON: Okay, watch what the other kids are doing. Wow. Big one. 

T06: Jessie wants a chance, but you need to stan from the beginning though, corne. 
What kind of necklace do you want? 

CON: Pick nothing? 

T06: Which one do you want? Pick the one you want and then we'll ----, okay? White 
one. 

CON: A white one. 

T06: Okay, you put it on your neck. Hold it. [To Anna] Can you help me? 

CON: Sure. 

T06: Okay you know like, last time you told me to use her.. 

CON: To use both hands, 

T06: Yeah, right.. .so you Say, "Jessie use both hands". 



CON: "Jessie use both hands", yeah, perfect, that's perfect. 

T06: Okay, okay. 

CON: Yeah, so even though you're helping her with that hand, she's getting the feel of 
it, going up, over, and dom. Yeah, that's good, you gonna walk on the steps? 

T06: Okay, no, on the steps, sweetie. one. 

CON: You're walking. 

T06: Corne on sweetie, you're gonna try but you have to wait. Okay Jessie, the other 
step is there, over there, okay, on the green one, let's step on the green one, good 

CON: Good, 

TO6: ... the red one, good, 

CON: Good. 

T06: Okay, Jessie, the geen one again. Take the green one Jessie, oh look d o m  

CON: Good looking. Good. 

T06: Good, okay, look down again for the red one, good and now the green one, look 
d o m  so you know what you're doing. Step here. 

CON: She's showing off. Hey, good stepping. 

T06: Usually, Jessie likes it when-----O kay t here, 

CON: Good, okay! 

T06: Good for you Jessie, somersault? 

CON: Do a somersault? Yay. Good work. [Applause] 

TO6: That was good Jessie. 

CON: Okay, go take your necklace off. Go take your necklace off and put it on the 
chair. 

M6: Okay Jessie. 



CON: Good work, good work, okay back in line with everybody else. 

T06: Did she take turns? You want to do more? She likes somersaults. 

CON: Keep your hands down, good. Yeah, that was nicely done, hands d o m  to the 
mat. Okay, corne wait in line Jessie. 

T06: Okay, next ---- tum. 

CON: Good work. Nice somerault. And you put your hands nght down to the ground. 
No, no, no. Don't push. Whoa, uh oh, 

T06: Try again, we ûy, would you like me to help you with the somersault, 1 can help 
you. Know what you need to do, you put your head down, 

CON: Good, 

T06: . . .head, dom, and you need, flipping over, 

CON: Up, over, and down. 

+ background voices 

CON: Nice sornersault. Whoa.. .she lost her shoe. 1 see you're running and piaying. 

CLD: Look at that. 

CON: I see, 1 saw you, you're ruming in one spot. Are you watching, one, two, 

T06: Wow, that's good 

CLD: Me? 

CON: Your turn? You had your tum. lessie's waiting now. 

CLD: Wait . 

CON: Waiting, you're rïght, she's saying wait. Jessie, we dont need to push. 

T06: ... walk on the footprints, there, start again, one by one, okay, there, on the 
footpnnts, there, there, and now you can do a somersault. Yay, that's good. 

CON: Yay . [Applause] 



+ background voices, noises 

CON: Okay, 

T06: Wow, that was good 

CON: Good somersault. 

T06: She didn't need any helping on that one. 

+ after another activity they al1 march back to the room 

CON: Corne on Jessie, let's march back in. Can we march back in, big steps 

T06: Like, how about marching back. 

CON: Good idea. 

T06: Marching back? 

CON: Knees way up high. 

T06: How about making a straight line and then march. 

CON: Are you gonna m a c h  with your knees way up high? Touch your chin. 

T06: Line up, okay. Excuse me, let's march. 

CON: March with your knees way up high. One, two, knees way up high Jessie. 
March, march, march march, you're not marching, knees way up high. Up, 
match, march, march, march, where's your marching, let me see. You do d, you 
do it. 

TO6: She likes music. 

CON: Yeah, she does that, that last song was really good, with the different types of 
t h g s  with the marching and everything cause she's trying to do diEerent things. 

TO6: Yeah, she loves somersaults too. 

CON: Yeah the somersault. That was good, and I didn't think about it at the time but 
you know those, the footsteps. 



TO6: Yeah, 

CON: When you were doing it, sometimes it's easier, 1 mean it was good you were 
having her look down to look at it, but maybe if you just said "one, two, one, 
two".. 

T06: Yeah, 

CON: ..she might have been able to focus on it more. 1 didn't think of it while we were 
doing it but you could try that cause then you can put the "one, two" into 
marching and 

T06: Okay, 

CON: "one, two" into 1 don't know, jumping like you could transfer it over to 
everything . 

T06: Yeah, okay. She was just following the footpnnts and she was looking down. 

CON: She was, she was really. 

T06: Just wanted to look down.. . 

CON: Yeah, so that's a good thing to try with her Yeah, that's good.. . 

TO6: ..look down and 1 wouldn't think to follow them. 

CON: Yes, that's good, real good. 

At the teachers request, Anna coached the teacher throuçh a movement activity with 

Jessie. The teacher was concerned about how to assist Jessie to complete a somersault activity. 

Anna reminded her to prompt Jessie with the words "Jessie use both hands " and "Up, over, and 

down". This allowed Jessie to experience and feel the action as the teacher moved her m. At 

the end of the activity Anna reviewed with the teacher her suggestions and left her with another 

idea for assisting Jessie's motor planning when walking on footsteps placed on the ground. 
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After only four months of consultation with the stafFat Main Street Child Care Centre 

major strides had been achieved towards full inclusion. While issues such as the amount and 

intensity of one-tosne teacher support required for Jessie were still being worked through, there 

had nonetheless been a shift in the way teachers viewed their responsibility for Jessie's individual 

needs. These adjustments ailowed them to integrate Jessie into the regular child care centre 

without the intense supports offered d i r d y  to children and families in the "integrated program". 

With Anna's input the teaching tearn had increased their understanding and ski11 In meeting the 

physical, cognitive, and social needs of Jessie in a very busy child care playroom. 

Teacber Issues 

Change was not new to the staffat Main Street Child Care Centre. Over the previous 

two years the directors of the child care consortium had been developing policies and procedures 

that changed the consohum's approach to senring children with special needs. During this period 

of change the centres were moving fiom providing "integrated programs" only for children with 

disabilities to adopting inclusive practices that would more effectively serve al1 children with 

individual needs. Policies were in place that gave teachers and resource teachers responsibility 

to collaboratively adapt instnictional programs for al1 children. Although these procedures were 

starting to be used by the resource teacher and teachers at Main Street to modi@ programming 

for ail children experiencing special needs, the "integrated program" facilitated by the resource 

teacher was also still in operation. This led to increased role confusion for the teachers as they 

struggled to fit new modes of operating into established organizational patterns. Jessie's 

enrollment into Main Street in the "regular program" became a test of how to implement these 



new inclusive policies at the local level for a child with disabilities. Contextual factors, teacher 

attitudes, and teacher efficacy were aitical themes in this case study in motivating teacher change. 

But 1 was stmck by how the "htegrated program" and "regular program distinction kept fogging 

the way towards full implementation of the new policies. 

Contertual Factors 

A hi& degree ofjob satisfaction was consistently described by al1 teachers at Main Street 

Child Care. They perceived their work as rewarding because they work as a cohesive team, feel 

supported by the many professional development opportunities provided for staff, and find the 

work challenging. Allison summed up the teachen' point of view when she told me: 

T05: Well, itfs very rewarding, itfs rewarding because of the staff that we have here. 
We have a really great group ofstatfand we al1 work really well together and i'm 
sure you hear that a lot at other centres. But 1 think we really work well as a 
team. We have a lot of professionals that come in to do assessments on children 
and other professionais that come to do parent workshops and things like that and 
they always speak very highiy of the centre and we tend to take a lot of evening 
courses, I guess you could cd1 it, together. We just completed the Hanen Early 
Language course. We do a lot of workshops on Our own, we have a lot of 
professionals that come in and do behavior management with us, give us ideas on 
how to deal with children with speciai needs, or difficult needs, so with al1 that, 
1 think we realiy work well together. We're a very strong team. Ah, we have a lot 
of meetings so we can work out a lot of our own concems and a lot of difficulties 
within the room. .... Personally, I really enjoy working here. Ifve seen other 
centres. They don't have a nice flow to the day. It seems that there's a lot of 
confusion, there's a lot of animosity among staff. Here it's just, it's really nice, 
like it's really nice to get up in the moming and come here. I like the group of 
children we have here. We work really hard with the parents. Martina works 
exceptionaily hard with the parents and working out codicts and problems and 
because we have a really good supewisor who looks at both sides of the issue, 
you don't offend a parent or offend a staff, things cm be worked out if there's a 
conflict so, pretty rnuch it's, it's a really enjoyable place to be. We get a lot of 
compliments.. . . . .Yeah, as a matter of fact, there was an opportunity [for 
promotion] that came dong.. . . . . . . but after a while 1 really had to really sit d o m  



and look at the pros and cons of going for this. And one of the cons was there 
was a good possibility 1 wouldn't remain at this centre. That if 1 was promoted 
I'd have to go to another centre.. . .And that really aEected me. Even though it 
would have looked very good, you know, climbing the corporate ladder, but 1 
realiy wasn't cornfortable with the thought of having to leave, with the possibility 
of having to leave, cause I really do enjoy it here. 

(Case2-Int.TO5 : 1-3) 

Teacher-child ratios (1 :8) are adhered to in the preschool playroom as stated in the 

regdations of the Day Nurseries Act (Ontario, 1 983). The children in the "integrated program" 

are included in this ratio, but the resource teacher position is considered above ratio since the 

resource teacher is not always involved in prograrn activities. In deciding which children with 

disabilities c m  be accommodated in the "regular program" the issues for the teachers moved 

beyond one of ratios to that of teacher time, accessing resources and the particular needs of the 

other children in the group. 

TO2: ..A think Jessie was a big part of us looking a little bit differently at our program 
too, and saying look, we can't just Say we have four special needs kids, we have 
a lot of special needs kids. So, Jessie was a big part of that.. . . .And we also, just 
to, on another note, we also after that had mot her mother desperately needing 
care and she came also to visit the centre and wanted to come in the regular 
program but we did say "no". This child's needs were, this mother did need a lot 
of support, this child would have needed specific prograrnming. The special needs 
were difTerent than Jessie's and we felt that no we needed this child to be in the 
special needs prograrn. 

INT: Did this child come with any consultation seMce already in place? 

TO2: No, I don't think so, because what happened is d e r  we talked to mom we said 
you need to put her on the special needs waiting list because 1 think initially she 
had her jus on a regular waiting list and it wasn't until we spoke and said put her 
on the special needs waiting list she will get into our prograrn that way. She did 
that. 1 dont know much about the mother, the parent, but 1 don't think she had, 
she didn't have the things in place for exarnple that Jessie does. 1 do know that 
there was, the mother was aware of some delays and had been doing some things 
with her. But 1 don? know that much about it. 



INT: 

T02: 

INT: 

T02: 

INT: 

T02: 

So, tell me about that situation in terms of some of the concerns that the teachers 
expressed. Were they included in that decision? 

Oh yes. Yes. Everybody was included in that decision and she had a couple of 
visits, aü the teachers got to observe her in different settings. Let's Say, you know 
in lunch and circle, whatever and then we had I th& two meetings and in the final 
meeting we wouid ali say our concerns. Because the ultimate question is can we 
meet the child's needs? 

Sure. 

And we said, "no". We don? feel we can meet her needs within the "regular 
program". 

What factors go into your weighing that decision and making it? 

Yeah, it's hard, there's a lot of decisions that go into that. ..because you're thinking 
of ... 1 guess we were also looking at the mother and what would she need fiom 
us and would she need us to set up supports would she need supports fiom that? 
And with having the four kids already in the special needs program Liz would for 
example, let's say would be very strained to find more time to write 
communication books for this mother, to talk about developmental access with 
this mother and the regular staffdont have the tirne to do that kind of one on one. 

Right . 

So that would be, like aiready we have some kids where we're writing, for 
exarnple, communication books because of the parent's need to get that kind of 
Uiformation. But that's very difficult to provide because we're on program al1 day. 

Sure. 

..so, when do we do it? So that's part of it. What do we think our added role is 
going to be in that? And with this child too, there was for example she, her 
walking was very unsteady and 1 think she had just leamed, if I'm not mistaken, 
had just leamed to walk not that long ago ... so there was a lot of very toddlerish 
behavior and so you're looking at thifigs in the rooms in terms of is she going to 
be mouthing a lot, is she going to be able to function in a room of thirty-two pre- 
schoolers with this very toddlerish behavior? Knowing that for exarnple, Liz 
would not be specifically ... with her four kids in the room she would not be 
specifically going to her or setting up with her so she would be following the 
regular fiow of kids when we're going up and down the stairs and when we're 
doing transition times and in the room when we saw her she wasn't functioning 



well in the room and we just couldn't see her being able to deal with everything 
that was going on in the room. 

INT: So, it sounds like you're saying one factor is how much more work is this going 
to add to the teacher's already heavy case load ... 

TO2: Exaaly yeah, yeah. That's definitely.. . 

INT: ... as well as something about the other.. the configuration of the needs of the 
other children in the classroom. 

T02: Exactly, exactly. You see, we, the other thing was we had four special needs kids 
but we also had another four or five who could have been on the special needs 
list, ifwe're taking technically, that we were already working on let's say language 
with, we're aiready working on behavior management whatever, and we're 
thinkuig is this going to overflow the system because we also don't want to stress 
the teachen because then nobody is going to benefit . We also dont want to push 
this too much to the edge and you only have to go into a room at certain times of 
the day to see the different needs, to see the different behaviors, to understand 
that there's a lot of kids in there that we're working on and probably too with her, 
if we've already got three children let's Say that we're dealing with behavior 
management issues and if we feel that this is going to be a fourth, that's probably 
going to be too many. 

(Case2-Int. TOX-  1 1) 

Teachers expressed concem about how many children with disabilities and what type of 

child and family needs can be accornmodated in the regular program at any one time. When the 

staffwere asked to admit another child with special needs into the regular program they denied 

the request and told the mother to place her on the wait Iist for the "integrated program". Martina 

described multiple factors that led to this decision including the mother's need for support, the 

child's "toddlerûh behavior and so you're Iooking at things in the roorns in ternis of is she going 

to be mouthing a lot, is she going to be able to tLnaion in a room of thirty-two preschoolers with 

this very toddlerish behavior?", and the teacher's need for extra staffing. Liz was already busy 

with the four children on her caseload and four or five ot her children to whom she was providing 



additional resources. The introduction of Jessie into their program highlighted for the teachers 

the need to consider the dynamics of the classroom, the effect of including a pariicular child into 

that dynamic, and the personal impact of inclusion on their workload. 

Formai hierarchical leadership structures are found within the consortium. Major policies 

developed at the central office are implemented by the centrest supervisors. The supervisor at 

Main Street, Zaheeda, strongly supports her staff and promotes collegial interactions and 

decision-making processes with them. When policies relate to children with disabilities she 

considers the concerns of s t e  but tums to Liz, the resource teacher, to facilitate this process and 

to make the final decision about which children cm be accommodated in the "integrated 

program". 

StafT feel it is very important that they be included in any decision-making process to 

admit any child with disabilities, not only for children entenng the regular Stream. Al1 staff 

individually shared with me that they wanted their concerns to be heard and acknowledged. They 

believed resentment would result if they were not a part of the decision-making process. 

However, they varied in terms of how they perceived their success in influencing the final 

admission decision. 

Some teachers felt they had a highly influential role in the admission decision. 

T03: . ..I mean Our our resource teacher can't reaily Say, "Well, hey, I mean, this child 
is on the list, she's next, let's get her in". 1 think there's more to it because if you 
don't, if you're not gonna do it, get everybody to share how they feel about 
whatever concern they have, how are we going to be abk to work as a team? 1 
mean really, because this is a child with really a lot of needs and how are we going 
to be able to meet them? 1 mean if we can't all work together?. . . . . . . .Because if you 
have that feeling that they're going to make the decision and who cares about 
what you think. I mean that's an a h 1  feeling. 

(Case2-Int.TO3 : 19) 



While other teachers perceived their impact on the admission decision to be limited. 

T06: ... But like a lot of times as when you give your views, there are the times that 
what needs to be done it needs to be ... like lots of times your views don't count 
much.. . .But sometimes they do.. . .So 1 wouldn't say a hundred percent they're 
always counted though ... . I  mean like what has to be done, has to be done. Sure, 
tike your views, you give your views but 1 don't know.. . . 

(Case2-Int.T06:20-2 1 ) 

Liz clearly defines it as her responsibility to make the final decision about adrnitting 

children to the "integrated prograrn" in consultation with staff. 

RST: ... well, the decision is really, depending on the child, the decision could be made 
solely by me or jointly with me and the supervisor. For example, typically any 
child who's on the waiting list, I typically do the interview. The supervisor meets 
them, but if 1 really feel the child is appropriate or not, 1 mean, 1 really, I'm, I'm 
making very much that decision. 

(Casez-Int.RST: 14) 

But in spite of varying views of the decision-making process, over time a collaborative 

culture and working environment has been established at Main Street . This has made it easier for 

them to implement the new programming policies established by the consortium. With the 

resource teacher's input al1 staff consider the individual needs of any child when developing 

weekly program plans. This process was enthusiastically descnbed to me by severai teachers. 

These prograin planning sessions have increased the teachers' sense of ownership over modifjmg 

and adapting activities to meet individual needs. 

T06: We have a new, the consortium has a new thing now.. ... Kids who need help, 
doesn't have to be an "integrated child", it can be any child. It just started recently 
about three months back. It is a paper that you go through the strengths and the 
weaknesses of the kids and what they need. And you have to pick three to four 
kids every week. .... And you work with the resource teacher ... the person who 
does the prograrn planning that week, sits down with the resource teacher and 
plans for those four to five kids who need help in certain areas ... ..So we work 
together and then when those things are accomplished, on a weekly basis, then we 
mark it that "yes" it's done, if not like then we don't take it o f  .. . So like this has 



started and, I thuik that that's great though.. . . . .Oh yeah, it doesn't j u s  have to be 
"integrated children", it can be anybody. 

(Case2-Int . T06:29-30) 

Several teachers funher explained to me that the strong supe~sory  leadership provided 

by Zaheeda helped to implement the conso~iumts inclusive policies in their centre. 

T05: . . .ifwe had a n i p e ~ s o r  who titerally went into her office every day and closed the 
door and didn't comrnunicate with stafF, or with parents, or even with children, it-, 
definitely you sort of tend to son of disclude these people frorn the group. 
Definitely, and Liz is always in the room helping us, and she's always, always has 
her door open. If we have concerns or questions, she's always ready to answer 
them. 

(Case2-lnt. TO5 : 6) 

It is within this fiamework of administrative directives, collaborative tearn planning, and 

facilitative s u p e ~ s o r y  and resource supports that the teachers embarked on changing their 

instructional practices to accommodate Jessie in their regular program. 

Teac her Attitudes and Values 

Teachers at Main Street have developed very positive attitudes towards including children 

with disabilities into their centre. 

T02: .. . I  had been in a nursery school settùig which is very different [fiom the child care 
consortium]. So 1 was very new to day care and day care settings and ail of the 
senings 1 worked in were integrated. But from the other centres that 1 came from 
there was definitely, you knew who the "integrated children" were and you knew 
that the resource teacher worked with the "integrated children". There was a 
definite ahost segregation there and you'd very often get the attitude well I'm not 
going to go play with Johnny, the special needs child, because the resource 
teacher will go play with Johnny and that has definitely changed for me. Coming 
to Main Street, a big part of it was that Liz and her view of what the role should 
be and aiso within the past couple years, the consortium's view of these children 
are a part of the regular group and al1 of the teachers deal with al1 of the children. 
So, yeah, that has definitely changed. 

(Case2-Int . TODI) 
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Although in many child care centres with a resource teacher "there was a definite alrnost 

segregation there and you'd vew oflen get the attitude well I'm not going to go play with Johnny, 

the special needs chilci, because the resource teacher will go play with Johnny", this was not true 

at Main Street. The teachers at Main Street held very positive attitudes about inclusive practises. 

However, it was difficult for me to discuss with the teachers the differences between including 

children with disabilities in the "integrated program" and including them in the "regular program". 

The organizationai structures and power relationships inherent in the "integrated program" are 

entrenched in their view of how to include any child with disabilities. Therefore, for them the 

differences in these two possibilities were not always clear. Some teachers assumed a more 

intense level of support was available to these children and families if they were labeled as a part 

of the "integrated program". 

TM : 

INT: 

T06: 

INT: 

T06: 

rNT: 

T06: 

INT: 

T06: 

... it would be nice for them to be part of the "integrated program" so we'll have 
outside help too. Do you know what I'm saying? 

Okay, yes. 

This way, like we won't have outside help because these children are part of the 
"regular program". 

Yes, so that by outside help you mean a consultant in the particular area such as 
Anna.. . 

Yeah. 

... would corne in and support some of the work you're doing? 

Yeah, y& 1 would think that it would be nice to have somebody ... also with iike 
they get a lot of pluses too, in so many things right? 

Right . 

Not, like not just consultants, you know other things too, if they're part of the 



"integrated program". 

INT: 

T06 : 

INT: 

TO6 : 

INT: 

T06: 

INT: 

T06: 

INT: 

T06: 

Can you elaborate on that? 

Okay consultants, if they need help like speech therapists. They have therapists 
coming over, special therapy like a speech pathologist would corne over. 

Right . 

So like they'll have more things going for thern if they're part of the "integrated 
program". Ifthey're not, sure like I'm sure that you taik to the parents whatever, 

Right . 

But some parents don? initiate it, so bcing part of the "integrated prograrn", then 
like they would.. . 

So it's also there would be some more intense working with the parents 

Exactly . 

if they were part of the "integrated program"? 

Exactly, yeah exactly . Cause that's how 1 feel. 
(Case2-Int .T06:23-25) 

While this teacher believed that more support was availabie for the child and the parents 

ifthe child was attached to the "integrated prograrn", other teachers believed that a certain level 

of support was forthcoming from the resource teacher even for children not in the "integrated 

program". n e y  appreciated and depended on Liz for information, direction, and parent contact. 

T03: She [Anna] just basically said to really have her [Jessie] interact with children 
because if she sees the water, she'll go to the water and she wants to stay there. 
... and really rnaintaining eye contact because she wiil like put her head d o m  and 
kind of lift her chin a little and just when you speak with her, make her look at 
you, just things like that really ... working with her dressing. She showed that to 
Liz and then Liz showed us, so 1 know, 1 think things like that she would show 
Liz first. Then L ù  would go from there and show us. 

INT: Is that an effective technique for you? 



T03: 1 think so. 

INT: To show it to Liz? 

T03: Yeah, yeah, because Liz, like I said, she will, share anything with us so yeah. .or 
if she sees us in the cloak roorn, 1 mean if we have a different staff she will go out 
there and Say "don't do it for her because this is what we're doing with her", and 
then she will go from there and show the staff. 

INT: Liz will? 

T03: Yeah. 

INT: So that she, because she knows what's happening with Jessie she can then ... 

T03: That's nght. 

DIT: . . .make sure that ail staff, even the casuai staff.. . 

T03: That's right, 1 mean because you look at her hand nght away and thought well, 
she canot put her coat on so 1'11 do it for her, so she will Say "no, she can do it". 
... and Jessie, 1 mean, 1'11 tell you, she'll try, 1 mean, "here, dress me", so, yeah. 

(Case2-Int .TO3 : 16- 1 7) 

Another tacher, when I probed, begari to rethink her assumptions about the "integrated" 

and "regular" prograrns. 

TO2: . . . . So we're dways constantly dealing with the special needs of the kids al1 the 
time. 

INT: In light of that, does the designation "integrated program" make any sense? 

T02: In a lot ofrespects it really doesn't. Our integration prograrn very often focusses 
specifically on parents with special needs. Those parents need a lot of support 
maybe f?om us or need help getting support tiom us because we're finding parents 
with speciai needs children who've already hooked into agencies often don't need 
that fiom us and they don't, they cm fit very well into the regu1a.r quote unquote 
program because they maybe don't need us or Liz to Say okay let's hook into this 
program, let's get into speech pathology etcetera, etcetera, etcetera and that child 
will fit into our regular program. We understand we need to adapt activities to 
her, we need to look at prograrnrning but if the parent is aiready set up then it's 



okay. So you're right, it's a very constantly changing kind of tem. And we have 
specific special needs children in our regular program right now and we're dealing 
with them as we would any other child. So, yeah. what exactly that means is 
becoming difficult, for sure. 

(Casez-Int .T02:2) 

The nature of the "integrated program" was changing and teachers were not clear about 

the nature of the change or their role in relation to that change. Whiie some teachers believed that 

the resource teacher would be able to assist them with ail children with special needs, othen felt 

that by being in the "integrated program" the child and farnily would "get a lot of pluses". 

Teachers identifieci that additional support for parents was a major benefit. The resource teacher 

communicates intensely with parents of the children on her caseload and provides them with 

support and resources. Teachers do not believe they have time to offer this additional support, 

as the "integrated program" took on a stronger family-focus. 

In spite of the teachers valuing of inclusive practices they initially had concerns about 

working with Jessie in the regular stream. But this attitude changed as they personally interacted 

with Jessie and were supported by Liz and Anna. 

T06: .. .until you see the child right.. . .you can't, it's hard to Say, "now you can come". 
If you tell me right now,"oh I have a child for you here who is not part of the 
integrated progr- is part of the normal program", [and then] 1 see her with her 
arm that's not working, and she's not toilet trained. So that way, it would be 
different issue then seeing it persondly. Know what I'm saying? But if you just 
come and tell me, oh 1 have a child who is not in integrated, part of "integrated 
program", of course if 1 see her 1 would Say, "no, she is a part of integrated 
program". So like that would change your view too.. . . 1 mean mind you, we are 
a staff, iike we're a strong staffhere, very strong 1 think and we al1 work together 
very well. Ah, but still, when you Say "regular prograrn" you go "oh my 
goodness, iike we need extra help now" .... But now 1 think Jessie is, 1 mean to me 
it's, you know I'm used to her, she's used to me. And she's part of our daily 
prograrn. 1 mean like daily children.. . 

INT: So she does the activities with al1 the other children. 



T06: Oh yeah. 1 think Jessie has come a long way in fact. Shets come a long way. 
(Case2-Int.T06:6-7) 

Teachm Efficacy 

When a child with disabilities is introduced to a centre even the most highly educated, 

experienced, and skilled early childhood educator will question herhis ability to provide education 

and care. The teachers at Main Street had pnmarily integrated children with developmental 

disabilities and social-emotional needs but were concemed that they did not have expenence in 

seating, positioning, and adapthg activities for a child with physical needs. Initially they womed 

about how much time would be demanded of them to assist in daily living routines such as 

toileting, dressing, and feeding Jessie. 

TOZ: ... especially with a specid needs that we maybe have never had before and people 
wiil be fiightened or ah id  of that and feel " 1 don't have the skills to deal with this 
special need". So it takes a while, but we always, we always come around and 
then we work as a team together. 

(Case2-IntT02: 7) 

The teachers strongly supporteci the role that parents can play in sharing information with 

them about the child with special needs. They also seek reassurance fiom the parent that they 

think the teacherst skills are adequate to meet the child's needs. 

[NT: How do parents come into play in supporting the teachers integrating the child? 

T02: They cm give us information about the child, about the child's behavior. They can 
give us, they very often know their child the best or may know what specific 
equipment we need to help the child, um, sometimes they're coming from a 
different perspective. They have a different relationship than a teacher may have 
and so sometimes they may offer less than we could use, because there's a 
different attachent there. 1 just know myself as a mother in tems of what 1 
would Say about my daughter versus how sornebody would be able, it's less 
objective, let's Say. And but they can also offer support. If they're very eager to 



be in the prograrn and they really want their child to be in the program, they cm 
be very supportive and talk about being really positive about the fact that their 
child is here and I feel everyone is doing well. Because we often, Our concems 
corne around will the parent be happy with what I'm doing with their child? Will 
the parent be okay with how I'm dealing with this? So they can offer support. 

That's an interesting perspective that 1 haven't heard before, that the teacher may 
be concerned about how they're viewed by the parent and whether they're 
adequate in their skills. 

Exactly, exactly. With, especially with special needs children, do you feel I'rn 
okay, I'm adequate enough to deal with your child in many different areas? Are 
you going to fel okay about, about leaving your child and feeling that I'm going 
to be okay to deal with this? 1 think that's an issue with dl the children because 
we want all the parents to feel like their children are safe here, and their children 
are well w e d  for. But with the special needs kids. we maybe ourselves feel like, 
am 1 gonna be adequately equipped to deal with this child al1 day long? Then how 
are we going to project that to the parent? We want the parent to feel like, yes, 
everything is going to be okay. So, that's a big part of it. It's something that 1 
always think, if 1 want the parent to feel one hundred percent confident, that 
child's gonna be here al1 day long and we're going to be able to ded with whatever 
cornes up and we're going to be able to t'ulEill her needs which is basically what it's 
al1 about. Because we as teachers really feel badly if we feel like we're not 
meeting sorneone's needs no matter who it is. So 1 think we're very often afiaid 
of getting too many special needs kids and somebody's needs are not being 
met.. .somebody's being lefi sitting on the carpet, crying about something and we 
can't go over and offer the emotional reassurance because we're running around 
after three other kids, and that's probably what we fear most is not meeting one 
child's needs. 

(Casez-Int.TO2: 30-3 1 ) 

Teachers expressed concem about how the parent's evaluated their work with the child 

with special needs. As one teacher noted, "Because we as teachers really feel badly if we feel like 

we're not meeting someone's needs no matter who it is". Teaching efficacy is enhanced if the 

teacher sees that the needs of the child are being met and the parent appreciates their efforts. 

Consistently teachers spoke about the presence of a consultant as being critical to their 

developing teaching efficacy. Anna provided information and support around Jessie's particular 
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needs and brought the physiotherapist to the centre to further offer technical assistance 

T02: 

INT: 

T02: 

INT: 

T02: 

INT: 

T02: 

INT: 

T02: 

INT: 

T02: 

Weil for example, with Jessie.. . with her brace and the use of her hand they came 
and talked to us 1 guess the physiotherapist ... and they would Say and this is how 
you put the brace on and O$ you dont need to worry about this, she will use this 
hand this way, she wonPt use this hand this way. They were more than willing to 
come at any time when we would need them and that was very cornforting and 
supportive. And to understand that what we were doing was okay and they felt 
that she would be fine with what we had set up ....... 

So it sounds like the information is a cntical piece.. 

Yes, yes. 

But it was also supporting you in what you are already doing. 

Exactly 

..and extending it a bit. 

Yeah, yeah, yeah, sometimes just to support and Say it's okay that that's what, 
you're going to be fine. Sometimes it's just that support to say you're confident 
you've got the education to do this, you're going to be fine. Sometimes it's just 
that and that's basically what one did, especially with Jessie, to Say that's okay, 
what you're doing with her is fine. And we would talk, let's Say for example we 
would tak about behavior, well what about this behavior with Jessie. Well, that 
behavior is attention getting behavior and you would ignore it like you would 
ignore any other behavior. So yeah, sometimes it's just a supportive role. 

So, it gave you an opportunity to express those concems.. 

Y es, 

..and they were able to be supportive. 

Give suggestions and give suggestions. Yes. Sometirnes it just takes a Iittle bit 
dSerent point of view, to say well in Our situations this is what we do. And it's 
very important for the team with a child that's coming in, whether it's regular or 
integrated program, but if we know right off the bat that there are some special 
needs that come with the child it's very important for the staff be able to have 
feedback and to be able to say, "Look, I'm womed about how I'rn going to do 
with this child". They really need to do that and then we need to say, okay, you're 
womed about this, how are we going to address those issues? Who are we going 



to get in to help us address those issues? 
(Case2-Int.TO2: 14- 16) 

Offering technical information and reassurance that teachers were doing well with the 

child was an important part of Anna's role. The teachers a Iso appreciated how Anna worked 

directly with Jessie modeling instructional techniques and cited this as an effective method for 

promoting change in their own strategies. 

TOS: ... The meetings iike 1 said are very important and we get a lot of information there 
and she just offers resources to us, whatever they may be. But what 1 really like 
about, for example, Anna coming, is that she actually comes within the room. She 
doesn't come between twelve and one and host meetings with us. She actually 
cornes whether we're on the playground or whether we're in the room down here. 
And she comes into the room and she works with Jessie. And she offers support 
to the staff and she will actually , she will model what we need to do ... For 
example if she's at the water table with Jessie, the language she chooses to use, 
the materials that she chooses to use, how she gets d o m  to Jessie's level, 
whatever. If she's looking at Jessie, if she's looking at the object, whatever, she 
really models and 1 think that's what we need. 1 think that's what the preschool 
staff need. The information is vital, the meetings are vital but it's also really 
important for her to be in the room and model what we need to do in order to 
stimulate the development of whatever child. 

(Casez-Int.TO5 : 19-20) 

This teacher strongly believed that Anna's modeling techniques in the classroom were 

critical and explained, "She doesn't corne between twelve and one and host meetings with us. She 

actually coma whether we're on the playground or whether we're in the room down here. And 

she cornes into the room and she works with Jessie. And she offers support to the staff and she 

will actually , she will mode1 what we need to do." 

Teachers also noted that Anna's fiiendly qualities made a difference to their trying new 

approaches. 

T03: 1 think with her [Anna], it's just the type of person she is. She's very £i-iendly, 
outgoing, 1 mean she doesn't really go to one specific teacher, like our resource 



teacher, really goes to al1 the staff and she's there. Right now we know she'll be 
here and shell corne in and say.. well she could see Jessie at a table and she'll well 
you can try this, or let's try this cause this is what we were working on, so that 
type o f  thing, 1 mean she's.. . 

INT: So she'll give you some suggestions on how to instruct Jessie? 

T03: Suggestions, right, and she had like 1 said, her physiotherapist coming in to 
actually showing Liz how they worked on with her get-ting dressed, going up and 
down the stairs so that type of thing. 

( Case2-int.TO3 : 12) 

In my interview with Anna she noted that in time the teachers saw they were successfu1 

in promoting lessie's development and that she was not being physically harmed. This 

strengthened their sense of teaching efficacy with Jessie. 

CON: Yeah, in the long run I'm achiaily trying to talk myself out of the job. And 1 have 
had centres where I've started going in weekiy for a child, and by the time the 
child you know, is five and out of my age range, I'm going in once a month, once 
every two months if that ... you know because the staff is cornfortable with the 
child and knows what type of activities they should be doing and what they need 
to be focusing on and, and it's just sort of monitoring at that point. 

INT: So what factors do  you think promote that change in teachers? 

CON: Oh, I really think mostly it's familiarity with the child and with their needs, and 
seeing that things achiaily work. So seeing successes in it, so that if I c m  go in 
and rnake the suggestions and then they actually try them and then the next time 
1 corne in and ask, "how has it been going?" If they can tell me that the child was 
able to do this for the first time or whatever, they feel that they've really 
accomplished something and that they are competent and they cm have an effect 
on the child's progress, 

(Case2-Int.RO2: 1 7- 18) 

Consultant Issues 

As Anna reflected on her role as an agent of change, four themes emerged that describe 

her consultative work. She is rnindful of and acknowledges the hierarchicd organizational 
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structures of power within a centre, she manages the change process as teachers move to full 

inclusion of a child, she assists in contlia resolution, and she provides specialized knowledge and 

instnictional strategies to promote teacher efficacy. Even though these themes were apparent in 

her interactions with the stafS two sub- themes kept weaving through the meetings and i n t e ~ e w s  

as the participants worked to include Jessie in the regular program. These themes relate to the 

role clarification and role negotiation that was required between Anna and Liz and, which in a 

more subtle manner, was occumng between Anna, L 4  and the teachers. Anna's success as a 

change agent in rnany interactions in this case had less to do with the specialized knowledge she 

offered and hinged more on her ability to assist with the reconstmction of staff roles. 

OrganizationaI Structures of Pmver and Control 

Anna explained to me that when she goes into a new centre she must quickly determine 

the sociopolitical structures that exia within the organization. As in most child care centres, Main 

Street has formal hierarchical power relationships with the supervisor at the helm. To influence 

change she revealed that she must start with the designated contact person before she cm directly 

approach any teacher with instructional suggestions. 

INT: How do you as an extemal consultant look at those relationships, you called it a 
hierarchy, what do you mean by the hierarchy, how do you look at those 
relationships and, 

CON: It's usually fairly clear in tems of again, the one person is usually designated as 
the person that you're supposed to talk to.. . . 

INT: Who designates? 

CON: ... usualiy it's the s u p e ~ s o r  or when you ùitidly make the contact or else it's even 
sometimes the parent when they say, could you cal1 this centre or whatever and 



they tell you who it is you're supposeci to speak to I mean because they've afready 
spoken to the centre and the centre has said tell her to cal1 this resource teacher 
or whoever. So, it's usualiy fairly clear that that's the one, and most centres tend 
to tell you who in the roorn it is that is sort of the person in charge ... they're 
usdly f d y  upfiont about it. So it's usually fairly clear what that hierarchy is ... 
ifit's not sort of laid out you sort of get the message because if you say something 
to one staf f  they may say, "oh, you should be sure to tell so and so", or "Ill 
mention that to so and so" ... because they know what their place is in that 
hierarchy as well. And I respect that and 1 make sure like 1 Say that the other 
people do, but 1 don't stop telling them because they're a part of that room too 
and they need to know and I guess by my actions I'm trying to show that 
everybody needs to be involved that it's not, the things that 1 suggest are not 
things that you do for ten minutes a day, twice a day or whatever, because we 
dont do that, things like that here, and kids don't work that way. We do what we 
cd sneak therapy - everything is just snuck into the regular program and it's not 
always gonna be the same person thatfs gonna be there to do that so they al1 need 
to know that the child needs to keep that right hand on the table. It's not gonna 
be go tell the other teacher to corne back and tell the child to do it. 

(Case2-Int.R02:25-27) 

At Main Street Liz, the resource teacher, has led the team of teachers to include children 

with special needs. The teachers deferred to her decisions relating to children with special needs. 

Because Anna first works "with the one person [who] is usually designated as the person that 

you're supposed to talk to," she discussed what her role would be in the inclusion of Jessie into 

the regular program with Liz. A power struggle ensued that required both Anna and Liz to 

negotiate new roles for themselves, and to release roles and control which they usually hold. 

Anna came to Main Street with a strong sense of her role as a consultant. And Liz had 

a clear concept of what her relationship was like with other consultants for children in the 

"integrated program". At Main Street Jessie was in the "regular program" but the resource 

teacher, while not having the tirne to directly spend on Jessie's programrning, diil wanted the 

control that she maintained for children in the "integrated program". Liz believed that she should 

stili be the prVnary support for the teachers, the child, and the parent, and had difficulty releasing 



this role to Anna. This brought her irnrnediately in direct conflict with Anna when they negotiated 

the fiequency of Anna's visits to the centre and their respective roles. 

CON: ... In this case the resource stafFdidn't reaily feel that she needed me to come in 
on a really fkquent basis, and 1 sort of insisted that it was at least monthly. You 
know most times when 1 visit day cares, it's usually once every two weeks, just 
because we find that gets you into a swing of a pattern and, you can see what the 
child's doing on a better basis. She didn't really feel that she needed me in that 
ofken, she's not used to having consultants come in on a regular basis and so we 
son of compromised on that once a month at that point. And, it was a little bit 
tnckier this time too, because the resource teacher ... was overseeing her 
integration, the child's integration but wasn't able to spend as much time with the 
child as she would a child in the "integrated prograrn". So I was sort of having 
to rnake sure that she was weii Uiformed but also see that the staff was supported 
and making sure that the staff was getting the suggestions, since they were the 
one's working with the child so it was most important that they knew what was 
the best things to be doing. 

INT: So are you saying that there was some concem that ifyou only cornmunicated 
with the resource teacher you wouldn't be developing the rapport or the 
communication Iines with the front line teacher? 

CON: Ah, a little bit. Although 1 was constantly being reassured that al1 the teachers 
were doing the prograrnming and that they al1 saw the information that 1 lefl or 
the prograrnming, the suggestion sheets that 1 had lefl or whatever. But it was 
sort of 1 don? know how to put it. It was a liale bit difficult because if 1 was just 
giving that one person most of the information or the suggestions, but she wasn't 
the one that was actually going to be carrying it through, like anybody, stuff gets 
lost in the translation. Not because 1 didn't think she was gonna pass it on but it 
was just that people don? tend to remember things as well either unless you tell 
them right then and there. It doesn't mean as much for them to hear it in a weekly 
meeting, or however they were going to do it, rather than if 1 was right there 
while the child was doing the activity and said this is the way you could be 
encouraging her to do that.. . So usually 1 try to tell the staff during the prograrn 
like while it's happening and then write it down and leave it as a reminder. So 1 
think that worked too, because I t ~ y  to tell the staffïn the program and then wrote 
it down on the sheet and went over it with the resource teacher. 

(Case2-lnt.RO2: 5-6) 

In my interview with Liz, she shared with me that she had felt her role as a resource 

teacher was being undermined and threatened by Anna's desire to be in the centre for a weekly 
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or bi-monthly visit. These feelings were reinforced when she met with Nicole, the 

physiotherapist. 

RST: 

DIT: 

RST: 

rNT: 

RST: 

INT: 

RST: 

Anna came before and just met with the staff, introduced hersell: explained her 
role and as 1 said, what she's available for. She could be available for whatever, 
or as much or as little. And 1 was the one that was putting lirnits on it, in a sense, 
because 1 was not used to having consultants come in so often. 1 was feeling a 
M e  threatened in terms of my role.. . . . .Because 1 wanted to do some of this and 
this is why 1 wanted to talk to her.. . to explain that, and that's what 1 was feeling 
. . .because, 1 don't have any consultant that cornes in that often and it was also just 
her recognizing the ski11 level of the staff here.. . .. . .And how they will become 
d o r t a b l e  with Jessie very easily. Now, in terms of getting certain goals met, 
that's another issue. But in terms of being cornfortable with Jessie and I think her 
being stimulated and caring for her, that would be no dficulty. It was more, if 
she wanted specific goals to be met ... but that's what she did and at that meeting 
1 tried to be quiet and not talk too much and she really explained her role, and the 
staff  were asking her some questions. 

So how did you work out your individual roles? What have you come up with? 
Has there been some sense of that? Have you changed in your feelings around 
that? Because one of things you said before is that you dont have time if there 
are additional children with disabilities to do the kind of intense input that you do 
with the children in your "integrated program". 

So how did you work that through with, 

With Anna? 

Anna? 

1 think 1 just, 1 just said that 1 really don't want you coming more than once a 
month. And that was the least amount of time she could come in and so, she 
accepted that. And I accepteci that she's definitely going to come in once a month, 
and when she came in 1 don't think 1 struggled to accepting that. 1 mean 1 think 
1 just wanted to establish what rny role was, the ski11 level of the staff, and that. 
And I, the first time she came out, and the first time Nicole came out, yes, 1 was 
1 still was reacting to some of their corning and their expectations and 1 was 
saying how they may or rnay not be met. 1 mean 1 was being honest.. ..and 1 was 
being a bit defensive the first time, some of my personal feelings were coming 
throunk but afier that. 



INT: Can you describe some of those personal feelings? 

RST: 1 think 1 was just, 1 think, 1 still have, I'rn still trying to validate myself and feel 
seIfaddent in my role, so sometimes 1 tend to, tend to not keep quiet, 1 mean, 
the other person cm be saying the idea and I feel 1 have to Say, yes 1 know that 
idea too. In other words, 1 feel1 I v e  to say, 1 have to justi@, or yes, 1 know that 
has to be put out, it just wasn't put out today. Or, so that's, 1 was doing a little 
bit of that.. . .in this situation because it was 1 mean it was, it was still the idea, yes, 
you're right, 1 don't have, I'rn doing whatever I can but 1 guess 1 want to feel 
needed, and I can do it dl ... and of course 1 can't, so it's still accepting that that's 
okay and that doesn't invalidate what my skills are, but I'rn still not a hundred 
percent there where I c m ,  1 can Say that to myself ..But, sure, it's fine Anna 
coming and Nicole coming in, supporting and I'rn not, I'rn not 1 still interpret it a 
little bit that Pm not ... I'm still not at the point where if they're coming are just 
corning to assist and that's fine and 1 don't have the time for it, and to accept that 
for myselfand that's fine, no, 1 feel 1 have to do it aii... To feel satisfied with myself 
and to feel confident about my role. So ifs, it's my own working through of that. 

(Case2-Int-EO 1 : 1 8-2 1 ) 

Anna agrees that the clanfication of roles is an evolving process that does not occur at one 

meeting. But over t h e  a new d e  was incorporated into the resource teacher's repertoire of 

operating with children like Jessie. 

LNT: How was Liz's role finally clarified? 

CON: Clarified. It son of did change, we initially met even before the child was in the 
program, and the resource teacher came out here actually to see the child in the 
program. We aiso sat and talked before then to try and clarify Our roles, and 1 
think d l  that happened then was we realized that we were going to have some, 
not really codict, but you know, some differences of opinion in what we saw. 
But at that point 1 tried to redy c l m  that 1 wasn't trying to step on her toes and 
1 was cornfortable with the fact that she knew what she was doing and that I was 
just going to try and add to that knowledge base. But it sort of changed since 
then. 1 mean initially it was 1 went in and 1 saw her, the resource teacher and then 
1 saw the child and then met again with the resource teacher. Because of tirne 
constraints on her part, she hasn't been able to spend as much time with the child 
and it has become even more ont0 the teachers, you know they've overtaken more 
of that role. So I've really only briefly spoken with her now, as sort of just 
checking in so now she's just sort of overseeing that the child's still progressing, 
but she's not as involved anyrnore. So the role, we sort of clarified it initially and 
it changed. 



INT: How do you feel about that? 

CON: Fine, you know, because 1 think that was sort of the understanding that, how it 
was supposed to be, the child was supposed to be in the regular program initially 
and now that is more so what it is. Before it was, she wasn't really in the 
"integrated program" but she was sort of being taken over by the integrated 
prograrn. It was much more confusing than now. 1 think this is how it was 
supposed to be initially. And it seems to be working well. 

INT: But it obvioiisly took some time for the parties involved, such as the resource 
teacher and perhaps the teachers to begin to understand that it can be done. 

CON: Yeah, w d  they dways said it could be done, and they were the ones that initiated 
that saying that that's the way it's gonna be done. . . I  think they had done it before, 
had other children in that weren't specifically on the integrated lia but were 
integrated ... so I'm not sure why it took awhile, because they seemed to be 
comfortable with it but the teachers seemed to be comfortable with having her 
there. They never expressed any difficulty with it. 1 think, 1 don't know if the 
resource teacher was more. .I don't know if she felt it put more pressure on her, 
or whatever having a consultant coming in, to do more or do better. 

(Case2-Int. R02 : 9- 1 1) 

Liz saw Anna's desire to corne into the centre Frequently as a threat to her role. As she 

descnbed it, "I'm still trying to validate myself and feel self-confident in my role." Anna was 

assertive about her need to visit Jessie at the centre a minimum of once a month and later 

reflected, "1 tried to really dari@ that 1 wasn't trying to step on her toes and 1 was comfonable 

with the fact that she knew what she was doing and that I was just going to try and add to that 

knowledge base. " 

Even as Lir struggled to define her new role, she was assisting in the transition of 

responsibility fiom herselfto the teachers. Although Liz understands the principles behind more 

inclusive practices the implementation is harder when she is simultaneously immersed in carrying 

out the policy directives of the "integrated program" for some children with disabilities and the 

policy directives of inclusion for othen. This shifting of responsibilities and control led to confiict 



wiîh the other teachers when Liz did not carry through with tasks that the teachers perceived as 

her responsibility. One such incident was revealed when Anna questioned the teachers about the 

use of Jessie's brace, since it had not been on her hand when she last visited the centre. Anna 

tried to clarie the situation with Liz and support her new stance. 

CON: ... And 1 notice she's wearing the hand splint, and she's been wearing it. Because 
remember last time 1 was in, she didn't have it that day, which was just 1 think 
Wendy had forgotten to b ~ g  it. but also you guys were trying to figure out how 
much she was gonna Wear it or not, because you guys had noticed she used it, her 
hand more out of the splint. 

RST: Well no, 1 wasn't gonna do that, I was no, 

CON: Cause, you said Wendy was also wondenng too, and Wendy was gonna phone 
Nicole. She . .. 

RST: Wendy was gonna do.. . 

CON: ... never did ... 

RST: okay, 

CON: . . .anything about it, so I've been sitting here wondering you know.. . 

RST: Oh no, no, no, no. We were just.. 

CON: if you're not.. . 

RST: No, she's wearing it al1 the time, 

CON: Good, okay that's what Martina said. 

RST: No, we take it off as you said, as Nicole suggested to get the full experience of 
the water, any sensory activity, the fûll experience, to let it dry off, no, that's the 
only time we take it off 

CON: Okay, good, because there had been a few days there, the last time that sort of, 

RST: Well 1 don't ... okay then that was just an impression 1 wouldn't want you to 
receive.. . 



CON: Yeah, 

RST: 1 make ... you see, let, let's face it, let me just tell you this though, one day it was 
on the fioor. 

CON: Um hmm, 

RST: And it was last week, and 1 just happened to see it on the floor because I had to 
oh yeah, one of the five's nafF went to visit one of the children that's in the 
integrated program at a centre, so 1 had to go on program, 

CON: Right, 

RST: Weii, 1 figured i, I used to do that in the past, used to remind staff to get her brace 
or I'd get it, 

CON: Yeah, 

RST: 1 said, now Ifm not gonna get it. It's on the floor, she's part of the regular 
program with everyone's responsibility, 

CON: They should, that's right, that's right. Yeah, 

RST: So I just left it there and wrote a little mention in the book 

CON: . .. how long? 

MT: Well, it stayed there, al1 dernoon, 

CON: oh, you're kidding ........ 

+ resource teacher continues later in this conversation 

RST: You know but the staff, 1 just felt, 1 do that too much. 

CON: Yeah, 

MT: 1 become overly responsible. 

CON: . . .for things, 

RST: for ail the children - and this is a child specifically she's, anyhow we're supposed 
to al1 be working with the children 



CON: ... that's right. 

RST: and she's not even in the integrated program if 1 wanted to make a point of it 
r igk  

CON: Yeah, no that's right so, 

RST: ...so 1 jus left it on the floor. Later on one of the teachers told me it was my fault 
it wasn't on ... 

CON: Oh, did she? Yeah, well that was good though at least she.. . 

RST: Well she could have put a message in the book. But things like that do, I'm very 
partiailar about those things, 1 think they're very important and 1 guess everyone's 
doing the best they cm. 

CON: Oh yeah, and, and everybody realizes, 1 mean she's in the regular program and 
there's al1 these other kids too that you can't focus dl your attention on her. 

(Casez-Mtg.6:29) 

The teachers still work on the assumption that when the resource teacher is in the 

classroom she will take control over the program for the child with special needs. This role 

confùsion was difEcuIt for Liz, suice it put a heavy burden on her. Anna listened carefully to her 

concems about her role and responsibilities. 

Confict Resolution 

As an agent of change Anna spoke about the need to be assertive in presenting her 

position while listening to the views of others. She did this while negotiating with Liz to Msit the 

centre each month. As it became apparent that the specialized knowledge Anna could share 

would also improve Liz's sense of efficacy with other children, Liz began to accept this 

arrangement. 

CON: 1 just persevered, basically, I don't know if it was she felt threatened or just that 



she had to prove that she could do, and 1 was never t q h g  to say that she wasn't 
able to do the job. But with physicai disabilities there are cenain things that you 
need to be watching for and you need to encourage the child to do, and there's 
little tricks that make it easier whatever and 1 reaiiy felt that there was information 
that 1 could give her that would be usefùl. And 1 think it sort of became clear as 
we taiked every tirne, there seemed to be a point or two that ail of a sudden it 
twigged with her, "oh yeah, 1 hadn't thought of that yet. " So 1 think she gradually 
came around to realiPng that there was some concrete information that we could 
help with. Plus 1 knew that the mother realiy wanted me to be in there and it was 
very reassuring for her because she had told me that she wanted me to be in there 
too. So, it was worth it to me to persevere. 

INT: So, somehow displaying some of your expert knowledge, expertise in the area of 
physical disabilities. . . 

CON: Um hmm, 1 think, 

INT: . . . that was important for this resource teacher to see? 

CON: Yes, yes, 1 think so and 1 think it's wonderful the system that's in place in tems 
of having the resource teachers there as a support for the other teachers but 
there's always ùiformation that we can get from other people. Like 1 said, we have 
consultants that corne into us here, in a speciaiized serting. 1 mean we have speech 
pathologists corne in and, of course we have our therapist here. So we're always 
open to new information and I think that they can be as well. I mean the type of 
information 1 give to her, she can use with other children as well. So it's only 
going to increase her knowledge and her effectiveness. So again, 1 don? know if 
it was, 1 don't thhk it was me personally necessarily that she was objecting to, but 
1 don't know if it was that she felt that she had to prove that she could do it. 

(Casez-Int.RO2: 7-8) 

Conflict resolution also involved for Anna the ability to withhold judgment while 

negotiating a mutually satisfactory resolution for al1 participants. 

CON: ... 1 think it was just making sure that my position was clear in a non-judgmental 
way but that this was just what was required and that I'rn not trying to say the 
mother wants me in and so I'm going to be here, or, or anything, but just stating 
the fàcts. And restating them sometimes. Being open to listening to what she felt 
and 1 think we were able to do that right from the start even if we were not 
agreeing about a point, we were both able to listen to what the other one had to 
Say and then go from there and 1 think then just by being very clear and very 
specific about what 1 was doing so that she could see that there was a purpose 



there. It wasn't that 1 was just going to corne in and be there or whatever but, 
actually show that there was an effectiveness to my being there. And when 1 
brought in our therapist, 1 think that helped as well.. . because she was able to give 
specific suggestions as well and again, some of those were the things that al1 of 
a sudden you know, sort of the light bulb tumed on for her, for the resource 
teacher because she r&ed I think then that there were more specific things that 
she wouldn't necessarily have ... without sort of sotnebody from the outside coming 
in. 

(Case2-Int .R02: 8-9) 

Working through resistance and confiia is a difficult role for the consultant. As Anna 

descriies her technique, "1 just persevered". But more that persisting, she tried to understand the 

changes fiom the perspective of the resource teacher. "And 1 was open to listening to what she 

felt and I think we were able to do that right from the start even if we were not agreeing about 

a point, we were both able to listen to what the other one had to say". Negotiations led to a 

solution that both parties accepted. 

Managirtg Change 

At the first meeting with the staff at Main Street Anna worked to develop a rapport and 

to build a tnisting relationship with the teachers. Although the staffkhallenged her at this tirne she 

was able to clearly communicate her educational and expenentid background and to clarifi how 

she would visit the centre to support their needs when working with Jessie. 

Anna credits her relaxed, easy going interpersonal style as important to her success in 

promoting change in teachen. And she confimeci that her persona1 approach as a consultant was 

based on her own experiences as a child care professional. 

CON: 1 think it's basically said that 1 talk a lot, no [laughter], that I go in and try and just 
be a part of the prograrn and be comfortable with that and hopefùlly making them 
feel comfortable by my actions that I'm comfortable within the prograrn. 1 dont 



sit back and observe and then tell them what they should be doing, 1 get in there 
and interad and do things and 1 think through that I'rn also trying to show them 
that son of what is a natural way of dealing with the child and how you can fit 
these things naturally into the prograrn and the activities so that they're not a big 
deai. It's not that they have to do things for five minutes every day or whatever 
that the modelling and the demonstrating show how it fits in. into the program 
how it sneaks into the program.. . so that hopefùlly then they are more cornfortable 
with doing the things once they see how easiiy it can be done, you know. 

LNT: So it's a personal style of informal discussion with teachers rather than as you 
said sitting back, observirig and, and leaving your Iist of recornrnendations. What 
role does your experience in child care and understanding programming within the 
realities of child care play in al1 of that? 

CON: 1 think that's had a great deal in tems of developing my personal style. 1 think 
because 1 realized right tiom the beginning 1 didn't have to learn it. 1 knew it when 
1 started doing this job of consulting that their time, their resources and their 
energy was lirnited, in terms of the schedule and the numbers and things so that 
if they were going to be doing any of these things, it had to be things that could 
be worked into the program. So I've approached it from that way right from the 
beguullng. 1 tell them that when 1 first meet with them that I'm not going to come 
in and tell you things that you have to be do@ because you won't do them. I lay 
it right out and Say that I'm not going to be doing that and 1 tell them if, I'm 
saying, asking you to do things or suggesting things that aren't feasible, let me 
know and we can come up with something else, and don't worry about saying, 
"we weren't able to do that" because that happens. You don't have to feel guilty 
with it, but let me know so we c m  figure out something else. And also in terms 
of 1 know what it's like in day care and you're, busy and you don't have a lot of 
tirne to sit down and chat. We try and schedule visits so that there is at least a few 
minutes that 1 can taik to somebody at the end just to review what I've done but 
you've got to be able to sneak in your information during the program, when 
somebody's tidying up something you cm go and stand by them and. and taik to 
them while they're tidying up. Which is another reason why 1 try and give the 
information as we go dong, because nobody's going to have fifieen minutes to 
talk to me, to learn it dl. So number one they're going to leam it better, it's going 
to make more sense ifwe talk about it right &er they've seen it in action. Number 
two they're going to have time to hear it if 1 can sneak it in, in little bits. 

(Case2-Int. R02:27-29) 

Anna spoke about the need to taik to teachers as they do their work in the classroom. 

Time is a critical factor in a preschool classroom and nobody has time to sit down and discuss 



strategies. Anna described, "So number one they're going to learn it better, it's going to make 

more sense if we talk about it right after they've seen it in action. Number two they're going to 

have tirne to hear it if 1 can sneak it in, in little bits." 

But even as Anna described this style to me she spoke of the need to be flexible and to 

alter her consultative approach depending on the situation and the individual styles of the 

participants. This can assist in reducing resistance to integrating a child. 

CON: Oh, 1 think you have to have the ability to be flexible and interact with a wide 
variety of people because like anythuig else, eveqbody has their own personalities 
and, you run into a lot of different types out there. Even though 1 basically have 
a basic persona1 style and that 1, but it just sort of changes with different centres 
you know, because some centres are much more structured than other centres 
and they have different philosophies so you have to be able to support them in 
what they're already doing and be able to sort of read people a little bit and see 
what they're going to be more responsive to. What's going to be more effective? 
Which way is going to be more effective for presenting information to them? So 
being able to îdjust that a bit. 

INT: Can you give an example of what you mean by that? 

CON: Well, there's been some centres where again, people are not as comfortable with 
it initially, integrating the child, so being able to recognize that discodort and 
what is the best way to meet it. Now some of them, giving them concrete 
information &en down either about the disability and specific things to do, has 
alleviated some of their nervousness. Other people it's just by sitting d o m  and 
playing and demonstrating things. So being able to sort of judge what's their 
leaming style is best or what they're rnost comfortable with and what types of 
things are they gonna be most comfortable with trying, cause not everybody is 
comfortable trying stretches. So you can't ask them to do stretches, cause they 
won't. So you show them different ways to position the child where they're giving 
them a stretch and even though they dont know it. You know, that type of thing 
and then later telling them that that's actudly what they're doing. So adjusting 
how you present the information. 

(Case2-Int.R02:4 1 ) 

Anna believes that change takes time and can only be accomplished as the teachers 

interact with the child. Aithough she ofien offers workshops on a particular disability to child 



Gare staff this ùiforrnation only becomes meaningfbi as it can be related to a particular child. She 

is wary of offering information and techniques too soon in the change process and understands 

that the teachers need time to formulate their questions. 

CON: 1 have done sort of more formalized sessions with the staff Sometirnes initiaily 
they didn? think they needed sort of education around the disability or whatever 
and as we've gone dong, that need has been expressed either by them or by me 
just to give some of the background theory and things. Sometimes people need 
to see the child and interact with them a while before the theory sticks. Then you 
can apply it specifically to that child - okay, kids with CP often have increased 
muscle tone and in so-and-sol you see it in this, and it affects the way they sit and 
you know specific things so we've done that as well. 

INT: In more formal meetings 

CON: In more formalized meetings. yeah. 

INT: So there's more like a mini workshop that you might put together 

CON: Yes, yes, sometirnes iike over a lunch hour or whatever when most people cm get 
there, or whatever. we have done that too if they, if they want. 

INT: That's interesting when you said that some teachers don't want that information 
initially - they don't feel they need it, they don't, they feel it's overload, what 
wouid bel 

CON: Well, well quite often 1 mean, they've had a special needs course at school, and 
they know what CP is, and yes, they do know what it is, ... 1 took it at school too 
but it meant nothing to me until I was actually working with the children and 1 
mean 1 could tell you technically what it was but ... . .once they actuaily see the 
child then they start realizing that they have more questions than they thought 
they did initidy and they want to know more specifically what it is, this child and 
what's involved with her, or whatever, but quite oflen people don't know that t hey 
have questions until they've been working with the child. It's hard. 1 mean, they 
don't know what information they want before they've seen the child or been with 
them for a wtiile sometimes too. 

(Casez-Int. RO2:3 1 -32) 

Anna feels that an important part of the change process involves allowing ail staff to 

express their concems and to be a part of the decision-making process in admitting a child into 



a centre. Before Jessie was admitted, she met with Zaheeda and Liz to allay their concems about 

Jessie. This information was then passed on to the staff in their decision-making meeting. But 

Anna has not approached centres before a farnily and child seek admission to create greater 

awareness of the possibility of integrating a child with physical disabilities. 

CON: 1 think we can do more in tems of educating centres out there that our seMce is 
available and that we could do workshops or things ahead of time, in terms of just 
letting them know realistically what might be involved in integrating a child. Now 
of course it depends, it's hard to talk in the abstraa because children with physical 
disabilities are very different, and one child could be, it could be very rninor in 
terms of what you have to do to integrate them and another child it could mean 
a big dinerence to your program, so it's hard to talk in those sort of generalities, 
but that could be an option in terms of letting centres know. 

(Case2-Int.R02:34) 

Promoting change also means being responsive to the needs of farnilies. However, Anna 

sees her role as consultant is to primarily support the teachers in integrating the child into a 

centre. She works with the child care staff in defining goals for the child that are aiso relevant 

to the families. Occasionaily there are farnilies that want extra suppon and attention. 

CON: But, 1 usually go by how much the parent indicates they want to be involved ... in 
terms of do they phone me, how responsive are they when 1 cal1 them or do they 
ask for meetings or are they open to meetings ifwe suggest them? And it depends 
on their schedules and things too and we've had a wide range too. 

INT: Are there some where you do intensive support and counselling? 

CON: There have been some that yeah, the parents have needed more support initially 
with the idea of putting their child in a regular setting. 

(Case2-Int.R02:3 7) 

Specialited Knowledge and Ittstructional S~rategies 

Anna strongly believes that to successfùlly integrate children with involved physical 



disabilities teachers require specialized knowledge not readily available from their typical 

expenences with children. She believes it is her responsibility to improve their teaching efficacy 

by directly sharing her expertise with teachers. 

CON: ... supports nich as consultants or resource teachers in the centres, or people that 
c m  tell them specific things that they should be doing with the child. Because the 
child can be penectly happy in the program and be having a wonderful tirne but 
not hahg al1 their needs being met. If they haven't been pointed out everybody 
doesn't know what it is that they should be working on or how they should be 
positioned or whatever. 

(Case2-Int. R02: 1 3) 

The teachers appreciated how Anna respected their knowledge base and acknowledged 

the skills the teachers already possess. But beyond support Anna would note teachers who had 

particular concerns and provide them with additional instructional techniques to use with lessie. 

CON: There's one teacher in particular that I've, just because of the schedules, that I've 
spent more time with. I've been going for a few weeks, or a few times 1 was going 
in on Wednesday momings when they do creative movement and it always 
happened to be this one teacher. And 1 think she was very nervous having me in 
there the first couple of times and was doing things a little bit faster and she 
always seemed to be checking to see if 1 was watching, and kept stopping to 
reassure me that usually that wasn't the way it went or that type of thing, and. but 
1 can't remember.. .she has changed that, she seems much more comfortable now 
but 1 don't, I'm trying to think if there was one specific time. 1, once I realized 
that she was, seemed to be so nervous, 1 tned to speak to her aftenvards, every 
time in terms of saying what had been good and what I really liked in the creative 
movement because she was doing very nice things.. . but then always giving her 
sornething specific to work on. One of the things I suggested to her was about, 
it wasn't at creative movement, but was about the pushing the arm to help the 
child do things ... and after that the next time 1 came she came up to me and 
volunteered that she had been doing that and it seemed to be working really well 
and she saw that it was effective. 1 jua got the impression afler that point too that 
she just seemed more comfortable with the child as well. ...j ust that she relaxed a 
Littie bit more and since then every time she sees me now, tells me what the child 
is doing and how she has changed and, and that type of thing so she really seems 
to be very positive about it dl. 1 mean she was positive about having the child 
there before, but now she seems excited about things that changes and things 



T :  So it sounds like she's taking some ownership for that child's program and 
progress. 

CON: Yes, 1 thuik so, and 1 think that that was an effect of me speaking directiy to her 
and giving her suggestions d i r d y ,  so it was sort of vaiidating that she was going 
to have an effect with this child and that she was an effective teacher and could 
really help the M d .  I think that's important in any centre even though there's 
usually one person that is sort of your contact person either the head teacher in 
the room, or the person who's been there the longest, or whatever, however it is 
that they usually designate who it is that 1 connect with. But, 1 think that unless 
the other teachers are involved in what I'm doing or feel like they have some part 
in it, then it's not gonna get canied over because then they see it as being that 
other tacher's job to work with that child, and 1 think that's son of what used to 
happen within these centres with the resource teacher. That al1 the other program 
staff saw those kids as belonging to that teacher, that resource teacher, and it 
wasnt their job to work on it and 1 think that's why they've changed their system 
a bit and so that's sort of what 1 try and do as well is involve them in it because 
they're, they spend as much time with that child so they might as well be doing the 
things you know as well. 

(Casez-Int . R02: 2 1-22) 

In this interaction Anna was able to take advantage of a consultative change incident. For 

the teacher it was an event that changed her view of the child and of her skills in teaching that 

child. Initialiy the teacher was concemed that Anna was there to evaluate her teaching ability. 

But Anna used the activities she had already plamed for the group and helped her modi@ it for 

Jessie. Anna notes that it is critical that modifications happen when the incident occurs and the 

teacher can observe the importance and efEect of the technique. Anna States, "1 think that unless 

the other teachers are involved in what I'm doing or feel like they have some part in it, then it's 

not gonna get carrieci over because then they see it as being that other teacher's job to work with 

that child." 

Although Anna believes that she has speciaiized knowledge to offer the teachers, she does 

not feel that she should impose this on to the teacher as in an expert-novice relationship. She 



provides this information by focusing on the child and the activities that the teacher has already 

prepared in the playroom. 

CON: . . .I try and downplay my expert role a iittle bit because 1 want them ail to be 
comfortable with me, so that's one reason too why 1 just tend to go in the 
program and join in ... I join in at circle, 1 join in whatever is being done, hoping 
that they'll d l  be more cornfortable with me in terms of asking me questions. If 
they feel that they have to go through a number of different steps or a nurnber of 
different people to get their questions answered or whatever, things dont get 
answered or they dont get brought up just as much. 

(Case2-Int.R02:26-27) 

Because Anna has taught in eariy childhood settings she understands the barriers to using 

specialized instructional techniques within the scheduling, organizational, and time constraints of 

child care. Anna believes that this adds to her credibility with teachers. She is also acutely aware 

of the specialized lmowlecige and techniques that teachers should possess when teaching children 

with physical disabilities. However, Anna States, "1 try and downplay my expen role a little bit 

because I want them al1 to be comfortable with me." She knows that presenting this specialized 

knowledge as therapy sessions separate from the typical activities that the teacher is providing 

for ail chiidren can be ovenvhelming to a teacher and reduces the possibility of children getting 

the treatrnents they require on an ongoing basis. To solve this dilemma she does not provide 

specialized individual prograrn plans for any child. Rather she works with the teachers in the 

prograrn to see what activities they are providing for children. With this knowledge she can offer 

suggestions for mod.i@mg the activity and incorporating the physical stretches, movements, and 

motor planning techniques nght into the activity. She then models appropriate teaching 

approaches for the teachers that would be more effective for the child with a disability. Jessie's 

cognitive, social, and physicd goals were described to the teachers at their initial meeting with 
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Anna On each visit Anna offered suggestions on how activities could be modified to incorporate 

effective techniques for teaching Jessie and these would be written down as reminders rather than 

as expen directives. 

This case has demonstratecl the complexity of issues that are faced by a consultant as she 

promotes change in teacher practice when integrating a child with physical disabilities into a 

community-based chdd care centre. Agents of change must not only possess specialized teaching 

knowledge but must be cognizant of the sociopoliticai structures within the centre and the 

interpersonai dynamics between the participants. By using her communication skills, 

interpersonal skills, and codict  resolution skills Anna was able to successfully assist in the 

inclusion of Jessie into Main Street Chiid Care. 

In the next chapter 1 will present a cross-case cornparison of the themes that emerged in 

the case of Karin and the case of Anna. Although sirnilarities exist in these themes the issues 

presented by these consultants are considerably different and require in-depth analysis. 



CHAPTER SIX 

A CROSS-CASE COMPARISON 

The cases of Karin and Anna indicate the great potential to support change in 

teacher behaviors when early childhood resource consultants assist in integrating children with 

speciai needs into early childhood classrooms. Four primary categories of change agent 

characteristics were revealed from the data of both cases: 

knowledge of consultation, 

knowledge of change processes, 

interpersonal effectiveness, and 

leadership ability. 

While the two consultants showed minor variations in approach, important cornmondities in 

effective strategy were observed. These similarities offered me insight into a range of change 

agent styles. This chapter provides a cross-case cornparison of the critical themes and patterns 

that are revealed in both cases. 

Knowledee of Consultation 

Cornu ltanh articulate and demonsimie cleariy defned consultative roles. 

Karin and Anna both demonstrate a clear understanding of their consultative roles. They 

were each able to articulate the role they play as consultants in assisting the teachers to provide 



a modified prograrn for a child with special needs. They also described the consultative steps 

that wodd be folowed in identdjmg problerm, assessing needs, offering feedback, and evaluating 

outcornes. As an outside consultant who had no pnor knowledge of the child or farnily, Karin 

staned the consultation process by meeting with al1 participants including the supervisor, the 

teacher, and the parent. They then worked together to identify the problems and develop a 

statement of concem about Andrea's behavior. Karin contracted with the parent and staff that 

she would visit the entre and the home to complete an informal assessrnent of Andrea's behavior, 

that she would be offering them feedback about her observations, and that together they would 

coIlaboratively develop and evaiuate programrning strategies to more effectively meet Andrea's 

needs. Karin described to me the steps that she follows as a consultant: 

CON: What 1 do initially is get a permission signed by the parent that they've agreed to 
the consultation - and then 1 meet with the supervisor, the teacher who works 
most directly with the child, and with the parents. We have a meeting to discuss 
the concerns that everybody has. That meeting 1 see as being important for 
coming to a consensus of what we're aii trying to work on or work towards. And 
at the end of that meeting I'U talk about what son of direction 1 would like to take 
in terms of observations, what kind of information 1 like to collea, get permission 
forms signed for release of information and aiso 1'11 give the day care and the 
f h l y  a time line so we'll plan a second meeting, usually for three to four weeks 
after that, so we know we al1 have a point that we'll be getting back together to 
discuss the results, and where to go From there. 

(Casel-Int.RO1: 1) 

Anna was dso a consultant From an outside agency, but unlike Karin, she offered her 

support to the teachers before Jessie entered the centre rather than being called into the centre 

by the teachers when difficulties were already apparent. Therefore, Anna described her role to 

the staff in a slightly different marner than Kann. Since she had previously worked with Jessie 

and her rnother, she aiready brought to the consultation specialized knowledge and assumptions 
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about how to meet Jessie's physical and cognitive needs. She spoke about how she would corne 

into the classroom to work with Jessie and be a part of the program. She explained that this 

wouid allow her to offer suggestions to teachers on how to m o w  activities that they had already 

programmed in their classrooms rather than impose additional program plans to be used 

exclusively with Jessie. Anna also told them about the physiotherapist and speech-laquage 

pathologia whom she couid access for additional information and suppon. She assured them that 

written notes about these modiiïcations wouid be lef€ for al1 staff to read and that she was always 

available for further assistance should any questions or concerns arise. Her role was also to 

monitor Jessie's development on an ongoing basis, evaiuate modifications to the environment, and 

provide technical assistance in the use of assistive devices such as Jessie's hand orthotic. 

Anna needed to explain this process at three different meetings. The first meeting was 

held with the mother, supervisor, and resource teacher to consider admitting Jessie into the 

centre's "regular program" without the additional resource teacher support offered in the 

"integrated program". The second explanation occurred in the meeting between Anna and Liz, 

the resource teacher, when Liz observed Jessie in the specialized preschool. And the ihird 

description of the consultant's role was at Anna's meeting with the full child care staff These 

were a11 necessary encounters to assure that al1 participants understood the process and had 

received the same message. 

Karin and Anna's approaches to explaining their role as consultants anticipate the"whatV 

and "how" questions that teachers have about consultation. What should we expect from the 

consuitant? How will the process proceed? One of the teachers descnbed how her feus were 

alIeviated: 



T03: .... thinking that this little girl is coming here and she's not going to be part of the 
"integrated program" ... we thought what can we do with this little girl? And then 
we had Anna coming in and she would come in and Say to us, "This is what we're 
doing at her other school, this is how she is, and I'm here to come and visit ". . . she 
could come in any time, whenever we needed her she would be here. So that's 
how it started. 

(Case2-Int.TO3 : 9) 

Aithough Karin and Anna found that roles may need to be clarified several times during 

the consultation, an initial conceptuaiization of what to expect from the consultant seemed to 

reassure the teachers that they would not be left isolated and on their own to deliver an 

appropriate cumculum to a child with specid needs. 

Conîultants acknowledge and build on teachefs erirting skills. 

Early childhood educators consider their strength is in their ability to provide 

developmentally appropriate activities in early childhood programs. Karin and Anna used this 

strengih and expanded on how these skills can be enhanced with some modifications for a child 

with a specific disability. 

CON: . . -1 always go in there assuming that they [teachen] have a lot of skills, and a lot 
of day care teachers do have a lot of skills in terms of programming ... so 
sometimes it's just shifiing how you approach a child or how you approach a 
situation and then they can do it- the programming ideas are their forte. 

(Case 1 -1nt. RO 1 :26) 

The teachers in this midy expresseci pleasure that their skik were acknowledged and built 

upon by the consultants. This seemed to reassure them that their efforts could indeed irnprove 

student performance. As one teacher explained: 

TO2: Basically the fact that she [Anna] made it very clear, "Look, I'm an ECE teacher 
jua like you're an ECE teacher. And Jessie does this and she's perfectly fine and 
she functions in the program and she'll be perfectly okay. You don't need to be 



a Superman to deal with these issues with her. She's gonna be perfectly okay and 
you're gonna be perfectly okay dealing with her, you've got the skills to do it." 
Just someone to say that, I think helped me a little bit to feel like, okay we're 
goma be able to deal with them, with any child. I think that specifically probably 
helped me ... We talked a little bit about how we had been dealing with specific 
things and she said, "That's right . . . you're on the ball, that's what you need to do. " 

(Case2- Int . T02 : 29) 

The integration of a child with disabilities often generates a sense of anxiety and 

discornfort for early childhood educators as they question their ability to promote the child's 

learning and development. The concem related to teacher efficacy are highlighted because many 

teachers view their preservice personnel preparation prograrns as having offered them limited 

course work in speciai education. As one teacher put it, "I've taken a speciai needs course 

through my ECE program, but 1 don't think that's enough ... because that's just one course." 

A few of the early chiidhood educators interviewed told me that they had completed field 

education expenences with chiidren with special needs in their preservice training but others had 

not. These field experiences seemed to foster accepting attitudes towards children with 

disabilities. but teachers describe them as exceptionality-specific. This raises the question of 

whether this limited field experience allows for a broad-based understanding of teaching children 

with diverse learning styles and specialized needs. Several teachers noted that their confidence 

and ability to work with children with diverse exceptional needs oniy increased over time and with 

a variety of expenences. In one teacher's opinion: 

T05: This isn't something 1 learned or 1 was able to grasp in College or by working in 
my placements and then corning here and having them, definitely not. But, where 
1 am today I feel very confident and 1 cm go in the preschool room with the 
knowledge that Liz [resource teacher] has given me and with the knowledge that 
I've learned in the past and apply it. Or use it to stimulate [any of the] children, 



not [only] the integrated children. I'm looking at a group of children as a whole 
but it's an ongoing process. 1 think it's really important that we continue to have 
workshops and we have professionals corne in and do exercises with us and give 
us pointers and really helpful ideas in dealing with ceriain children and children as 
a whole in the preschool room. 

(Case2-Int .TOS : 7) 

The goal of both Karin and Anna was not to disregard, discredit, or rnarginalize the 

professional approaches of early childhood educators, rather it was to build upon and adapt skills 

that teachers already possess. The consultants understood that the teachers' perceptions of 

themseives as effective teachers of young chiidren may be vulnerable when a child with special 

needs enters the classroom. Acknowledging to teachers that there is a solvable problem helps 

them move fonvard in the change process. Karin recalled how the teacher changed her attitude 

towards having Andrea in her classroom: 

CON: . . . Well 1 think in this case, specifically they were looking at this child as maybe 
havhg a reaily serious problem, like a mental illness or something. There was a 
certain guardedness I thuik in the teacher.. . 'cause she didn't know what to expect 
tom the child and she was son of looking for something bizarre to happen. And 
I think through the process of consultation that changed - rnaybe because of the 
refiaming - we were starting to look at the behavior in a different light. 

[NT: And how did she react or behave towards the child differently in light of that 
refiaming? 

CON: 1 think she probably included the child more eagerly in what was going on. There 
was more of an acceptance there, 1 think for the child ... 1 think it had more to do 
with attitude. 

(Case 1 -1nt. RO 1 : 28) 

The consultants fostered teacher confidence in their existing skilis and prornoted accepting 

amtudes towards children with disabilities. The teachers perceived this as empowering them to 

act and to change instructional practices. 



Consuhnts toke ahtanîage of naturally occum~ng classroom interactions to promote 

new teaching sitategies 

The context of a busy preschool classroom must be considered in defining how 

consultative interactions occur. Anna and Karin are both very aware of the realities within a child 

care context and take advantage of consultative change incidents. Opportunities for fomal 

meetings and discussions are rare within child care settings. Teacher shifts, programming 

schedules and the need for constant s u p e ~ s i o n  of children does not afEord teachers fkequent 

opportunities to formally meet together as a staff. By o b s e ~ n g  in the classroom, interacting 

with the children, and participating in the program, Karin and Anna were able to offer 

information, answer questions, and demonstrate new techniques when they happen and when they 

are most meaningful to the teacher. 

McDonald (1989) describes these "one-legged conferences" as indirect and casuai 

opportunities to advance change. 

These 'incident interventions' typically combine several purposes at once: to gauge 
concerns and help resolve them; to get an idea of where things stand relative to a 
particular change, but also to advance it; to discuss an existing goal; or to negotiate one. 
(p.209) 

It appeared that Anna was keenly aware of the need to use these consultative change 

incidents as  they naturally occurred on her Msits to the child care centre. She expressed the belief 

that it was important to provide information directly to the teachers without using the resource 

teacher as a mediator even if this necessitated talking as the teacher was involved in other 

classroom tasks. 

CON: ... in terms of what itts like in child care and you're busy and you dont have a lot 
of tirne to sit down and chat. .. we try and schedule visits so that there is at least a 



few minutes that 1 can taik to somebody at the end just to review what I've done 
but you've got to be able to sneak in your information during the program. When 
somebody's tidying up something you can go and stand by them and taik to them 
while they're tidying up or whatever. Which is another reason why I try and give 
the information as we go dong because nobody's going to have fifteen minutes to 
talk to me, to l e m  it d l .  So, number one, they're going to leam it better, it's 
going to make more sense, if we talk about it nght d e r  they've seen it in action 
and, number NO, they're going to have t h e  to hear it if 1 cm sneak it in in Iittle 
bits. 

(Case2-Int. RO2:28) 

It is Anna's working assumption that the greatest changes for teachers take place in the classroom 

where the consultant can do an instant analysis of a teacher-child interaction, coach an alternative 

instmctional strategy, and offer the teacher immediate feedback on her performance. 

Karin also shared information with the teachers inforrnally in the classroom. She took 

advantage of naturally o c c d g  incidents to assess Andrea's behavior in the classroom. She was 

able to mode1 alternative strategies when interacting with Andrea and to draw the teacher's 

attention to Andrea's positive reactions to t hese interventions. 

These consuitative approaches to change took into consideration the ethic of practicality 

amongst teachers (Hargreaves, 1 994; Janney, Snell, Beers. & Raynes, 1 995). A teacher is more 

likely to change instmctional practices if it is judged as being practical given that teacher's 

perception of the workplace. Karin appreciates this quality in child care teachers: 

CON: ... there's a pragmatism about day a r e  teachers too.. .because the demands on them 
are so great, if they have a problem and if you can help them solve it then they 
move on. They move on quickly but it's just not stated, but they do, they move 
on quickly. If they can son of integrate the child more effectively in the group 
and have those behaviors not stand out, then they move on quickly. 

(Casel-Int.RO1: 1 1) 

By building on the schedules, activities, and instructional practices already existing in the 

preschool classroom, the consultants were able to incorporate modifications smoothly into the 
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teaching environment. The use of naturally occumng incidents to demonstrate changes 

emphasized the new instructional strategy's practicality and worthiness and made it easier for 

teachers to adopt these practices. The modification of teacher capabilities advanced specific 

teacher efficacy in relation to one child with special needs. 

Consultants seek interdisciplinary case supporz. 

Consultants corne to the process armed with the technical skills of consultation. They are 

skilled early childhood special educators who have had many experiences in working directly with 

children with special needs and their families. Karin and Anna see themselves as skilled in 

assessing individual needs, adapting and modifjmg programs, evaluating outcomes, and 

coordinating resources From community agencies. Aithough they are skilled in these areas, to 

fùlfill these roles they have expresseci a need for greater support and collaboration from their own 

agency and other comrnunity agencies. Desired supports include individual case supervision, 

access to interdisciplinary teams, and improved coordination of services to children and families. 

Karin emphasized the need for greater case supewision from her agency to enhance her 

own professional growth and development: 

CON: ... 1 th.& it's really important what we do, and think we're dealing with families 
and we're helping them make really important decisions and 1 think that we need 
support. 'Cause sometimes it's emotionally draining. You go in there and you 
come out and think about what sorne farnilies have to deal with on a daily basis 
and it is really draining. So it would be nice if that was more, a stronger 
component, for me to be able to go to.. . if we worked better as a team. 

(Case 1-1nt.RO 1 : 3 9-40) 

Anna appreciated the interdisciplinary team input which she receives from other 

professionals afliiiated with her agency such as the speech-language pathologist and 



p hysiotherapist. She credits these specialists as improving her own knowledge and ski11 in 

teaching children with physical needs. However, additionai health and psychological services for 

the children and fadies  must be provided by other agencies. For Karin, interdisciplinary 

supports are not directly available from her agency and must be sought on an ad hoc basis from 

other community agencies such as hospitals and children's mental health centres. 

Services to children and families in the child Gare system are fiagmented because different 

agencies offer different seMces and coordination is difficult to achieve. This often results in a 

long and hstrating experience for families waiting for service. Andrea's mother who was very 

skillful at investigating resources for herself and her child still had to face long waits for service. 

Mol: First, I'm on the wait Iist for a children's mental health centre, but they said they 
have at least a six-month waiting lin. We had an intake i n t e ~ e w  but at this point 
they're not any help to us after dl... ....[ M e r  seeking help fi-om her family 
physician, an allergist, a pediatrician, and a psychiatrist it is suggested that Andrea 
be developmentally and behaviorally assessed].. . So that's where we went next. 
There's a three month wait list and then 1 got to see the doctor and she did an 
assessment. 

(Case1 -Mtg. 1 :27) 

Consultants aiso experience these mistrations when advocating for and coordinating 

seMces for a famiiy. Consultants must possess general knowledge on many areas of special needs 

in order to offer teachen and parents the information and support they cannot otherwise easily 

obtain. This adds additional stress to their jobs. A case support systern which ailows for open 

dialogue, sharing information, and alternat ive perspectives within and between disciplines would 

not only enhance their ability to support others, but would also provide the consultant with an 

oppomuiity for expanding her own growth as a professional. This was viewed by the consultants 

as both necessary and desirable. 



Knowledee o f  the Chanee Process 

Consultants strategicaiiy pian for change 

Both consultants understand the multidirnensional nature of change and begin to 

strategicaiiy plan for the implementation of an innovation when they are introduced to the 

teachers, supervisors, resource teacher and parents at the centres. At the time of referral, they 

both began to assess the current views and future capacity to change of individuai participants, 

the organization, and the community. This assessment allowed them to plan the approach each 

would use to promote change. Karin descnbed this ski11 of change agents as an ability to think 

and act strategically. 

CON: 1 think you have to know a lot about people ... You have to be able to look at a 
broad pichire. What are al1 the factors involved? What is everybody's interest in 
this, in what's going on? And how does everybody feel about making changes? 
You have to be strategic, to be able to think strategically. ..I think you have to 
think about what would be the most effective way of doing something. Who 
shouid you talk to? Who should be present in the meeting? In what way would 
it be moa effective to say this in order to [get that outcorne]. . .And you leam that 
through triai and error. 

(Case 1 -M. RO 1 :29-3 0) 

Since preconceived attitudes and beliefs held by teachers may be bamers to successful 

inclusion, ailowing them to express these views is a criticai starting point in the change process. 

Karin and Anna, on first meeting with the teachers, encouraged them to freely discuss their 

attitudes and feelings towards the inclusion of Andrea and Jessie. Attitudes of the staff varied and 

al1 were not uniformly accepting of children regardless of special need. Since each child's 

abilities and needs are unique, the teacher's concems were different for each child. 

The consultants found that concems of staff initialiy related to safety conditions, the use 

of adaptive equipment and medicd interventions. Karin listened to the teacher's concems about 
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the possibility that Andrea's noncompliant behavior would endanger her and others in the 

swirnming pool. StafYat Main Street shared with Anna their concerns about Jessie's ability to 

climb the steps. These S a f i ,  adaptive equipment and medicai issues were addressed before the 

teachers were cornfortable in having the child in the classroom. 

Concerns also changed as the child's needs began to change. Modifications to activities 

can evolve over time as teachers begin to understand the child's needs and c m  assist in problem 

solvir~g and developing effective solutions to issues. .4s teachers spent more time with Jessie they 

began to bener understand Anna's description of Jessie as needing assistance to move beyond 

the fàmiliar sensory experiences of playdough and water play to participate in more challenging 

cognitive and rnanipulative activities. However, this required teachers to spend more individual 

teaching time with her. Teachers now expressed concern about how they could give Jessie this 

additional attention in a busy classroom where many children required attention. 

Fullan (1991) notes, " Neglect of the phenomenology of change - that is, how people 

actudy experience change as distinct from how it might have been intended - is at the heart of 

the spectacular lack of success of most social refom" (p.4). Since perspectives and concerns of 

teachers continually change as the process proceeds, the phenomenology of change or how 

change is perceived and understood by each participant must be revisited throughout the process 

if an innovation is to be successfuily implemented. One teacher expressed her appreciation for 

this ongoing process: 

TOI: ... 1 really like the fact that we had a consultant corne in ... the fact that somebody 
was there to help and watch over what we were doing and 1 liked her coming 
back too, how Karïn came back and talked to us again. There was sort of a 
cohesiveness and a round up of everything that had happened. It wasn't that she 
just came in and said "Do this, 1'11 never see you again." It's that she came back a 



couple more tirnes.. .and that she had put in that effort to be there and to make it 
complete fiom the start to the end. 

(Case 1 -1nt. TO 1 : 19-20} 

To address changing issues and concerns, each consultant planned a time frame for visits 

and for work with the child, stafF and family. Throughout the change process, they assured 

participants that they would be available for ongoing consultation, suppon and problem solving. 

Consultants understand and operate within the sociopoliticai confat of the 

organizatiom 

Very mon d e r  initiating contact, the consultants spoke to participants and observed the 

centres daily functioning to gain an understanding of how the social. pedagogical, and political 

interactions of the stafï define the culture of the workplace: how people work together; how 

decisions are made; and how power or control is rnaintained. It is by understanding and working 

within the sociopolitical context of a centre that the consultants found they could successfùlly 

promote individual behaviord change. Peck. Furman, and Helmstetter (1  993) suggest that these 

"sociopolitical rather than pedagogical factors have the greatest effect on the outcornes of 

implementation efforts" (p. 188). 

Two conditions within the organization of the centres were revealed as critical to change. 

The fint was the support of the adrninistrator of the early childhood program. In a hierarchicd 

power structure, the s u p e ~ s o r  wields a great deal of control over the operation of the centre. 

The consultants and teachers noted that the support of the supervisor in fostering inclusion for 

ail children was critical to the child's acceptance into the centre. A cooperative s u p e ~ s o r  gives 



a clear message to the teachers that the consultant is welcome and is an important part of the 

process. Both Karin and . h a  recognize this fundamental power of the supervisor's role and 

respect it in canying out their tasks. As Karin explained: 

CON: You need the support of the supervisor, 1 think. If they're behind you and want 
to see some changes happening then that will filter down, and there'll be the 
support, and the encouragement for the teachers d be there. And then you'll see 
it, the changes will happen. 

(Casel-Int.RO1: 3) 

The view of inclusion as valued or not vaiued which is projected by personnel at the top 

of the hierarchical power structure impacts on the control teachers believe they have over the 

change. This corresponds to Ajzen's (1988) constmct of perceived behaviorai control as a 

predeteminant to behavioral change. This construa emphasizes more than a sense of efficacy 

for the teacher. An administrator's support signals to the teachers that resources and 

opportunities to change are likely to be forthcorning. For child care teachers this may include 

appropnate toys and equipment, time for planning, teacher training, andlor additional staff One 

t eacher describes the importance of administrators in supporting change: 

T02: Your supervisor has to project a certain attitude. And that's for anything whether 
it's a special needs program, whatever. and our supervisor has always been very 
inclusion conscious, getîing children in Our prograrn and that, I'rn not sure al1 the 
rest of them are. I'rn not sure that al1 of them aren't considering, "no, we can't 
have some kids, we only want some kinds of kids", excluding certain behavior 
difficulties or whatever. So it has to start there. And then the resource teacher has 
to be a strong role mode1 and a strong pusher of those beliefs in implementing 
them in the prograrn. And then the senior teacher has to also take on the role of 
implementing those policies in the room too because the others wdl probably 
follow. If she, or he, says I'rn not gonna do the adaptation sheet, I'm not gonna 
program plan for those other kids, well then nobody else is either, more than 
iikely. So, you're right, it starts, there's a whole process of people that have to go 
through that and you oniy maybe need to have one person in that whole chah 
thatfs not pushing the way they should and then it's not gonna happen. 

(Casez-Int.T02:23-25) 
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lfthe support of the s u p e ~ s o r  is not apparent the consultants found they rnust approach 

the supervisor directly and assertively to move the process fonvard. Karin describes: 

CON: 1 would say that's the thing 1 stniggie with the rnost, is how to work with teachers 
and s u p e ~ s o r s  when the support isn't there. And basically, they just want to 
bring the support of my job - the consultation into their centre, but they dont 
really - the intention is not to really - it's not conscious, but it's not to use 
whatever 1 say or to work together as a team. A part seems to be rnissing. 

(Case 1-Int.RO 1 :4) 

The second condition impacthg on change efforts are the policies in place in a child care 

centre. Any introduction of formats for working that alter these existing structures requires 

change to take place at the organizationd level as well as the individual level. This became 

panicularly clear to Anna when working with Main Street Child Care which takes policy 

directives fiom a centralized consortium of child care centres. Policy directives from the child 

care consortium were origllially important caîalysts in establishing a strong " integrated prograrn" 

at Main Street Child Care. This mode1 of integration uses the resource teacher as a pnmary 

s i p p x t  to children with disabilities and their families. In addition, new consortium policies were 

being implemented at the time of Anna's consultation to promote prograrnrning that considered 

the individual needs of al1 children in the centre with support fiom the resource teachers. 

However, when asked to include Jessie into the "regular program" the resource teacher and 

teachers found it confusing and difficult to set aside the existing contextual structures of the 

"integrated prograrn" to alter their roles and responsibilities. To facilitate change and work 

directly with the staff, Anna assisted the teachers in moving beyond habitua1 modes of operating 

t hrough the resource teacher . 

The entrenched bureaucratie structures of the consortium's "integrated prograrn" initially 



served to promote integration in their centres. But these same structures now bind, inhibit and 

act as a barrier to inclusive programming when a child with special needs is brought into the 

regular program. The participants came to understand that new policy declarations and structures 

may create more administrative foms, power differentials, and additional work, but do not 

necessarily produce change. Policies must work dong with bottom-up input. creative 

collaborative efforts and ongoing teacher nippons to change teacher practice. One teacher while 

reflecting on the change process observed: 

TO2: And with many things 1 think it often tends to start, "we're going to be this way." 
You know, "implement it". 1 think like many places the consortium is changing 
and not realinng that we have to start probably d o m  here a little bit, or we need 
to get input fiom down here, before we start implementing the policies.. . I  think 
the consortium probably likes to believe that it has a policy of this, this. and this. 
But maybe if you go to the bottom it's different. 

(Case2-Int. TO2:23) 

The consultants were aware of the power relationships that prevail in each centre and 

understood they must work through the existing culture and structures to influence change. As 

an outsider the consultants knew they were invited guests in the political and social life of the 

centre and as such they were cognizant of the voluntary and ofientimes tenuous nature of the 

change process. 

Confliet is direct4 revealed, negotiated, and win-win solutions sough~ 

Conflict, when it occurred in these two cases, related to the participants' differing 

perspectives of power relationships, roles, and responsibilities. Anna's consultative interactions 

were designed explicitly to change teacher practices in relation to Jessie's developmental needs. 

However, as the process proceeded she found that a less intentional outcome was that she was 



promoting changes in the way the organization delivered senices to children with disabilities. 

For these amaura1 changes to occur the message to teachers was that they were expected to 

rake more direct programrning responsibility for Jessie. Yet at the same time the original 

structure of the "integrated program" was in place that required teachers to depend on and work 

with the resource teacher to program for children with disabilities. This led to role confusion for 

Liz (the resource teacher) and the teachers. 

Anna's direct relationship with the staff in establishing new lines of support for including 

Jessie was perceived by the resource teacher as a threat to her position of authority, her role, and 

her responsibilities. LLq citing working procedures used for children in the "integrated program", 

opposed Anna's intent to rnake fiequent visits to the child care and to work directly with the 

teachers in supporting their programming efforts. In her role as a resource teacher, Liz worked 

with other resource consultants with the shared understanding that she had primary responsibility 

for programming for the child with disabilities and the consultants relied on her to relay 

information and programming decisions to the other teachers. Conflict between Anna and Liz. 

the  resource teacher, ensued as the forces to change conflicted with the desire by Liz and the 

teachers to work within existing structures and a desire to maintain the status quo. Embedded 

in this codict was the issue of ownership and control over the child's progrm. 

Karin and Anna both noted that when contlict occurs they directly, honestly, and openly 

address the issues and atternpt to negotiate a win-win resolution to the problem. Karin discussed 

the notion that when confiict ocaus she brings ail participants together so that dl can observe and 

hear each othets Wering perspectives. But even in doing this she finds that not al1 confiicts are 

easily solvable. Karin finds that persistent resistance is difficult to overcorne. 



CON: 1 get discourage. because it's [resîstance] a hard thing to work with. 1 think if the 
teacher is not open minded or openly prepared to look at a new way of doing 
things it's hard to work, it's hard to work around that . No matter how skilled you 
are. 1 think here I'm talking about people where it's a personality thing. They just 
aren't, they aren't flexible and they dont see any reason to change. And "we've 
always done it this way and it's worked" - 

(Case 1 -1nt. RO 1 : 3 6 )  

Anna later reflected on how she worked through the resource teacher's resistance and 

negotiated a solution to their disagreement: 

CON: 1 think it was just making sure that my position was clear in a nonjudgmental way, 
but that this was just what was required .... I was not trying to Say, "The rnother 
wants me in and so I'm going to be here" ... but just stating the facts. And restating 
them sometirnes ... Being open to listening to what she felt, and 1 think we were 
able to do that right from the start even ifwe were not agreeing about a point, we 
were both able to listen to what the other one had to Say and then go From there. 
1 think just by being very clear and very specific about what I was doing so that 
she could see that there was a purpose. It wasn't that 1 was just going to corne 
in and be there but to actually show that there was an effectiveness to my being 
there. When I brought in Our physiotherapist, I think that helped as well.. .She 
[the physiotherapist] was able to give specific suggestions as well and some of 
those were the things that al1 of a sudden, sort of the light bulb turned on for the 
resource teacher because she realized, I think, that some of those things she 
wouldn't necessarily have seen. 

(Case2-Int. R O H )  

A compromise visiting schedule acceptable to both Anna and Liz was negotiated. Over 

the course of the consultation, Liz became more accepting, accommodating, and appreciative of 

Anna's knowledge about children wit h physical disabilities. On her part, h a  acknowledged 

Lk's expertise with children with specîal needs and accordingly adjusted the amount of time she 

. would spend in the centre. Anna gave Liz time to reflect upon and change her notion of the 

responsibilities she would retain and those she could cornfonably share with Anna and the other 

teachers. Eventually Liz was able to share ownership of Jessiets program and still maintain her 

identity as a highly competent resource teacher. Both the consultant and resource teacher felt 



that they had gained fiom this resolution to their c o d i a .  

Change is continuous and ongoing. 

Consultants have observed that initial small steps towards change can influence larger 

changes as the process continues over time. Anna spoke of how the roles she and the resource 

teacher had negotiated at their initial meeting changed as the consultation progressed. As Liz 

relinquished responsibitity for directing Jessie's daily program, the message to the teachers was 

congruent with Anna's expectations that they take over as Jessie's primary educators. 

CON: .. .It did change [fiorn when] we initially met even before the child was in the 
program. The resource teacher came out here actuaily to see the child in the 
[speciaiized] program and we also sat and talked before then to try and dari@ 
Our roles. And I think ail that happened then was we realized that we were going 
to have some, not really contlict, but some merences of opinion in what we saw. 
At that point I tried to reaily dari@ that 1 wasn't trying to step on her toes and 1 
was cornfortable with the fact that she knew what she was doing and that 1 was 
just going to try and add to that knowledge base. But it sort of changed since 
then, 1 mean, initiaily it was I went in and I saw her, the resource teacher and then 
1 saw the child and then met again with the resource teacher. Because of time 
constraints on her part, she hasn't been able to spend as much time with the child 
and it has become [passed] even more onto the teachers, they've taken over more 
of that role. So I've really only briefly spoken with her now, as sort of just 
checking in so now she's just sort of overseeing that the child's still progressing, 
but she's not as involved anyrnore. So the role, we sort of clarified it initiaily and 
it changed. 

INT: How do you feel about that? 

CON: Fine, because I think that was sort of the understanding about how it was 
supposed to be, the child was supposed to be in the "regular program" initially 
and now that is more so what it is. Before it was, she wasn't reaily in the 
"integrated program" but she was sort of being taken over by the "integrated 
program". It was much more confusing. Now I think it's how it was supposed to 
be initially. And it seems to be working well. 

(Case2-Int.R02:9- 10) 



The process of change that Anna followed for integrating Jessie into the "regular 

program" became a? important mode1 of the process of change for the staffat Main Street as they 

kept moving towards providing more inclusive seMces for al1 children. As the resource teacher's 

role continues to evolve and change, Liz reflected: 

RST: . . .it's been a growing [expenence], definitely it's been growing for al1 of us. Oh 
yeah. Me included. Yes, because 1 was getting excited - Hey, we're including a 
child and look we're actually doing it! And really going through the process of 
slowly meeting with the staff- really taking their input into consideration. And 
hahg  a slow break in ... we really implemented a process here, versus just, bang, 
the child's coming into the centre. 

(Case2- [nt. EO 1 : 3 0) 

For Karin the ongoing needs of child care staff for support is often evident when she 

begins to remove herselffrom a centre after a child has been successfully integrated. It is hard 

for her to determine the ideal time to end the consultative interactions. Teachers often seem 

reiuctant to have her leave although they appear cornfortable working with the child and £àmily. 

CON: Although they must feel that they're able to handle it on their own. .. they've never 
said that though. 

INT: Why do you think? 

CON: [Pauses] 1 don't know. It's just been unspoken in my consultations .... It could be 
confidence building - just knowing that they are capable. It's a reassurance that 
they are capable. There basically hasn't been a radical change I suppose in how 
they do things, but just that I've provided more emotional support, perhaps just 
kind of enough of a boost - maybe the answers were always there. Maybe they 
always had them. But it's having me come in as a consultant helped them to tap 
those resources. 

(Casel-Int.R01:9-10) 

Change is a continuous process and requires time for al1 participants to reach a shared 

understanding of the meaning of the intended behaviors, to consider their own resources, and to 

act. Consultants continue with the centre for an extended period of time until each participant 
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has incorporated the meaning of change, is empowered to make programming decisions, and has 

adapted instructional arategies fiom her/his pedagogical repertoire to benefit a specific child. 

In temersonal Effectiveness 

Interpersonal influence builds rapport and trust. 

The hallmark of an effective consultation is an open, honest, and trusting relationship 

between consultant and consultees. For this reason, Karin and Anna invested time and energy 

in developing a rapport with dl participants involved in the change process. Each consultant 

spoke with me about consultative approaches they used in order to assure that this rapport was 

established right from the outset. 

In her fkst meeting Karin worked at building a respecthl rapport with the parent and the 

staff. Her technique was to listen attentively so that she could understand the problem fkom the 

perspective of each participant. She did not offer irnmediate solutions to the teachers but 

achowledged that they did present with a difficult issue. Mutual respect and regard continued 

to flourish when she made a home visit and listened to the mother's concems without making 

judgments about her behaviors, fears, or marital issues. 

Anna, in her fint meeting with the staff, sensed that the resource teacher's resiaance to 

her fiequent visits to the centre limited her direct interactions with the teachers. She later 

explained to me that typically early in her consultations she would hold an information sharing 

session on the characteristics of the child's particular disability. This is offered to teachers as a 

foundation for understanding the reasons why specific strategies are used with a child with 

physical disabilities. But because information fiom other consultants visiting the centre was 
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shared indirectly with teachers dnough the resource teacher, Anna felt that her first meeting with 

the teachers must emphasize the development of mutual trust if she was going to gain their 

cooperation. She was right. At the £irst meeting the teachers wanted to know as much about her 

educational background? her experience working with c hildren, and her kno wledge about c hildren 

with disabilities as they wanted to know about adaptations that would be required for Jessie. 

Anna met Uutial caution f?om the SM who repeatedly asked her to explain her expert credentials. 

As she moved into direct support in the classroom, the trust continued to grow until the staff 

were completely cornfortable in directly asking her questions without feeling they were 

circumventing the role of the resource teacher. 

ANciety, fear, and concems hsve been shown to be an inherent part of change. Whereas 

Friend and Bauwens (1988) view resistance in the change process as "an expression of power 

through which is conveyed the notion that success can sometimes be measured by one's ski11 at 

not obtaining what one does not want" (p.556), others believe it is actually the teacher's anxiety 

and caution that consultants may inadvertently interpret as resistance (Gersten, Morvant, & 

Brengelman, 1995; Margolis & McGettigan. 1988). In either situation. resistance cm best be 

managed by prevention (Margolis & McGettigan, 1988). Both Karin and Anna used their 

interpersonal influence to build rapport and trust as a vital first step towards reducing resistance 

and promoting change (Miezitis & Schoiten, 1990). By showing respect and genuine regard for 

the teachen and parents, they were able to open the necessary positive lines of communication. 

Coilaborative teaming promotes shated responsibility for change 

Developing trust and building rapport with the staffare first aeps to creative collaborative 



teaming. Consultants strive to include supervisors, teachers, parents, and other speciaiists as part 

of the change process. Their goal is to get individual participants to understand each others 

thoughts, feelings and beliefs so that mutual respect and parity can be achieved in working 

together for the chiid's well-being. Even in centres where an obvious hierarchical power stnicture 

exists, Anna noted the importance of having al1 staffinformed and involved in programrning for 

the child. 

CON: 1 respect that [the hierarchy] and the other people do, but 1 don? stop telling them 
[instructional strategies] because they're a part of that room too and they need to 
know and I guess by my actions I'm trying to show that everybody needs to be 
involved ... things that 1 suggest are not things that you do for ten minutes a day, 
twice a day.. .because we don? do things like that here, and kids don't work that 
way. We do what we cal sneak therapy, everything is just snuck into the regular 
program and so it's not always gonna be the sarne person that's gonna be there to 
do that, so they al1 need to know that the child needs to keep that right hand on 
the table and it's not gonna be, "Go tel the other teacher to come back and tell the 
child to do it . " 

(Case2-Int. R02:26) 

In team building the positive social interactions of participants provide a foundation for 

the substantive work. The goals, roles, and activities of the team are then articulated and tasks 

can be delegated. Al1 participants share in different functions and leadership roles shift 

throughout the process. The consultant starts out as leader but is cornfortable in withdrawing 

fiom this position to allow a parent, supervisor, or teacher to continue the process. 

Teams established during the consultation process serve a particular function for a limited 

duration. The tearn is fluid and its size may Vary during the course of the consultation. Teams 

expand as therapists and specialists f?om other disciplines come together to support the child and 

family, but contract again when these speciaiists are no longer needed. Each member of the 

interdisciplinary tearn contnbutes herhs own expertise. The consultant coordinates the team, 



stnves to keep ail participants informed, and rnediates solutions when c o d i a  arises. 

Consultants possess effective communication skiils 

To facilitate teaming, problem solving, contlict resohtion and collegial decision-making 

the consultants display highly effective communication skills. They actively listen, show empathy, 

reflect on feelings, and ask cladjmg questions to assist in identifying issues and probiems. Karin 

demomted dl of these skiils throughout the consultation but beiieves that her strength is in her 

ability to &en, paraphrase and reflect on feelings with participants. The ability to effectively listen 

in the consultation process fosters a climate of collaboration rather than one of power and 

control @ethner, Thurston, & Dyck, 1993). In reviewing with me her goals for the first meeting 

with the mother and teachers Karin described her listening approach: 

CON: 1 listened a lot ... 1 was trying to provide a forum for the mom.. .the teachers were 
fnistrated with her [Andrea' s] behavion and womed about the potential, 'cause 
she was going to start coming in more oflen in the summer ... so they were 
concemed about how they were gonna deal with it.. . I guess 1 was just hoping to 
get a really clear picture of what was happening for everybody, and then also 
corne to some agreement about how we would proceed.. . . Retrospectively, 1 think 
it was probably quite effective for the mother. I do. 1 think the last thing she 
needed was another expert coming there and telling her this and that ... 1 gave her 
an opportunity to tatk.. . I'm glad I didn't jump to any conclusions about that child 
because some of the behaviors were quite alarming, but I think it wouldn't have 
helped for me to get al1 upset and start talking. 

(Case 1 -1nt. R0 1 : 1 3 - 14) 

Anna also demonstrated effective communication skills. She used active listening 

techniques to support and show empathy for the teachers. At the sarne time she comrnunicated 

to the teachers clear messages using behavioral descriptions of instructional practices to enhance 

Jessie's development. Verbal and written sumrnarizing statements were made at the end of each 
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visit to review the instmctional strategies that had been discussed during her visit to the 

classroom This assured that aii staffwere i d o n e d  about any modifications to the program that 

were required for Jessie. 

Teachers also discussed the need for consultants to be empathic Listeners and clear 

cornrnunicators of information. As one teacher put it: 

T02: ... to come in and talk, to listen to the staffs concerns. Somebody who can Say 
okay these are your concenis, this is how 1 can help you. T O give the information 
or the knowledge about, well, over here at this centre this is what they did and 
you can get this funiture, . . .you can get these materials.. . 

(Case2-Int. TOW6) 

Consultants conveyed a genuine regard and respect for the teachers while listening to their 

concems and acknowledging their skills. Kowever, teachers do require and want specialized 

information about the child's needs and about necessary modifications to their instructional 

practices. The dilemma for the consultant arises fiom hisher desire to cornrnunicate this 

knowledge without imposing it on the teacher. 

Karin and Anna understand that everyone in the process has expenise to share, worthy 

solutions to consider, and control over decisions and action plans. Communication of information 

and knowledge fiom the consultant must be clear and concise, but not prescriptive. It must be 

imparted in a nonjudgmental manner that demonstrates the equality of al1 participants in a 

problem-solving process. Brainstorming techniques and problem-solving approaches efiectively 

assisteci Karin in ofering her own opinions while she listened to solutions offered by the teachers. 

ûwnership of the problem and the solutions remained with the staff Anna, through verbal and 

Witten communications, clearly described strategies for modifjnng teacher led activities that she 

had already observed happening in the classroom. Both approaches to comunicating were 



effective for the teachers. 

Personal qualities of consuitunts enhance change. 

The knowledge and skills that consultants possess, although cntical to the success of a 

consultant in implementing change, cannot be applied in a mechanical or formulated manner. 

Rather, persona1 characteristics of consultants were viewed as important to both the approach 

each consuitant developed as an agent of change and to the personal perceptions others held of 

them. Flexibility, a sense of humor, friendliness, and tenacity were traits demonstrated by each 

consultant. These more ephemeral elements of change cannot be ignored since they can bring 

success or failure to a change process. 

One critical persona1 characteristic that both consultants identified was the ability to be 

flexible. Change is a fluid process that emerges as events unfold. Consultants must be ready to 

accommodate the unique issues and needs of al1 participants and organizations rather than force 

their interactions with al1 administrators, staff, or parents to fit a consultative formula. Anna 

explained: 

CON: 1 think you have to have the ability to be flexible and interact with a wide variety 
of people because like anything else everybody has their own personality and you 
run into a lot of different types out there. And even though 1 have a basic 
personal style ... it just sort of changes with different centres because some centres 
are much more structureci than other centres and they have difEerent philosophies, 
so you have to be able to support them in what they're doing, and be able to read 
people a little bit and see what they're going to be more responsive to, what's 
going to be more effeaive, which way of presenting information to them is going 
to be more effective, so being able to adjust that a bit. 

(Case2-Int.RO240-4 1) 

In being flexible, however, the consultants noted a need to maintain a strategic stance. 



The consultants both noted the importance of teachers and parents feeling that some one offers 

a sense of direction and purpose in rnoving the change process forward. 

Secondly, the ability to initiate relationships and to engage people on a personal level was 

identified as important to successfùl consultations. Teachers recognized and appreciated the 

consultants' general fnendliness. The outgoing nature of the consultants conveyed to the 

teachers that each had a sense of humor, they were open to chat about their personal lives, and 

they did not view the situation or themselves as gravely senous. Anna showed she could take 

jibes about her title when one teacher teasingly titled her "Your Royal Highness". And Anna 

could laugh when describing her own personality traits, "basically, 1 talk too much" As one 

teacher revealed: 

T03: . . . she [ h a ]  was a fnendly person, and it made us feel like "I'm here and I can 
help you ... don't feel that you're alone in that sense." 

(Case2-lnt. TO3 : 1 5 )  

And another teacher added: 

T05: When she [Anna] comes into the centre she's very codonable. It's like she's been 
here for a thousand years ... she sort of knows everybody..and she's very 
personable and she's very pleasant. .shels just approachable. You c m  always go 
to her, "Hi Anna", and throw questions at her, and she can talk about the week- 
end she just had or you can talk about lessie. 

(Case2-Int.TOS:2 1) 

These opportunities for socializing, humor, and chatting became a mechanism for 

establishg mutuai respect and tmst. As talk in this trusting milieu rnoved from social issues to 

pedagogical concems, Karin and Anna were viewed as credible, fnendly, and understanding 

colleagues. 

Thirdy, consultants show themselves to be tenacious and persistent in promoting change. 
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Although they may 6equently meet resiaance and barriers to inclusion, they continue to maintain 

calm interactions with statf. The? hstrations are vetted with colleagues from their own agency 

to whom they Nm for support, rather than against teachers, children, or parents. Karin stated 

that her family has Jso  been an important source of strength and encouragement. It is at home 

with her husband and family that she c m  renew her focus and determination to face the difficult 

and ofien unexpected challenges of her work. This allows her to persevere assertively, but 

sensitively, with the consultation. 

These les tangible personal qualities of flexibility, hurnor, fnendliness, and tenacity finher 

open and honea relationships between the consultant and consultees. 

Leadership Ability 

The primary difference between Karin and Anna was in the leadership they presented in 

managing change. They both presented themselves as highly ethicai, legitimate authorities on 

managing change. But, the dichotomy between their predominant approaches represents the 

inherent tension that exists between expert consultation, which on the one hand strives to impart 

knowledge and skills to others, and collaborative consultation which strives to empower others 

in seeking their own solutions. Both consultants described the tension in incorporating both 

approaches into their work. Durhg her consultation to Main Street Child Care Centre Anna 

favored direct training and coaching of instructional strategies to the teachers. Karin on the other 

hand stressed a collegial and nondirective approach which sought to elicit strategies from the 

teachers at Sloan Park Preschool. 
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The directive leader imparfs specidized knowledge and skillr. 

Anna believed that an important part of her role was to share with the teachen the 

specialized knowledge and skiils that she brought to the consultation about children with physical 

disabilities. This was a critical part of her mandate as a consultant. Teachers supported this view 

and consistently told me that they require specialized knowledge that they have not acquired 

during their training, ifthey are to successfblly include children with disabilities. However, when 

this directive leader was perceived by teachers as imposing additional work or extraordinary 

measures into their busy work scheduies it was more likely to be rejected. For example, when 

Anna brought the physiotherapist to the centre for a limited visit, the therapist did not have the 

opportunity to develop a rapport or establish herself as part of the working team. The 

physiotherapist's direct, prescriptive approach to cornmunicating knowledge and skills was 

dissonant with the resource teacher's need at that time to work through her feelings of 

vulnerability and loss of power. The physiotherapist's suggestions for modikng the 

enkironment, reailocating staff, and altenng instructional practices were resisted by the resource 

teacher. The effect of this heightened resistance was to reduce the probability that suggested 

changes actually occurred. The resource teacher defensively told the physiotherapist to take 

responsibility for implementing the suggested modifications to equipment, rather than herself 

taking ownership of the solution. Anna was lefi to cl&@ and reframe the physiotherapist's 

recommendations in a format which was less threatening and more acceptable to the resource 

teacher and staff. 

Anna herself faced the dilemma of how to share specialized knowledge without being 

perceived as imposing hierarchical power and as being didactic and cntical. To solve this 
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dilemma Anna started with the teachers' skills and cIassroom practices and then went on to 

provide specialized information as the need naturally occu~ed during classroom aaivities. Anna's 

direct technique of coaching and offering feedback supported a positive sense of teaching efficacy 

for the staff. Rather than encouraging teachers to be dependent on her, Anna told me that this 

approach has prompted teachen to eventually take over and rnodifi activities on their own after 

they have been offered specific strategies for teaching children with physicd disabilities. 

Although specialized knowledge and techniques are necessary for change to occur in the 

teacher's practice, it must be presented and modified depending on the particular needs and 

requirements of the situation and the teacher. 

The nondirective leader promotes collaborative relatio~ships 

Central to Karin's leadership style was a collaborative problem-solving approach to 

consultation. Karin facilitated the identification and clarification of the problem from the 

perspectives of al1 participants, assisted in brainstorming possible solutions, and supponed the 

teachers in deciding upon a plan of action. Karin allowed the teachers to brainstorm instructionai 

modifications that fit their individual style and realities. Collegidity was a critical part of her 

approach to consultation. 

But her dilemma proved no less difticult than Anna' S. In aipporting teachers to seek their 

own resolution to problems, Karin understood that she did have the expenence and specialized 

knowledge which teachers often dernand. For Karin the struggle is how to maintain collaborative 

relationships while still acknowledging the authority of her own knowledge and expenence. 

CON: When 1 s t a n d  the job 1 was looking at the model as a collaborative model and we 



were working as team members and everybody has equal Say. I believe in that 
strongly, that in terms of making decisions everybody should have a role.. .But on 
the other hand when people cal1 in a consultant they want sornebody to come in 
and provide them with some answers. And it's not very reassuring to have 
somebody corne in and not offer anything concrete. So it's kind of a fine balance. 
1 mean they're looking to you for some kind of expertise or they wouldnft have 
called you in. If they could work it out themselves they would, they wouldn't 
have called you. I think certainly it just, in a practical way, when you're sitting in 
a meeting you have to be able to take some kind of charge of the proceedings. If 
I'm the one that has cailed the meeting then 1 need to have a clear idea of what 1 
want to accomplish. And if 1 can't sort of take charge of it then it's not very 
reassuring for the people who are involved in the meeting. 1 mean, my credibility 
as a profeçsionai is out the window. And if it's out - if that's out the window then 
anything 1 suggest is also gonna be out the window. 

(Case1 -1nt.RO 1 :24) 

Karin' s indirect techniques of classroom observations, modeling and group brainstorming 

proved effective in irnproving the teachefs overall sense of efficacy and sense of responsibility for 

the child with speciai needs. Karin's facilitative abilities allowed the teachers to take ownership 

of the problem and to share decision-rnaking powers. Consultant and teachers are then equally 

empowered to review problems, consider solutions, and act upon programming decisions. 

Furthemore, it is the change agent' s intent that problem-solving processes will be continued and 

used as new issues anse even a k  she moves out of the centre. By supporting teachers problem- 

solving abilities teachers are provided with an increased sense of control over their teaching 

behaviors. Changes in instructional practices to support any child with special needs cm thus be 

implemented and maintained. 

The multidirnensional nature of change has been descnbed in the above cross-case 

analysis. To promote individual, interpersonal, and organizational changes required for the 

inclusion of children with special needs, Karin and Anna displayed definite preferences in their 

change agent styles. However, it is difficult to place each into one neatly defined category. I 
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began to speculate that styles of agents of change may Vary as much because of ecological, 

social, and political factors in the consultative environment as they do because of the personal 

preferences of the consultant. The cornmon knowledge, skills and personal qudities of the 

consultants are differentially applied depending on the consultative site and issues it presents. A 

description of change agent styles will be discussed in the next chapter that elaborates on the 

interactive effects of the four main categories of knowledge and skills that emerged from these 

cases. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

INCLUSION IN A POSTMODERN AGE 

The inclusion of children with special needs into cornrnunity-based eariy childhood settings 

challenges teachen to review, reconsider, and revise approaches and instructional strategies that 

promote the development and education of young children. In the case studies of Karin and 

Anna, resource consultants are shown to be vital agents in influencing teachers to rnodiS, 

environments, equipment, and practices in order to accommodate the diverse needs of children 

and families. But the successfÙ1 inclusion of children with special needs goes beyond merely 

changing individual teacher practices and behaviors. Effective inclusion requires that changes 

occur at the personai, interpersonal, and organizational levels. Change agents must consider how 

the individual teacher teaches, how teachers interact and work together, and how organizational 

structures support or act as barriers to fully inclusive programs. Several sntical dilemmas emerge 

for the consultant as she promotes educational reform in light of a new paradigm of special 

education in the postmodern era. This chapter argues that change agents mut  be cognizant of 

the multidirnensional nature of change and adjust their style to accommodate the different levels 

of change. Four change agent styles that emerged from the data are described. 

The Condition of Postmodernity 

As institutions of care and education move into the twenty-first century they are being 
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propelled into a postmodem world of uncertainty and change. Modemistic views of education 

based on positivistic empirical understandings of tmth and reality, on bureaucratic organizational 

structures, and on standardized methodologies of teaching are proving themselves inadequate in 

these changing times. In a postmodern age rapid econornic, scientific, and technologic 

advancernents are altering the fbndamental role of education in our society (Aronowitz & Giroux, 

199 1; Hargreaves, 1994). No longer can education endow students with a prescribed set of skills 

and knowledge suitable for a lifetime's employment. Nor cm society afford to waste human 

resources by failing to educate students from diverse backgrounds and with diverse abilities 

because they do not benefit fiom the standardized "one size fits al1 " teaching and assessrnent 

methodologies of the modem bureaucratic school. To face an era of complexity and uncertainty, 

schools must educate people who possess critical-thinking skills, who can interact and problem 

solve effectively with heterogeneous tearns of colleagues, and who can compete econornically 

and politically in a future that is unknown and unpredictable. To equip students with critical- 

thinking skills and flexible problem-solving abilities, and guarantee an equitable and excellent 

education for dl students, inclusive education must be personalized and teaching must be 

coilaborative. Personalized education is one which is tailored to the individual needs of a diverse 

student population. However, given the diverse and cornplex needs that students present, 

personalization of education is difficult to achieve unless teachers, special educators and parents 

share responsibility for student learning. -4s Slcrtic ( 1995) notes, inclusive practice requires labor 

to be divided not by individual professions but by collaborative t m s  of professionais: 

Collaboration emerges when work is distributed on the bais of a collaborative division 
of Iabor and coordinated through mutual adjustment, and arrangement that is premised 
on shared responsibility and a tearn approach to problem solving and yields a fom of 
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interdependence prernised on reflective discourse. (p.243) 

In short, to meet economic, political, and democratic demands education must change, 

restructure, and reform its purpose, its practice, and its product. 

These imperatives are also evident when we consider how we care for and educate young 

children with special needs. As society works within a postmodem contea, our institutions of 

care and early education are being subject to economic, social and political pressures to reshape 

the business of caring for and educating young children. Educators are being called upon to 

adjust to new and shifting realities as early childhood settings become inclusive and responsive 

to children and families with diverse needs. When children with complex developmental, physical, 

and social-behavioral needs are included in classrooms, the changes required of early childhood 

educaton in classroorn management and instructional practices are especially pronounced. But 

inclusion also impacts on the way adrninistrators, teachers and resource consultants work toget her 

and on the way early childhood prograrns are organized. The inclusion of children with special 

needs into community-based early childhood prograrns requires teachers to change their 

instructional practices and to interact collaboratively with parents and other professionals. It dso 

requires organizations to provide supportive policies and procedures. The resource consultant, 

as an agent of change, provides mppon to administrators and teachers as they work through the 

change process. 

The Diiemmas of Consultation 

In the posmiodem period, what was once considered typical, standard or normal practice 

in early childhood education can no longer be described as typical, standard, or normal. In 
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modemistic bureaucracks many children who did not fit into existing classrooms were cast aside 

and denied care and education. It was found that education which categorized children according 

to age, ability, or talent was not equitable or effective. Today the diverse and complex needs of 

children and families must be met with flexible, adaptable and constantly changing teaching 

methodologies. Resource consultants in early childhood progrms have been supporting teachers 

to meet these demands and expectations. 

In offering teachen support, the role of the resource consultant is also evolving. Initiaily, 

school consultation offered guidance to teachers in an expert-novice manner. Consultative 

interactions occurred between a consultant with expertise to share and a consultee, usuaily a 

teacher. It was assumeci that once the transfer of psychological principles and teaching strategies 

was complete, the consultee could support the leaming of a child in the classroom (Bergan & 

Tombari, 1976). The consultant was the expert in this hierarchical relationship and the teacher 

was the novice ready to receive knowledge and information. 

Eventually more collaborative views of consultation began to unfold. Collaborative 

consultation approaches view consultation as voluntary and based on mutual respect and panty 

(Cook & Friend, 199 1 ). AU participants in the consultation process bring their own expertise to 

the process, solutions are developed through systematic problem solving, and strategic plans of 

action are developed. Equitable interpersonal interactions are at the core of the consultative 

process. 

From the equitable interactions between consultant and teacher came empowerment. An 

empowerment view of consultation holds that the seeds of cumpetent behavior are already present 

in teachers (Witt & Martens, 1988). The consultant's role is to assist teachers to build on existing 
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skiils, to identify and access resources, and to mate supportive organizational environments. An 

underlying assumption is that teachen, given resources and supportive environments, are capable 

of finding and maint aining t heir own solutions to instructional issues. 

In postmodem times, a new age of collegial interaction is arising in care and educationd 

settings. As Skmc (1995) notes, a postmodem paradigm of special education moves away from 

the theoretical assurnptions of human pathology and rationality prevalent in modemistic school 

organizations. In its place, Sknic calls for the restructunng of the school organization from a 

professional bureaucracy. where professional teachers work alone to perfect standardized and 

ritualized formats of leaming and teaching, to an adhocracy which seeks unique solutions to 

education. In the adhocracy Sknic advocates the use of ad hoc interdisciplinary teams of 

professionals. Hargreaves (1 994) views school cultures that allow for these dynamic and fluid 

relationships between personnel as a "rnoving mosaic". In both views, shifiing tearns of 

professionais and consumers corne together as required to dialogue, problem solve, and develop 

personalized leaning and teaching solutions for the individual child. In applying the intent of this 

paradigrn in early childhood settings, adhocratic tearns which include resource consultants, 

administrators, teachers, parents, and/or therapists are forming to support children with special 

needs in community-based programs. The formulation of interdisciplinary tearns in early 

childhood settings has been shown to enhance the ability of teachers to modi@ programs and 

support the diverse needs of young children (Bailey, 1996). 

Although a paradigm shiA in early childhood special education is taking place, the early 

childhood programs in this study are organized as bureaucracies. As such, there bureaucracies 

still attempt to optimize care and education through standardized rnethodologies, rational- 
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technical prescriptions for practice, and expert-novice modes of consultation. And in fdiing back 

on expert-novice assurnptions about consultation, administrators and teachers of these programs 

still look to the resource consultant for technical assistance so that the classroom teacher may 

individudy educate the child with special needs. This continues in spite of Peck's ( 1 993) waming 

that rationai-technicai understandings that promote incremental adjustments to the program for 

the child with special needs have been insufficient in the implementation and maintenance of 

inclusive early childhood prograrns. 

Skrtic (1 99 1 b) hrther explains that these modemistic organizations of care and education 

conflict with new legislation and policies which promote inclusion because although the 

initiative's: 

... ends are adhocratic - a problem-solving organization in which interdisciplinary tearns 
of professionais collaborate to invent personalized programs - they contradict the value 
orientation of the professional bureaucracy in which individual professionals work alone 
to perfect standard prograrns (p. 1 3 5). 

The ensuing tension between bureaucratic structures and individualistic, isolationist expectations 

of teachers on the one hand and adhocratic tearning problem solving and personalkation of 

programming advocated by the consultants, created a senes of dilemmas for the consultants in 

this study 

Three dilemmas becarne apparent fiom the consultants' actions and their discussions with 

me: 

1 .  The first dilernma relates to the consultants operating within the standardized and 

bureaucratic organizational cultures and structures of early childhood settings. The consultants 

found that they were prornoting a postmodem paradigm of inclusive education for each individuai 
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child within the context of bureaucratie organizations and constrictive policy directives. While 

Anna encouraged the organization and teachers to share responsibility for the child with special 

needs, the supervisor, resource teacher, and teachers continued to operate on long-held 

assumptions and expectations about how the "integrated prograrn" works. The joint issues of 

ownership and control for the child with specid needs and her educational program were 

continually being revisited. Policy directives from the consortium which encouraged personaiized 

adaptations for aii children added to the resource teacher's and the teachers' confusion about their 

roles and responsibilities. 

In this hierarchical organizational structure, uncertainty senied the status quo, and 

teachers reverted to their established relationship with the resource teacher. They lefi it to the 

resource teacher to comrnunicate with the consultant and to provide additional programming 

supports, as she did for other children with special needs in the "integrated prograrn". 

The consultant's suggestions for altering play environments and group size for short 

periods each day were deemed inappropnate because of established system-wide legislation, 

policies and directives. The same policies and structures that once had initiated the integration 

of children with special needs and made them the responsibility of the resource teacher, now 

inhibiteci the full inclusion of children into the regular preschool classroom. The dilernma for the 

consultant is how to work through the role confusion, resistance, and conflict brought about by 

inclusion, while at the same time infhencing change in the organizationai contea. 

2. The second dilernma related to teachers' perceived behavioral control in implementing 

change. In considering the hierarchy of power in early childhood prograrns, both consultants and 

teachers expresseci a need for supe~sory support if inclusion is to be successful. As Karin noted, 
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when teachers did not perceive the administrator as valuing inclusion they were more likely to 

believe thaî the consultant was there to evaiuate them, rather than to offer suppon. The motives 

of the s u p e ~ s o r  in requesting consultation for teachers was seen as questionable and devious 

rather than as supportive of change. In centres where teachers work in relative isolation, the 

presence of a consultant in the classroom is threatening. With supervisory support, however, the 

teachers believe that additional resources such as time, extra stafing, and training would more 

likely be available to assist them in the change process. This improved their overd sense of 

efficacy and control over the plamed change. The dilemma for the consultant is how to engage 

the supervisor and teachers to change when people in power in the program are not supportive 

of change. 

3. The consultants both understood the need to share specialized knowledge with the 

teachers about specific special conditions, child behaviors, and family dynamics. This formed the 

basis for theu third dilemrna. When promoting tacher efficacy in relation to a specific child, Anna 

takes a directive stance. She believes that when teachers understand the reasoning behind the use 

of particular equiprnent or type of activity for a child with physical needs, they will find other 

ways to meet that need themselves. She believes that she must give teachers her specialized 

knowledge and skills to assure that they "sneak therapy " into their activities. It is only afler they 

understand the need for specific strategies that teachers are empowered to problem solve and find 

ways of incorporating that strategy into their program. The dilemrna for Anna is how to 

accomplish this without being perceived as didactic and evaluative by the teachers. 

For Karin this dilemma presents itself differently. Karin finds that while attempting to 

form collaborative problem-solving teams with al1 participants in the consultative process, 
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teachers are demanding immediate strategies and solutions. As a first step in the consultative 

process, Karin interacts with the child to observe and understand the behavior being described 

by teachers and parents. However, because of the staffs desire for a quick resolution to the 

problem, teachers view this interaction either positively, as an intervention to emulate, or 

negatively, as interference with the occurrence of the unwanted behaviors. In Karin's experience 

it is difficult for teachers to move out of the expert-novice expectation that they have for 

consultation and to betieve in their own skills and expertise. Karin's dilemma is how to support 

collaborative teaming and problem solving while still offenng the teachers the specialized 

knowledge they need to proceed. The ensuing tension between these two approaches, 

collaborative on the one hand and directive on the other, creates discornfort for her and a dilemma 

about how to proceed. 

C h a n ~ e  Apent Knowledee, Skills and Personal Qualities 

This investigation, which descnbes two specific cases of change, supports the critical 

literature on educationai change. Consultants as agents of change have been shown to possess 

process knowledge, specific behaviorai skiils, and caring personai qualities (File & Kontos, 1992; 

Kilcher, 1991; Miles, Sad, and Liebeman, 1988). In most studies, discrete sets of knowledge, 

skills and personal qualities have been described which include group process knowledge, 

technicakontent knowledge associated with assessrnent and instructional strategies, 

interpersonal communication skills, problem identification skills, decision-making skills, and 

personal characteristics. Descriptions have been pnmarily obtained From retrospective accounts 

of teachers, principals, students, resource teachers/consultants and academic expens who may 
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or may not have been acnially involved in consultative change initiatives (Friend, 1984; Idol- 

Maestas & Ritter, 1985; Miles, Saxi, & Lieberman, 1988; West & Cannon, 1988), rather than 

£kom actual obsewations of case-specific consultative interactions. While descriptions of sets of 

knowledge, skills, and personal qualities are informative for training and selecting change agents, 

they are limited in helping us to understand the complex interactions that take place between 

consultants and consultees. 

Furthermore, the literature does not inform us about the appropriate application of the 

consultant's knowledge, skills, and persona1 qualities. When 1 juxtaposed the data with the 

existing literature on change agent style, it revealed that a consistent application of one 

consultative style for each consultant was not apparent. The cases of Karin and Anna provide 

numerous examples and cogent evidence of why one approach is not always demonstrated in a 

consultant's work, and why consultancy cannot be reduced to normative, incontrovettible, 

discrete sets of knowledge, skills, and personal qualities. Rather, this study demonstrates the 

complexity of change agent style. 

The Paradox of  Change Aeent Stvle 

Webster defines Me as "the distinguishing way in which something is done, said, written, 

made, executed etc." (The New Lexicon Webster's Dictionary, 1987). The cases of Karin and 

Anna demonstrate that each consultant brings to the change initiative knowledge of the 

consultation process, knowledge of the change process, interpersonal skills and leadership abili ty. 

But both consultants acknowiedge a contradictory tension that they experience when trying to 

apply this knowledge and skiil in a consistent stylistic manner. Karin spoke about her difficulties 
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in maintainhg a collaborative approach when teachers are in crisis and want prescnptive 

guidelines to solve a problem. Anna spoke about how her directive approach in working with 

teachers shifts depending upon social and political factors in the setting. Both Karin and Anna 

expect consistency in their approach to stimulating change that is reflective of one style. When 

consistency does not occur, the ensuing interna1 tension generates discodort and seems to be 

paradoxical. 

The literature that discusses change agent style is limited and has not been usefül in 

helping us to understand what appears to be contradictory styles presented by the same 

consuitant. This paradox of change agent style has only been implied in recent research. This is 

exemplified by Buysse, Schulte, Pierce, & Terry's (1994) research which reports that early 

interventionists show a preference for a collaborative approach to consultation while at the same 

time stating that their preference is to use a directive rather than nondirective interactive style. 

This appears to be a paradoxical and contradictory outcorne. How can one simultaneously adhere 

to a collaborative and a directive style to consultation? 

A check of key definitions used in inquiries related to consultation does not assist in 

resolving this contradiction. Our ability to understand the nature of consultative style is 

confounded by the diverse definitions of the terms collobora~zon and cor~sultation which are 

present in the professional and theoreticai literature. Many researchers use cottsirltatiori 

generically to mean any problem solving interaction between a consultant and at least one other 

consultee (Cook & Fnend, 1990). This interaction is usuaily modified and guided by the 

consultant's theoretical orientation. Some theoretical perspectives of consultation support 

collaboration while others are expert-based. Johnson & Pugach (1992) point out that some 



researchers assen that conmltation denotes an expert directive style of consultation and 

collaboration refers to more collegid interactions. 

Johnson and Pugach ( 1992) try to resolve the paradox of change agent style by suggesting 

that neither expert nor collegiai consultations exist in a pure form. Ebther consultation cm more 

accurately be conceptualized by describing a variety of roles: 

A more accurate conception of consultation is to recognize that exchanges 
between individuals to solve problems are multidimensional. With regard to the 
degree to which the interaction cm be characterized as hierarchical or mutually 
equitable depends on a combination of the following four roles that are 
undertaken by participants of the consultation: 
1. Prescnptive - to provide direction or guidance toward a solution. 
2. Informative - to communicate knowledge. 
3. Facilitative - to encourage independent problem solving. 
4. Supportive - to provide a foundation to bolster individuals experiencing 

the problem. (p.217) 

Johnson and Pugach leave a critical question unanswered. What conditions in the consultative 

environment trigger the consultant's use of a particular role, or cm this be attributed to the 

consultant's persona1 style as an agent of change? 

Miles. Saxl, and Lieberman (1988) defined style as "those skills which are largely natural, 

even perhaps out of the awareness or control of the change facilitator's personality" (p. 19 1 ). This 

is an amorphous definition that sees style as a possible ovemding factor in determining how one 

applies knowledge and skill to prornote change. They note that data still must be gathered to 

determine if change agent types exia such as the "nurturant developer", the "wheeler dealer", the 

"conf'ronting manager", or the "content expert", each with different skill sets. 

Kilcher (1991) followed the training process of change agents for school reform 

initiatives. The data collected in this project suggested that change agent style can be viewed 
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along a continuum from passive, through interactive, facilitative, assertive, and directive, to 

conûontational. Each style represents a combination of personal, interpersonal, and intrapersonal 

charactenstics. Kilcher notes that change agent style can be modified as one's style interacts 

wit hin a particular context. However, she does not corne to any conclusions as to which style 

would be most effective in different situations. 

The style of principals in bnnging about change has been presented in the educational 

change literature (Ball, 1987; Hall, Rutherford, Hord, & Hulling, 1984; Hord & Hall, 1987; 

Leithwood & Montgomery, 1986; Leithwood & Jantzi, 1990; Maxcy, 199 1). Terms such as 

"initiators", "problem-solvers", "transformational", and "empowered" have al1 been used to 

describe the principal' s role as a change facilitator. However, others note how difficult it is to 

place principal styles that promote educational change into neatly defined categories. Ball (1987) 

1 do assume that individual heads tend towards the presentation of one style, but by 
definition they are not invariably limiteci to that style (although a few may be). Situational 
variations or changes over tirne in the institutional environment may well produce styiistic 
reworkings; performances may be tailored towards different audiences. (p.87) 

Hord and Hall ( 1 987) note that in al1 the schools they studied, the principal's work as a 

change agent is augmented by a Second Change Facilitator . This secondary change facilitator 

rnay be the assistant principal, a district-level cumculum coordinator, or a school site resource 

person. Furthemore, the style of the second change facilitator seemed to be directly related to 

the style of the principal. This finding cdls into question Miles, Sad, and Liebennan's definition 

that style is a funaion of natural, perhaps unlearned skiiis. In Hord and Hall's study, the influence 

of the principal's style on the second change agent's style cannot be ignored. 
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Gersten, Morvant, and Brengelman (1995) corne closest to an initial explanation of the 

paradox of contradictory styles. Their investigation of expert coaching approaches to change 

found that consultants must address the dual agendas of both listening to teachers' beliefs and 

feelings and providing them with new teaching strategies and behaviors. Furthemore, special 

education coaches who did not encourage teachers to identiS, problems and suggest instructional 

strategies often read the teacher's caution as resistance. They cal1 for consultants to modiS> an 

expert coaching style. This seemingly requires at least two different styles occumng 

simultaneously . 

Two questions remain unanswered in the literature. What styles do agents of change 

adopt? What influences the differential use of a particular style? 

A Set of Change Agent Styles 

In analyzing the data from the two case studies it becarne apparent to me that Karin and 

Anna each displayed a number of different styles as they guided the teachers towards inclusion 

of a child with special needs. For instance, while Anna is directive in guiding the teacherts 

instructional strategies for working with lessie, she also is an empathic comrnunicator who 

listeneci to the concem of the teachers and resource teacher. These concerns related to personal 

amtudes and feelings about fully inclusionary programrning. Karin's style is nondirective while 

facilitating group brainstorming of classroom strategies for use with Andrea, but is directive in 

offering her own anaiysis of the problem and possible solutions. This suggests that a 

conceptuakation of style, as it applies to agents of change operating in a shifiing, individualized 

postmodem context, cannot be singular and static. The presence of several styles exhibited by 
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the same consultant is unusud only if we assume that one unique style guides al1 of a change 

agent's interactions. Rather one must adopt a more fluid and flexible definition of style that is 

dictated more by the nature of the multiple outcomes required during the educational change 

process, than by the personal habits or preferences of the consultant. 

Ajzenfs(1988) theory of planned behavior offers support to this view by providing a 

conceptuai framework of the conditions that are critical to achieve when prornoting change in 

individual behavior. Change must now be considered fiom the perspective of the individual 

teacher who must be motivated to implement a new instmctional practice. According to Ajzen's 

theory the antecedents to perfomance of a desired behavior include the teacher's subjective 

perspective of the context in which the behavior is to be performed, the teacher's perceived 

behavioral control over performing the behavior, and the teacher's attitudes, beliefs and feelings 

@oth positive and negative) towards the behavior. These factors have been shown to influence 

the instructional behaviors of teachers when accommodating exceptionai and at-risk pupils into 

regular classrooms (S tanovich 1 994). 

To understand change agent styles displayed in the case studies, 1 first identified the 

antecedent condition of teacher change that was a focus of each case. Secondly, 1 identified 

which knowledge, skill sets, and persona1 qudities were employed by the consultants to achieve 

the desired change. The cases of Karin and Anna suggest that to foster fundamental changes in 

teacher attitudes, perceived behavioral control. teaching efficacy, and organizational contexts, the 

change agent differentially draws from her knowledge, skills and personal quaiities. The 

interaction of specific loiowledge, skill, and persona1 qualities to bring about an intended change 

descnbes four change agent styles: facilitative style, empathic listener style, directive style, and 
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collaborative style. 

In describing types of change agents, I do not wish to suggest that a resource consultant's 

style can be descnbed exclusively as one type or another. Although the data suggest that each 

consultant did have a predorninant approach, it was only in relation to the aspect of change on 

which each focused in her consultation. In an individual interaction the change agent's style was 

calibrated to the person with whom she was interacting. Each consultant exhibited elements of 

other types depending on the issues and needs brought fonh in the individual case. 

FaciIitative Style 

The facilitative style focuses on changing the teacher's perceived behavioral control over 

accornmodaîing a child with special needs into the classroom. Perceived behaviorai control refers 

to both intemal (skills, abilities, feelings) and extemal (oppominity, resources) factors that 

duence the teachefs use of a particular practice. By facilitating a problem-solving process, the 

consultant assists the teachers in rnaintaining control over their own ability to find and consider 

informatioq skills, and resources to support their efforts towards inclusion. The consultant and 

teachers together identify the cntical issues and needs that they bring to the consultation. 

Inte~ewing and problem identification skills are used by the consultant to assist the teacher in 

focusing in on specifk problems of instruction and inclusion while acknowledging global attitudes 

and feelings. Ownership of the problem and the solutions are maintained with the teacher rather 

than passing them on to the consultant. 

The consultant effectively uses both knowledge of the consultation process and 

communication skills to elicit, fiom the teachers, potential solutions to the identified problem. 
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Each participant contributes expertise to the brainstorming process. Parents bnng knowledge of 

the chilci, teachers know early childhood methodologies, and the consuitant contribut es alternat ive 

solutions based on herhis experience and expertise with children with special needs. Al1 

possibilities are equally accepted without judgment. Responsibility for developing and 

implementing action plans are shared by al1 participants as decisions are made. Ongoing 

evaluation of outcornes are developed as part of the process. 

Empa fhic Listener Style 

The focus of change for the empathic listener style is on teacher beliefs, attitudes, and 

feelings. The consultant who employs this style works through the change process by employing 

interpersonal influence and communication skills. An empathic listener engages people through 

fnendly chatting, appropriate personal disclosure, and an ability to see humor in the situation. 

The result of establishing an atmosphere of trust and mutual regard is meaninml dialogue and 

discourse about the intended change. 

The consultant supports a change in teacher attitudes and feelings by actively listening to 

the fears, anxieties and beliefs of the teacher who is working in an inclusive early childhood 

program. These consultants demonstrate empathy and care within a trusting, nurturing, and 

fhendly relationship without negahng or rninimizing the issues and feelings that teachers express. 

This supportive style uses paraphrashg and encouraging listening responses to reflect and accept 

the felings of the participants. Questions are asked to clarify, elaborate, a d o r  assist the teacher 

in considering alternative interpretations of specific behaviors or issues. 

The consultant comrnunicates that she respects and understands the issues from the 
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perspective of the teacher. Consultants using an empathic listener style are accepting and 

sensitive to these attitudes and beliefs while at the sarne time they are encouraging the participant 

to be open to other perspectives and possible views. 

Teachers are offered support by a consultant who acknowledges their skills, accepts their 

feelings, and considers their concems as real and relevant. 

Directive Style 

In the directive style, the consultant assists the teacher in learning specific instructional 

strategies for use with a child with disabilities. A distinction is made here between the teacher's 

general sense of efficacy as it influences one's perceived behavioral control over inclusion and 

personal teaching efficacy required to accommodate a child with a specific disability. A directive 

style enhances specific teaching efficacy by promoting change in instructional practices. 

Specialized knowledge is shared that is essentid to the performance of a specific 

instructional behavior. In this study the term expert knowledge has been avoided because of the 

inherent connotation t hat the consultant's knowledge is superior to another's knowledge which 

is in some way inferior. To avoid the issue of status, the term specialized knowledge has been 

favored to reflect the consultant's view that each participant cornes to the consultation with 

herlhis own unique knowledge base. To convey essential specialized knowledge the consultant 

directiy shares information, coaches instructional techniques, and models strategies. The intent 

is to enhance teaching efficacy in relation to the leaniing outcomes of a specific child. 

In this study the consultants successfully mediated between the teachers' own instructional 

techniques and new teaching approaches by stariing with activities already programmed wit hin 
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the classroom. Modifications and adjustments were then developed through coaching and 

feedback that enabled the teacher to change the activity to include the child with special needs. 

The teacher's specific teaching efficacy was enhanced by this style. 

Collabororive Style 

For the collaborative change agent, the focus of the change is teachers' work within the 

culture and structure of the organitation. This change agent, in a collaborative style. strategically 

uses the consultant's knowledge of the change process and a collegial approach to forge team 

alliances with admuiistrators, teachers, and parents. Power structures and control issues are ofien 

embedded in the consultative discussion of child behaviors and ultirnately interferes with change. 

This is Iikeiy to be observed when the supervisor of a centre, rather than the teachers, initiates the 

consultation with a consultant fiom an extemal agency. The hierarchical imposition of change 

through poiicy or supeniisory mandate increases resistance in teachers who must implement the 

intended change. The consultant works to realign sociopolitical structures by making this codict 

and struggle explicit rather than hidden. 

The collaborative stance of the change agent assists in conflict resolution and promotes 

team-building. This calls for team members to negotiate roles, release power to others, and 

resolve underlying organizational tensions. The consultant's knowledge of the change process, 

interpersonal assertiveness and personal abilities to cajole. coax, and persist are displayed in this 

process. The change process lads to organizations where teachers work to suppon each other, 

share control, exercise power, and are empowered to make decisions and to act. The 

organization is ultimately stronger and more adaptable to meet the diverse needs of children. 
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Chanpe A ~ e n t  Stvle Preferences 

We cm begin to conceptualize a change agent's predorninant approach by considering 

these four types of change agent style. It is very diflicult and unproductive to place change agents 

exclusively into one of the above categories because preferences can be modified and affected in 

any particular consultation by situational variables and by the individuai needs of participant S. 

Karin understood that the teachers and mother of the child with behavioral needs had 

sorne serious concerns because the child was exhibiting aggressive and often bizarre behaviors. 

Karin p&mily worked through the consultation and change processes by employing excellent 

interpersonal communication skills. In the empathic Iistenef s style, through actively listening to 

teacher concems, questioning them for clarification, reflecting on feelings, and showing empathy 

for their issues, she was able to help the participants reframe their attitudes and feelings about this 

child. Rather than pathologizing the behaviors, she helped the teachers to see the child as a very 

creative and active learner and the mother as a concemed partner in formulating solutions to the 

probiem. 

But the teachers also needed to perceive themselves as being in control when 

programming for a child with special needs. Karin supported the teachers in leaming how to 

problem solve and to make programming modifications. As one teacher explained. Karin's 

intervention was more useful than only yelling "help" each time a child with special needs entered 

her preschool class. Karin elicited solutions to programming From the teachers to help them 

develop an environment in which the child's behaviors settled, the rnother was calrned and began 

to attempt new child management approaches with her daughter, and the chilci's self-esteem 

flourished. In the facilitative style, Karin assisted the teachers in identifjmg issues and needs. 
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brainstorming solutions and sharing responsibility for developing, implementing, and evaiuating 

a program plan. M e r  the consultation, teachers were lefi with knowledge of a problem-solving 

process that they can continue to use in the fbture. 

On the other hand, Anna using the empathic listener's style actively listened to and 

empathized with the teachers' concerns about includmg a child with cerebrai palsy into the regular 

program and the resource teacher's sense of wlnerability about a loss of status. But her 

consultation primarily emphasized the need to improve teaching efficacy by changing specific 

instmct ional strategies and including therapeutic techniques with this child. Anna adopted a 

directive style to change tacher practica. She started with planned classroom activities and then 

through sharing specialized knowledge, direct coaching techniques. and offenng feedback, she 

demonstrated for teachers the modifications and strategies that were required for this particular 

child. 

Ultimately, in the collaborative style, both change agents began to change both the 

cultural and structural context of the organizations. This is reflected in fundamental issues of how 

teachers work, how decisions are made, and how power is distributed in an organization. The 

intent of the change agent is to empower teachers to act, to share control over the change, and 

to share power over al decisions that impact on their work. Using coltegial team-building skills 

both Karin and Anna strategically sought to enhance group hctioning and to include parents and 

other resource speciaiists in the interdisciplinary tearn. Both change agents caidy and assertively 

worked to resolve contlict as the team began to develop and becorne established. Their goal was 

to encourage equitable power relationships between administrators, teachers and parents that 

enhance the organization's receptivity and responsivity to children with diverse specid needs and 
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their families. 

It is only by understanding the multidimensional nature of change that consultants can 

assess the specifics of the change effort and apply knowledge, skills and personal qualities 

differentially to enhance desired outcornes. By calibrating and applying these characteristics 

depending on situational factors, the change agent's preferred style varies throughout the change 

process. U'hat had been considered dilernmas can be attnbuted to the consultant's belief that an 

application of style must be udonn and consistent. SuccessfÙl inclusion of children with special 

needs requires change to take place dong social, psychological, and organizational dimensions. 

Agents of change must continually adjust their style to promote these changes. 

Professional Traininp of Earlv Childhood Consultants and Teachers 

The educational requirernents for early childhood educators and early childhood resource 

consultants are dependent upon the provincial jurisdiction in which they work and the type of 

early chiidhood program in which they operate: early intervention program, specialized preschool. 

group child care centre, family day care home, nursery school, or family resource centre. In this 

study most of, but not d l ,  the early childhood teachers held a credential in early childhood 

education fiom community colleges. Teacher education prograrns that they attended included 

at least one course in early childhood special education as part of the diploma requirements. But 

the early childhood educators who wished to focus on children with special needs continued with 

post-diploma coursework or university degrees in early childhood education or related fields of 

study. The early childhood teachers who did not continue with formai courses on teaching 

children with special needs received some training in informa1 workshops, conference sessions or 
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on the job experiences. Training in special needs thus becomes an add-on component more 

dependent on teacher interest, funding, and scheduling factors than on planned and systematic 

training strategies. This has led Kontos and File (1993) to conclude: 

Staff development planners must realize that they can expect many staff to lack the 
knowledge base provided by specialized training in their fields, while still acknowledging 
that stafYmembers have leamed on the job, or through less formal charnels. (p. 171) 

Resource consultants in this study also had varying educationd backgrounds. Both had 

obtained baccaiaureate degrees, but specific courses on consultation, change and inclusion were 

not offered in their fomal coursework. Kontos and File (1993) note that " i n s e ~ c e  and 

prese~ce personnel training for early childhood special educators rarely includes instruction in 

integration or coiiaborative consultation" (p. 176). Training in consultation relies heavily on 

informa1 workshops, seminars, and peer support groups. 

Studies on training of consultants have been limited in offering us insight into effective 

training modeis. In one study, training techniques, using eit her a communication training 

condition or a condition offenng training in concepts reiated to collaboration, reported no 

significant differences in teacher satisfaction with consultation (White & Pryzwansky, 1982). 

Curtis and Zins ( l988), in a study of the effects of a training program that emphasized didactic 

methods, videotaped simulation experiences, and instructor feedback, found improved 

consultative ski11 in level of questioning, making behaviorally specific statements, and in the 

avoidance of premature problem solving strategies for consultant trainees. A later study 

comparing apprenticeship and nonapprenticeship training programs on teacher satisfaction with 

consultation, favored apprenticeship programs that emphasized techniques for offering teachers 

immediate and positive feedback (Gersten, Darch, Davis, & George, 1991). These studies 
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indicate that training in specific knowledge of consultative processes (Le. collaboration), and 

specific skills (Le. offering feedback, questioning, active listening) are useful for the consultant 

trainee. 

Staff development has long been viewed as a key to the successful inclusion of children 

with special needs into community early childhood programs (Klein & Sheehan, 1987). 

Consultation has been used as one important means of promoting teacher developrnent when 

accornmodating children with special needs into regular classrooms. Whereas one-time 

workshops have not been shown to be effective in changing teacher practice (Stein & Wang, 

1988), cowultation cm provide the ongoing support and feedback necessary for success (Wesley, 

1994). It has been demonstrated in this study that on-site consultation which is respectful of 

teacher time, acknowledges teacher ability, and understands the sociopolitical context does 

change teacher practices and promote inclusion. 

But the niccess of consultation in producing change must start at the p r e s e ~ c e  level of 

training for consliltants and teachers. First, fundamental t O staff change t hrough consultation is 

an understanding of children with special needs and inclusive schools. Social and psychological 

principles of inclusion and consultation should be provided to al1 prospective teachers and 

consultants. Most recently an "infusion model" of p r e s e ~ c e  training has been called for that 

allows for concepts related to individualized instruction, early intervention, and work with 

families to be immersed in al1 p r e s e ~ c e  early childhood education courses (Bailey, 1996; 

Frankel, 1994). In an infusion model knowledge would be provided to dl students, not only to 

those who elect to take additional courses on special needs. If understanding of inclusion starts 

at the p r e s e ~ c e  stage, then ail educators, regular and specialists, can develop a common 
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foundation of knowledge about children with special needs, family-focused interventions, 

consultation and change processes. 

Second, a collaborative and trusting working relationship between consultant and 

teachers has been demonstrated to be central to staff change and development. Developing trust 

and shared goals for children's development and learning starts in preservice courses that allow 

for open discussion, debate, and discourse on issues of inclusion. Basic skills in interpersonal 

effectiveness and leadership ability would be enhanced through these discussions. Together, 

teachers learn the need for clearly communicating their thoughts, feelings and needs, and 

consultants l e m  to be more receptive to listening to the teachers. The cornmon concepts and 

mutual understandings that teachers and consultants can receive at the preservice level provides 

a foundation that will ailow them to later explore new and flexible environrnents of action in 

schools. hovative solutions result fiom these collaborative efforts as teachers in the fiiture face 

uncertain and unpredictable events in educating a diverse population of young children. 

Third, when coursework crosses disciplines, the formation of flexible and creative tearn 

efforts to meet personalized teaching and leaming goals is further enhanced. Interdisciplinary 

coursework allows students in related fields of education, social work, physical therapy, 

occupational therapy, psychology, nursing, nutrition, and speech-language therapy to derive an 

explicit appreciation and understanding of each other's discipline, jargon, and philosophies 

(Bricker & Widerstrom, 1996). Shared training cm thus promote the "collaborative division of 

labor" as called for by Skrtic (1995). 

And fourth, in stating the need for a basic comrnon curriculum on inclusion for teachers, 

early childhood resource consuitants, and interdisciplinary specialists, 1 do not wish to imply that 
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knowledge, skills, and enhanced personai dimensions can be dispensed and applied in a 

standardized, normative, or formulated marner. Training programs must assure that unique 

applications of knowledge and skills occur that are relevant to the issues and concems at hand. 

Developing interpersonal skills, communication skills and caring qualities can best be acquired 

in courses that stress experiential training through role-playkg, simuiated client experiences, and 

videotape self-analysis. The importance of caring, assertive, and fiiendly personal qualities 

becornes more apparent as çtudents interact in nonthreatening, controlled "real to Me" simulation 

exercises with actors, rather than learning through "trial and error" on the job. Actors who 

simulate assessrnent and intewiewing interactions wit h student teachers and consultants provide 

immediate feedback about interpersonal effectiveness, intewiewing style, and communication 

skills (Bntnell, 1992). These characteristics can then be further established in practical field 

expenences with children and families. An expenential field component to training is most 

suitable when it allows for practice of these abilities in a broad range of early childhood settings 

with children who demonstrate a range of leaniing abilities. 

Consultants, as well, require advanced training to understand the complexities and 

intncacies of a multidirnensional change process in the postmodern era. But they also require 

practical experience in considering the motivational factors that influence teachers to change their 

practice and in applying constantly shifiing sets of knowledge and skills during the consultation. 

This can best be accomplished through field experiences in inclusive centres with effective early 

childhood resource consultant S. 

Karui and Anna describeci the struggles, challenges, and dilemmas they faced as they were 

constantly required to shift approaches and styles. In one consultative encounter they rnight move 
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fiom a directive style of modeling instructional strategies, to an empathic listener of teacher's 

feelings, to a facilitative style brainstorming teaching strategies, t O a collaborative style promot ing 

shared responsibility and back to a directive style offering technical information about special 

needs. This requires a complex interplay of knowledge, skills, and persond cornmitment. 

Research mua now focus on comprehensive training models that assist consultants in considering 

teacher and organizational needs and in dinerentidy applying their knowledge, skill, and personal 

quaiities to meet those specific antecedent conditions of change in teacher practice. 

Although this investigation was limited to two case examples of effective consultants, a 

rich data base of information was gathered about the knowledge, skills, and personal quaiities of 

early childhood resource consultants. A set of four change agent styles has been described fiom 

the case studies of Karin and Anna: facilitative style, empathic listener style, directive style. and 

collaborative style. Change agent style has been conceptualized as responsive to varying 

antecedent conditions found to influence teachers to perform an intended behavior. This view 

allows us to understand why change agents demonstrate numerous different styles in the course 

of their consultative work. This resolves the apparent paradox of contradictory style preferences 

found in research and practice. Change agents must Vary their style depending on the personai, 

interpersonal, a d o r  organizational changes required in the particular case. This has shown to 

have a positive impact on promoting teacher efficacy, staff collaboration, and supportive 

environments as institutions of care and education flexibly and creatively educate children with 

diverse needs in an uncertain and constantly changing era of postmodeniity. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

EPILOGUE 

As 1 sat across fkom Karin, and later Anna, for Our final discussion, 1 was struck by the 

commit ment and professionalism that each consultant possessed. 1 admired the determination 

each displayed in tÙifXng her role in assisting children with special needs, their families, and their 

teachers, as they al1 strive to provide inclusive services in community-based early childhood 

programs. Pnor to this meeting each consultant had read a drafl of her respective case study 

and had now paused to reflect' clarify and construct meaning from her expenences. We had 

completed a cycle in the exploration that we had embarked on together. 1 felt that a bond had 

formed between us that transcended the research and allowed the consultants to speak fieely and 

openly with me. Together we had broadened Our understanding of the complex and oflen slow 

change process and of the knowledge, skills and personal qualities required by effective agents 

of change. 

In the tradition of the ethnographer, we had set out months before, researcher and 

researched, to gain insight into the role early childhood resource consultants play as agents of 

change. We did not always know the road to take or where it would lead. Ultimately their 

narratives as agents of change offered me insight into the knowledge, skills and personal qualities 

that early childhood resource consultants require as they assist teachers in changing instructional 

practices to include children with special needs in their prograrns. My goal was to better 
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understand change agent characteristics which impact on the motivational antecedent's to change 

in teacher practice: organizational factors, teachers' perceived behavioral control. teachers' 

attitudes, beliefs, and feelings, and teaching efficacy. We were now meeting together as the final 

step of triangulation to assure authenticity in the findings (Mathison, 1988). The credibility of 

the qualitative methodology used rested not on the traditional constmcts of validity and reliability, 

but on the trustworthiness of the data (Bogdan & Lutfiyya, 1992; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This 

finai check would indicate if my understandings, assumptions, and interpretations were accurate 

or whether they altered or imposeci too heavily on the consultant's position. It was their personal 

voice which was paramount and would stand as a mirror against which other consultants could 

test their own realities. Natural generalizations (Stake, 1978) could then be made as other 

resource consultants compare and contrast their experiences to those described in the case 

studies. To accomplish this goal, accuracy and rich description in case reporting are essential. 

Karin narted by disaissing the case study's authenticity. She applauded its accuracy while 

noting that she felt the identities of the teachers, parent, and child were well hidden. Maintaining 

anonymity is a vital part of any qualitative methodology. However, as rnuch as 1 tried to protect 

the confidentiality of al1 participants, there are some elements which, although potentially 

revealing, cannot be totdly eliminated if the case is to be tme and accurate. 

Kann at this tirne particularly reflected on her own development as a consultant. She 

disclosed to me how she viewed herself as a peer to parents and teachers. In this 

conceptualization of her role she offered fnendly support rather than didactic advice. This she 

realized had been a guiding principle of her consultative interactions and strongly defined how she 

worked with others. It was a view that she was now mggling to rnodify as parents and teachers 



demand more specialized knowledge about interventions for children with special social- 

behavioral needs. As Karin explained it: 

CON: 1 found it personally very interesting to look at my own development as a 
consultant since this case ... 1 think 1 have become much better at drawing my own 
boundaries around myselfas a professional. There was something about this [case 
study] that 1 think I was seeing myself more as a &end. And 1 think there was 
çome lack of clarity around what my role was.. .because in the report it says that 
I didn't offer strategies to the mom. and it seemed that it appeared to you from 
listening to the tape that she wasn't asking that clearly or that the opportunity 
didnt present themselves, and it didn't. And 1 think 1 felt more as a peer than as 
somebody I was providing a seMce for. And this is sornething, I would never 
give advice to a firiend or a peer ... unless they specifically said, "What shall I do in 
this situation?' ... It still is difficult for me to draw that line. At what point am 1 in 
the process of observation or am 1 in intervention? ... It's more a matter of 
providing nippon. Mothen ofien know what they need to do. They just haven't 
got the courage to give it, but get bogged down with the problems. So you're 
trying to provide the support and things will change. ..I struggle with it [with 
teachers]. It isn't always successful to offer advice, it falls Bat. They're not ready 
and need to talk.. .And I've seen teachers who take it and take it and take in a lot 
and then sort of shut d o m  for awhile. And 1 have to not take it personally. 
Someone who's been very receptive suddenly won? acknowledge rny presence. 
It's odd ... and then she cornes back and tells me I'm her Iifeline to information 
about this child and then we're back on track again. 1 think she just gets sort of 
ovenvhelmed because she works hard to implement the suggestions that 1 give 
her . 

(Case 1 -Final Int: RO 1 ) 

At the core of Karin's approach to change are effective interpersonal interactions. She 

liaens, ernpathizes and accommodates the concerns of teachers and parents. In a climate of tmst 

and mutual respect, she coUaboratively teams with parents and teachers as equitable partners. She 

facilitates the teachers' problem solving and decision-making so that they develop instructional 

strategies which are realistic for the setting and which they are prepared to incorporate into their 

classroom. And she models appropriate interactions with the child which indirectly provides 

teachers and parents with alternative strategies. Lntimately the key to successful change in 
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teacher practice for Karin is to empower others to reflect, to plan, and to act. 

In my discussion with Anna, she aiso acknowledged the authentic description of the 

sensitive issues in her consultation. She recalled that in this case negotiating roles with the 

resource teacher was a source of hstration for her. The resource teacher expected that al1 

information to the teachers would flow through her. Because of this Anna believed she was 

initialIy prevented from imparting cntical specialized information about this child directly to the 

teachen. It was only by working through the hierarchical power relationships that existed in this 

centre that over the course of the consultation Anna was able to work directly with the full team 

of teachers. Eventually change did take place in the working relationship between the resource 

teacher and the teachers and roles and responsibilities shifted. Anna worked flexibly with the staff 

to determine together how therapeutic and educational strategies for the child with physical 

disabilities could be incorporateci into their planned classroom activities. Anna later described this 

approach: 

CON: And a Merence in my style too is that these people are professionals, and while 
there are certain things that should be done and need to be done, within the 
constraints of the program, they might not be able to.. .so not to worry if it's not 
possible. We'll find something else. That's why we're there, is to help find an 
alternative way. But und we broach some ideas we canft know what's reasonable 
and what isn't ... so we need that feedback frorn her [teacher]. 

(Casez-Final Int: R02) 

Anna's goal is to team with families, teachers, administrators, and therapists to provide 

appropriate instructional strategies and leaming environrnents for children with physicai special 

needs in ealy childhood settings. But Anna asserts that she has specialized knowledge about 

physical disabilities that she rnust share with the teachers before they can incorporate this 

information into their planning. in this direct approach, Anna initially provides the teachers with 
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expert information frorn her own experience and from the experiences of specialized therapists 

(physiotherapist, speech-language therapist). She then coaches and offers feedback about the 

tacher's application of this information in classroom activities. With active listening, empathy, 

and reflection she answers their questions and concerns. Modifications to this typical consultative 

pattern occur with appreciation for the existing sociopolitical context and power structures of a 

centre. Arma adjusts her interactions depending upon the existing hierarchy of the centre. Her 

goal is to assist the centre in achieving equitable and collaborative relationships when providing 

for a child with physicai and developrnentai special needs. 

In this investigation the application of the change agent's knowledge, ski11 and personal 

qualities has show itselfto be case s p d c .  The change agents displayed a range of styles which 

shifted depending upon the needs of the children, the teachers, and the organization. I found that 

the didactic presentation of expert advice, no matter how sound and pedagogically appropriate, 

has not proven to be the most effective means of changing teacher behaviors to instmct children 

with disabilities in inclusive settings. Rather the consultants were most successful when they 

possessed a full range of styles which impact on organizational factors, the teachers' beliefs, 

attitudes and feelings, and the teachers' sense of efficacy in instructing specific children with 

special needs. Four change agent styles are described that result fiom the interaction of change 

agent knowledge, skiUs and personal qualities: facilitative style, ernpathic listener style, directive 

style and collaborative style. A consultant may adopt any one of these styles at different stages 

of the process and is not confined by one approach over another. Karin and Anna were most 

effective in prornoting change when their style was calibrated to the presenting needs and issues 

of the teachers and administraton. The change agent must differentially apply her knowledge of 
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consultation, knowledge of the change process, interpersonal skills, and leadership abilities to 

achieve change. 

The rich qualitative data collected fkom these two case studies expanded my insight into 

the knowledge, skills and personal qualities of change agents in early childhood settings. 

However, the investigation of only two cases is also a limitation of this study. Caution must be 

exercised in applying the findings of this study until cumulative evidence is gathered. Funher 

research is now required in other early childhood settings and with other resource consultants to 

determine whether additional change agent styles and characteristics cm be identified as critical 

to change in teacher practice. Research replicating these findings would enhance Our 

understanding of when and how change agents calibrate their style to teacher and orsankational 

needs. 

Early childhood resource consultants who have identified both successfùl and less 

successful expenences in promoting change in teacher practices should be included in future 

reswch endeavors. It is possible t hat teacher and situational factors, under specific conditions, 

ovemde the consultant's attempts to shift and calibrate styles to the demands of the context. This 

research would help in determihg the relative influence of change agent charactenstics, process 

charactenstics, and situational factors as early childhood settings change to fully include young 

children with special needs. 

In the postmodem era of rapid change, early childhood educators adjust their practice to 

meet the special needs of children within a cîimte of instability and unpredictability. Uncertainty 

is not only created by the increasingly diverse needs of children in the classroom, but is aiso due 

to economic restra.int. hding aitbacks, and a general lack of societal recognition for their work. 
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Ya the dedicated voice of these educators continues to resound and demands to be heard. Karin 

and Anna deeply understood the need to form trusting working relationships with these teachers. 

Key charactenstics of change agents included their ability to acknowledge and build upon 

teachers' existing skills, to promote a tearn effort, to assertively resolve conflict, to mode1 and 

coach specialized instructional strategies using naturdly occumng classroom activities, and to 

maintain a fnendly and flexible stance. The resource consultants worked to listen to and 

accommodate the teachers' needs and support their change efforts, rather than to use hierarchical 

powen to impose change. As 1 reflected on their consultative styles, the paradox of consultant 

preference for botb collaborative and directive approaches became less problematic. 1 began to 

see that the differential application of style depending upon the needs expressed from the teachers' 

perspectives of change is of utrnost importance. The consultant as agent of change impacts on 

the organization, teachers' attitudes, beliefs. and feelings. teachers' perceived behavioral control 

over change, and specific teaching efficacy in relation to a child with special needs. Karin and 

Anna were able to efféct these changes with sincerity, respect, and perseverance. This empowered 

the teachers to make appropriate changes to classroom management and instructional practices 

when a child with special needs was fùlly included in the early childhood prograrn. 
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APPENDIX 1 
RESEARCEI CONSENT FORM 

CONSULTANTS 

The purpose of this investigation is to document the consultative process as centres move to 
include children with special needs into their programs. It is believed that this empirical data will 
assist in the development of educational matends that will train resource consultants to better 
serve child care centres, families, and children. 

1 give my permission for the principal investigator to audiotape al1 consultation meetings with 
natf administrators, parents, andor children fiom two different cases on my caseload. 1 agree 
to operate an audio cassette recorder for the duration of my consultative involvement on the case. 
This includes the initial to last formal consultation meetings and any direct work with the child. 
I understand that these tapes will be transcribed for analysis, and 1 agree to review these 
transcnpts and discuss thern in an interview with the principal investigator. 1 agree to complete 
a bnef survey of demographic information. Al1 information collected will be kept strictly 
confident ial. 

Ail data collected will be used for research purposes only. 1 understand that the findings will be 
reported as group data. Any written reports or oral presentations of the findings that uses direct 
quotes from the transcnpts will not reveal the identities of the consultants or other participants 
in the consultation meetings. The consultation agency, child care centre, family, and child will 
not be identified by name. 

1 understand 1 can withdraw my permission at any time during the research project. 
Experimental procedures have been explained to me and 1 have a satisfactory understanding of 
thern. Any further questions about the research and my rights as a participant will be answered 
by contacting the principal investigator Elaine Frankel at (4 16) 979-5306. 

I understand that this project has been reviewed and approved by the Ethicai Review Cornmittees 
at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education and Ryerson as adequately safeguarding subjects' 
privacy, welfare, civil liberties, and rights. I may address questions and complaints to the chair, 
Ryerson ERB or the Director of the Office of Research SeMces at (416) 979-5042. 

Signature 

Date 



APPENDIX II 

LETTER TO TBE SUPERVISOR 

Dear Supervisor: 

1 am a professor in the School of Early Childhood Education at Ryerson Polytechnic University 
and a doctoral candidate at the Ontario Inmtute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto. 
Currently 1 am doing research on the nature of the consultative interactions that occur between 
resource codtants  and child care programs. This research would like to answer questions such 
as: How do early childhood resource consultants work with children, teachers, and parents? 
What types of consultation do teachers find helpful in assisting them in teaching children with 
diverse leaming needs. 

This research will observe the consultation process. We will not be evaluating the child care 
centre or the tacher's performance in any way. It is hoped that this infonnation wiil assist us in 
improving the training of resource consultants so that they c m  better serve child care centres, 
teachers, children and families. 

Since you have recently arranged for consultation with a resource consultant, 1 wish to request 
the opportunity to discuss with you your centre's participation in this research project. It involves 
the cooperation of the child's parents and a minimal time commitment fiom the classroom 
teachers. 1 would like permission from you, the classroom teachers, and the child's parents to 
audiotape six consultation meetings. This will not be disruptive to your program or harmfùl to 
the teachers or children in your care. As part of the project, an i n t e ~ e w  with each teacher 
involved in the consultation will be arranged at any time convenient to herhim and the program. 
This will give your teachers the opportunity to reflect on their practice. Please be assured that 
you will receive full consultation services whether you agree to participate in this project or not. 

Ail uiformation gathered during the project is for research purposes only and will be kept strictly 
confident id. The names of the consultation agency, centre, teachers, children, and families will 
not be revealed in any reports of the findings of this research. Any participant may withdraw from 
the project at any time. 

1 will be calling you next week to arrange a time to describe this project in greater detail to you 
and to the classroom teachers. If you wish further information please cal1 me at 979-5306. 
Thank you for considering this project. 

Sincerely, 
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APPENDIX III 

LETTER TO THE TEACHER 

Dear Teacher: 

1 am a professor in the School of Early Childhood Education at Ryerson Polytechnic University 
and a doctoral candidate at the Ontario institute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto. 
Currentiy 1 am doing research on the nature of the consultative interactions that occur between 
child care consultants and child care programs. This research wodd like to answer questions 
such as: How do early childhood resource consultants work with children, teachers, and parents? 
What types of consultation do teachers find helpful in assisting them in teaching children with 
diverse iearning needs? 

This research will observe the consultation process. We will not be evaluating the child care 
centre or the teacheh performance in any way. It is hoped that this information will assist us in 
improving the training of child care consultants so that they can better serve child care centres, 
teachers, children and families. 

Since you have recently arranged for consultation with a child care consultant, 1 wish to request 
the opportunity to discuss with you your participation in this research project. It involves the 
cooperation of the child's parents and about 1 112 hours additional time fiom you. 1 would like 
permission fiom you to audiotape consultation meetings in which you participate. This will not 
be disruptive to your program or harmful to the children in your care. .As part of the project, an 
interview with you will be arranged at any tirne that is convenient. This wili give you a rare 
opportunity to reflect on your teaching practices and to ofer input into how consultants can serve 
you better. Please be assured that you will receive full consultation services whether you agree 
to participate in this project or not. 

AU information gathered during the project is for research purposes only and will be kept strictly 
confidential. The narnes of the consultation agency, centre, teachers, childreqand families will 
not be revealed in any qmRS of the hdings of this research. You may withdraw from the project 
at any time. 

Lf you wish more information about this proposal please cal1 me at 979-5306. 

Thank you for considering this project. 

S incerely, 



RESEARCH CONSENT FORM 
TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS 

The purpose of this investigation is to document the consultative process as centres rnove to 
include chikiren with special needs into their programs. It is believed that this empirical data will 
assist in the development of educational materials that will train resource consultants to better 
serve child care centres, families, and children. 

1 give my permission for the p ~ c i p a i  investigator to audio tape al1 consultation meetings in which 
1 participate with the resource consultant. This includes the initial to last formal consultation 
meetings with the consultant. These tapes will be transcribed for andysis by the principal 
investigator. 1 agree to then discuss the process in an interview with the principal investigator. 1 
aiso agree to complete a bnef survey of demographic information. Al1 information collected will 
be kept strictly confidentid. 

AU data collected will be used for research purposes only. 1 understand that the findings of this 
study will be reported as group data. Any written reports or oral presentations of the findings 
that uses direct quotes fiom the transcnpts will not reveal the identities of any participants in the 
consultation meetings. The consultation agency, child care centre, family and child will not be 
identified. 

1 understand 1 can withdraw my permission at any time during the research project. 

Expenmentai procedures have been expiained to me and 1 have a satisfactory understanding of 
them. Any further questions about the research and my rights as a participant wili be answered 
by contacting the principal investigator Elaine Frankel at (4 16) 979-5306. 

1 understand that this project km been reviewed and approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittees 
at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education and Ryerson as adequately safeguarding subjects' 
privacy, welfare, civil liberties, and rights. I may address questions and cornplaints to the chair, 
Ryerson ERB or the Director of the Office of Research Services at (4 16) 979-5042. 

Signature 

Date 



LETTER TO TEE PARENT 

Dear Parent: 

I am a professor at Ryerson Poiytechmc University and a doctoral candidate at the Ontario 
Institute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto. 1 am completing a research project 
which will assis resource consultants in providing services to children and families like your own. 

Your child's child care consultant and teachers have been chosen as participants in this study. 
This research would like to answer questions such as: How do eariy childhood resource 
consultants work with children, teachers, and parents? What types of consultation do teachers 
find helphl in assisting them in teaching children with diverse learning needs? 

Your child's cMd care consultant, child Gare centre and teacher have already agreed to participate 
in this study. Therefore, we are now seeking permission from you to have you and your child 
participate. Since you are a very important part of any discussion about your child's learning 
program we wish to record any meetings you have wit h the resource consultant that relate to your 
child's developmental and 1e-g needs. This will be done by an audiocassette recorder. It will 
not take any additional time for you to participate in this project. We will also record the 
consultant's interactions with your child in the classroom. The research tearn will be the only 
people to listen to these tapes, and your name and your child's name will never be told to anyone 
else. We are only interested in understanding the consultant's role and will not be evaluating you 
or your child. 

Please be assured that you and your child will receive full consultation services whether you 
choose to participate in this research or not. Also be assured that if you do give your permission, 
your child's program in the child care centre will not be disturbed in any way. 

The research tearn has very strict rules to protect your privacy. Any information gathered will be 
kept completely confidentid and will not be shared with anyone. The data will be kept in locked 
files with al1 names removed. The narne of the consultant, chdd care centre, teacher, parent and 
child will never be told in any reports. You have the right to withdraw yourself and your child 
from this project at any time before the final analysis of the data. 

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittees at the Ontario 
Institute for Studies in Education and Ryerson as adequately safeguarding subjects' privacy. 
welfare, civil liberties, and rights. You may address questions and cornplaints to the chair, 
Ryerson ERB or the Director of the Office of Research SeMces at 979-5042. 

If you wish more information please cal1 Elaine Frankel at 979-5306. 
Thank you for your t h e  and attention. 
Sincerely, 



APPENDIX VI 

RESEARCH CONSENT FORM 
PARENT AND CHILD 

I give permission for my child to be part of the research project being conduaed by Elaine 
Frankel f?om Ryerson, School of Early Childhood Education as described in the letter to parents 
dated April, 1993. 

1 give permission for interactions between my child and the resource consultant to be audiotaped. 

1 give permission to audiotape al1 consultation meetings in which my child's leaming needs and 
program needs are discussed by the centre stafFwith the resource consultant. 

1 give permission to audiotape al1 consultation meetings in which my child's learning needs and 
program needs are discussed by me with the resource consultant. 

Please check one: 

YES 
NO 

Print Child's Name: Date: 

Print Parent/Guardianls Narne: 

ParentlGuardian's Signature: 

[ ] I would like to discuss this project further. 

Day Time Phone Nurnber 

Evening Phone Number 



APPENDICES VI1 - VIII: 

tNTERVIEW PROTOCOLS 



APPENDIX VII 

TEACHER INTERVIEW 

1. What is it like to be a teacher in this centre? 
- Describe your typical day. 

7 
-, What does this whole issue of integration mean to you? 

- Have your feelings about integration changed at any time in your career? 
- When? 
- HOW? 
- What occuned? 

3. Tell me how you came to work with this child in your classroom. 
- What were you trying to accomplish for the child and family? 
- What stepdadjustments did you take to reach these goals? 

4. What professionals around you have had a role in helping you make these adjustments? 
- Supervisor 
- Resource consultant 
- Resource specialists (i.e. psychologist, OT, PT, SLT) 

Describe a critical interaction that occurred between you and the consultant that impacted 
on your work. 
- What characteristics did she display that made this interaction successful? 

6 .  If a child with a different special need (let's Say a visual impairment) was in your 
classroom, how would you deal with the situation? 

7. What does it mean to you to be a teacher of a child with special needs? 
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APPENDIX VIll 

RESOURCE CONSULTANT INTERVIEW 

1. Describe your role as an eariy childhood resource consultant. 

2. Describe the process you follow with each consultation? 

3. Based on specific consultation interactions: 
a) What were you hoping to accornplish in this interaction with the teacher 
(administrator, parent)? 

b) What approaches were you taking? 

c) How effective do you perceive each approach to be towards reaching your 
goal? 

d) How would you structure your response differently the next time a similar 
situation arose? 

4. How do you perceive change in the teacher since the consultation began? 

5. What knowledge, skiiis and personal qualities do you think are critical for early childhood 
resource consultants? 



APPENDIX IX: 

QUESTIONNAIRE 



RESEARCEI PARTICIPANT INFORMATION 

1 .  I D .  

PERSONAL BACKGROUND: 
Please answer al1 questions by checking (0 the appropriate response for you. 

2. Gender: 
Female 

1 
Male 

2 

Age: 
20-29 years 

1 
30-39 years 

2 
40-49 years 

3 
50+ years 

4 

4. Years of work experience in early childhood education: 
1-5 years 

1 
6- 10 years 

2 
11-15 years 

3 
16-20 years 

4 
2 1-25 years 

5 
26-30 years 

6 
30+ years 

7 



EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: 
Check "yes" (/) for al1 diplornas, certificates and degrees you hold. 

5.  ECE Diploma (2 years) 

6. ECE Advanced Certificate: Resource Teacher 

7. ECEDH diploma 

8. B.A.A. or B.Sc.(ECE or Child Study) 

Other Bachelor Degrees 

no 
2 

Describe: 



1 0. Ontario Teacher' s Certificate 

I 1. Masters Degree - M.Ed. or M.A. 

Describe: 

12. Diplorna in Child Study 

13. AECEO Certification 

14. Other 

no 
2 

Describe: 



CLRRENT STUDIES: 
Check "yesm(J) for al1 certificate or degree programs in which you are currently enrolled. 

1 5 ,  Advanced Certificate 

Describe: 

1 6. Masters Degree 

Describe: 

17. Doctoral Degree 
- Yes 

Describe: 

18, CURRENT WORK EXPERIENCE: 
Check (J)  your current position title 

Supe~sor 
1 

Teacher 
2 

Resource Teacher 

Resource Consultant 
4 



19. PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE: 
List and briefly descnbe previous work expenence starting with your most recent 
experiences. 

Years Position/Title Nature of Work Experiencd Responsibilities 
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